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Disclaimer
The University of Kentucky in no way guarantees the work performed by students participating in this studio course and makes no warranties, express or implied, regarding the quality of any product produced. The community sponsor
agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the University against any claims arising out of the Sponsor’s utilization, sale, or transfer of materials developed in the whole or in part by students in the Landscape Architecture Program. Efforts were
made to ensure a quality product but it is important to recognize that the final documents are student works for academic purposes.
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REPORT OVERVIEW
The Beyond the Legacy report is the cumulative achievement of
twelve students over a four month period. The scope of this body of work
is best presented first through a narrative style introduction. This narrative
guides the reader through the process and includes: motivation for Beyond
the Legacy, Legacy Trail overview, methods overview, process, and overall
recommendations.
Each section constitutes specific Beyond the Legacy projects as
well as case studies. The case studies are used to show how other regions
have implemented trail systems. This information is used to illustrate
key lessons that can be applied to Beyond the Legacy. The five sections
presented within this report have been organized by similarities such as trail
type, scale, and materials. Section One focuses on the regional scale of
Beyond the Legacy and incorporates the regional inventory as well as the
master plan. Section Two focuses on landscape trails that allow a trail user
to experience the central Kentucky landscape. Section Three focuses on
destination oriented trails. These trails are organized around the experience
that a trail user would have as they travel between multiple destinations.
Section Four focuses on specific use trails. These trails build the multimodal
system of Beyond the Legacy by incorporating pedestrian, bicycle,
equestrian, and water uses. Finally, Section Five focuses on trail standards
and trail access points.
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THE LEGACY TRAIL

WHY TRAILS?

The Legacy Trail began as a vision of the Legacy Center to create
a lasting legacy for the Bluegrass Region in advance of the 2010 Alltech
FEI World Equestrian Games. Planning for the Legacy Trail began in 2008
with a series of public meetings to discuss the feasibility of the trail. Design
workshops and progress reports led by Strand Associates and EHI Inc.
allowed stakeholders to give valuable feedback on the design and route of
the Legacy Trail.

Trail: “a path or track made across a wild region, over rough country,
or the like, by the passage of people or animals.” - Merriam Webster

According to the Legacy Center, the Legacy Trail when completed
will be a 9 mile walking and biking trail leading from the Isaac Murphy
Memorial Art Garden in the East End neighborhood to the Kentucky Horse
Park, the site of the 2010 Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games. After leaving
the trailhead at the Isaac Murphy Memorial Art Garden, the Legacy Trail
will follow 3rd Street to Newtown Pike. The Legacy Trail will then proceed
off-street to the Northside Family YMCA, pass across the Lexmark property
and over New Circle Road (KY 4) via Lexmark’s bridge. Newtown Pike and
Citation Boulevard will be the only major street crossing. The creation of
a sculptural pedestrian bridge is planned for a future phase. Eventually,
the goal of the Legacy Center is to extend the trail and link it to the city of
Georgetown to the north and the Kentucky River to the south. Sculptural
art pieces are included along the Legacy Trail and help to incorporate
local artists into the design process. The Legacy Trail is scheduled to be
completed on August 31, 2010.
Kentucky Horse Park
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As societies have changed, methods of transportation have
developed which remove the user from the experience of travel for the
sake of speed and comfort. Efficiency is often the defining characteristic of
automobile or railways, something to be used by necessity with the specific
goal of quickly and comfortably moving to and from specific locations.
Trails are used by choice and specifically because they are not sterilized
and efficient. The word ‘trail’ is used in this report to refer to a path which
is not a primary method of transportation, but rather something used for
recreation or fitness as much as convenience and transportation.
In 1987, the President’s Commission on the American Outdoors
recommended the creation of, “a living network of greenways” (Fabos,
1995) throughout the United States. The national highway and railway
systems serve as models of this system; a series of segments, built over
time, and eventually joined to form a web of connected trails joining all
major locations in a region. Trails are designed and built now because they
serve as recreation and tourist attractions in the same way many parks do.
A trail encourages people to come to a specific place and enjoy the area.
The advantage of trails is that, by their use, they draw people through the
environment, exposing them to destinations the trail connects to or travels
through.
With the advent and popularization of the automobile and the
creation of the national highway system, the United States has become
more decentralized. Suburban sprawl has placed less importance on
central cities and their central parks (Fabos, 1995). With the design of a trail
system, these linear parks can connect a variety of recreational activities to
a cross section of people.
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Trails are created to allow passage and direction through otherwise
difficult or foreign terrain. Trails are how one passes through a landscape
that was not designed to be passed through and experiences environments
that are not readily accessible to the pedestrian. A trail differs from a road
or a highway in that it does not define a community the way an automobile
route would; trails are not necessarily created for the specific purpose of
moving people and cargo from one point to another. Trails are built to
provide an experience, not to simply be used.

Issac Murphy Memorial Art
Garden

Figure I.1: The route of the Legacy Trail as it winds through north Lexington to the Kentucky
Horse Park.
Source: Kentucky Geographic Network, Matt Fleece, Gabe Presley.

Trails are also much less obtrusive to the landscape and offer a
much wider range of usage possibilities than other methods of transit, such
as roads or rail. Trails can be a simple footpath built along a property line
or a paved bicycle lane added to a road. Trails can wind through a forest
without cutting down a swath of trees or even turn an existing waterway
into a paddling route. Trails can also be defined by their environment; a
river valley or an open ridge can offer natural paths for trails to take, just as
cycling lanes or sidewalks are logically placed along roadways.

Ultimately, trails are defined by the environment they expose users
to, the type of use they are designed for, and the destinations they connect.
Trail systems are a result of the natural development and expansion of
individual segments. Trails and trail systems differ from other means
of transportation in that they are not simply functional, they provide for
the health of the users and the health of the environment, they provide
recreation and tourist attractions, and they involve the user more intimately
in their use and ultimate experience.

BEYOND THE LEGACY
Beyond the Legacy is a student project that seeks to create a
document that could be used to aid in the planning and design of a trail
system for the Bluegrass Region of Kentucky. The goals of this project and
its proposed trail system are to generate conceptual and practical ideas
related to connecting destinations throughout the study area by means of
pedestrian, bicycle, equestrian, water, and multiuse trails. This project is
intended as a resource for the planners, designers, and communities of the
Bluegrass, and has been designed and compiled with their feedback and
help. This report would not have been possible without the stakeholder
support that has influenced designs and recommendations.
This project provides an important resource for the creation of a
system that could bring better health and vitality to the region. A Bluegrass
trail system serves as a public park or tourist attraction, generates
awareness of the local environment, provides better access to businesses
and destinations in surrounding communities, and increases the value
of the area itself. The creation of this document was not only a learning
experience, rather it enables the design and implementation of positive
change.
It is hoped that this resource will be used to create the trail system
proposed herein, either in part or in full. Beyond a simple book of plans,
however, Beyond the Legacy is meant to generate support and enthusiasm
for trails and trail systems throughout the region, the state, and even the
nation. This document was designed as a guide with a set of examples to
show that it is possible to create a multimodal trail system in the Bluegrass
Region, and as a resource to better enable trail advocates to work towards
this goal.
The Legacy Trail, currently under construction in Lexington,
Kentucky, serves as both a jumping off point as well as a case study for
this project. Ultimately, it is the enthusiasm generated by the Legacy Trail
that Beyond the Legacy hopes to tap into and amplify for the generation of
support for a regional trail system.
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WHO WE ARE

plans. Projects typically include an initial outline of project components, a
series of public meetings to explain the project to potential stakeholders
and garner feedback from interested stakeholders, analysis and refinement
of public feedback and preliminary research, and a comprehensive report of
the project’s findings/recommendations.
This studio serves as a service-learning experience for the students
involved, as they benefit both from the holistic learning approach used
in the studio as well as the supplementary advantage of seeing the
work actually applied to a real world situation. The capstone landscape
architecture studio is a thoroughly rewarding and educational experience for
both the students involved and the public stakeholders for whom the project
is designed.

The Landscape Architect’s Design Process

Figure I.2: Beyond the Legacy’s Design Team. Members starting from top left to bottom
right: Gabriel Presley, Matt Huff, Joshua Berry, Michael Slagle, Matt Fleece, Kline Bentsen,
Scott Qualmann, (front row) David Leever, Patrick Dunham, Meaghan Mroz-Barrett, Jordan
Sebastian, Isaac Waters.

The team preparing this report is comprised of undergraduate
students enrolled in the LA 975 advanced landscape architecture studio
within the Department of Landscape Architecture, College of Agriculture,
at the University of Kentucky. All of the fifth-year seniors in the program
are involved in this single semester course. In this studio, all of the
knowledge, skills, theories, abilities, and talents learned during the students’
previous years of experience and course work are brought together and
comprehensively utilized in a capstone project developed and designed
entirely by the students. Landscape architecture faculty helped set up
the course framework and acted as consultant advisors to the students
throughout the project.
The studio’s primary learning objective is to recall, interpret, and
integrate previously learned techniques and strategies when employing
spatial and non-spatial analyses to formulate and evaluate plans and
designs at a variety of scales. These plans and designs include artistic,
social, economic, ethical, and ecological reference frames. Throughout
the course, each student functions as both an individual and a team
member in order to successfully draw conclusions and make reasoned
recommendations in verbal, written, and graphic forms for future community
action.
The studio typically devotes the whole semester to developing a
regionally-based master plan for a specific community for use in future
planning efforts. The scale of these projects has ranged from county wide
master plans to corridor enhancement projects to regional trail master
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Landscape architecture students are well-equipped to successfully
meet the requirements and challenges of this advanced studio. As future
landscape architecture professionals, the tenets of the profession are
ingrained into each student throughout their collegiate learning experiences.
As defined by the American Society of Landscape Architects, “landscape
architecture is the analysis, planning, design, and management of the
natural and built environment. Landscape architects enhance the quality of
our lives by adding beauty—but they’re also problem solvers who analyze
the environmental impact of proposed development, plan for pedestrian
and automobile traffic, and determine the best use of each site… What
all landscape architects have in common is a deep appreciation for the
environment, commitment to the highest standards of planning and design,
and the reward of work that directly enhances the quality of people’s lives”
(ASLA Discovery Brochure).

in order to get the most beneficial feedback for project conceptualization
through recommendations. All of the meetings were held at the Lexington
Fayette County Cooperative Extension Office.
For the first meeting, approximately one hundred people were
invited by phone and e-mail. Even though the meeting was open to the
public, specific organizations with specific relevance to the project were
personally invited. Some of these specific organizations included Lexington
Parks and Recreation, Bluegrass Tomorrow, Kentucky Rails to Trails,
Kentucky Waterways Alliance, Kentucky Horse Council, to name just a few.
The first public meeting was held on February 12, 2010. The
purpose of the first meeting was to introduce the Beyond the Legacy project
to the stakeholders and begin the process of gathering feedback to move
forward with the project conceptualization. To prepare for the first meeting,
the Beyond the Legacy design team reviewed several case studies of trails
across the United States. This was done by conducting interviews and
research to learn about trail systems and how the different trail types are
successful in different environments. The team also developed maps of
the study areas for the Bluegrass Region with initial ideas of where the trials
should be located.
The first meeting began with a formal PowerPoint presentation for
the 27 stakeholders in attendance. The presentation introduced Beyond the
Legacy by first describing the Legacy Trail, and then explaining the intent of
this project. The design team finished by introducing the case studies, and
explaining the process of what was expected to be accomplished back at
the studio before the next public meeting.

The students on this team follow a proven design process that
nearly every landscape architect follows in similar projects. First, they
receive the project and develop a design strategy. Next, they conduct
research (such as case studies and public meetings) to collect information
and ideas regarding the project. They then take inventory of these ideas
and perform an analysis to determine specific project components. After
the initial analysis is complete, schematic design begins to determine
conceptual solutions for the project. Finally, design development continues
until the project components are adequately refined to meet the required
specifications and implementation.

PROCES S AND STRATEGIES
Public Involvement

Beyond the Legacy is a community based project that will be
successful only if public involvement is used throughout. Trail systems
are often designed for public use, and therefore public input needs to be
incorporated in the designs of the project to make the trails successful.
The Beyond the Legacy design team worked hard to get a large number
of stakeholders in attendance at each of the three community meetings

Figure I.3: The Beyond the Legacy Design Team discusses potential trail routes and
destinations with stakeholders at meeting one.

After the completion of the formal presentation, the designed team
invited the stakeholders to break up into six different groups to discuss the
project and solicit their feedback. The study area maps were displayed for
each group so the stakeholders could inform the design team of important
areas that they felt needed to be included in Beyond the Legacy. The
feedback that was gathered from this exercise was important to the project
because it led the discussion as to what outcomes the stakeholders wanted
to see as well as their concerns and aspirations for the project.

The information collected from the meeting was discussed and
evaluated by the design team back in the studio and an initial multimodal
trail system for Beyond the Legacy began to form. Based on the
stakeholders ambitions for Beyond the Legacy, it was decided that the
project should include pedestrian, bicycle, equestrian, water, historical,
and scenic trails. Each trail type would have different elements based on
its location, including shared road bike paths, off-road trails, right-of-way
trails, and water trails. The design team began to work on the inventory and
analysis of the proposed areas for the trails by taking pictures, conducting
interviews, and doing more research. These tasks helped the team to begin
development of each trail section described in this report.
Community meeting number two was held on March 10, 2010.
Many of the stakeholders who attended the first meeting also attended
the second. They were joined by some new people who had not attended
meeting one. Most of the stakeholders present at each meeting were
interested in the trail development because they were cyclists, specialists,
design professionals, or held other relevant personal/professional
interests related to the project. The purpose of the second meeting was to
communicate the preliminary conceptual design ideas that the team had
developed since the first meeting. This was achieved through a formal
PowerPoint presentation to the stakeholders explaining the proposals and
the process that was involved.

Figure I.4: The Beyond the Legacy Design Team discussing the results from meeting one
back in the studio. Data from each stakeholder breakout group was reviewed and analyzed
for the determination of potential trail routes.

Once the formal presentation was completed, team members were
positioned at individual tables where each trail section was on display.
The stakeholders had an opportunity to walk around to each trail section
to learn more details as well as give input to help the project. This input
included strengths and weaknesses of the trail concepts as well as missed
opportunities that could be beneficial to the project. This review and
comment process was a critical aspect throughout the project’s evolution.

Back in the studio, the Beyond the Legacy Design Team used the
feedback from the stakeholders to begin a more detailed development of
the trail concepts. This detailed design process included designing specific
trail types for different trail sections based on the environment in which the
trail is located. For example, parts of the commuter trail were designed
to be located in rights-of-way along busy roads to separate heavy traffic
volume from cyclists. To communicate these design ideas, maps, pictures,
and diagrams were used to show how the trails would look and function in
the Bluegrass Region.
Detailed development of the trail proposals led the design team to
the third meeting held on April 16, 2010. The purpose of this community
meeting was to share with stakeholders the approximately 1000 miles of
trail ideas being proposed in Beyond the Legacy. Those present included
many of the stakeholders who were present for the previous two meetings
as well as a few newcomers. The PowerPoint presentation went through the
design process for the entire project and finished with the ideas that were
developed for each trail section.
As in the previous two community meetings, after the presentation
stakeholders were asked to break up into groups, but this time there were
only three groups. The purpose of these groups was to conduct a S.W.O.T.
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis of the whole
project. The stakeholders provided very useful information for the S.W.O.T.
exercise including the strengths of a looping equestrian trail, financial
threats and weaknesses, waterway opportunities, and much more. The
results of the S.W.O.T. exercise are provided later in this section.
The information from each meeting and the S.W.O.T. analysis
provided valuable information to be included in the report for Beyond
the Legacy. This feedback from the stakeholders allowed design team
members to develop reasoned recommendations that can benefit Beyond
the Legacy when it is passed into the hands of the community at the
conclusion of the project.

Case Studies

Many professions including law, medicine, engineering, business,
architecture and landscape architecture use case studies. A case study is
a well-documented and systematic examination of the process, decisionmaking and outcomes of a project, for the purpose of informing future
practice policy, theory or education. Case studies can be useful tools to
gain insight into past projects in order to successfully design new ones.

Figure I.5: Team members discuss trail routes and assignments to develop a multimodal trail
system.

Figure I.6: Design team member Matt Fleece discusses his commuter route idea in detail
with stakeholders at meeting two.

Beyond the Legacy’s RFI (request for information) specified that
eleven trail systems from around the country be researched to aid in the
development of ideas and process. The documentation process utilized
for these case studies follows a modified format detailed by Mark Francis
in a 2001 Landscape Journal article, “A Case Study Method for Landscape
Architecture.” In this article, Francis outlines the key issues to focus on
when preparing a case study:
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Case Study Key Issues

• Context
• Background/History/Importance of Project
• Design/Development Process
• Maintenance/Management/Ownership
• Limitations
• Future Plans
• Photos/Images
• Recommendations/Lessons Learned
Hours of research were necessary to address all of these key issues
for the eleven trail systems examined for this project. This research included
studying online documents, books, and websites dedicated to these case
studies. Personal interviews were conducted by e-mail and through phone
calls with trail experts associated with each trail. This interview process
allowed students to gather information that was not otherwise available,
along with expert opinion on the successes and failures of the specific trail
system.

Case Studies Examined

• St. Johns Greenway - Florida
• Cardinal Greenway - Indiana
• Monon Trail - Indiana
• Floyd’s Fork Trail - Kentucky
• Midtown Greenway - Minnesota
• James River Water Trail - Missouri
• Little Miami Trail - Ohio
• Springwater Corridor - Oregon
• Fanno Creek Greenway Trail - Oregon
• Schuylkill River Trail - Pennsylvania
• Chattanooga River Walk - Tennessee
Through all of this research, five key lessons were identified that can
lead to the successful design and implementation of trails. The first lesson
was the need for community involvement. By selling the city and the public
on the importance of trails, support can be gathered for the implementation
of trails, which can help garner support for funding. Through community
involvement, the creation of a trail council is often formed. A trail council
provides the public with information about what is going on with the trail,
including community-based events focused around the trail.
The second key lesson is that trail implementation also relies heavily
on the cooperation between public, private and non-profit partners. Without
the cooperation of these organizations, funding for these projects would
be difficult to achieve, if not impossible. The Legacy Trail in Lexington
and Floyd’s Fork in Louisville are good examples of cooperative funding
partnerships.
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The third lesson is that established trails can influence the creation
of new trails. Established trails can provide opportunities to extend trails
further into other parts of the region, as well as attract more users and
support for additional trails. Water trails can also help gain support for
the development of other types of trails. Water trails require less physical
amenities than on-land trails, requiring only river access points and boat
launches. These access points can become destination points for land
based trails, which can develop into a multimodal trail system.
The fourth lesson involves site acquisition for future implementation.
For example, abandoned railroads need be acquired immediately following
their abandonment because often the land easement reverts back to the
landowner. In order for the rail rights-of-way to be preserved, the land needs
to be acquired and held for potential trail development.
Finally, it is important to develop a trail system that incorporates
various types of trails. Multiple trail types keep users interested in
experiencing the trails multiple times. In order for these trail types to all
work cohesively, it is important to establish a trail hierarchy. The hierarchy
manages the level of activity on the trails and the type of trail itself, which
can help trail managers monitor and make trail improvements.

Trail Standards

Trail standards, guidelines, and requirements provide the basis
for the planning, design, and construction of any individual trail. These
documents cover a wide range of topics mainly pertaining to the physical
nature of the trail itself such as signs, trail width, slope requirements, and
needed site components. These resources are published by a range of
entities including government agencies at the local, state, and federal levels
as well as national organizations and user advocacy groups. Some of the
documents are also required by funding sources for design implementation.
As such, trail standards play an important role not only for the design
professionals involved in the trail building process, but also for communities
and stakeholders interested in creating trails.
There is a plethora of documents available on this subject; over two
thousand pages were found during research involving trail requirements.
This can be overwhelming to stakeholders and/or designers involved in the
trail creation process who may not have the time to conduct an in-depth
search for a particular standard to follow. Despite the sheer volume of
information, there is no definitive guide that explains which standards may
be applicable to a particular trail type or where such information might
be found. The trail standard section of this report attempts to remedy
this problem by summarizing and condensing the numerous available
documents on trail standards and requirements. This section provides a list
of the major standards as well as user group preferences, information on
trail surface materials, and a series of prototype trail access point designs
that reflect the available information on user requirements.

Trails for the Twenty-First Century, a book by Charles A. Flink,
Kristine Olka, and Robert M. Searns (2001), provided the impetus for the
start of the research on trail standards by providing an overview of the trail
planning, design, and construction process as well as some of the specific
trail standards. Further information was gathered using searches on the
Google and Google Scholar search engines as well as in the EBESCO
and JSTOR article databases. From the information gathered from
these sources, the major trail standards were identified from the number
of references to the document as well as their breadth of information.
Analysis of these documents provided information on user preferences and
requirements for five user groups: pedestrian, wheeled, equestrian, water,
and disabled. These preferences were used to generate information on
trail surface types as well as develop the prototype access point designs, a
subject often overlooked in the literature.
From this literature review, 20 trail standards were determined to be
the primary sources of information on the requirements for planning, design,
and construction of trails including those of a more general nature, such
as the Manual for Standard Traffic Control Devices by the U.S. Department
of Transportation, to the more specific, such as the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the
Development of Bicycle Facilities. Another main standard of importance
for all trails in the future is the Access Board’s Draft Final Accessibility
Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas which is currently in the federal
review process and will most likely become law within a short period of
time. Other main standards were identified from the Federal Highway
Association’s Evaluation of Safety, Design, and Operation of Shared Use
Paths; the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest Service Trail Accessibility Guidelines;
the National Park Service’s Logical Lasting Launches; and the U.S. Forest
Service and Federal Highway Administration’s Equestrian Guidebook for
Trails, Trailheads, and Campgrounds. From these documents, along with
the Trails for Twenty-First Century book, user group preferences for trail
width, vertical clearance, cross and longitudinal slopes, surface type, and
necessary components were compiled for the five user group categories:
pedestrian, wheeled, equestrian, water, and disabled. These preferences
were used to create the trail access point prototype designs that vary from
a simple Category 1 design that includes the minimum of components to a
developed Category 4 site which includes the widest range of amenities.
While the literature review yielded a wide range of documents, there
was evidence of the need for further work, particularly concerning water
trails where only a limited number of relevant papers were discovered
with only one of national importance. Overall, there was little documented
research to support the guidelines or requirements presented in the articles,
leading to the possibility that the information provided may be unfounded
suppositions that should be verified through field research. With the
construction of the Legacy Trail in progress, the opportunity exists for the
development of a research program to monitor the trail’s use and user
preferences in order to incorporate the findings into future trail construction
and standards.

S . W . O . T A N A LY S I S
S.W.O.T. is a planning strategy used to acquire useful information
regarding the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of a
project. This strategy seeks to determine primary goals for a S.W.O.T.
project, and consequently determines both the internal and external factors
that help achieve or impede progress toward these goals. By identifying
these factors, the project goals may be determined to be achievable or
impossible; in the latter case, a new set of goals would be agreed upon,
and progress could commence to achieve them.
Strengths are internal project attributes that help achieve the project
goals (such as the promotion of regional communication on trail systems).
Weaknesses are internal attributes of a project that hinder progress toward
the project goals (such as the current lack of funding in many areas for trail
projects). Opportunities are external conditions that could prove helpful
in reaching the project goals (such as organization(s) stepping forward
to carry on the project’s momentum). Threats are external conditions that
could be detrimental to the project goals (such as public opposition to new
trail projects).
A good strategy to utilize the results of a S.W.O.T. analysis is to
make four comparisons among the different factors, and subsequently
formulate a plan of action. First, a team should pursue external
opportunities that are in line with the project’s strengths. Second, a team
should strive to surmount the project’s weaknesses to pursue opportunities.
Third, a team should use the strengths to counteract external threats before
they hinder the project. Finally, a team should design a defensive strategy
to prevent weaknesses from allowing external threats to easily impede the
project.

How was a S.W.O.T. analysis used in Beyond the Legacy?

During the second portion of the third public meeting attendees
divided themselves into three groups. Each group included one student
discussion leader (or moderator), one student transcriptionist with a laptop
computer taking notes/minutes digitally, and one or two other students
acting as general members of the group to stimulate discussion. The
meeting attendees were urged to mix with others they were not familiar with
in order to encourage a wider breadth of responses. Questions or talking
points were not discussed before the meeting, so each group moderator
and other student group members conducted “on-the-fly” discussions
within each discussion group.

What did the team learn from the S.W.O.T. analysis exercise?

Overall, each group felt that the S.W.O.T. analysis exercise proved
to be a very useful tool to acquire a wide range of important information.
While some of the feedback among the three groups was redundant, most
of the discussion points were quite different. This achieved the initial goal
of splitting up meeting attendees in order to acquire a wider spread of
feedback relating to the project. While a few students felt it would have been
helpful to have some predetermined questions and discussion starters,
most felt that the discussions progressed rather naturally, and evolved
through each of the S.W.O.T. categories effectively and efficiently.

What were the results of the S.W.O.T. analysis?

The results of the S.W.O.T. analysis are presented within this
report as four bulleted lists. Each list corresponds with one of the S.W.O.T.
categories: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. These lists
were kept in bulleted form to preserve the integrity of the feedback from
stakeholders. During the meeting, each group member had an opportunity
to review and modify the notes taken during the meeting.

Strengths

Figure I.7: Team members receive feedback from stakeholders as part of the S.W.O.T
analysis.

• “Inspiring vision”
• Provides both long and short term possibilities
• Physical interconnectivity – safe for families
• Concern for safety
• Diversity of trail types
• Regional connectivity for trails
• Cooperation and communication
• Began promoting a regional focus that has been lacking until now
• Diagrammatic map (3D subway plan) is useful and helpful for
communication
• Graphics and imagery were good for selling the ideas
• Trailhead diagrams
• Educational and informative for stakeholders
• Property values increase with trails
• Trails are good for everyone and help reduce crime
• Useful and applicable project that can actually be implemented in the
future
• Condensed version of trail standards is useful and easier to
comprehend
• Included typical maintenance costs of Referenced Trails for the 21st
Century, a great resource

Weaknesses

• Feasibility
• Easement agreements
• Stimulus money not available in rural counties
• Little money for construction or maintenance
• Limited in scope, no fine details
• No connecting loop for equestrian trail
• No stables to house horses for tourists
• No step-by-step recommendations for how to progress in implementing
each trail proposal
* Especially in Scott County
* Adding these recommendations would help ensure that trails get built
• Possibly difficult to build in segments, or phase out

Opportunities

• Increase and encourage additional resources
* Provide people with an opportunity to provide input
* Make the work readily available on the Internet for stakeholders
• Convince government and public officials of the project’s merits and
worthiness
• Find a driving force that is connected to the community – find or create a
face for the project
• Bluegrass Tomorrow could be key to the forward movement of this project
• Could create more, smaller segments off of existing trails, in order
to create feasible starting points for trail networks, and then grow out
• Build from existing opportunities
• Appeal to tourism departments of local counties
• Use Legacy Trail as built example of what trails could become/look like
• Parks and recreation departments could be good “headquarters”
(Department of Transportation as well – need partnership)
• Future media relationships
• Comprehensive planning among the 15 counties
• By connecting to Richmond using US-25, you run into the Civil War
battlefield and the original routes that the Confederates marched on
• Small window of time to get abandoned railways before they go back
to original land owner
• High Bridge abandonment
• Small amount of grant money available each year for trails
• Every section of trail could be funded by someone (private individuals or
groups)
• Regional trail council(s) or committee(s)
• Possibility to canoe from I-75 bridge down to the ferry
• Take advantage of road expansions to add sidewalks or widen shoulders
for bike lanes
• Jessamine County process of creating staging zones for water trail
activities; promote creation of water trail through Jessamine County.
• Jessamine County connector (both an opportunity and a threat?)
• Connectivity of preserves along Kentucky River with land and water
trails
• Access near Halls on the River that might connect to Raven Run
• Funding for health and wellness
• Vocalize the younger generation
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Opportunities Continued

• Add more to commuter and water trails sections
* On-land trails that parallel water trails
• Design commuter trails to begin/end at specific destinations
• Bikesbelong.org (useful website)
* Property values increasing 6% - 9% (project could address rising
property values)
• Involve realtors
• Public parking at Switzer
* Launch point
* Fish and wildlife
• Peaks Mill (destination)
* Nights Bridge (destination)
* Canoe Kentucky (business – partner with them?)
• Public sentiment
• Biking to school
* Saves money on bus/car gas
* Safe routes to school program
• Reward programs
• High Bridge trail
* Possibly other side including Dicks River/Kentucky River
vista
• US-68 shared-use path (Harrodsburg Road)
* Creation of a separate shared-use path
* 1-mile section of shared-use from YMCA to veteran center in
Wilmore
* Creates connection from Lexington to Wilmore
• Feature article in UK alumni magazine
• Promote with booths at key events around the region
• Concise PowerPoint to be used by community groups
* YouTube
* Downloadable files available on Internet
• On-road bike facilities are easy to implement
• Education on motorist-bicyclist rules of the road
• Lake Carnico in Nicholas County
* Water source for Carlisle
* Beach and Beach House
• Hold an “Amazing Race” type event for promotion of the trail
• Summarize some of the successes in engaging stakeholders to keep the
community involved in the projects
* Include important people for the forward movement of this project
• Include crime statistics supporting trail systems
* bikesbelong.org
• “Convince them [property/railroad owners] of the legacy that they are
leaving”
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Threats

• Safety concerns
* Bridge crossings
* City council push back for safety
* Liability issues
• Lack of organization between cities, counties, and the general public
• Lack of communication with general public relating to goals and benefits
• No shoulder on state roads
• Some people are against trails – could harm public support
• Abandoned railway land goes back to initial land owner after specified
period of time
• Lack of contacts
• New road down by the ferry
• LFUCG PDR program does not allow access at this point
• Preconceived notions of crime problems
• Bridge sold for scrap (Young’s High Bridge)
* John Penfield Bluegrass Railroad Museum
* Property ownership, including rail line issues
• Animal issues – safety concerns with pets on trails
• Comfort issues – primarily with on-road trails (trail users and traffic
together)
• Peopleforbikes.org
* National effort – safety awareness

Action Points

• Follow up to Creative City Summit on Saturday: Progress Lexington
(group)
• Send link of final report through e-mail to all stakeholders
• E-mail a copy of the total S.W.O.T. analysis to stakeholders

Contacts

• Susan Durisek, Andy Mead, Tom Eblen - Lexington Herald Leader staff
• Existing organizations: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, eco-tourism
organizations, non-profits, agricultural groups
• Partner with UK Communications Department to help market future
projects

RECOMMENDATIONS
The components of the “Beyond the Legacy” project have produced
an initial series of recommendations. All of these recommendations have
been addressed in more detail within the sections of this report. It is
important to develop a concise summary of all of these recommendations
in order to move forward with the trail system in the Bluegrass Region.
The recommendations identified here include: regional communication
regarding trails, regional planning of trails, creating a set of standards,
development of an active research program, and beginning educational
efforts.

Objective: Regional Communication

Talking with trail planners and advocates throughout this region
from numerous counties has uncovered the fact that there is a disconnect
in the communication about current and proposed trail projects. Regional
communication must be increased in order to develop a cohesive trail
system that is not limited by county boundaries.

Strategies

• A regional trail council could oversee all trail projects and planning efforts
in the Bluegrass Region.
• A yearly trail summit could be held to plan and discuss new projects.
• Hosting more events like 2nd Sunday (http://www.2ndsundayky.com/),
would get people involved in trails and showcase their recreational value.
• Social media outlets such as a list-serv, websites, and television could
help raise awareness about these events and new opportunities.

Objective: Regional Planning

A planning effort on the regional scale is important to the success
of a cohesive regional trail network. Regional planning is the next step after
regional communication, but communication should be a part of every step.

Strategies

• Existing local trails should be connected into a larger system.
• Action should be taken now to identify and preserve rights-of-way that
could be valuable to trail efforts.
• Viewshed quality should be a consideration and should be preserved
whenever possible.
• Physical infrastructure should be developed to support the trail system.
• Efforts to work in conjunction with the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s
Six Year Plan are essential in developing an effective trail system.
• Expansions should be made on multimodal trails.
• The TransAmerican Bike Route is a valuable resource in the region
and a connection should be made with this regional trail system.

Objective: Trail Standards

A regional set of trail standards is important because
it creates continuity among the trails in the region. Standards
will make it easier and more efficient to build trails because
everyone involved will be working with the same requirements and
information for the Bluegrass Region.

Strategies

• Trail standards, along with a trail design vocabulary, should be
developed and used by those involved in the process of trail
development.
• The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and local city/county roads
departments can use these standards when implementing new
trails.
• The Kentucky River Authority and Kentucky Division of Water
are two organizations who should be involved in the discussion of
trail standards and vocabulary as it pertains to water trails.
• The trail standards section in this report can be used to begin
setting the standards for the Bluegrass Region.
• Work with leaders of the Legacy Trail and Town Branch Trail to
find out details of what they have implemented to maintain
continuity and cohesiveness.

Objective: Active Research Program

As trails in this region are constructed, it is important
to learn from the process and the users, as well as from the
successes and failures of the trails. This is crucial for making better
trails in the future as the system expands.

Objective: Education

Incorporating an educational component into trail development is
a vital aspect of the regional trail network. In addition, a virtual alternative
can be developed to allow participants access to the trail experience even
if they cannot access them physically. Thorough and on-going research
can help to make trails in this region better and more enjoyable. Public trail
education efforts can instruct people about how to safely use trails while
advertising what trails are available.

Strategies

• Virtual trail technologies have the ability to expand the scope of what trails
can impart to users.
• User guides should be created to make it easier to discover trails and the
amenities they offer.
• The case studies in this report can be used as an educational tool
to show people what can be done and what has been done around
the country.
• The case studies included in this report represent only a fraction of what
is available; there are many more examples illustrating what is possible
and how to achieve it.
• The brochures and presentations created for this project, as well as this
report, can be used to help support trail system education.

References
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Strategies

• The Legacy Trail is a great place to start learning from the
process and the users’ experiences.
• Issues (big and small) should be recorded throughout each
phase of the trail process from beginning to end.
• Behavioral analyses of the trails users will help when planning
trails in the future.
• Compiling all the information gathered would create a case study
of each trail built in the Bluegrass Region.
• Utilize research capabilites through knowledge and funding in
multiple areas of the University of Kentucky.

Disclaimer
The University of Kentucky in no way guarantees the work performed by students participating in this studio course and makes no warranties,
express or implied, regarding the quality of any product produced. The community sponsor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the University against
any claims arising out of the Sponsor’s utilization, sale, or transfer of materials developed in the whole or in part by students in the Landscape Architecture
Program. Efforts were made to ensure a quality product but it is important to recognize that the final documents are student works for academic purposes.
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SECTION 1
REGIONAL SCALES
13 • Report: Regional Inventory
19 • Report: Master Plan
25 • Case Study: St. Johns County Greenway

ABSTRACT
The regional scale portion of the Beyond the Legacy project
begins to form the infrastructure for the rest of the report by establishing
the regional inventory. Working at this scale allowed the design team to
understand the cultural and historic significance of the region and use
the findings in creating a regional master plan. This system connects
destinations through a variety of trail types that include pedestrian,
equestrian, water, scenic, and cycling trails.
In order to achieve regional connectivity, the Beyond the Legacy
design team studied existing conditions throughout the Bluegrass Region
and gathered additional information from community stakeholders. The
inventory included existing trails, proposed trails, destinations, and other
information relative to the development of a regional trail system. With a
better understanding of the study area and its components, the design
team was then able to establish a trail master plan which illustrates the
system of multimodal connectivity that the process has developed.
In this section, the process and development of the Regional
Inventory and Master Plan are revisited to explain the first segment of
the project. This section also examines the St. Johns County Greenway,
Blueway, and Trails Master Plan as a precedental study. The process
described in this section is important in showing the ways in which
individual trail segments were selected and overall connections were made
in the further development of Beyond the Legacy. These processes lead to
regional scaled ideas that became the framework for the entire Beyond the
Legacy project.
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Introduction to Inventories
Written by: Gabriel Presley

Overview

The inventory method can be defined as a process that increases
a designer’s understanding of the context in which the design is placed.
This method has become standard for most projects because it is often
the case that the landscape architect is not familiar with the constraints of
their project prior to involvement. The inventory approach is crucial to a
successful design solution because it creates an environment where the
designer is less likely to overlook potentially valuable details. These details
are utilized to help reveal design solutions that are otherwise unforeseeable.
As described within the previous introduction, conducting an
inventory is generally the initial step in a landscape architect’s design
process. Therefore, it is appropriate to locate the regional inventory report
at the forefront of this section. This report will detail the process of creating
the inventory maps, how they were analyzed, and how the results influenced
design solutions for a multimodal regional trail system in Beyond the
Legacy’s study area.
The inventory process began at Beyond the Legacy’s first public
meeting which was held on February, 12, 2010. This meeting was important
because it was the first time student design team described the Beyond the
Legacy project to stakeholders. The meeting was split into two parts. First,
the students gave a brief overview of the project which included a short
presentation. Following the presentation, the meeting shifted to a feedback
session where students could interact with stakeholders and receive as
much feedback as possible.

•

County Seat
Major Roadway
Abandoned Railroad
Navigable River

Figure 1.A.1: The extent of the fifteen county study area illustrating navigable rivers and streams, abandoned rails, county seats, and major roadways.
Source: Kentucky Geography Network, Gabe Presley.

The feedback session was organized into six groups. Each
group was moderated by two students who were joined by numerous
stakeholders. These groups began discussing potential design solutions
for the Beyond the Legacy trail system. This discussion was organized
around a map of the fifteen county study area which included county seats,
major roadways, abandoned rails, and navigable streams (Figure 1.A.1).
The comprehensive scale of the map was intended to steer the discussion
towards regional concepts and away from small local detail.
As the students began to discuss Beyond the Legacy with the
stakeholders (Figure 1.A.2), it became apparent that there was a lack of
communication between the members of different communities. This lack of
communication was generally between stakeholders who were conversing
with individuals from counties that did not share a border with their own
county. The group session eventually morphed into an exercise in which
details were exchanged about local and regional trails that were being
proposed or that were already built.
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Figure 1.A.2: Stakeholders discussing trails in place, trails proposed, destinations, and potential new routes.

The lack of regional collaboration placed the design team in a
position they had not anticipated. This occurred because many of the
team members had made assumptions about what they would learn from
the stakeholders. These assumptions were based on the notion that there
was already a common understanding of the trails in place throughout the
study area. Therefore, the design team hoped to build upon this information
and determine potential trail routes. However, since information regarding
existing trails was not as inclusive as the team previously anticipated, it
forced them to reconceptualize the Beyond the Legacy project’s overall
direction, scope, and approach.
The design team gathered together after the meeting to discuss the
outcomes (Figure 1.A.3). The conclusion was that conducting a regional
inventory was necessary for two reasons. The first reason is that the
students did not understand the extent of trails that were being proposed or
trails which were currently in place. Secondly, it would be beneficial to the
communities and stakeholders for the team to gather information regarding
regional trail systems. This information could then be presented within this
report and serve as a resource. The purpose of this inventory is to increase
communication between stakeholders and encourage regional cooperation.
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Figure 1.A.3: The design team reviewed annotated maps from meeting one back in the studio. This discussion was valuable in sharing
information learned from multiple stakeholders and synthesizing the reconceptualized ideas.

Process

The process of creating a regional inventory is relatively
straightforward and yet critically important. It is generally an exercise in
communication because the majority of the work lies in collecting data
from Internet sources or personal interviews. Once the data are collected,
it needs to be cataloged for use. This can be accomplished by entering
the data into a geographic information system (GIS) using software such
as ArcGIS. A GIS allows the user to analyze data and create graphic
representations of those data.
There are two main sources of geospatial information which were
utilized for this report. The first source is the Kentucky Geography Network
(KYGeonet). The KYGeonet is an important statewide repository for
geospatial data and is available to everyone. This resource is exceptionally
helpful when collecting information that can be used for general purposes
such as county boundaries, rivers, parks, and other common geographic
locations or formations. Data collected from the KYGeonet for Beyond
the Legacy’s inventory was utilized to create a base map for which the
information collected from stakeholders could be applied.
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The second source of data was the stakeholders themselves. Roughly
25 stakeholders were contacted through telephone interviews and e-mail
for information. To determine the call list, it was necessary to identify
individuals in the communities involved with recreational trails, planning
entities, and local governments, along with people involved with GIS data.
These individuals are the most likely to have current data regarding trails
which would not need conversion. Likewise people involved in the planning
profession are the most likely to have data which illustrates proposed trails.
Thus, county planning departments throughout the fifteen county study
area, along with a number of civic and non-profit organizations, were used
to establish the call list.
A major breakthrough came when Rob Rumpke, the Executive
Director of Bluegrass Tomorrow, provided GIS data shapefiles of all current
trails throughout the study area. Bluegrass Tomorrow is a non-profit
planning organization which has been involved with the Central Bluegrass
Region of Kentucky since 1993 (Bluegrass Tomorrow, 2010). These files
were exceptionally detailed, and even the smallest walking trails were
included (Figure 1.A.4-5). Up to this point, the design team had little
understanding of what trails were in place throughout the region.

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE : BEYOND THE LEGACY

All of the stakeholders contacted were helpful and were more than
willing to contribute what they knew. However, the majority of the counties
throughout the study area were unable to provide the needed data. This
occurred primarily because their county simply did not have trails or the
individuals contacted were unaware of the existence of any trails. Two
counties stood out amongst the rest when providing organized and up-todate information: Earl Smith, Interim Director and GIS Manager in Scott
County’s Planning Department, provided GIS data shapefiles regarding
Scott County’s existing and proposed trail network; and Cindy Deitz, Senior
Planner with Fayette County, provided GIS data shapefiles of existing,
proposed, and regional trails for both Fayette County and the counties in its
immediate vicinity (Figures 1.A.6 and 1.A.7).
The Beyond the Legacy design team gathered and entered data
that they were unable to collect from other stakeholders or obtain from the
KYGeonet. For example, information about the Legacy Trail in Lexington,
Kentucky, was essential in the development of many maps and graphic
representations. This data shapefile was created using on-screen digitizing
by team member Matt Fleece. Another team member who helped create
essential GIS shapefiles was Jordan Sebastian who researched the location
and details of the newly planned Briar Hill Park. This additional information
is contained within this report and was useful in creating a regional
inventory, as well as the individual trail segments.

Kentucky Horese Park

Legacy Trail

The final data collected for the regional inventory was of potential
trail destinations (Figure 1.A.8). These destinations were first identified at
the February 12th meeting. The list of destinations was expanded upon as
the project continued. Many others were identified from the team members’
personal experiences, during research for trail segments, and from agritourism websites. The destinations now include, but are not limited to:
Wineries, Distilleries, Breweries, Parks, County Seats, Farmers Markets, Bed
and Breakfasts, Orchards, and State Historic Sites.

•

County Seat
Legacy Trail
In Place Trail
Tra

TransAmerica Trail

Figure 1.A.4: This map illustrates the trails currently in place throughout the Bluegrass Region.
Source: Rob Rumpke, Kentucky Geographic Network, Matt Fleece, Gabe Presley,
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Kentucky Horese Park

Legacy Trail

Masterson Station Park

Town Branch Trail

•

Legacy Trail

Big Sandy Trail

•

County Seat

Legacy Trail
RegionalTrail

Bicycle Trail

TransAmerica Trail

County Seat

Pedestrian Trail
Pedestrian/bicycle Trail
Equestrian/pedestrian/
q
/p
bicycle Trail

Figure 1.A.5: This map illustrates the pedestrian, bicycle, equestrian, and mixed-use trails currently in place throughout the Bluegrass Region.
Source: Rob Rumpke, Kentucky Geography Network, Matt Fleece, Gabe Presley.
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Figure 1.A.6: This image illustrates the proposed regional trails throughout the study area.
Source: Cindy Deitz, Kentucky Geography Network, Matt Fleece, Gabe Presley.
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•

County Seat
Legacy Trail
Mixed-Use Trail
Recreational Trail

•

GAP land
stewardship
area

Commuter Trail
Scott County
Barn Quilt Trail
Tr

Figure 1.A.7: This image illustrates the proposed commuter, recreational, and mixed-use trails throughout the Bluegrass study area.
Source: Cindy Deitz, Earl Smith, Kentucky Geography Network, Matt Fleece, Gabe Presley.

County Seat
Destination
Park

Figure 1.A.8 This image illustrates potential trail destinations throughout the Bluegrass. Included are Wineries, Distilleries, Breweries, Parks,
County Seats, Farmers Markets, Bed and Breakfasts, Orchards, and State Historic Sites.
Source: Kentucky Geography Network, Gabe Presley
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Figure 1.A.9 This chart illustrates 2009 population estimates based on U.S. Census data for
each of the counties in the study area.
Source: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/21000lk.html, Gabe Presley
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Conclusion

The information gathered throughout the inventory process was
assimilated in GIS in order for the students to begin to analyze the data and
draw conclusions. This analysis started by assessing the total length of
trails currently existing in the study area. It was determined that there is a
total of 123.3 miles of trails currently in place. When viewed in relation to
population size and county area, one can begin to draw conclusions about
the extent of the recreational trail systems throughout the region (Figures
1.A.9 - 11). Representing this data graphically is helpful because it shows
where there is a disproportion between county populations and total trail
miles. These charts are also useful because maps can sometimes be
deceiving. For example, on a map it appears as though Fayette County has
the highest amount of trails because of their proximity to one another on the
map. However, Mercer County actually has the highest total miles of trails,
information which can be visualized after analyzing the data in graphic form
on a per person basis.
The intent of an inventory is to communicate the context in which
a design is placed. The inventory information gathered for this report was
shared with the design team as well as with stakeholders at the public
meetings. It was influential in the design and development of the individual
trail segments that comprise this project. Hopefully, the Beyond the Legacy
inventory will be used by the stakeholders within the study area to increase
communication and stimulate ideas for additional trail systems. As trail
segments are planned and implemented, the geospatial database should
be updated as trail successes lead to the development of more trails.
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Figure 1.A.10 This chart illustrates trail length in miles per county for the counties in the
study area.

Miles of trail per person

Source: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfdstates/21000lk.html, Gabe Presley
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Figure 1.A.11: This chart illustrates how many miles of trail there are per person in each
county of the study area.
Source: http://quickfactscensusgov/qfd/states/21000lk.html, Gabe Presley
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The Master Plan
Written By: Matt Huff

Overview

The Beyond the Legacy project consists of a variety of mixed-use
and specific trail types including pedestrian and equestrian trails. A trail
system such as this could become confusing to the user if not planned
and laid out in a structured manner that clearly identifies the destinations,
connecting routes, and the way in which the routes work together as a
whole. As a way of a preparing for the functionality of the Beyond the
Legacy system and avoiding possible confusing scenarios, the creation
of an overall master plan incorporates all of the project’s trails into an
understandable graphic representation and provides guidance for the
developmental stages of the project.
In order to create the master plan, the Beyond the Legacy project
first needed direction, which began with the inventory of the Bluegrass
Region and input from stakeholders at the first of three community
meetings. County representatives and local professionals at the first
community meeting helped the project establish this sense of direction
by pointing out a variety of different trail options to incorporate while also
deciding on a focus. The stakeholders made it clear that an emphasis
on the specifics of each trail as opposed to a variety of options for each
connection would be beneficial. The stakeholders also began to lay the
ground work for the master plan by bringing up function and questioning
the way in which such a trail system could work. Starting with this first
meeting, the project took a large step forward in establishing the manner in
which the project would be accomplished.
After the meeting, the gathered information was analyzed by the
design team in a studio debrief and prioritized to set the project in motion.
As for the master plan, it needed to be developed in a way in which the
user could see all the trails and destinations that the system offered, as
well as the different trail types that could be used to travel to and from each
destination. A master plan would give the user this opportunity while also
providing the infrastructure for the Beyond the Legacy project.
Master plans, in general, are a large part of any project in the
landscape architecture profession and especially for the Beyond the Legacy
project. As defined by Webster’s Dictionary, a master plan is “a long-range
plan that balances and harmonizes all elements while giving comprehensive
guidance and instruction” (Dictionary.com). The elements of Beyond the
Legacy are the destinations and trails while the master plan shows how it
all works together. Just as the definition states, the master plan also helped
to provide the direction for much of the project as it showed the necessary
connections. In developing the master plan, these connections were more
easily conceptualized and will help insure the trail system’s overall success.

Figure 1.B.1: Development of the conceptual master plan.
Source: Matt Huff
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Once it was determined through community meetings and studio
debriefs that a master plan would be a crucial part of Beyond the Legacy,
the attention was turned toward the type of master plan that would be used.
While there are many styles of maps that could have been used, taking
the communities input, as well as the projects newly found direction into
account, it became clear that the trail system would need not only a master
plan laid out geographically, but also a diagrammatically. The geographic
master plan is vital to the trail system as it can depict the length and terrain
of each trail while also beginning to explain the system’s organization. The
plan orients the user as it shows the entirety of the Beyond the Legacy trail

system and the way in which it traverses across the Bluegrass Region.
This type of plan is also essential because it makes the system real to those
who view it by graphically showing how the connections and destinations
interrelate. Following the second community meeting, the opportunity
for a diagrammatic master plan presented itself as the community
representatives expressed interest in a map that could better explain what
destinations one would encounter in navigating each trail. This graphic
representation, which was modeled after the subway maps of Chicago,
Illinois and London, England, is an abstract representation of the system
that could be used in addition to the geographic plan to guide each user
through Beyond the Legacy’s trails.

Design / Development

The design of the master plan began with functionality in mind due
to the fact that a trail system’s most important characteristic is its ability to
operate successfully. The Beyond the Legacy project needed to set forth
a plan that would not only guide its creation but also would ensure the
success of the final product over time. One of the first steps in this plan
was the inventory and analysis stage which showed what was already in
place and what could be used as connections along Beyond the Legacy.
The Legacy Trail, which led to the Beyond the Legacy project,
was studied and established as the beginning point of the regional trail
system. The Legacy Trail connects Isaac Murphy Memorial Art Garden in
downtown Lexington, Kentucky, to the Kentucky Horse Park just southeast
of Georgetown, Kentucky. This trail, which incorporates the urban
opportunities of the city with the rolling topography of the Bluegrass, not
only became the starting point of the Beyond the Legacy project, but also
became a precedent to emulate. The Beyond the Legacy project was able
to strengthen its design by gathering information regarding the Legacy
Trail and the ways in which it has already been successful. By looking at
some of the destinations along the Legacy Trail, including its two anchor
points, the trail’s character becomes apparent as it includes horse themed
elements to build on the history of the equine industry in the region. It was
also a helpful learning opportunity as it laid out the ways in which to utilize
existing structures, such as overpasses, bridges, and tunnels to overcome
different physical obstacles. Using the information gathered from the
Legacy Trail and incorporating it as the first anchor point on the Beyond the
Legacy trail system, the master plan began to take shape.

Figure 1.B.2: Analyzing data from the first meeting to establish an overall project direction.

The next step in creating the master plan was the identification of
significant destinations in the region with a vision of the final product in
mind. The first of these destinations were the state parks of the region,
which are already utilized independently, but are not necessarily connected
in a comprehensive manner. State parks give trail users a place to go,
however, the Beyond the Legacy project looked to provide the opportunity
to access these destinations with greater ease. Some of the parks in the
region, which are included in the trail system, are Clay Wildlife Management
Area in Nicholas County, and the Central Kentucky Wildlife Management
Area in Madison County. Establishing these locations early in the project
was essential in determining the system’s character.

Figure 1.B.3: Chicago “L” System which became the diagrammatic precedent to follow.
Source: http://www.transitchicago.com/assets/1/maps/ctatrainmap_2010jan_light.pdf

In identifying other important destinations in region, the Beyond
the Legacy project also looked to integrate the existing trails in the area in
the same way that it incorporated state parks. Established trails, such as
Shaker Village in Mercer County which has 40 miles of multi-use trails, are
essential in extending the range and trail opportunities in the region. By
including these individual existing trails, along with state parks, the master
plan began to form the system hierarchy as these locations became the
framework from which to build. This framework led to the idea of possible
primary and secondary trails as a way of defining the flow of the system and
the organization of the trail hierarchy.

Source: Meagan Mroz-Barrett
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It was determined through communication with the stakeholders
that a trail hierarchy including a range of primary, secondary, and specific
trail types would be a successful way of laying out an initial master plan to
be built upon. After analyzing the feedback from the second community
meeting, it became clear that the stakeholders were not necessarily
concerned with the category under which the trails fell but were instead
focused on the way in which the system would function and the way that it
would be shown in the master plan. Considering the stakeholder’s point of
view, the project master plan further developed the system’s organization
with the use of trail hierarchy.

classifications. These trail classifications were broken down even further
into the individual trail segments.

Moving forward and focusing on system hierarchy, the master plan
delineates between the different trail types by using different line widths
and colors. From the primary trails to the secondary trails, the colors
vary, establishing the different trail uses as well as the different trail

Primary / Commuter Trails

Individual Trail Segments

Each trail segment proposed in the Beyond the Legacy Trail
System is represented in the master plan and is integrated into the regional
system. The individual trails represent a variety of trail types and provide
different experiences to the users of each route. Ranging from highly used
commuter trails to online trails for virtual navigation, the system offers an
experience for many users which are represented in the master plan.

Commuter trails connect Lexington’s surrounding cities including
Versailles, Georgetown, Paris, Richmond, Winchester, and Nicholasville.
The commuter trails will utilize the rights-of-way and off-road routes in order

______________________________________________________________________________________________

MASTER PLAN HIERARCHY
PRIMARY TRAILS

Commuter Trails

SECONDARY TRAILS

Bourbon and Wine Trail
Landscape Loop Trail

SPECIFIC TRAILS

Lawrenceburg - Midway
Danville - Nicholasville
Equestrian Trail
Virtual Trail

BASE TRAILS

CYNTHIANA
GEORGETOWN

FRANKFORT
LAWRENCEBURG

VERSAILLES

LEXINGTON

CARLISLE

PARIS

WINCHESTER

NICHOLASVILLE
HARRODSBURG
DANVILLE

RICHMOND
LANCASTER

Figure 1.B.4: Trail system hierarchy overlaid with the geographic master plan to illustrate the overall organization of the Beyond the Legacy project.

Water Trails
Regional Trails
MT. STERLING

to avoid the possible dangers of high-speed traffic on these major roads
while also providing the users with easy access to each city without the use
of a vehicle. Commuter routes also include and alternative to high traffic
roads as there are also on road trails on low –volume streets that bypass
major traffic areas.

Secondary / Themed Trails

In a region known for horses and rolling topography, it is important
to also highlight the Bluegrass Region’s array of wineries and distilleries.
The Winery and Distillery Loop incorporates 12 different wineries and
distilleries while traveling over 200 miles through eight counties. This trail
uses all on-road routes as it traverses some of the best landscape that
the Bluegrass has to offer. In addition to the winery and distilleries, this
trail segment also connects the cities of Lexington, Frankfort, Versailles,
Lawrenceburg, Harrodsburg, and Nicholasville, Kentucky providing the user
with yet another alternate travel option.
One of the most well known characteristics of the Bluegrass
Region is the rolling topography. This beautiful feature is displayed in the
landscape loop, as it runs between Bourbon, Scott, and Fayette Counties,
while connecting the cities of Paris, Georgetown, and Lexington, Kentucky.
The landscape loop is a multi-use trail that focuses on the character of the
rolling Kentucky landscape while linking population centers. The user is
not only able to experience the natural beauty of the landscape but also a
variety of trail options as this trail segment uses on-road, off-road, right-ofway, rails-to-trails, and riparian zone trails.

Specific Trails

Slightly north of the Danville to Nicholasville loop is a walking and
cycling trail that connects the towns of Midway and Lawrenceburg by way of
Versailles in Woodford and Anderson Counties. This trail uses abandoned
rail lines to connect points of interest such as Woodford and Anderson
County parks as well as historic Young’s High Bridge over the Kentucky
River. From Versailles to Midway, this scenic trail also links some of the
most picturesque farmland in the Bluegrass as it connects Big Springs Park
in downtown Versailles to Midway College in downtown Midway.
By connecting Danville and Nicholasville, Kentucky by way of
Harrodsburg and Wilmore, a scenic loop has been developed to take
advantage of the scenic opportunities in the southwest portion of the study
area. One side of the loop, referred to as the “Backcountry Trail”, has the
user experiencing the serene, beautiful countryside of the Bluegrass by way
of lightly traveled country roads and rails-to-trails. The second side of the
loop was designed with commuters and efficiency in mind and connects
Danville and Nicholasville in a shorter distance along US-34 and US-24, a
more heavily traveled corridor.
By using existing equestrian trails throughout the region, as well
as developing connections between these trails, the Beyond the Legacy
projects looks to create a recreational opportunity for horse enthusiasts.
Part of this process has included learning about the Cross Kentucky Trail

Source: Matt Huff
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project, which is currently being developed by the Kentucky Adventure
Tourism Board. Beyond the Legacy’s equestrian trails connect three parks
in Fayette County, which are or will be equipped with equestrian facilities. A
big part of the development of the equestrian trails has been the computer
based Least Cost Path Analysis, which determined appropriate trail routes
based on a variety of factors.
The Virtual Trail, developed from in-depth research and analysis by
the University of Kentucky’s Geography Department, is a two-part trail that
looks to provide its users with some of the history of the Bluegrass Region
as well as an easy and innovative way to access the historical information.
The first component of this trail is a driving trail, which connects some of
the historic sites in the Bluegrass while also providing educational signage
along the way as it intersects historic trail routes. The second element is a
downloadable file for use in Google Earth, which the user can explore from
almost anywhere. The virtual trail will also provide information on the history
of the Bluegrass and more specifically, will provide information on each
location along the trail as a way of providing educational information for the
different user groups.

1

Legacy Trail and Cities

5

Water Trails

2

Destinations and Regional Trails

6

Equestrian Trails

3

Commuter Trails

7

Virtual Trails

4

Secondary Trails

8

Recommendations

Water Trails

In studying the Kentucky River system and its secondary waterways,
Beyond the Legacy incorporates the water of the Bluegrass providing many
opportunities along the way. Ideas were developed for a water trail from
eastern Clark County through northern Franklin County, providing different
amenities such as fishing, dam access, and local tourist destinations.
Stemming from the Kentucky River, the North Elkhorn Creek, Stoner Creek,
Tates Creek, and Boone Creek all provide water trail prospects as well.
Boone Creek has potential as a recreational kayaking trail, whereas the
North Elkhorn is already enjoyed by canoeists and kayakers. These water
trails also incorporate an on land option as both Stoner Creek and Tates
Creek are paralleled by existing and abandoned rail road lines.

Benefits

The Beyond the Legacy project primarily benefits from the guidance,
structure, and focus that is established by the development of the master
plan. The trail system ties together many destinations and existing trails.
The master plan gave the project and its designers an image to strive for
and a goal to reach providing the necessary direction. With this direction,
the Beyond the Legacy project has established preliminary goals while
depending on stakeholder involvement to shape the project from the
beginning stages.
The master plan also benefits the community by providing the
people with a graphic representation of the overall system. This is
important because it makes the system real to the user while also making
sense of its connections. The diagrammatic master plan was particularly
useful to the Beyond the Legacy project due to the extent of the trail system.
Even though the system spans 13 counties, the diagrammatic plan is able
to help the user see the connections that are made throughout the region.

Figure 1.B.5: The diagrammatic master plan and its hierarchy as it was developed and presented to stakeholders.
Source: Matt Huff
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DIAGRAMMATIC MASTER PLAN

Figure 1.B.6: Diagrammatic representation of the Beyond the Legacy trail system.
Source: Matt Huff
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REGIONAL MASTER PLAN

Recommendations

A master plan can be a successful part of a project if all the
members of the design team work together. Everyone’s work must relate to
the rest to improve the overall cohesion of the project. It is recommended
that such cooperation be achieved with use of meetings and constant
interaction between team members and the master plan’s design as the
Beyond the Legacy Project design team has done. Because the lines
of communication remained open during the entire development of the
project, the final master plan and component projects successfully reflected
the cohesion that the team and stakeholders desired.

CYNTHIANA

CARLISLE
PARIS

FRANKFORT
GEORGETOWN

It is important that the master plan of any development help the
project to meet its final goal, and because a master plan has such a great
influence on the success of such a goal, it is arguable that every project
should incorporate a master plan of some kind. The master plan helped
the Beyond the Legacy project retain its forward momentum while also
providing a clear picture of the final goal for the designers to revisit at all
times during the project’s development.

References
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LEXINGTON

Master Plan. (n.d.). The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English
Language, Fourth Edition. Retrieved April 16, 2010, from Dictionary.com
website: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/master plan
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Other Possible Connections
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Figure 1.B.7: Regional Master Plan showing the geographic entirety of the trail system and essential elements.
Source: Gabriel Presley
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Introduction

During the past two decades, numerous initiatives have taken place
to encourage the growth of greenway projects both in the United States
and in the State of Florida. Greenways have been touted as providing
environmental and economic benefits, historical and archaeological
connections, social interaction, alternate modes of transportation and
to encourage smart growth. With these goals in mind, St. Johns County,
Florida (northeast Florida including Jacksonville) desired to create a
Greenway, Blueway and Trails Master Plan document that could capitalize
on these opportunities. While initial trail implementation efforts are currently
underway, the master plan was completed in November of 2003.

History
St. Johns County established a Greenway and Blueway Vision from
their Comprehensive Plan’s Conservation/Coastal Management policy
E.2.2.23, which stated that “by December 2002 or sooner, the County shall
establish a Greenways program in coordination with the Department of
Environmental Protection’s (DEP) Office of Greenways. Such Greenways
shall protect and enhance the natural, cultural and historical resources
of the County while providing interconnecting access ways between
public conservation and park lands. The established Greenways shall be
coordinated with the surrounding counties and municipalities” (LAMP, 2003,
p. 9). This policy clearly dictated the direction for the master plan.
As many in the county felt that development had become
disconnected and unrelated to one another on a broad scale, one of the
primary goals of the master plan was to create unity and connection both
within the county and beyond. The preservation and promotion of natural
lands was another important objective, as St. Johns County has many
natural areas (such as wetlands and other wildlife habitats) that could
benefit from a greenway/blueway master plan (see Figure 1.C.4). According

Figure 1.C.1 - 1.C.3 (clockwise from left): St. Johns County, Florida, master plan
conceptual diagram; Vilano Beach Nature Boardwalk; master plan cover page.
Source: LAMP, 2003
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This process is nearly identical to the process used in Beyond
the Legacy, and proved to be a very useful set of components during
the design process. This method allowed for a variety of inputs into the
master plan, such as GIS data and public involvement, and implemented
knowledge already learned from current and past trail initiatives. Tony
Cubbedge of the Environmental Division of St. Johns County expressed
that the critical component of ensuring a successful project is public
involvement and support. He explained that the best way to prevent
excessive public opposition toward any project is to garner the affected
public’s support throughout the design process. For instance, meeting with
local neighborhood associations and other residents in order to express the
team’s ideas was vital to getting the public to buy in to the overall master
plan. Public meetings were also held throughout the design phase of
Beyond the Legacy to help accomplish this same purpose and should be
continued.

Figure 1.C.4: Natural forested area which could be preserved and used for land or water
trailways.
Source: LAMP, 2003

to Public Park Facilities in St. Johns County (2009), over 100 public park
facilities are already located within St. Johns County, and provide an
extensive base upon which to construct an interconnecting trail matrix. A
third component was to implement a Bicycle and Sidewalk Master Plan to
increase and enhance ease of use by county residents (LAMP, 2003).

The master plan for St. Johns County proposes two broad trail
categories—greenways and blueways. Each category has a unique subset
of trail types, complete with design details and requirements specific to
each. Greenway trail types include: paved multi-purpose paths, unpaved
multi-purpose paths, rails-to-trails, major connected wetland systems,
wildlife crossings, scenic edges, and trailheads. Blueway trail types include
canoe/paddling routes (Figure 1.C.5), boating trails, and public boat ramps
(LAMP, 2003).
There were several overall design objectives for the trail system
addressing design guidelines and design standards, codes, and
regulations. The master plan recommends that the county establish and

Design & Development

After St. Johns County established their Greenway and Blueway
Vision, a number of organizations worked together to design a master
plan that would fulfill this vision for the county. Staff from St. Johns County,
the National Park Service’s Rivers Trails & Conservation Assistance
Program, the Office of Greenways and Trails, the Florida Department of
Transportation, and the East Coast Greenway Alliance formed a multifaceted team and brought many different areas of expertise together. The
international consulting firm HDR lead the team in crafting the master plan,
and brought all the different ideas and designs together.
The two primary goals in the initial design process were to
determine lands suitable for greenways and determine the desires of the
residents of St. Johns County. According to Will Smith, Assistant Director
of the St. Johns County Recreation and Parks Department, the whole plan
took about two years to complete, as the team “identified connections and
opportunity corridors.” In order to accomplish this, a multi-faceted planning
process was implemented. These facets included: developing GIS data and
layers to form a series of maps; reviewing existing environmental, planning,
and cultural features and studies; hosting public meetings and workshops
for public input and involvement; reviewing existing projects and initiatives
that could support the master plan; and reviewing Comprehensive Plan
Initiatives (LAMP, 2003).

Figure 1.C.5: Example of canoe launch area for blueway trail.
Source: LAMP, 2003
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Figure 1.C.6: Wetland area showcasing native vegetation and wildlife. Areas like these can be
protected and preserved by setting lands aside for public trail systems.
Source: LAMP, 2003

review these design guidelines and standards on a regular basis, and
recommends the Florida Greenways and Trails Council’s set of design
standards as a possible solution. These were designed in compliance
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and were still under
development at the time the study was completed. As general design
guidelines, the master plan recommends that construction of the trails
“should cause minimal or no impact and should strive to protect the
surrounding environment, wildlife, vegetation and waterways”—areas such
as the wetland shown in Figure 1.C.6 (LAMP, 2003, p. 38). Limited contact
with vehicles should be maintained for safety reasons, while points of
interest should be intentionally connected for educational enhancement
of the trail system. Specific design guidelines for individual paths include
recommendations regarding clear trail width, clear zones, vertical clearance
and trail surface (LAMP, 2003).
Safety concerns are addressed in the master plan as well, primarily
in regards to minimizing “use conflicts.” This represents any intersection of
paths or interests that could pose a potential hazard for one or more user
groups. Areas of concern include, but are not limited to: natural resource
functions and recreational uses; different trail needs and space among
different trail user groups; and trail-roadway crossings. The master plan
recommends a report titled Conflicts on Multi-Use Trails produced by the
National Recreational Trails Advisory Committee. This report provides
a resource for fully understanding conflict management in trail systems
(LAMP, 2003).
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and other trails outlined in the master plan. For the SR207 Rail Trail, it is
estimated that each mile of a two-way accessible trail would cost around
$430,000 per Florida’s Department of Transportation standards. However,
once funding is appropriated, more trail segments in the master plan are
likely to be fully realized.

Recommendations

After the study process and public input phases were completed,
the master plan identified three broad categories for recommendations in
implementing its vision. They are described as location, connections, and
acquisition. These are all relevant to Beyond the Legacy in several areas.
When selecting trail locations, the master plan’s first
recommendation is to locate trail corridors that do not require much
effort in construction or acquisition, and instead select right-of-way
options. The second recommendation is to select corridors that will have
a minimum impact upon the local environment (see Figure 1.C.7). The
third recommendation is to provide buffers between trails and roadway/
residential areas (LAMP, 2003).
Figure 1.C.7: Undeveloped Florida prairie and pine forests are ideal for nature trails, as
construction would cause minimal disturbance.
Source: LAMP, 2003

Ownership, Maintenance, & Management

The master plan’s recommendations for land acquisition focus
on methods for the county to acquire land, which include fee simple
purchases, multi-objective properties, donations, and easements. This
would create a greenway, blueway, and trail system that would be, in
essence, owned by the county as public lands (LAMP, 2003).

The master plan’s first recommendation for establishing connections
is to design connections between a variety of cultural, historical, social, and
community features (see Figure 1.C.8), as well as existing trails, in order to
provide more opportunities. The second is to connect surrounding counties
and ultimately connect to broader trail systems. The final recommendation
is to establish natural ecosystem connections to protect the existing
environment and benefit local wildlife (LAMP, 2003).

The master plan outlines a series of trail operation, maintenance,
and management guidelines that should be followed after implementation
of the trail system commences. Guidelines include suggestions for daily
operation of the trails, regularly scheduled maintenance, and semi-regular
maintenance. Other items include maintenance costs list, designations
for management of various trail system operations, and safety as well as
liability issues (LAMP, 2003).

Contacts
Tony Cubbedge
Land Resource Manager
St. Johns County Environmental Division
Phone: (904) 209-0792
E-mail: tcubbedge@sjcfl.us
Wil Smith
Assistant Director
St. Johns County Recreation and Parks Department
2175 Mizell Road
St. Augustine, Florida 32080
Phone: (904) 209-0324
E-mail: wsmith@sjcfl.us

St. Johns County Geographic Information Systems. (May 7, 2009). Public
Park Facilities in St. Johns County. Retrieved January 31, 2010, from ftp://
ftp.bocc.co.st-johns.fl.us/gis/media/MapMart/Public_Park_Sites.pdf
LAMP. (November, 2003). St. Johns County Greenway, Blueway & Trails
Master Plan. Retrieved January 31, 2010, from http://www.co.st-johns.fl.us/
BCC/Land_Management/LAMP/media/Final%20Report.pdf

The master plan outlines in great detail opportunities for future
funding. General categories listed are: federal funding sources, Florida
funding sources, and in-kind contributions (LAMP, 2003). Numerous
programs are listed under the first two funding source categories. As
funding is garnered and lands are acquired, implementation of the
greenway, blueway, and trail system may begin implementation.
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Each of these categories and their respective recommendations
are particularly relevant to a trail master plan project such as Beyond the
Legacy. These design principles help define an approach which may be
followed in determining the overall trail master plan for the Bluegrass region.
The individual recommendations also apply to establishing specific trail
routes within that master plan.

References

Future Plans

Several trails are currently in place, but the county has not had great
success as of yet in tying these together comprehensively. The current
focus of the county is to complete the SR207 Rail Trail, which would form
a critical segment in the larger River to Sea Loop spanning five Florida
counties. Lack of funding has been the primary problem in completing this

The first recommendation for land acquisition is to identify
easements that may be used for the greenways/blueways, such as
conservation and utility easements. Second, it is important to work
alongside the county’s major landowners to enhance and implement the
plan. Finally, the master plan calls for the purchase of lands in order to
allocate them for conservation and preservation, which can also be used for
trail corridors (LAMP, 2003).

Figure 1.C.8: St. Augustine, Florida — Historical area ideal for educational and recreational
trail connections.
Source: LAMP, 2003
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SECTION 2
LANDSCAPE TRAILS
31 • Report: Landscape Loop
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51 • Case Study: Schuykill River Trail

ABSTRACT
The Bluegrass Landscape is often identified by rolling topography,
four-board plank fences, and historic stone fences. Visitors of the
Bluegrass Region usually experience this landscape through the windows
of an automobile. The motivation behind the Landscape Trails section of
this report was to provide a trail opportunity for experiencing the landscape
character of the Bluegrass Region. The Landscape Loop trail proposal
utilizes several primarily recreational multi-use trails through Scott,
Bourbon, and Fayette Counties. The 70 miles of on-road and off-road trails
connect the cities of Georgetown, Paris, and Lexington while capturing the
scenery and culture of the Bluegrass Region. The Nicholasville, Danville,
Harrodsburg Scenic Connections proposal links historic and favorite
destinations while exploring the Bluegrass.
The Landscape Trails section of this report also includes case
studies of two existing trails that show other ways to experience natural and
cultural landscapes. The Floyds Fork Greenway case study is an example
of one of the nation’s largest park systems. Users of this greenway trail will
experience the scenic park system without leaving the Louisville-Metro area.
Two issues discussed within the Floyds Fork Greenway case study include;
acquiring land from landowners and receiving funding for the project. The
Schuylkill River Trail is important to study because of its similarity to the
Beyond the Legacy trail system in terms of its growth process over time, its
variation in trail surface and use, its separate management entities, and its
linkages to important locations in southeastern Pennsylvania.
After thorough examination of two trails systems in the United
States that explore the history, culture, and scenery of their respective
locations, two landscape trail proposals were made. In these two segments
of the Beyond the Legacy project, the character of the Bluegrass Region
is emphasized in a way that can only be discovered by experiencing the
landscape outside of an automobile.
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Landscape Loop

Written by: Kline Bentsen

Location: Scott, Bourbon, and Fayette Counties
Overview

When thinking about the Bluegrass Landscape, the image
pictured includes the rolling topography and the horse farms that are
located throughout the Northern Bluegrass Region. Scott, Bourbon, and
Fayette Counties feature 249 of the 540 horse farms located in the State
of Kentucky. Of the 249 horse farms, only twenty percent of the horses
are for racing, whereas the other eighty percent are used for recreation,
non-racing competition, equine therapy, farm work, and breeding of nonThoroughbreds (Figure 1.1). All of these horses not only provide for their
owners but for other residents throughout the state, with their consumption
of feed and hay, along with the need for barns, fencing, vehicles for
transport, and veterinarian services. Horses provide thousands of jobs for
Kentuckians a year (Kentucky Horse Council, 2009).
Unfortunately, a primary way to interact with the Bluegrass
Landscape and to see these beautiful animals is through the windows of
a vehicle. The intent of designing a “Landscape Loop” traveling through
Scott, Bourbon, and Fayette Counties is to provide residents and visitors
with the opportunity to experience the Bluegrass landscape. Users of
the Landscape Loop would travel the Bluegrass using several trail types
including on-road, off-road, rails-to-trails, and right-of-ways, totaling 70
miles of interconnected trails. The Landscape Loop would also connect
the cities of Georgetown, Paris, and Lexington, providing people in those
cities with easy access to the Bluegrass landscape and a different visual
perspective.
Beyond the Legacy began with the examination of case studies of
successful trails located throughout the United States. By analyzing different
aspects of these trails, including the history, design, development process,
maintenance and limitations, a designer can begin to recognize the
important details that go into designing a successful trail system. Examples
of lessons learned from analyzing these trails include but are not limited to:
• Community support and involvement during the design process
of trails ensures that designers are creating a trail that will be used.
• Multiple trail types are important, providing a variety of different
experiences for the users.
• Formation of trail councils with oversight responsibilities helps to insure
that trails stay maintained and properly managed, and facilitates future
trail expansion.
• Established trails can influence where future trails will be built.

Figure 2.A.1: Bluegrass Landscape Collage, featuring iconic images of scenery that can be
viewed along the Landscape Loop.
Source: Kline Bentsen and http://greensburgoilllc.com/main/aboutus.php
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After studying successful trails, the team focused on gathering
information from stakeholders that live in the community of the study
area. The development of Beyond the Legacy, and more specifically
The Landscape Loop would not have been accomplished without the
involvement of the stakeholders. There are many ways to get involvement
from the community, the most productive way being community meetings,
in this case.
Through community meetings, designers can present the
information gathered, and then receive constructive feedback from the
stakeholders (Figure 2.A.4). Inviting a variety of community members is
an important to ensure that you get a variety of feedback. Invitations are
done by personal phone calls, explaining the project, when and where the
meeting will be held, and what you hope to gain from the meeting.
At the first community meeting held on February 12, 2010 for
Beyond the Legacy, the designers presented the information gathered from
the case study research, and then progressed into group sessions, where
information from the 13 county study area was gathered. This information
included the location of potential destinations, roads suitable and unsuitable
for trails, areas of interest, the location of existing trails, and the types of
trails stakeholders would want to use.
After compiling and diagramming the information received from
the stakeholders, it was apparent that a Landscape Loop running through
Scott, Bourbon, and Fayette Counties and capturing the essence of the
Bluegrass Landscape and the horse farms located throughout the area
was essential. The next step was to find suitable routes to capture this
landscape while not imposing significantly on private property owners.
The compilation of possible routes started with using the Legacy
Trail in Fayette County as the anchor point of the Landscape Loop. The
design process for that trail way is already completed and construction of
the trail has begun and is to be finished by August 31, 2010. This left Scott
County and Bourbon County to be analyzed for possible trail routes and
destinations.

Analysis

The analysis for Scott County began by using the information
provided by stakeholders from Georgetown, Kentucky. The stakeholders
provided the Proposed Commuter & Recreational Multi-Use Trails Map
that documented roads in Scott County that would be suitable for trail use
(Figure 2.A.5). The map includes local and state roads, along with U.S.
Routes and Interstate Highways. The possible trails are categorized into
existing, proposed, recreational multi-use, bike trail and commuter multi-use
trails. With this detailed information about roadways and their suitability for
accommodating a trail already provided, the analysis can transition from
road analysis to identifying points of interest.
The topography of Scott County is unique compared to the rest
of the region. In Northern Scott County, the topography is very hilly. One
large hill transitions into another with each hill housing horse farms or cow
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Figure 2.A.4: Interaction between the design team and stakeholders at a public meeting held
on February 12th, 2010, where information about the study area was gathered and ideas were
explored about trail routes and destinations.

pastures. As you move south, the landscape starts to flatten, with hills
transitioning into rolling green pastures. The topography of Scott County
offers several opportunities for trailheads, stopping points, and linkages to
different areas in the county.
Trailheads can provide a variety of different opportunities and uses
for the user. Trailheads can serve as starting or ending points, stopping
points for rest, or as gathering points for use by groups looking to enjoy
the atmosphere that the trailhead offers. Based on the current conditions
of this area, trailhead opportunities available in Scott County are the Toyota
Manufacturing Plant, Osar Landing Park, and Richard O. Winder Park.
A trailhead located at the Toyota Manufacturing Plant would
allow members of Toyota to commute to work by bike, alleviating traffic
conditions. Toyota currently has a recreational facility located on their
grounds, which is only available to their employees. The installation of a
trailhead could encourage Toyota to make the park open to the public,
something that Scott County stakeholders have indicated they would like to
see happen at several public meetings.
Trailhead installations at Osar Landing and Richard O. Winder Park
could be completed with relative ease because both parks currently have
facilities for parking, and large greenspaces for recreational activities. With
both parks located on the Elkhorn Creek, there is also an opportunity to
link the parks together with a trail that runs next to this waterway. Scott
County also has the opportunity for future trailhead developments. These
sites are privately owned, but are future sites of development: including a
future reservoir site located in northern Scott County, and a high point, with
a view over the Bluegrass Region, the Lexington skyline, and surrounding
landscape.
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Figure 2.A.5: Proposed Commuter & Recreational Multi-Use Trails Map provided by stakeholders from Scott County. The map documents roads in Scott County and the type of trail
suitable for that road.
Source: Scott County Planning Commission
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Points of interest located along a trail are areas of attraction
or popular destination points where residents of the area often gather.
One example of such a point in Scott County is the City of Georgetown.
Georgetown has a rich history, being settled in 1783, and is believed to
be the first city in Kentucky to have a sawmill, paper mill and first classical
school in the state. In 1788, an academy opened that offered the study
of Latin, Greek and various sciences. This academy was later absorbed,
and became a founding part of Georgetown College in 1829 (www.
georgetownky.com). Georgetown College is a private college of 1,800
students. By providing a connection to the Landscape Loop, students from
Georgetown College would be able to experience the Bluegrass Landscape
as a recreational activity after classes. The City of Georgetown has also
preserved much of its late 18th Century architecture, giving it a unique and
historical feel and making it a popular destination point for pedestrians and
residents (Georgetown/Scott County Tourism Commission, n.d.).
Mallard Point, located nine miles to the north of Georgetown, is a
residential development located on a man-made lake. The development
surrounds the lake and as a linking point or trailhead, would not only offer
residents an alternative way to reach the City of Georgetown, but also offer
residents of Georgetown a way to get out of the city and experience a piece
of the Bluegrass Landscape without having to travel the entire Landscape
Loop.
Bourbon County has yet to assemble the information that Scott
County has and compiled it into a document like the Proposed Commuter &
Recreational Multi-Use Trails Map. Without that kind of information, looking
into traffic counts is a preliminary way to identify streets that are suitable for
trails. In Paris, Main Street and High Street are two main thorough fairs for
traveling through Paris. These two streets are busy throughout the day, but
speed limits are 35 MPH or lower and with the addition of on street parking,
vehicular travel is slow. This means that traveling on the road by bicycle is
feasible.
Paris is where three Beyond the Legacy trail segments will meet
together, the Commuter Trail, Water Trail, and the Landscape Loop. All
three trails form a node at the Garrard Park. The park features baseball,
basketball and soccer fields where kids in Paris spend their time playing
organized sports. Garrard Park is already equipped with facilities like picnic
areas and restrooms and with the addition of maps and general information
about the Landscape Loop would make the trailhead complete. For more
information on the trailhead, refer to the Water Trails section of the report.

Figure 2.A.6: These images represent interest points located in Georgetown, Kentucky.
From top to bottom: Georgetown College; a bird’s eye view of the Toyota Factory; and a
streetscape of Historic Downtown Georgetown.
Source: Top: Kline Bentsen
Center: http://www.city-data.com/picfilesc/picc6088.php
Bottom: http://www.city-data.com/picfilesv/picv24873.php
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Paris has Main Street as a destination, which is filled with historic
buildings and architecture that have survived for over 100 years. A unique
aspect to Paris is that the Huston Creek travels through the entire city,
through residential areas, and finally meets up with the Stoner Creek at
Garrard Park. By incorporating a trail that runs along the Huston Creek,
people could ride along the creek, leave their bike at Garrard Park, and
paddle down the Water Trail.
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Figure 2.A.7: Aerial photograph of Garrard Park located in Paris, Kentucky. This park is currently home to baseball, basketball and football fields, and will be the site of trailheada for
the Landscape Loop, Water Trail, and Commuter Trail of Beyond the Legacy’s trail segments.
Source: Google Earth

Design Standards

When designing a successful trail system, the most important factor
is understanding the design standards. Design standards are created to
ensure that trails will function properly and safely. Below are the standards
for lane width, signage and intersection modifications for on-road, off-road,
and riparian zone trails. These standards are according to The American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and
“Trails for the Twenty-First Century” by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy. The
standards listed below are not all of the requirements and for additional trail
standard information refer Section 5.A of this report, Trail Standards, or the
AASHTO manual.
On-Road Trails
The standard width for a paved shoulder to accommodate bicycle
travel should be at least 4 feet wide, but 5 feet is suggested when a
guardrail, curb or other roadside barriers are present. Additional shoulder
width is also recommended when speeds exceed 50 MPH (AASHTO, 1999).
Roads that have bike lanes present should have bicycle route signs
located next to the bike lane that indicate the presence of the bicycle lane,
along with destination information (AASHTO, 1999). On the paved surface,
bike lanes should be striped with a single six-inch solid white line, along
with the standard painted bicycle symbol and arrow to designate the lane
for bicycle use as well as travel direction. When bicycle lanes approach
intersections, signage should be present indicating the existence of a
turning lane, as well as yield signs that alert motorists to yield to bicycles
(AASHTO, 1999).
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At intersections where bicycle traffic exists or is anticipated, traffic
signal timing and bicycle detection methods should be considered. Bicyclist
normally travel on the same signals as motorists, so signals should provide
adequate time for who are coming to a stop, as well as those starting to ride
on a green light (AASHTO, 1999).
Off-Road
The minimum distance between a road and an off-road path should
be at least 5 feet, with a minimum of a 42 inch high barrier. Barriers should
prevent users from accessing the roadway, with typical barriers being
fences, dense bushes, or a tree line. Typical off-road shared use paths are
8-10 feet wide to accommodate two directions of travel (ASSHTO, 1999).
There is no AASHTO requirement for signage to be located on
off-road paths, except for when paths are approaching intersections.
Shared use paths should be given the same priority through intersections
as motorists, but motorists falsely expect shared use path users to yield or
stop at street crossing and drive ways. Signage should be located on the
path as well as the road, indicating motorist and trail users to yield to one
another to avoid accidents (ASSHTO, 1999).
Riparian Zone-Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Path widths and signage for riparian zone and environmentally
friendly areas have the same requirements as typical off-road trails. Special
considerations need to be taken though on the installation of the trail, and
the materials used (Rails-To-Trails Conservancy, 2001). Generally, the impact
area a trail can have is 100 feet on each side of the trail. Minimizing the
impact of a trail can be achieved by using hand tools, strictly designating
and limiting construction areas, along with preventing run-off and using
recycled and or porous materials (Rails-To-Trails Conservancy, 2001).

Buffer zones should be installed between any critical area and the
edge of the trail, to reduce interaction of users and wildlife. Signage should
also be located on the trail, indicating the area is environmentally sensitive,
and users should stay on the trail at all times (Rails-To-Trails Conservancy,
2001). Keeping users at least 100 feet away from waterbodies is an
important design consideration.

Design and Development

When creating the Landscape Loop, it is important to design it in a
way that users will want to experience it. This is achieved by using several
different trail types and destinations that will enhance the experience of the
trail users. By integrating these trail types together and incorporating the
points of interest mentioned in the Analysis section, a successful trail can
be implemented.

Cincinnati Pike is an alternative to using Interstate I-75 with vehicular
speeds posted at 50 MPH. At these speeds, on-road travel can be very
difficult because of the uncomfortable feeling of riding with cars traveling at
higher speeds. This section of the trail should reside in the right-of-way on

Starting in northern Scott County, a potential trailhead is located at
the intersection of Long Lick Pike and Gains Road. This trailhead is located
at a future reservoir site that will serve as a water source for Scott County,
as well as a place for future residential development. This trailhead would
include restroom facilities, along with picnic areas and parking in order for
users to capitalize on the scenic view that the landscape and the reservoir
would create. The trail would then head east, along Gains Road, which is
a two-lane road that has a minimal amount of traffic that travels along it.
Traffic is either local residents or vehicles associated with the horse industry:
truck and trailer or sometime larger semi trucks. On-road travel is a viable
option on Gains Road, with proper signage letting drivers know that the
road is shared with bicyclists. Gains Road also has large rights-of-way, so
another possibility is the addition of a bike lane so that the trail users could
be separated from vehicular traffic.

Figure 2.A.8: Before and after images of Cincinnati Pike. Top: Existing conditions along
Cincinnati Pike. Bottom: Same image with the addition of a five foot wide bike lane to the
roadway as well as trees for screening and microclimate adjustment.

Figure 2.A.8: Examples of commenly used signage to identify the location of a bike lane or bike route.
Source: Google Images
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The trail continues along Gains Road until it intersects with
Cincinnati Pike. Intersections of roadways can be very problematic and
dangerous, especially with the addition of a trail. At all road intersections,
it is important to have signs that let drivers and trail users know that an
intersection is coming, and that vehicles, pedestrian, and bicycle traffic will
be present. Yield signs also need to be in place so that drivers and users
know who has the right of way. A standard intersection plan should be
developed that documents all the signage that needs to be in place.

Source: Kline Bentsen
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the road, with a buffer of trees or plantings in between the road and the trail.
Cincinnati Pike has minimal residential development along the road, with
mostly horse farms adjacent to it, allowing the construction of a trail to be
completed with relative ease (Figure 2.A.8).

to Georgetown. The funding phase of this project has recently been
completed and construction will begin within the next 1-2 years (http://
transportation.ky.gov/progmgmt/06syp.html). The plan currently has no
intention of adding a bike lane along with the reconstruction and widening
process. Stakeholders should contact the Transportation Cabinet as well as
elected officials to secure this opportunity.

The only large development located on Cincinnati Pike is Mallard
Point. Mallard Point provides a great opportunity for a trailhead because of
the landscape that surrounds the development. This trailhead would also
serve as a resting point for users that have traveled from the reservoir, with
restroom and water fountains available.
The Landscape Loop continues heading south along Cincinnati
Pike until it intersects KY-620. The trail continues along Route 620 heading
east, along the southern side of the road in the road’s right-of-way. The
intersection requires more than the regular amount of signage because the
trail has to cross all the lanes of traffic to continue along Route 620. Signs
need to alert drivers to the upcoming trail crossing, where it is occurring,
and to yield to bicyclist that are waiting to cross the intersection. A stop light
with a crosswalk could be added to the intersection, so that trail users can
cross the intersection safely.
The trail continues following Route 620, veering to the south and
following along in the right-of-way past the Toyota Manufacturing Plant.
The Toyota Plant offers a great opportunity for a trailhead, not only as a
stopping point for the trail, but also a marketing opportunity for Toyota. The
installation of a trailhead at Toyota could be used as a promotion to attract
visitors to the plant, for walk through tours of the plant that Toyota host
Monday-Friday at 10 AM and Noon (http://www.toyotageorgetown.com/tour.
asp). The trailhead could also link to the existing recreational facility located
at the park. The park is currently only for the use of factory workers because
of the liability issues of having people unsupervised on company land. By
providing a way for residents to travel safely to and from the park without
interfering with the factory, Toyota would be able to promote itself within the
community, as well as promoting a healthier lifestyle to the stakeholders.

Figure 2.A.9: Before and after mages of Iron Works Pike. Top: Existing conditions, including
wide shoulders, along Iron Works Pike. Bottom: Same image with the addition of striping
and signage along the shoulder to accommodate a bike lane.
Source: Kline Bentsen

After crossing Newtown Pike, the trail continues to follow Northern
Elkhorn Creek until the creek passes under Paris Pike, The Landscape
Loop then transitions from traveling along the creek, to traveling along the
right-of-way of Paris Pike. The trail travels along Paris Pike for approximately
three miles, before entering an abandoned railway located off Taylor Lane, a
private drive connecting to Paris Pike. Landowners will have to be contacted
in order to get permission to use this road as an entrance point.

After Toyota, the trail continues along US 62 heading towards
Georgetown. At the intersection of US 62 and Paris Pike is where the trail
comes to a fork. Heading west, the trail leads into downtown Georgetown,
providing a link to Georgetown College. The trail continues through
Georgetown, and then heads south along Georgetown Road right-of-way,
until the intersection of Georgetown Road and Iron Works Pike.
The Landscape Loop then crosses Georgetown Road and follows
Iron Works Pike on-road. Iron Works Pike has large paved shoulders,
enabling the addition of a bike lane to be relatively simple. The road would
only need white bike lane stripes and signage next to the road indicating the
location of the trail (see Figure 2.A.9). The Landscape Loop terminated at
the trailhead of the Legacy Trail, located on the southern side of Iron Works
Pike, directly across from the Kentucky Horse Park Camping entrance.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 6 Year Plan features a
reconstruction and widening of Georgetown road from Iron Works Pike
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Heading to the east towards Paris on KY-460, The Landscape
Loop transitions from being on-road to off-road, running next to the
Northern Elkhorn Creek. The trail enters the riparian zone of Elkhorn
Creek from Route 60, after passing the intersection of Route 60 and Paris
Pike. The area surrounding the creek is sparsely developed, with the only
development being located between the creek and Paris Pike. The trail
continues along Northern Elkhorn Creek for eight miles. The minimum
distance that a trail can be from a stream is 5 feet, but the further away
from the creek the path is, the less impact it will have on the riparian zone.
With the path being located near the creek, it is important to keep as many
pollutants out of the creek as possible. One way that this is achieved is with
the use of permeable pavement. Permeable pavement acts as a filter for
rainwater, letting it percolate through the porous pavement, filtering out the
pollutant as it enters the ground. Permeable pavement is more expensive
than normal asphalt pavement, with more maintenance being required,
but the costs are offset by keeping the pollutants out of the stream.
The only road that the trail would intersect while running along Northern
Elkhorn Creek is Newtown Pike. At this intersection, the trail would need to
have signage alerting trail users of the upcoming intersection along with
stop signs located on the trail once it reaches the roadway. Signs would
also need to be located along Newtown Pike, signaling the intersection
of the trail and road. Another idea to be considered, but not required is
a change of pavement type when the trail is crossing Newtown Pike. A
change in pavement is noticeable by drivers and even if they missed the
signs indicating the trail intersection, a change in pavement can signal the
location of a street crossing, alerting drivers to the situation.

Figure 2.A.10: Current conditions along Paris Pike as seen from Georgetown to Paris.
The roadway lacks a shoulder and telephone poles would have to be relocated in order to
accommodate a trail on-road or in the right-of-way.
Source: Kline Bentsen
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With Paris Pike being a two-lane road and a major travel corridor
between Georgetown and Paris, with 3500 cars traveling on-road every
day (http://transportation.ky.gov/planning/maps/count_maps/count_maps.
asp) as well as having posted speeds of 50 MPH, an on-road trail is not
feasible. A trail located along the right-of-way would also be difficult, as
the entrances to many horse farms are located along Paris Pike and would
necessitate many stopping points for trail users. The other viable option to
use for creating the Landscape Loop would be using abandoned railways
(Figure 2.A.11).
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Most of the abandoned railway running parallel to Paris Pike is
uninterrupted, traveling through the rolling topography. The corridor is
contained by a typical four-plank black horse fence, which acts as a
barrier between the Landscape Loop and the farms, preventing users from
accessing them. Another positive aspect of using a railroad corridor for a
trail is that the corridor has already been graded, so the installation of a trail
requires less site preparation which will reduce costs.
An in depth analysis needs to be completed that documents
the status of the railroad corridor. This analysis should look into existing
conditions of the corridor and identify places where landowners have
taken back over the corridor. When railroads are abandoned, the land

typically defaults to the owner of the land, making it important to work with
landowners in securing this land for trail use. In areas where the corridor is
no longer intact, solutions need to be discussed with the landowner to try
and work towards a routing solution. The positives and negatives need to
be laid out to the owner and using other owners who are for the installation
of a trail can be very helpful.
The Landscape Loop travels through the Bluegrass Landscape on
the abandoned railway until it reaches the quarry located in Paris. This point
is another area where the Landscape Loop comes to a fork, heading into
Paris is one direction and heading south to Lexington in the other.
Traveling into Paris, the trail runs along the right-of-way of Fords Mill
Road, until the road meets Huston Creek. The trail then continues along the
creek corridor winding throughout the City of Paris. Most of the area that
the trail travels through is residential, with homes backing up to the creek.
Having a trail located in a residential area raises the value of homes in the
area on an average of 10 percent, since the trail is seen as an amenity
(Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2007). This
could prove to be a huge selling point for the trail to the homeowners. This
Landscape Loop terminates at Garrard Park located on 2nd Street in Paris.
Garrard Park is a large trailhead for Beyond the Legacy. Three trails meet at
Garrard Park, The Landscape Loop, Water Trail and the Commuter Trail.
The Landscape Loop route traveling from Paris to Lexington begins
on the corner of Ford Road and Martin Luther King Drive. The trail then
travels along Martin Luther King Drive, along the right-of-way of the road,
until Martin Luther King meets Route 27. Route 27 is a major thorough
fair between Paris and Lexington. Vehicles travel at a higher speed and
crossing Route 27 is very dangerous. At the intersection of Martin Luther
King Drive and Route 27 is a stop light. This can be used to ensure safe
crossing of the road for trail users. A crosswalk can be installed on this
intersection, along with a crosswalk signal, so that the street can be
crossed safely.
After crossing the road, the Landscape Loop continues along the
side of Route 27 until its intersection with Bethlehem Road. The trail then
continues along Bethlehem Road, with an on-road trail, with bicyclists
sharing the road with the motorists. The traffic on Bethlehem Road is mostly
local, with speeds at 40 MPH with 2500 vehicles using the road (Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet, n.d.). Improvements to the road, like the addition
of a paved shoulder, would allow trail users to share the road with vehicular
traffic safely. Signage would need to be added to the road, so that motorists
know that the trail is present, and to share the road with the trail users.
An abandoned railroad is located along Route 27, but has been
encroached on in many locations. Accessing the abandoned rail is difficult
due to the lack of public access roads to the rail-line. There are two points
on which a section of the abandoned rail line could be accessed, both
located on Bethlehem Road.

Figure 2.A.11: Before and after images of an existing abandoned railroad. Top: Existing conditions along the abandoned railroad. Bottom: An illustration of what the abandoned railroad
could look like with a paved trail running through it.

The first option would be to cut through a residential development.
The Landscape Loop veers off Bethlehem Road onto Cross Creek Road.
The trail would then follow along on-road making a right turn onto Houston
Oaks Road. Once the trail is on Houston Oaks Road, the residential
development stops and the trail continues alongside a golf course. The
second option would be for the Landscape Loop to continue past the
residential development to Farm Road. The trail would then travel on-road
along Farm Road, until it meets Houston Oaks Road. In order to access the
abandoned rail line, a trail segment would have to be built from Houston
Oaks Road to the abandoned rail-line. This piece of trail would run along
the bottom edge of the golf course and be approximately one half mile in
length.
The Landscape Loop continues along the abandoned rail-line for
three miles, until it intersects with Hutchison Road. The trail then travels
on-road, from Hutchison Road until Bryan Station Road, where the trail
continues on-road following Bryan Station Road south towards Lexington
(Figure 2.A.12). Once on Bryan Station Road, the trail can do one of two
things. The Landscape Loop can continue along Bryan Station Road
all the way into Lexington or it can run along Bryan Station Road, then
transition onto another segment of abandoned railway, and then back onto
Bryan Station Road. The last piece of abandoned railway that is still intact
is located off Muir Station Road, which meets Bryan Station Road. The
abandoned line then runs for three miles, until it meets an active rail line. In
order to use this piece of abandoned rail, a trail segment would have to be
installed that would connect from the rail-line back to Bryan Station Road.
This would require the cooperation of landowners to have a piece of trail
running through their property.
Once Bryan Station Road enters Lexington, the road widens to four
lanes, with a bike lane on either side of the road. This means that once the
Landscape Loop reaches Lexington, the only addition that would have to be
made would be additional signage to indicate the Beyond the Legacy route
(see Figure 2.A.13).
In order to reconnect the Landscape Loop with the Legacy Trail, the
Landscape Loop would follow Bryan Station Road to East Loudon Avenue
where the trail would take a right and follow Loudon Avenue on-road to
Winchester Road. Once on Winchester Road, the Landscape Loop would
continue for less than one mile to the Isaac Murphy Memorial Art Garden.
This is a trailhead for the Legacy Trail.
In order to make both Loudon Avenue and Winchester Road safe
for trail users, a bike lane should be installed for the safety of the user. The
current Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Six Year Plan has minor widening
planned for Loudon Avenue from Oak Hill Drive to Winchester Road which is
a section of road that the Landscape Loop travels. The plan does includes
widening the road to three lanes, but does not include the addition of a bike
lane. The plan does not have any improvements for Winchester Road, so
the addition of a bike lane would take several years to develop.

Source: Kline Bentsen
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Recommendations

In order for the Landscape Loop to be implemented, several
steps need to be taken to further analyze the route. A comprehensive
road analysis needs to be completed, studying the current conditions of
the road along with what improvements need to be made in order for the
road to support a trail. Road analysis should focus on looking for cracks,
rutting or scaling which determines a timetable for when the road should
be reconstructed or resurfaced. The geometry of the road should also
be looked at, to see if the existing conditions of a say a two-lane road,
has enough room to accommodate bicyclists (Ross Bentsen, personal
communication). Contacting the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet can
also provide information involving the inventory process that they follow.
Intersections that the Landscape Loop travels through also needs to
be studied, so that it can be determined whether crosswalks should be
installed so that trail users can cross intersections safely.

Figure 2.A.12: Bryan Station Road before reaching the Lexington city limits. This road has
low traffic counts and a 35 MPH speed limit which would allow for trail users to share the
road with vehicular traffic without the addition of a designated trail.
Source: Kline Bentsen

In conclusion, after much road and land analysis it has been
determined that the Landscape Loop is a feasible proposal and can begin
to be implemented. Adjustments to the route can be made based on the
conditions detailed in the analysis process. It is important to involve the
stakeholders throughout this process so that the desire and need for the
Landscape Loop can gain support from the community. Community support
can be a tremendous tool that can lead to obtaining land and funding for
the project, as well as in helping convince naysayers of the importance of a
multi-use trail system.

Analysis of abandoned railways also needs to be completed. This
analysis would provide information about conditions of the railway where
it is intact and where landowners have retaken the land. Conditions of
abandoned rail lines have been documented and can be attained through
contacting the Kentucky Rails-to-Trails Council. Landowners also need to be
contacted, to see if they would be willing to sell or donate the abandoned
rail land for the Landscape Loop. If landowners become resistant, it helps
to point out the benefits that a trail would provide, include a rise in property
value.
In order to create an enjoyable trail, safety must be a top priority.
The installation of proper signage needs to be completed in order to
provide information about the trail. Examples of such signage include
context maps used to locate yourself on the trail and mile markers used
to judge the distance users have traveled. Intersections also need to be
properly marked, not only on the trail itself, but also on the road so that
drivers know when trail crossings are approaching giving them ample
amount of time to react.

Figure 2.A.13: Image of exisiting bike lane that runs along Bryan Station Road until the road
intersects with Loudon Avenue.

When installing trail segments that are located off road, it is
important to make sure that the damage done to the environment is kept
to a minimum, especially in riparian zones. Pathways should be kept to the
edge of the riparian zone, as far away from the stream as possible so that
if the stream floods, the probability of water covering the path and pulling
pollutants into the stream is as low as possible. Alternative materials to
asphalt need to be utilized to reduce the effects that run off will have on
the stream. An example of such a material is permeable pavement, which
allows water to infiltrate the soil acting as a filter to reduce the amount of
pollutants entering the stream. Maintenance costs are higher than normal
with the use of permeable pavement, but the reduced affect that the trail
has on environment can offset those costs.

Source: Kline Bentsen
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Scenic Connections

Written by: Isaac Waters

Location: Boyle, Mercer, Garrard, Jessamine Counties
Overview

The Nicholasville, Danville, Harrodsburg landscape loop is a
mixed on-road and off-road trail designed so users can fully experience
the character of the Bluegrass Region. In order to maximize user choice
and experiences, the loop was designed to connect the cities of Danville
and Nicholasville traveling through Boyle, Mercer, Garrard, and Jessamine
Counties. Country back roads, rails-to-trails, and rails-with-trails connect
the cities of Danville and Nicholasville via Harrodsburg and Wilmore in a
scenic route along the loop’s western half. The eastern half of the loop is
a shorter, more direct connection between Danville and Nicholasville and
parallels more heavily traveled arterial roadways (Figure 2.B.10).

Figure 2.B.1: The Beyond the Legacy trail system provides multiple opportunities to connect
historic sites and destination locations. In downtown Danville, the Ephraim McDowell House
sits across the street from the historic Constitution Square where every Kentucky Governor is
honored with an informational plaque.

Figure 2.B.3: The serene nature of the Bluegrass farmland is featured in the scenic
connections trail route as it travels northeast of Danville along Bluegrass Pike.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/75/The_Governor’s_Circle_at_Constitution_Square_2.jpg

Connections, destinations, and scenery can make or break a trail
system. Along the trail, appropriate signage will provide way-finding and
information for the trail users about local historic and functional attractions.
Trail safety is an important consideration, especially when within rightsof-way of active railroad lines and arterial roadways. This section will
use examples of trails under these circumstances to provide a better
understanding of how to design and create safe trails in this context.

Design / Development

The scenic connections trail loop has multiple opportunities to
link historic sites and destination locations. The cities of Harrodsburg,
Danville, Wilmore, and Nicholasville have managed to preserve much of
their rich history. In order to highlight this history and other local attractions,
the Beyond the Legacy trail system will emphasize these places as key
destinations. By forming connections between historic and local attractions,
this trail will help unify the region by creating outside public interest and by
bringing economic growth.

Figure 2.B.2: The Beyond the Legacy Trail could run through Harrodsburg’s downtown
historic district, full of preserved buildings from the late 19th century which now house
restaurants, gift, and specialty shops.

Figure 2.B.4: Cutting through farmland to create a trail system is unnecessary when the
opportunity exists to utilize lightly traveled rural roads like Bluegrass Pike outside of Danville.

After phone communication with cycling enthusiast and Danville
Bike and Footwear owner Ernst Crown-Weber, and learning of local favorite
bike routes in the Danville and Harrodsburg areas, it became obvious
that many cycling routes share traits with good trail locations (E. CrownWeber, personal communication, March 17, 2010). These favorite cycling
routes follow roads that receive little traffic and pass by the most scenic
and interesting sites on these roadways. By applying this idea to trail
design, connecting Danville to Harrodsburg was accomplished due to the
availability of many rural collector roads. The abundance of interesting
rural roads made it possible to avoid using private farmland to create a trail.
Portions of the trail were designed along roadways based on favorite routes
of local cyclers (Danville Area Bike Routes, n.d.).

Source: Isaac Waters

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Downtown_Harrodsburg_Kentucky_2.jpg
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Existing and abandoned railways have the potential for connecting
important destinations in Mercer and Jessamine Counties (Figure 2.B.5).
Rails-to-trails use abandoned railroad lines and make for promising trail
opportunities due to their connection to main townships, moderate grades,
and the fact that they are often already cleared of trees and obstacles
(Figure 2.B.6). The tracks are often removed from an abandoned railway
to be recycled by the rail company. Active and unused lines often include
bridges and culverts along their routes because they were designed to help
the trains avoid at-grade road crossings (Cohen, et al., 2009).

Abandoned rail lines lie just northeast of Harrodsburg and merge
with the rural collector roads, potentially creating an unbroken trail linking
on-road and off-road sections. The hardest part about making rails-to-trails
a reality, like all other off-road trails, is the problem of property ownership.
Often, the best case scenario is if the railroad company retains possession
of an abandoned railroad, since it is simpler to acquire land from a single
land owner. Sometimes the land will revert back to the original property
deeds creating multiple private land owners. These owners do not make
it impossible to acquire the land, just likely more difficult. Fortunately for
trail advocates, most abandoned railway land is unusable to land owners
because it separates usable plots of land, which adds to the argument that
a public trail on abandoned rail lines serves the public interest. Landowners
who are worried about liability should be appeased by the fact that private
landowners often have liability protection due to recreational use statues
(Cohen et al., 2009).
Active railroad lines have the same positive potential for having a
trail. Rails-with-trails do not have the problem of multiple ownerships at the
outset, but may seem more intimidating than rails-to-trails because they
are still in use. “Fears that more trail users would be severely injured due
to the proximity of moving trains have never been realized” (Cohen et al.,
2009, p. 7). A way to fully utilize the off-road potential of the region between
Harrodsburg and Nicholasville is to connect pieces of abandoned railroad
lines with active railroad lines, creating a trail system that changes from
rails-to-trails to rails-with-trails. For information regarding how to create a
safe trail system along an active railroad line refer to the Trail Safety portion
of this section.

Figure 2.B.5: Abandoned railways like this one northeast of Harrodsburg, perpendicular
to Hogue Lane, have the potential for connecting important destinations in Mercer and
Jessamine Counties.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.6: Rails-to-trails can take the place of abandoned railroad lines and make for
promising trail opportunities because of their connection to main townships, their moderate
grades, and lack of trees and obstacles.
Source: Isaac Waters
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Currently, there are few safe pedestrian passages across the
Kentucky River and Herrington Lake by bridge. In order to complete the
off-road trail section along the westernmost part of the trail loop there are
few logical options to cross the Kentucky River. The first option is to utilize
the active railroad bridge, High Bridge, by making it usable by pedestrians
(Figure 2.B.7). The US 68 bridge southwest of Wilmore is too narrow in
its current state and road leading up to the bridge from either direction is
winding, narrow, and contains rock faces directly to one side and a steep
drop on the other. The narrowness of US 68 renders it severely constrained
as a trail option (Figure 2.B.8.).
The Scenic Connections Trail map, Figure 2.B.10, shows the
easternmost trail route as a thin orange line, which directly connects
Danville to Nicholasville. This trail route is an example of how to incorporate
a trail system alongside a heavily trafficked arterial roadway. For passage
over water bodies along this route, the bridges along KY 34 over Herrington
Lake and US 27 over the Kentucky River are wide enough for pedestrians
(Figure 2.B.9). By placing a trail system along this roadway, not only is a
loop created from Danville to Nicholasville to Harrodsburg, but a link is also
made to other Beyond the Legacy trail segments in the form of an extension
of the commuter connection between Nicholasville and Lexington. For
further information regarding commuter trail connections see part one of the
Specific Use Trails section of this report.
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Figure 2.B.7: One logical crossing point over the Kentucky River is to utilize High Bridge.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.8: The roadway leading up to the existing bridge along US 68 is too narrow, thus
offering limited prospective trail options.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.9: The roadway along the easternmost route along US 27 over the Kentucky River
is wide enough for trail passage.
Photo: Isaac Waters
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Scenic Connections Trail Map Key
1

Constitution Square
Ephraim McDowell House
Burke’s Bakery

2

Centre College
Norton Center for the Arts

3

Pioneer Playhouse

4

Millennium Park

5

Beaumont Inn

6

Old Towne Park

7

Old Fort Harrod State Park

8

Anderson Dean Park

9

Kentucky Agriculture Heritage Center

10

Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill

11

High Bridge
High Bridge Park

12

Asbury University

13

City of Wilmore Scenic Recreation and Heritage Trail

14

Camp Nelson Heritage Park
Camp Nelson National Cemetery

15

Old Jessamine County Jail

On-Road Trail
Rail-With-Trail
Rail-To-Trail

Figure 2.B.10: Scenic Connections trail loop map. The bold line indicates a route along the loop’s western half which includes country back roads, rails-to-trails, and railswith-trails and connects the cities of Danville and Nicholasville via Harrodsburg and Wilmore. The eastern half of the loop, shown as a thin line, is a shorter, more direct
connection route between Danville and Nicholasville and parallels more heavily traveled arterial roadways.
Source: Isaac Waters
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Linking Local Attractions

Millennium Park in Danville offers a 3.5 mile paved trail, a
skateboard park, picnic shelters, and a youth sports complex (DanvilleBoyle County Parks and Recreation, n.d.). Imagine living in Harrodsburg
and taking a day cycling trip south to Danville’s Millennium Park along the
Beyond the Legacy trail to watch a niece or nephew play sports. Along the
way make a stop at Burke’s Bakery for a pastry and after the sporting event
take in a play at Pioneer Playhouse. This is just one example of how the trail
system could affect the day to day lives of Bluegrass residents.

Known as the “City of Firsts,” Danville, Kentucky, makes a compelling
case to be a connection in the Beyond the Legacy trail system by being
immersed in the history and culture of the Bluegrass Region (Danville,
Kentucky, 2010). Constitution Square in Danville is home to the first post
office west of the Allegheny Mountains and the courthouse that produced
the Constitution of Kentucky. A three acre public park hosts the annual
Constitution Square Art Festival in September (Constitution Square State
Historic Site, 2010). The trail would also connect to Centre College (Figure
2.B.11), a 4-year liberal arts school founded in 1819 and ranked as a top
50 best liberal arts college in the nation (Best Colleges, 2010). On Centre’s
campus one weekend every summer, the Great American Brass Band
Festival is held where as many as forty-thousand people come to enjoy
dozens of brass bands from all over the world carry on musical traditions.
Also on Centre’s campus is the Norton Center for the Arts which hosts
theatrical and musical productions from across the globe. In the spring of
2010, the Norton Center hosts performances of the Temptations and the Four
Tops, as well as a production of Riverdance (Upcoming Schedule, n.d.).

The Beyond the Legacy Trail goes through the heart of the first
permanent settlement west of the Allegheny Mountains. Harrodsburg,
Kentucky started out as a frontier territory and was established in 1774
as Harrodstown, yet still retains the charisma of its pioneer past by
retaining much of its history (Harrodsburg Visitor Information Guide, 2007).
Examples of Harrodsburg’s historic attractions are numerous, and it is
intended that while on the Beyond the Legacy Trail users will not be able to
help but notice many of these historic locations. The Beyond the Legacy
trail goes through Harrodsburg’s downtown historic district, which is full of
preserved buildings from the late 19th century that has restaurants, gift, and
specialty shops.

Along with incorporating beautiful rural Bluegrass countryside, an
equally important design consideration was to incorporate and link together
locally important destinations and landmarks which might go unseen by
visitors. Incorporating local favorites such as historic landmarks and quality
restaurants is important in order to make a dynamic trail and offer good
stopping points along the way. These stopping points are great for resting
and refueling or in some cases learning about Bluegrass history.

Figure 2.B.11: The Scenic Connections trail loop includes a link to Centre College, a 4-year
liberal arts school founded in 1819. On Centre’s campus one weekend every summer is the
Great American Brass Band Festival, where as many as forty-thousand people will come to
enjoy around forty brass bands from all over the world carry on musical traditions.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.12 shows downtown Danville, which received a Great
American Main Street Award in 2001 from the National Trust for Historic
Preservation. The town itself has also been recognized by Time Magazine
as a top ten successful small town in the country (“Danville, Kentucky,”
2010). Continuing with the “city of firsts” resume and another historical
trail attraction located downtown is the Ephraim McDowell House. Dr.
McDowell successfully removed an ovarian tumor for the first time in history
at this location on December 25, 1809 (Ephraim McDowell House, 2010).
Also located on Main Street near the Ephraim McDowell House is a local
favorite eatery, Burke’s Bakery. Everything is handmade and delicious,
but in particular the pastries and butter-flake rolls are recommended. Also
in Danville is the state’s oldest outdoor theatre, Pioneer Playhouse. John
Travolta once acted here, and it hosts dinners and plays on summer nights.
While on this segment of the Beyond the Legacy trail, users will
experience the rich architectural history of the Danville area. The following
is a list of notable historic buildings along the trail compiled from a Historic
Walking and Driving Tour by the Danville-Boyle County Convention and
Visitors Bureau. All of these buildings are on the Historic Registry and have
been maintained to retain the beauty of their past (Historic Walking and
Driving Tour, 2007): the Russel-Thomas House, Old Centre, Craik House,
Sinking Springs, Old First Presbyterian Church, Boyle County Courthouse,
Trinity Episcopal Church, Ayres Silversmith Show, St. Peter and Paul Roman
Catholic Church, Haskins House, Ropewalk Office, Elmwood Inn, and Forest
Hill.
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An example of a locally famous historic restaurant and lodging site
located in downtown Harrodsburg is Beaumont Inn. Kentucky’s oldest
family operated country inn is famous for its country cooking and preserved
Greek revival style brick mansion completed in 1845 (File, n.d.). Also within
the downtown area is Olde Towne Park, which contains local art in the form
of a thirty-two foot wide fountain inspired from the limestone Palisades of
the Kentucky River (Harrodsburg Visitor Information Guide, 2007).
Old Fort Harrod State Park in Harrodsburg, shown in Figure 2.B.13,
is a reconstruction of the first permanent European settlement in the state
and demonstrates pioneer life in the late 18th century (Old Fort Harrod
State Park, 2009). A potential trail connection to Anderson Dean Park is
encouraged as it is located only a few miles north of this current proposal
of the Beyond the Legacy trail. Anderson Dean is 200 acres of land full of
athletic facilities, a skateboard park, and a two mile walking/biking trail of its
own (Harrodsburg Visitor Information Guide, 2007). Near Anderson Dean
Park is the Kentucky Agriculture Heritage Center, an exhibit showcasing the
history of agriculture in Kentucky. The 180,000 square-foot energy efficient
sustainable building itself is remarkable, and upon completion later in 2010
will be a major Kentucky attraction (Media Center, 2010).

Figure 2.B.12: Along the trail is Danville’s Main Street, which received a Great American Main
Street Award in 2001 from the National Trust for Historic Preservation. Danville has been
recognized as a top ten successful small town in the country by Time Magazine.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Danville,_Kentucky_Downtown_view.jpg
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Already existing in the area is a Harrodsburg and Mercer County
Walking and Driving Tour produced by the Harrodsburg/Mercer County
Tourist Commission. The Beyond the Legacy Trail will pass by and
accentuate many examples of well preserved historic architecture along
the route. These include (Harrodsburg Visitor Information Guide, 2007):
the Muscoe Garnett House, Court House Square, Harrodsburg Christian
Church, Harrodsburg Baptist Church, United Presbyterian Church, The
Academy, the Old Mercer County Jail, Lawyer’s Row, Blue Front Building,
the Dr. A. D. Price House, the Abraham Chapline Plantation/Rufus Henry
Vandarsdall House, Stephen Trigg’s Station, and Jacob Froman’s Station.
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Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill, pictured in Figure 2.B.14, is a historic
landmark and active recreational destination located only two miles north
of the Beyond the Legacy Trail. Although not directly located along the trail
route, wayfinding in the form of roadway signage would take users from
the trail to Shaker Village along country back roads. Shaker Village offers
twenty trails covering 40 miles of terrain for uses including hiking, cycling,
running, and horseback riding. These trails traverse through the rolling
countryside of the Bluegrass and run past a scenic overlook and waterfall.
Three trailheads offer parking, one includes trailer parking and a twenty stall
equestrian boarding facility for horse enthusiasts. A kayak and canoe boat
launch is publicly available on the Kentucky River as well as seasonal Dixie
Belle riverboat tours. Guests are invited to stay overnight in restored Shaker
buildings, like the one shown on Figure 2.B.15, featuring reproduced Shaker
furniture, and then dine on a traditional Shaker menu and local ingredients
at the inn’s restaurant. For those interested in history, Shaker Village of
Pleasant Hill is the Nation’s largest restored Shaker community. Guided
tours illustrate life in the village during the mid-1800s around 34 original
buildings (Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill, n.d.).
On the north side of the Kentucky River, along the Beyond the
Legacy Trail, resides High Bridge Park (Figure 2.B.16), which was dedicated
to High Bridge. This spectacular historic example of civil engineering is
the highest railroad bridge in the United States over a navigable stream
standing 308 feet above the Kentucky River. The bridge was planned by
John Roebling, designer of the Brooklyn Bridge, and High Bridge was
the first cantilever bridge built in the United States in 1876. High Bridge
Park tells the story of High Bridge using informational signage among its
picnic areas and overlook. The overlook at High Bridge (Figure 2.B.17) is
perched through tree-tops out over a cliff in order to provide spectacular
views of High Bridge and the Kentucky River (Figure 2.B.18). Standing on
the overlook looking out at the amazing views will reinforce the proposal of
adding pedestrian access to High Bridge.

Figure 2.B.13: The trail connects to local historic landmards such as Old Fort Harrod State
Park in Harrodsburg, which is a reconstruction of the first permanent settlement in the state
and demonstrates pioneer life in the late 18th century.

Figure 2.B.15 Restored Shaker buildings feature reproduced Shaker furniture in the nation’s
largest former Shaker community located two miles north of the trail.

Figure 2.B.14: Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill is a historic landmark and active recreational
destination located along the Beyond the Legacy Trail.

Figure 2.B.16 High Bridge Park is located on the trail and is dedicated to High Bridge, the
highest railroad bridge in the United States over a navigable stream. High Bridge Park tells
the story of High Bridge using informational signage among its picnic areas and overlook.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Shakertown_Center_Family_2005-05-27.jpeg

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Old_Fort_Harrod_State_Park.jpg

Asbury University is also an historic attraction in Wilmore located
along the Beyond the Legacy Trail (Figure 2.B.19). Founded in 1890,
Asbury College was renamed Asbury University in March of 2010 to reflect
its growth and international appeal (University Profile, 2010). The 1,300
student multi-denominational religious institution is a promising attraction
and worth highlighting as a location on the Beyond the Legacy Trail. A city
of 6,000 residents, Wilmore, southwest of Nicholasville, is a prime example
of a small town in the Bluegrass. Despite its small size, Wilmore has
managed to stay progressive by Kentucky’s current trail building standards
and is home to a new Scenic Recreation and Heritage Trail (Figure 2.B.20).
The Beyond the Legacy Trail would connect to this trail and others like it
within the Bluegrass Region.
Nicholasville, Kentucky was founded in 1798. While Nicholasville,
like Danville, Harrodsburg, and Wilmore does retain much of its history,
most of its developed land serves as a residential area for commuters to
Lexington. A major north-south artery, US 27, runs from Lexington, through
Nicholasville, and then farther south to KY 34 which goes to Danville. This
Beyond the Legacy Trail proposal follows this route as a direct commuter
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Source: http://lh6.ggpht.com/_ua9TqSs-7qo/STsLbOkGpUI/AAAAAAAAE-Y/vcD1jVi_8kA/100_2918.JPG

Photo: Isaac Waters
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route between these three locations. A point of interest along the way is
Camp Nelson Heritage Park, five miles south of Nicholasville along US
27. This was a Union Army supply depot and training facility during the
Civil War. Adjacent to this is the Camp Nelson National Cemetery. Camp
Nelson offers guided tours and interpretive trail systems open from dawn to
dusk (Nicholasville Tourism Commission, 2010).
Downtown Nicholasville holds ownership of the historic Old
Jessamine County Jail from 1870, which is now a museum. Local parks
near or adjacent to the Beyond the Legacy Trail proposal in Nicholasville
include (Parks and Pictures, 2007): Ashgrove Park, Bell Place Soccer Field/
James Mason Park, Billy Lockridge Park, Nicholasville-Jessamine City/
County Park, Clint Hayden Park, Hamilton-Masters Park, Keene Park, Lake
Mingo/Corman Park, Prentice Park, Riney B. Park, Rock Fence Park, Squire
Lake Park, West Place Park, Willow Glenn Park, and Woodrow Grow Park.

Trail Safety

Figure 2.B.17: The overlook at High Bridge is perched through tree-tops out over a cliff to
provide a spectacular view of High Bridge, where the trail crosses the Kentucky River.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.19: A scenic view of Asbury University’s campus from along the proposed trail.
Located in Wilmore, the university is an historic attraction founded in 1890.
Photo: Isaac Waters

A concern in any trail design is use safety. The on-road trail sections
were chosen carefully based on Kentucky Department of Transportation
traffic counts and commonly used bike routes - local favorites due to their
scenery and high comfort level. These trails are the least expensive due
to minimal construction costs; only appropriate signage for wayfinding is
needed.
For safe trail design on heavily trafficked arterial routes, several
considerations need to be taken into account. As a general rule, as speed
limit and lanes increase, so does the required buffer space between a
vehicular driving lane and a pedestrian pathway (Figs. 2.B.21 and 2.B.22).
Designated bike lanes directly adjacent to driving lanes make efficient use
of space and are less expensive to construct. These trails are less safe
than those separated from the roadway due to pedestrian proximity to traffic
without a spatial or physical buffer.

Figure 2.B.18: The trail would offer attractions such as this veiw of the Kentucky River from
High Bridge Park’s overlook.
Photo: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.20: Despite Wilmore’s small size it is home to the Scenic Recreation and Heritage
Trail. The Beyond the Legacy Trail would connect to this trail and others like it within the
Bluegrass Region.
Photo: Isaac Waters
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In places where designated bike lanes must be on roadways due to
funding issues or lack of right-of-way space for a separate trail way, safety
must be considered. On roadways with speed limits less than or equal to
35 mph a bike lane of five feet set from the face of curb is recommended.
On roadways with speed limits more than or equal to 45 mph, a minimum of
six feet should be used for cyclists to be safely accommodated. Research
has shown that there are no negative safety effects to having a 10 foot
traffic lane as opposed to a 12 foot traffic lane. This means that existing
road widths, including travel lane and shoulders, could be transformed
relatively cheaply and easily to include bicycle lanes. For example, a 32
foot roadway with two 16 foot traffic lanes could be changed into two 11
foot traffic lanes, and two five foot bicycle lanes. Rumble strips are not
recommended for roadways ridden on by cyclists with speed limits of 45
mph or less. In cases of high speed roadways where rumble strips are
necessary, it is recommended that the rumble strip is placed as near the
edge of the traffic lane as possible as to not interfere with cyclists (Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet, 2010).
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Recommendations

Due to the importance of cyclist input in the design of this trail
proposal, it is recommended that local cyclists are made part of a Beyond
the Legacy Trail Council once it is formed. Enthusiastic cyclists usually
maintain a wealth of knowledge of the area, including best existing
roadways for use and local roadways that are currently unusable but could
potentially make great trails.
Pedestrian to trail interaction is an important part of trail design and
should be used in any way possible. One way is to incorporate appropriate
signage for wayfinding along all trail routes and for any stopping points or
historical landmarks. This helps increase visitor confidence in unfamiliar
settings and promotes learning local history.
Figure 2.B.21: As speed limit and lanes increase, so should the buffer space between the
vehicular driving lanes and the pedestrian pathway. This roadway example would have a
speed limit of 35 mph or less.
Source: Isaac Waters

Figure 2.B.23: This active railroad line northeast of Harrodsburg has similar potential for railswith-trails as abandoned railroad lines do with rails-to-trails.
Photo: Isaac Waters

At stopping points and local attractions along the trail’s route,
modifications or additions of cycling facilities should be implemented,
see the Trail Standards section of this report for further information. Strict
attention should be paid to the Kentucky Department of Transportation’s Six
Year Highway Plan and it should be recommended that all new construction
include multi-use trails. In this way, the region’s trail system may expand
with any new road or bridge development.

Figure 2.B.22: More buffer space is required between pedestrians and roadways as speed
limits increase over 35 mph.
Source: Isaac Waters

Trails away from driving lanes are more comfortable for pedestrians
because they feel more safe, and also more aesthetically pleasing. More
right of way space is required for these types of trails making them more
expensive and difficult to construct.

Applicable Case Studies
• Schuylkill River Trail is similar to the Beyond the Legacy DanvilleNicholasville Loop proposal in terms of its growth process over
time,its variation in trail surface and use, it’s separate management
entities, and its linkages to local attractions.

Along any rails-with-trails corridor a wide buffer is required, and
putting obstacles such as walls, fences, and vegetation between the
pedestrian trail and train tracks is expected (Fig 2.B.24). A California survey
of trails along active railroad lines documented key safety design factors,
which include (Cohen et al., 2009):
• Providing adequate distance between track and trail, averaging 45 feet
from the centerline of the track to the nearest edge of the trail.
• Geography and right-of-way may limit available space, in which case safe
fencing, barriers or grade separation may be necessary. Barriers
include vegetation, grade separation, fences, ditches, and walls.
• Adequate trail-user warning signs should be installed.
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In order to safely cross the Kentucky River along the western-most
scenic route an addition should be made to historic High Bridge southwest
of Wilmore (Figure 2.B.25). Because High Bridge is an active rail line this
addition would include a pedestrian walkway a safe distance and elevation
apart from the tracks and be appropriately enclosed (Figure 2.B.26). This
enclosure should include tall fences to discourage people from straying
from the trail, and possibly overhead protection to keep small debris from
falling onto the trail from the active railroad line. Another option would be
for the trail to be built above the railroad the entire length of the bridge. An
analysis should be done to determine the most cost-efficient and safest
way to add pedestrian access to High Bridge. It is also recommended that
alternate crossings of the Kentucky River should be explored while major
modifications to existing train and road bridges are considered.

• Chattanooga River Walk enhanced sales opportunities for connecting
businesses and links important parts of the city.
Figure 2.B.24: This sketch, drawn from Figure 2.B.23, demonstrates a rails-with-trails proposal.
It is recommended that a distance of at least 45 feet is maintained between train tracks and a
trail, and a vegetative buffer is also recommended.
Source: Isaac Waters
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• Monon Trail links shopping districts, neighborhoods, and parks
throughout Indianapolis, Indiana.
• Floyd’s Fork Greenway relied on funding from state, city, and federal
governments and started a non-profit organization, 21st Century
Parks, in order to design, build, manage, and maintain the park.
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Figure 2.B.25: In order to safely
cross the Kentucky River along the
western scenic route, an addition
should be made to historic High
Bridge southwest of Wilmore.
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Floyds Fork Greenway

Written by: Scott Qualmann

Project Name: Floyds Fork Greenway, “The Fork”
Location: Louisville, Kentucky
Partners: Louisville Metro Parks, The Future Fund, The City of Parks

Where
nature and
community
connect.

Initiative, Louisville Olmsted Parks Conservancy, and the Metro Parks
Foundation.
Important Dates: 21st Century Parks Founded 2005, April 2008 Master
Plan Complete, Fall 2010 - Ground Breaking
Construction Completed: Expected 2013-2014
Cost: Unknown, $93 million raised to date (85-90% of estimated total cost)
Total Length: 46 Miles of trails & 3000 acres
Surface: Multiuse trail surfaces
Architect/Engineer: WRT with Biohabitats, Inc. / Eco-Tech, Inc., John
Milner Associates, HNTB, and Burgess and Niple.
Client: 21st Century Parks, Inc., Louisville Metro Parks &
The Future Fund, Inc.
Managed by: 21st Century Parks, Inc.

Introduction

The Floyds Fork Greenway is a project that has been initiated by
21st Century Parks, a Louisville, Kentucky, non-profit organization which has
a goal to provide the city with parks and recreational spaces, as well as to
protect and preserve some of the last natural streams and forest land in the
area. Set on one of the last undeveloped sites in the Louisville metro area,
Floyds Fork Creek presented an ideal area on which to plan the new park
system.
21st Century Parks embarked on this journey to build one of the
nation’s largest urban park systems when it was founded in 2005. With help
from many people including Bill Juckett, Chairman of the Louisville Olmsted
Parks Conservancy, David Jones, founder of Humana, and his son Dan
Jones, the project started to become a reality. The Fork project had major
political and city backing; support from former Lt. Governor Steve Henry
and The Future Fund, Inc., Louisville Metro Government and Louisville Metro
Parks. 21st Century Parks is a land trust founded by former Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry, M.D., which began acquiring land along Floyds Fork for preservation
in the early 1990s. (21st Century Parks, Inc. [21st C. Parks], 2008) The Future
Fund and other partners have made the vision of Floyds Fork Greenway
start to become a reality.
“To date, over $24 million in private funds has been raised by 21st
Century Parks to be used for land acquisition, preservation and a park
maintenance endowment. Another $38 million in federal funds has been
procured by U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell to fund the building of roads and
trails in Louisville’s newest parklands.“ [21st C. Parks]

Figure 2.C.1: The Fork Paddlers.

Photo: Chris Atkinson
Source (All Other Images): http://www.21cparks.org/docs/masterplan.pps
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21st Century Parks is a unique organization. Dan Jones, the
Founder and CEO, is an admitted environmentalist and is the driving
force behind the project. He founded the non-profit to help form a
historic system of parks, and to protect land that was likely going to be
developed unless someone took action. 21st Century, a 501-c3 non-profit,
is also the developer of The Fork project. This gave the organization the
unique opportunity to go out and purchase lands themselves. This was
important to Jones since this meant 21st Century Parks had total control
and organization over the purchases. “As of now, ‘The Fork’ encompasses
over 3000 acres of preserved lands in southeast Louisville.” [21st C. Parks]
Through private and public funding, 21st Century has raised about $93
million, and has the project 85-90% funded already, according to Jones,
and plan to break ground in the fall of 2010 on Phase 1 of 3, of The Fork
construction. (D. Jones, personal communication, January 18, 2010)

Louisville Parks and Recreation Department, as well as to ensure the proper
land management and upkeep of the system.

Significant Milestone Dates

History

April 2008
The Fork Masterplan
Complete

Fall 2010
Groundbreaking on
Construction of
Phase 1

2013--14
The Fork Project
Completion

The process of obtaining federal funding has been difficult but well
worth the effort. Jones indicated that navigating the bureaucracy has been
tough, but the reality is that without the public funding, the project would not
be where it is today.
Some parks that are constructed today are handed over to the city
upon completion (D. Jones, personal communication, January 18, 2010).
This may or may not be an advantage depending on the area. 21st Century
Parks has set up a system so that in the future Floyds Fork Greenway will
be managed by 21st Century Parks. This will help to reduce costs for the

Part of the reason that The Fork project has been successful so far
is credited to the landowners that controlled much of the property along
Floyds Fork have been cooperative throughout the process. According to
Jones, there were four major landowners that controlled a large percentage
of the property. In total 59 separate real estate transactions were needed
to secure over the three thousand acres of land needed for the project.
The major landowners all realized how important the project would be for
the City of Louisville and, were very helpful in the process of acquiring all
the land needed. Jones said that without public support, the Floyds Fork
Greenway could not have gone this far (D. Jones, personal communication,
January 18, 2010).

The City of Louisville has had a rich tradition of beautiful parks and
parkways. Largely due to the vision and design of landscape architect
Fredrick Law Olmsted. Louisville’s parks and park system serve many
functions that help the city thrive. They provide recreational space for the
city, giving areas for green space and education in an urban setting, and
serving public functions as spaces where community events can be held
to name just a few. The ecological benefits to water quality and plant and
animal life in the area can also be greatly improved as a result. When
Olmstead designed the Cherokee and Iroquois Park and the Southern,
Eastern, and Western Parkways far outside the city limits in the 1890s,
he demonstrated that planning for the future is a major part of park and
greenway design.
This concept was not lost on Dan Jones and the rest of 21st Century
Parks, who wanted to use Olmstead’s plan of going out beyond the urban
center to create a system of parks and greenways that would in the future
fit into the growing framework of the city, but also did not want anyone to
carve up the plan. Understanding and planning for future needs is crucial
to good design. Instead of simply saying that the plan is final, they allowed
for areas where future expansion or modification could happen. Whether
it is new ball fields, community gardens, or whatever the need may be, the
designers and planners of The Fork wanted to allow for these options while
maintaining the overall integrity of the master plan.

Design / Development Concerns

It is a common misconception that having a trail attracts criminal
and deviant behavior. “Safety is a major concern of both current and
potential bicyclists and pedestrians. For those who walk or bicycle, it is
typically an on-going concern or even distraction. For those who avoid
walking and/or bicycling riding, concern about safety is one of the most
compelling reasons not to do so. In discussing bicycle safety, it is important
to separate perceived dangers from actual safety hazards (Sonoma Bicycle
& Pedestrian Master Plan, p. 31).
Figure 2.C.2: An illustration of a Garden Walk.
Source: http://www.21cparks.org/docs/masterplan.pps
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Figure 2.C.3: An illustration of a Sports Walk.
Source: http://www.21cparks.org/docs/masterplan.pps

Practicing good common sense, such as not walking alone or
going at late hours, would help alleviate some of these concerns. Police
patrols and simple things such as proper maintenance help get rid of many
“dangers” people sometimes associate with trails. As with many projects
of this nature, getting final approval of the plan was extremely difficult due
to crossing state and federal roads/highways and railroad lines. Dr. Jones
said that applying for and securing permits to go under the interstate and
also under a rail line trestle bridge took a lot of time. The railroad company
has had some strained relations with rails-to-trails projects that sometimes
make the railroad look like the bad guy. The concern of liability also came
into play. As the trail would go directly under the trestle bridge, CSX was
worried about debris falling onto the trail from the rail line above. Jones
solved this problem by building a covered section of trail under the trestle
to meet the railroads’ request. This is just one example of the possible
situations that can come up when building a trail system of this size.
Resistance to trail systems normally comes from those who least
understand them. The common perceptions of crime and lude or deviant
behavior on public trail systems are largely unsupported, but difficult to
quash. In some cases, people have demanded security fences be built
around a trail that passes by their home. After its installation, the very fence
they demanded, they asked to be pulled down so they could have access
to the trail. Educating the community about the ecological, economical,
and recreational benefits of trail systems is really the key to its success.
The Sonoma County Transportation Authority Countywide Bicycle
and Pedestrian Master Plan, in Sonoma, California noted that it is key
to link up with local schools to educate children and others about the
use and benefits of trails. Safe Routes to Schools programs achieve
this by using a system of planning and goal setting called the “Five
Es”. “Encouragement (prizes, special events like Walk to School Day),
Education (fliers on the benefits of walking, maps of safe routes, classroom
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In studying the Floyds Fork Greenway, it was learned that many
potential benefits can derive from a trail way system, as illustrated below in
Figure 2.C.6.

curriculum), Engineering (improvements to infrastructure such as roadways
intersections, sidewalks and bicycle facilities), Enforcement (making sure
motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists understand and obey the rules of
the road), and Evaluation (such as before/after surveys to see the effect
of programs and physical improvements on mode choice for student
commuters) (Sonoma Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan, p.7).

Community

Future Plans

The way 21st Century Parks set up park acquisition and ownership
was geared for the local conditions. The lands are to be protected as
a formal legal easement that will permanently protect the land against
future development. The easement will be held by a land trust which is”a
nonprofit organization that, as all or part of its mission, actively works to
conserve land by undertaking or assisting in land or conservation easement
acquisition, or by its stewardship of such land or easements” (Land Trust
Alliance).
Since 21 Century Parks will own the land outright they will not act
as an official land trust organization, but is very similar to one, and will
uphold many of the principles that they represent. Operated and run by the
21st Century Parks organization, the area will be fully open to the public, but
not under city government’s control. 21st Century will continue to have a
relationship with the city’s recreation and parks department.
st

As Olmstead did for the city in the 1890s, 21st Century Parks is
creating a vision for parks in Louisville for the next hundred years. The Fork,
once completed, will be one of the largest park systems within 20 minutes
of a top-50 metro area. (D. Jones, personal communication, January 18,
2010). The Fork incorporates three major elements in its design:

Access

Sustainability

Theatre
Figure 2.C.4: These three landscape elements were incorporated into the design of The Fork
to create memorable moments.
Source: http://www.21cparks.org/

In keeping with these three elements, the designers came up
with a layout for The Fork that centered on four main landscape rooms,
interconnected by water trails on the creek, as well as walking, cycling,
and hiking trails throughout the property. This idea of “parks within a park”
provides great diversity, with many different activities available to users.
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Educational

Recreation

Human
Health

Environmental

Figure 2.C.5: Bike riders on the Louisville Loop Trail.
Source:Louisville Metro Parks

The Fork is not just a stand-alone element; this “park” is part of the
larger project called the Louisville Loop, a plan initiated in order to have a
cycling and walking trail around the entire perimeter of the city (Fig. 2.C.5).
The Louisville Loop is going to be 100 miles long that will help connect
the city’s parks and neighborhoods, as well as have future connections to
Indiana, and surrounding Kentucky counties. (Louisville Metro Parks) “The
Ohio River Levee Trail and the River Walk are now connected, and the loop
is approximately 25% complete. This will allow a bicyclist or pedestrian to
travel nearly 25 miles from downtown to Riverside, the Farnsley-Moremen
Landing along paved multi-use paths” (Louisville Metro Parks).

Economic

Figure 2.C.6: An illustration of the benefits which can derive from a trail system, using the
Ridge Meadow Walking Bridge as an example.
Photo & Text Source: http://www.21cparks.org/docs/masterplan.pps

Along with the 25 miles already been built along the Ohio River and
downtown area, and The Fork will make up a 13 mile section of The Loop.
It is key that the park not simply stand alone, but be incorporated into a
system. By allowing access to the area by other means than a car, the idea
of a greenway-network can be developed.

In summary, building and supporting this type of green infrastructure
is crucial for the continued success and prosperity of the City of Louisville.
A trail system is a great way to promote tourism, increase land value,
protect the environment, and increase health and welfare of the general
public. The Floyds Fork Greenway can serve as a useful template of what
can be done to better a community.

Conclusion

References

Community is a crucial piece in developing a strong and thriving city.
Today younger people are demanding these types of trails for the simple
reason of quality of life. In the past, many people went where they could
find work, but in today’s society that is not always the case. With options
comes choice, and providing outdoor recreational spaces attracts residents
and, as a result, increases property values. These economic factors are
what make these systems financially sensible, but environmentally, they are
invaluable for the wildlife and ecosystems they protect.
Educating people about the benefits of exercise and recreation may
seem obvious, but it is not evident to all. Providing great outdoor spaces
like The Fork helps protect waterways but also promotes better overall
health in a community. Healthier communities lead to less health care
cost and allows for more productivity, which leads to an overall healthier
population and economy.
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The Schuylkill River Trail
Written by: Isaac Waters

Location: Southeastern Pennsylvania, Philadelphia to Pottsville
Length: 125 miles
Surface: Multi-use trail surfaces
Date Designed/Planned: Varies
Construction Completed: Varies (Figure 2.D.8)
Cost: Varies
Architect: Multiple entities
Client/Developer: Multiple entities
Consultants: Multiple entities
Managed By: Multiple Federal, State, local, and private entities
Introduction

The Schuylkill River Trail (pronounced “skoo-cul”) is currently 125
miles of multi-use trail in the planning phase or opened for use. While there
are missing links in the trail, it will not be one unbroken trail system because
the entire trail is either under study, in the design or construction phase, or
open for use. As more trail segments are finished, the entire vision of the
Schuylkill River Trail becomes more complete, moving it towards becoming
one of the premier trail systems in the United States. The trail begins at
the steps of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, widely known as the “Rocky
Steps” from the movie Rocky (1976), and then runs northwest past Valley
Forge National Park, all the way to Pottsville, Pennsylvania, which is located
in east-central Pennsylvania.

Figure 2.D.1: The Schuylkill River Trail in downtown Philadelphia along the Schuylkill River is managed and maintained by the Fairmount Park system.
Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e1/Schuylkill_River_Trail_(Philadelphia).JPG

Figure 2.D.2: The famous “Rocky Steps” at the Philadelphia Museum of Art is the starting
point of the Schuylkill River Trail.

Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8f/Philadelphia_Museum_of_Art_Pennsylvania_USA.jpg
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The first section of the trail, from Philadelphia to Valley Forge
National Park, was designed in 1976 and the trails within Valley Forge
were built that same year (Figure 2.D.3). It was not until 1995, however,
that the Schuylkill River Trail from Port Royal Avenue in Philadelphia to
the Betzwood Picnic Area in Valley Forge was completed. The trail is
maintained by several entities, usually determined by the city or county
boundary lines in which it is located. The trail itself has been built in
segments as resources have become available and separate managing
entities have gained legal permission. The Schuylkill River Trail is important
for study because of its similarity to the Beyond the Legacy Trail system in
terms of its growth process over time, its variation in trail surface and use,
its separate management entities, and its linkages to important locations in
southeastern Pennsylvania.

Design and Development

The beginning trail segment in the City of Philadelphia is
approximately 10 miles long. The Schuylkill River Trail uses municipal trails
within the city’s limits because all of Philadelphia’s public trails and parks
are run and maintained by the Fairmount Park System. The trail connects
many beautiful locations in Philadelphia as it runs towards Valley Forge
National Park to the West. It parallels the Schuylkill Banks, a linear park
along the Schuylkill River, which provides a good example of how green
space and water can be incorporated in an urban trail system (Figure
2.D.4). Just past the park, the trail is a paved surface that goes past the
famous Boathouse Row, and is used for walking, running, cycling, and inline
skating (Figure 2.D.5). After this, the trail transitions from a wide paved
surface to sidewalk within road rights-of-way until it reaches the Manayunk
Canal Towpath, where its surface becomes a combination of both wooden
boardwalk and crushed stone (Figure 2.D.6).

Figure 2.D.3: The trails inside Valley Forge National Park were built in 1976, the same year
that the first section of the Schuylkill River Trail was designed. Located along a trail are
reproductions of cabins where the men who fought under George Washington could have
stayed during the winter of 1777-1778.

Figure 2.D.6: The Schuylkill River Trail incorporates the Manayunk Canal Boardwalk as it
travels through Philadelphia.

Figure 2.D.4: At the Market Street intersection with the trail in Philadelphia is the Schuylkill
Banks, a linear park along the Schuylkill River.

Figure 2.D.7: The Schuylkill River Trail intersects the Appalacian Trail north of Hamburg.

Source: http://oleyvalley.net/cycling/cheesesteak6.jpg

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Valley_Forge_cabin.jpg

The next section of the trail runs from the City of Philadelphia
boundary, past Valley Forge, to Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. This rails-totrails section is owned and managed by Montgomery County, which has
provided a wide paved trail that is off-road on an abandoned Pennsylvania
Railroad line. Montgomery County allows many forms of use along their
portion of the path, including horses, pets, pedestrians, bicycles, and in-line
skates. Any use of non-motorized vehicles is permitted. The entire slope
is less than 5 percent, making it a multi-use trail that also meets American
Disabilities Act wheelchair accessibility standards.
From Pottstown to Reading the trail is managed by the Schuylkill
River Greenway Association, the managing entity for the Schuylkill River
Heritage Area. This is the non-profit foundation dedicated to the Schuylkill
River Trail. The trail at this location is mainly crushed stone, however, there
is a section between Birdsboro and Gibraltar that is on-road.
The last section of the trail runs from Hamburg to Pottsville and
is the most north-westerly portion of the trail. This section is partially
complete; a six mile rural section is open and running alongside Blue
Mountain above the Schuylkill River and a rail-line. This section is
intersected by the Appalachian National Scenic Trail (Figure 2.D.7). The
Appalachian Trail is a hiking trail and national attraction covering 2,200 miles
of mostly wilderness from Springer Mountain in Georgia to Mount Katahdin
in Maine (Wikipedia, 2010).
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Source: http://www.schuylkillrivertrail.com/index.php?/trail/photo_set/C3/

Source: http://schuylki.tempwebpage.com/images/gallery/market_street_medium.jpg

Figure 2.D.5: A panoramic view of Boathouse Row in Philadelphia. The Schuylkill River Trail is located on the other side of these boathouses.
Photos: Brian Lee - panorama assembled by Isaac Waters.
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Future Plans

The Schuylkill Banks, the linear park the Schuylkill River Trail utilizes
in Philadelphia, has an unfinished Master Plan designed by the firms
EDAW and Sasaki Associates scheduled to be completed in phases over
the next 5 to 10 years. This is a development effort led by the Schuylkill
River Development Corporation meant to produce a network of public
spaces and improve greenways and environmental conditions. Its design
and construction costs are estimated at 2.5 billion dollars, mostly funded
by private investments. Figure 2.D.8 shows the Schuylkill River Trail at it’s
current level of completion.
The Phoenixville to Pottstown section of the trail is still in the design
and construction phase, but will be similar to the Montgomery County
section in many ways. The lead agency on the project is the Chester
County Parks and Recreation Department. The land surveys, environmental
studies, and design services were done by Wilson Consulting Corporation
in December 2005. Portions of this section lie in Montgomery County,
which will split 20% of the funding with Chester County. The remaining
80% of the project will be federally funded by the Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality Improvement Program, administered by the Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission.
The 14.6 miles of this trail section will be designed to meet
Americans with Disabilities Act standards, which is important because
it guarantees wheelchair maneuverability. The Phoenixville to Pottstown
section will typically be twelve feet in width, four feet of paved asphalt
with four feet of grass shoulder on each side. Two existing parking lots
will be converted and improved into trailhead locations and four more will
be constructed. Existing bridges are used whenever possible. Twentyfour existing stream crossing devices will be used and seven more will be
created. Chester County Parks and Recreation have posted a checklist of
actions still to be accomplished for the trail on their website; the examples
below indicate some of the more difficult steps in creating a public trail of
this magnitude (Chester County Parks and Recreation 2005):
• Obtain project acceptance from local municipalities as required by
planning commissions and elected/ assigned boards and
commissions; conduct public meetings.
• Obtain PennDOT Highway Occupancy Permits and road occupancy
permits from local municipalities.
• Coordinate the design of new and modified traffic signals, trail alignment
and design with local municipalities, and obtain PennDOT Traffic
Signal Permits.
• Obtain US Army Corps of Engineers and PA Department of Environmental
Protection stream and floodplain encroachment permits.
• Obtain Department of Environmental Protection joint permit and County
Conservation District erosion control permits.
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Figure 2.D.8: A map of the Schuylkill River Trail and its current level of completion.
Source: www.schuylkillrivertrail.com
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• Prepare trail construction drawings at various scales to depict proposed
improvements for trail/roadway intersections, trailheads, and stream
crossing structures.
• Environmental Clearances: Obtain as required for preliminary hazardous
waste research, wetland identification and delineation, and minor
agricultural land research and coordination.”

The trail has grown slowly but surely, the key concept being to always move
forward in its progression. Community projects of this magnitude take time
and money, but the Schuylkill River Heritage Area champions the cause by
staying active and not letting the trail’s status or development become idle.

One of the major missing links to the 125 mile trail system is
from Reading to Hamburg. It is currently in the design phase and will be
implemented as property owners allow and community partnerships permit.
In the meantime, the Schuylkill River Heritage Area’s future plans are to
create an on-road route to connect the off-road sections to complete the
trail.

Chester County Parks and Recreation. (2009). Schuylkill River Trail.
Retrieved February 2, 2010, from
http://dsf.chesco.org/ccparks/cwp/view.asp?A=1552&Q=621925

Conclusion

When designing and completing a large trail system with many
smaller pieces involved, an important factor is maintaining communication
between managing entities. By being built and completed in sections and
having missing links, the Schuylkill River Trail is incomplete at the time of
this writing. According to the trail steward for the Schuylkill River Heritage
Area, Kara Wilson, one of the negatives expressed by people involved with
the trail is its sense of identity as a whole. Because of this, the individual
sections of the trail are named as individual entities, forming smaller pieces
of the larger trail. Trail sponsors worried that using individual section
names, rather than referring to the Schuylkill River Trail as a whole, was
destroying the unity of the project. In order to unify the Schuylkill’s identity,
trail managers from the individual sections, cities, or counties created a Trail
Council to unify the trail and to facilitate communication between managing
entities of the project. When asked what lessons she had learned through
her experiences with the progression of the trail, Kara Wilson indicated
that she wished the trail council would have been started sooner (personal
communication, February 5, 2010).
Criticisms by trail users are hard to find, but users have provided
useful suggestions to make the trail more enjoyable, such as property
owners asking trail patrons to clean up after their pets. Most owners
bordering the trail do not mind the proximity to the public; in fact most
enjoy it, but objections have been made to the fact that some people are
irresponsible with their animals. Another criticism of the trail in areas that
allow for horse use is the creation of “horse pot-holes.” Such large animals
can easily push holes in the trail surface, even crushed stone or asphalt,
which can make the trail uncomfortable for use, especially by cyclists. In
order to minimize the negative effects of equestrian use on shared paths
trail users have asked horse riders to ride single file on an edge of the path,
and not gallop their horses. Crime has not been an issue on the trail though
there are emergency telephone stations along the route as a precaution if
needed.
The Schuylkill River Trail is extremely successful in terms of usage
and popularity, thanks in large part to the Schuylkill River Heritage Area.
Their formation of a Trail Council made unifying the identity of the trail a
reality and will likely increase the trail’s growth and opportunity for funding.
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SECTION 3
DESTINATION ORIENTED
57 • Report: Midway, Versailles, Lawrenceburg Trail
63 • Report: Winery and Distillery Loop
73 • Case Study: Little Miami Trail
77 • Case Study: Monon Trail
81 •Case Study: Chattanooga River Walk

ABSTRACT
The Bluegrass Region of Kentucky is a unique area of the United
States. It is home to horse farms, historic communities, wineries, and
a world renowned Bourbon industry. This unique character can be
experienced by the trail systems which are outlined within this report. The
trails covered within this section share a similar organization which allows
the user to experience the Bluegrass Region by linking destinations.
The first project in the section focuses on connecting the historic
downtown areas of Midway, Versailles and Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. This
trail winds through scenic farm land and traverses Young’s High Bridge as
it crosses the Kentucky River. The design purpose for this trail was to link
these smaller Bluegrass towns in a manner fitting the scenic quality of the
area. It also takes into consideration the historic nature of the cities along
the route and supplies recommendations to improve the trail.
The Winery and Distillery Loop trail follows rural roads as it
connects 12 wineries and distilleries. At a total of 215 miles, this loop trail
is as beautiful as it is educational to those interested in the rich history of
Bourbon and wine in the Bluegrass.
The case studies covered in this section also represent trail systems
that are destination oriented. The reviews of each trail system are intended
to be objective and to locate strengths and weakness of other similar trail
projects. This section examines the Little Miami Trail in Cincinnati, Ohio, the
Monon Trail in Indianapolis, Indiana, as well as the Chattanooga River Walk
in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The case studies best represent destination
oriented trail systems as each one has focal points along the way. The
reports in this section of Beyond the Legacy follow the lead of the case
studies by being destination oriented trails.
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Midway, Versailles, Lawrenceburg
Written by: Patrick Dunham

Purpose
This is a destination oriented trail meant to serve as an example of
what could be done to connect and create alternate means of access to the
small, rural towns of Kentucky.

CYNTHIANA

Scope
Three small Bluegrass towns in two counties bordering the Kentucky
River - Midway and Versailles, in Woodford County, and Lawrenceburg in
Anderson County. Abandoned rail lines between the towns form the base of
the trail route.

CARLISLE

GEORGETOWN

Results

PARIS

Vehicular transport is currently the only form of connection between
these communities and there is little alternative access between their
downtowns and outlying points of interest.

FRANKFORT
MIDWAY

Recommendations
VERSAILLES

LAWRENCEBURG

MT STERLING

LEXINGTON

WINCHESTER

Overview

NICHOLASVILLE

HARRODSBURG
RICHMOND
Trail
DANVILLE

LANCASTER

This trail will allow users to travel between nearby towns, on foot
or bicycle, while experiencing the Bluegrass landscape. This trail also
provides local residents easy access to parks, shops, restaurants, and
points of interest, as well as an attractive outdoor activity for the region.

Beyond the Legacy is an ambitious project; it proposes a region
wide, multi-modal trail system. This system is divided into several
segments, each serving individual communities, as well as connecting to
each other to form the overall Beyond the Legacy system. The individual
trail segments vary in scale, from a five county loop, to an educational trail
experienced on a personal computer but each forms an important link in the
comprehensive system. This combination of focus, on both the individual
trail segments and their place in the overall master plan is essential for any
trail to be successful. Without individual contextual design attention, a trail
will not respond to its local environment, or have a sense of uniqueness.
Without being a part of a comprehensive master plan a trail will simply
be an island, servicing only its immediate surroundings. Beyond the
Legacy seeks to describe the methods of creating a trail network for the
entire Bluegrass Region comprised of individually designed trail segment
proposals.
The Beyond the Legacy trail segment described in the following
section is a smaller scale trail, which focuses on connecting three
communities adjacent to Lexington, Kentucky, as well as linking numerous
destinations within each. While this trail segment proposal attempts to

Figure 3.A.1: This map depicts the destination trail proposed to connect Midway, Versailles, and Lawrenceburg.
Source: Patrick Dunham
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make use of scenic landscape, the path itself is defined by the connections
it makes and the destinations it joins together. This trail was conceived from
the expressed need to link locations of interest and to provide an alternative
and enjoyable method of reaching as many local destinations as possible.
This destination oriented trail uses abandoned railroad beds and
trails to connect the downtowns of Midway, Versailles, and Lawrenceburg
Kentucky. The primary goal of this segment evolved to provide better access
to the downtowns and parks and recreation facilities of each of the three
communities, as well as creating an awareness of, and opportunity to,
experience the beautiful horse farmland between Versailles and Midway, and
the historic Young’s High Bridge over the Kentucky River between Versailles
and Lawrenceburg. The initial goal was to connect Woodford and Anderson
County parks with each other, and with their respective downtowns. From
that first part, the trail grew out along the abandoned rail lines from Versailles
to link with Midway and its quaint, historic Main Street and the campus of
Midway College. The rail lines that connected these three towns in the past
have long been abandoned and provide an excellent opportunity to create
a pedestrian and cycling trail that would provide scenic and easy access
to the downtown businesses, restaurants, parks, and landmarks of the
communities.

Design Process (Inventory)

At Beyond the Legacy’s first public meeting, February 12th, the studio
used a largely blank regional map, depicting only county boarders, state
parks and nature preserves, rivers, abandon rail lines, and major roadways,
as a jumping off point. Attending stakeholders were asked to begin filling the
maps in with any trails (both existing and proposed), floatable water ways,
rights-of-way, heavily trafficked roads, scenic byways, and any locations of
interest which they determined should be researched as possible destinations
in a regional trail system. This provided the base of the studio’s regional
inventory, and was the initial launching point for each individual trail segment
proposal (Figures 3.A.2 and 3.A.3).

Figure 3.A.2: Stakeholders offer information and guidance during the February 12 public
meeting. This feedback allowed the project to take shape and find direction.
Source: Brian Lee

Source: Patrick Dunham

This trail route expansion, from its initial starting point in the Woodford
County Park, was based on analysis of the area inventory and the location
and listing of possible trail destinations (Figures 3.A.5 through 3.A.18). The
first step was establishing a hierarchy of destinations. Primary destinations,
such as the Woodford County Park and downtown Versailles, serve as hubs,
between which secondary destinations can be chosen. Primary destinations
sit on or have otherwise easy access to the trail itself and should provide trail
users with public amenities such as water fountains, bathrooms, and rest
areas, as well as publicly available activities like swimming pools, shopping
or restaurants. The Woodford County Park is home to the Falling Springs
Recreation Center, which provides the community with a gym, public swimming
pool, basketball courts, and a local theater. Downtown Versailles contains
numerous shops, restaurants, Big Springs Park, and the main branch of the
Woodford County Public Library, as well as providing easy opportunities for
on-road bicycle lane on side and collector streets. The library is an excellent
specific primary destination as it provides a place to rest, public restrooms,
water fountains, and bike racks.

At this first meeting, several locations of interest were established
in Woodford County, as well as an existing bike trail which had recently
been finished around Versailles’ new southwest bypass. Also brought up
during the meeting was the rail corridor from the Woodford County Park
to Lawrenceburg, and a point was made of the historic and scenic value
of Young’s High Bridge along it. This feedback helped give the initial trail
direction and establish a more defined path (Figure 3.A.4).

Design Process (Analysis)

A Woodford and Anderson County route was initially proposed due to
the designer’s familiarity with Versailles and Woodford County. Connecting
the Woodford County Park with downtown Versailles was the initial design
goal, from there the proposed route evolved from the inventory created
based on the stakeholder feedback gained during the first public meeting.
The logical expansion from Versailles, seat of Woodford County, was to the
town of Midway, in northern Woodford County, and Lawrenceburg, seat of
Anderson County, to the west, across the Kentucky River.

Figure 3.A.4: Initial context map for the Midway, Versailles, Lawrenceburg trail proposal, created based on user feedback. The trail route (shown in green) is laid out along the old rail lines
that connect the three towns and passes over Young’s High Bridge. Not to scale.

Figure 3.A.3: The six maps annotated by stakeholders after the February 12 meeting. These
were combined as a single map listing all locations, trails, and notes from the original six.

Between these primary destinations, secondary destinations are
identified and serve as stops along the trail. Restaurants, monuments,
smaller parks, historic sites, or schools are examples of secondary
destinations. These locations help develop the route the trail will take. The
secondary locations between Main Street Versailles and the Woodford
County Park are Big Springs Park, directly behind the library, the new

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Figure 3.A.5: The Anderson County Courthouse in
downtown Lawrenceburg. Lawrenceburg offers
small town shopping/eating, as well as the Anderson County Park.
Source: http://pics4.city-data.com/cpicc/
cfiles25849.jpg


Figure 3.A.12: The Woodford County Library, on
Main Street, was fully remodeled in 2006 and offers
public access to computers and wireless internet,
as well as bathrooms, water fountains, and a place
to sit and rest. A logical primary trail destination.
Source: Google Earth


Figure 3.A.6: The Wild Turkey Distillery can be an
excellent tourist destination and could benefit from
better public access. It is provides a connection to
the Bourbon/Winery trail proposal.
Source: http://www.thefiftybest.com/content/wine/
the_wine_detective/images/wild_turkey.jpg









Figure 3.A.7: Young’s High Bridge, constructed in
1889, is the only standing example of late 1800s rail
bridge construction in the Eastern US, and could
serve as a pedestrian/bicycle bridge.
Source: http://www.bgrm.org/#/tyronebridge/4514911466











Figure 3.A.15: Wallace Station, once a train stop
between Midway and Versailles is a popular
sandwich restaurant. An rail-to-trail connection here
would provide alternative access to Midway.
Source: http://www.urbanspoon.com/u/profile_
photos/240163?photo_id=69820

Figure 3.A.16: The new Midway branch of the
Woodford County Library opened in 2009 and, as a
vital public resource, is a natural trailhead and local
point of interest.
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/7364897@
N02/4263520971/

Figure 3.A.17: Downtown Midway offers a quant,
historic Main Street, and many opportunities for
shopping and eating. Alternate access to adjacent
communities would help promote growth in the
small town.
Source: Google Earth

Figure 3.A.18: Midway College’s campus dominates
a large portion of Midway. Students, faculty and staff,
as well as community events which are often held on
campus, would benefit from a trail connection.
Source: Google Earth


Figure 3.A.13: Woodford County High School
sits on Frankfort Street just outside of downtown
Versailles. A pedestrian/bicycle trail to the high
school would benefit nearby students, and ease
the load on crowded buses and parking lots.
Source: Google Earth


Figure 3.A.8: Falling Springs Recreation Center
in the Woodford County Park contains a full gym,
public pool, basketball courts, and the local theater.
This is a perfect primary destination for a trail.
Source: http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=
2506487&id=120876829896&fbid=163045234896

Figure 3.A.14:: The Woodford Youth Soccer
Association near the northeastern edge of
Versailles contains over a dozen fields. A trail
connection here would benefit its players.
Source: http://www.woodfordyouthsoccer.com/
index.php

Woodford County Middle School, just outside the Woodford County Park
on Falling Springs Road, and The Bluegrass Railroad Museum on the edge
of the park itself. Increased access to the museum and recreation center
could increase patronage and generate more financial support. The trail
to the middle school could provide alternative access for students and
because this the route to the school and within 100 yards or less of many
neighborhoods and well trafficked roads, it is can be kept under easy
observation for the safety of the users.
This expansion from the Woodford County Park to the public library
in downtown Versailles created the first section of this proposed trail. While
a cross-town walking/cycling trail is commendable, it would only be of use
to residents of Versailles, and would not make any real connection to the
greater Beyond the Legacy system. At this point a means of extending the
process used to create the Versailles segment to surrounding communities
was needed. Fortunately, there is some infrastructure already in place that
serves this goal well.
A rail line running from downtown Versailles to Lawrenceburg
passes through the Woodford County Park. From the park to the Kentucky
River, approximately six miles, the line is owned and operated by the
Bluegrass Railroad Museum, which is based in the park itself. Beyond
the river and leading into the town of Lawrenceburg, in Anderson County,
the rail line has been sold to an out of state scrap metal firm, which has
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Figure 3.A.9: The Bluegrass Railroad Museum is
in a train car that runs the 6 miles of track from the
park to Young’s High Bridge providing train rides
throughout the year.
Source: http://www.railpictures.net/images/
d1/7/8/0/6780.1094179740.jpg

removed the tracks but is not otherwise using the land. From the county
park into and through Versailles the line is owned by the R.J. Corman
Railroad Group (http://www.rjcorman.com/) and used by the Osram
Sylvania Plant adjacent to the Woodford County Park. Beyond Versailles
the line headed into Lexington is still in use, but the line that once lead to
Midway, in northern Woodford County, is now defunct and abandoned and
has reverted back to the ownership of adjacent horse farms. While the
segments of rail line still used by local industry are not currently suitable
for use in a trail system, the abandoned sections leading to Midway and
Lawrenceburg present opportunities to extend a Versailles walking/biking
trail out to the two nearest towns.
Primary locations needed to be chosen for both Lawrenceburg
and Midway, to act as nodes for this trail proposal. In Lawrenceburg the
obvious choice was the Anderson County Park, on the northwestern side
of town. This park provides similar amenities as the Woodford County Park
and acts as a pre-existing trail head. Midway has no park on the scale of
either Woodford or Anderson County Parks, but it is home to a newly built
branch of the Woodford County Public Library, which provides the same
amenities as the main branch in Versailles.
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Figure 3.A.10: A pedestrian/bicycle trail to the
middle school, located south of the Woodford
County park, would provide an alternative route to
school for students, staff, and faculty.
Source: http://ilearn.woodfordschools.org/public/
file.php/23/Images/WCMS_web_pic.jpg

Figure 3.A.11: Big Springs Park is directly behind the
Woodford County Library in downtown Versailles.
There is currently a small bike path from Big
Springs to the county park, through a few smaller
neighborhoods.
Source: Google Earth

Secondary locations between the towns were less important for
dictating route selection, because the route is determined largely by the
abandoned rail bed, and were instead chosen for their proximity to the
established path. Between the Versailles and Midway libraries are the
Woodford County High School, on the east side of downtown Versailles,
the Woodford Youth Soccer Association (WYSA) soccer complex, on the
eastern edge of Versailles. Wallace Station is an old rail station along the
Midway/Versailles rail line that has been converted into a sandwich shop,
and makes a natural spot for any trail using the old rail bed. Between the
Woodford and Anderson County Parks is historic Young’s High Bridge over
the Kentucky River, the Wild Turkey bourbon distillery (a possible connection
to the Bourbon/Winery segment of the Beyond the Legacy trail proposal)
and Downtown Lawrenceburg’s shopping and eateries. With the exception
of Young’s High Bridge, all of these locations can benefit from increased
access, and especially easy access for users in other communities.
Young’s High Bridge itself is an historic, but currently abandoned
site. Built in 1886, Young’s High Bridge has never been substantially
modified or retrofitted, and is one of the only examples of bridge
architecture of that time left in the nation. The bridge offers spectacular
views from nearly 300 feet above the Kentucky River and deserves to be put
to use for the public (Exploring Outdoors Kentucky, n.d.).
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Design Concept

Between Versailles and Lawrenceburg the rail line passes through
farmland, but there are established tree lines on either side of the right-of-way
over most of the length. This creates a much more enclosed atmosphere;
traveling through a tunnel of tree branches. Here fences should be present,
but less noticeable and the topography of the trail could be more advanced
(steeper hills and sharper curves, to allow for more speed) because the focus
is not on the surrounding landscape as much as the trail itself.

With the route largely planned and the destinations selected, the
next step is designing the trail itself. (Figure 3.A.20) This trail segment
proposal involves two main settings, the small town setting of Versailles,
Midway and Lawrenceburg themselves, and the rural, tree and plank
fence lined rural areas between them. A trail user, traveling from Midway
to Lawrenceburg, should pass from on-street bike lanes in town, to the
rolling, open hills of the horse farms between Midway and Versailles. On
the west side of Versailles the trail becomes a tree lined, enclosed wooded
section along the rail line leading to Young’s High Bridge, and then the
sweeping overlook of the Kentucky River on the bridge itself before heading
into Lawrenceburg proper. This variety of experiences would show off the
natural beauty of small town Kentucky, and the Bluegrass Region, as well
as provide comfortable access to numerous destinations between the three
towns.
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Lawrenceburg












In the towns themselves the design becomes more functional and the
trail becomes on street bike lanes and uses existing sidewalks for foot traffic.
Bike racks and way finding signage is necessary here to direct users leaving
the trail to nearby destinations, as well as directing those entering the path to
its starting point.

Between Versailles and Midway, the landscape is entirely horse
farms, miles of open, rolling green pasture land on either side of the old rail
bed. Trees are sparse along the trail or planted in groves and the design of
the trail itself should reflect this open nature. A plain paved path with gentle
curves and slopes allows the user to focus their attention on the views
to either side, rather than on the trail itself. Signage could be kept to a
minimum along this segment, but should make it clear that the trail passes
between private property, and that users should not leave the trail. To aid in
containment of the trail a buffer zone should be established on both sides
of the trail, bordered by fences matching the style of the horse farm that the
trail is currently passing through, to prevent trail users from interacting with
the farm’s horses, and to make it clear that they are simply passing though.
(Figure 3.A.21)






The first six miles of the rail line between the Woodford County Park
and Lawrenceburg; from the park to the Kentucky River; is owned and
operated by the Bluegrass Railroad Museum. This line is used approximately
once a week, as a train tour out to Young’s High Bridge, over the Kentucky
River, and back. While this section of rail line is still in use and should not be
replaced with a trail, it travels along a tree lined right-of-way, through farmland
on its way to the river and provides a beautiful opportunity for a rail with trail
path following the rail line out to Young’s High Bridge. In this segment of
the trail the path itself would be placed beside the rail line, and removal or
thinning of one side of the tree line may be necessary. In the event of the tree
line’s removal, a plank farm fence and new tree line should replace it. (Figure
3.A.22)

The design concept of each area of the trail was taken largely from
the landscape that trail segment passes through. Using Versailles as a hub
and examining the abandoned rail lines running to each of the two other
communities, it was seen that though both areas are rural, they each have a
very different and unique character that informs the trail design.






Rail with trail
Rail to trail




On road bike lane
and existing trail

Figure 3.A.19: Revised trail route. This image was originally created for the second public
meeting and modified based on stakeholder feedback. A more precise route has been
mapped and major destination points are noted. Distinctions have been made between
types of trails; also shown is the existing walking/biking trail (in blue) running past the
Woodford County Park and the Woodford County Middle School to Big Springs Park in
downtown Versailles.



Source: Patrick Dunham (base map taken from Bing Maps)
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Recommendations

The main purpose of this trail is the connections it makes between
each destination along its length, and any trail built in this area should
focus on providing easy and pleasant access to as many local hot spots
as possible. The success of existing trails, such as the Monon Greenway
in Indiana (see case studies) stems from their ability to tie a city or region’s
business and recreation use areas together and provide the public easy, free,
and most of all enjoyable access to them.
It is recommended that the trail segment between Midway and
Versailles, which runs through horse farmland, be used as a starting point as a
potential ‘farm tour’ system for the farms the trail runs through (Figure 3.A.20).
Individual farm owners could develop their own trails, perhaps equestrian or
bicycle trails, on their farms which the public could pay to use as part of a
guided tour of some of the most scenic farmland in the Bluegrass. In this
way the proposed trail, free to the public, could draw users to the farm’s own
for-pay trail system and provide income for the farm itself, as well as a way
to control public access to private farmland. This system is similar to guided
tours of local wineries and distilleries and could raise public recognition of
the farms. Further expansion of this recommendation could be the formation
of a regional or state organization that manages farm, winery, distillery tours
and handles logistics and advertising of bicycle/walking tours of prominent
Kentucky establishments. This could serve as a companion organization to
a regional trail council.

Figure 3.A.20: Conceptual sketch of trail running through farmland. Double fencing along
the trail helps prevent interaction between animals and trail users. A horse farm trail, like that
proposed here, could provide farm owners with the opportunity to expand the trail system into
their farms and market guided walking or biking tours to the public.

Figure 3.A.16: Conceptual sketch of Young’s High Bridge as a pedestrian bridge. With the
user situated almost 300 feet about the low water line of the Kentucky River, an enclosure
would be required. Such an enclosure should be as unobtrusive to the views from the bridge
as possible.

Source: Patrick Dunham

Source; Patrick Dunham

Adjacent to Young’s High Bridge is the Wild Turkey Distillery, and a
connection to that business as a potential tourist attraction is recommended.
As a local business, increased public presence would benefit both the
distillery and the people who could take better advantage of it. This distillery
is also a destination along the Bourbon and Winery trail segment proposal
of Beyond the Legacy, and a connection between the two trails is critical to
maintain a cohesive regional trail network.

In the event that the rail right-of-way between Versailles and Midway
cannot be secured for use as a public trail, an easement on Midway Road may
be an appropriate alternative. While Midway Road may be lightly trafficked
enough to allow bicyclers and walkers to use the road itself, it is perhaps too
narrow to add a dedicated bike lane or sidewalk without endangering the
historic dry stone fences that line sections of the road. In this instance it may
be appropriate to secure and easement, behind the fence line, from the farms
with road frontage. In this way trail users would be separated from the road
by a tree line and a fence, while not passing through the heart of the farm
itself. If the land fronting the road is used as horse pasture, a double fenced
buffer zone may be appropriate to separate trail users from the animals.
Young’s High Bridge (Figure 3.A.21), on the Kentucky River between
Versailles and Lawrenceburg, is an opportunity that should not be missed.
While the necessary structural integrity surveying and possible reinforcing
may be a project too expensive for any one town or county to undertake, as
part of a region wide trail network there exists the resources and motivation to
turn this historic rail bridge into a spectacular pedestrian span (Figure 3.A.22).
For safety reasons this bridge may require an enclosure be built over the trail
utilizing the bridge, to prevent users from falling the nearly 300 feet to the water
below. On the other hand, it may actually be possible to create something
as unorthodox as a bungee jumping station on the bridge that could attract
thrill seekers from a much greater distance to Lawrenceburg and Versailles.
Something of this nature would need to be carefully controlled, obviously.
In the event that an enclosure is necessary it should intrude upon the views
from atop the bridge as little as possible, as that is the primary attraction of a
trail built across such a span.
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To further the goals of inter connectivity between trails, it may be
possible to extend a trail, from downtown Versailles, down US Route 60,
to downtown Lexington. US Route 60 has a wide shoulder that could be
altered to accommodate a bike line (see trail standards section). Periodic
maintenance would be necessary to remove road debris that could pose a
hazard to bicyclers, but the 8 to 9 miles between the cities are an excellent
bicycle commuter opportunity that could help reduce automobile traffic along
that corridor. There are also a handful of gas station/convenience stores
along that stretch that would benefit from bikers business. Keeneland is also
in this area, as well as the Bluegrass Airport.
Trails woven throughout the small town areas of the Bluegrass, and
tied into a larger, regional network create a more rich diversity of healthy,
attractive recreation and commuter activities and options. Connecting
destinations in and around small towns, and connecting those towns to each
other, improves the fabric of the communities and of the region.
Figure 3.A.21: Young’s High Bridge as it looks today. Rails have been removed by the current
owner (a scrap metal company based in Louisiana), and the span sits fenced off and unused.
Structural surveying would need to be done to determine if the bridge required any reinforcement prior to using it as a trail.
Photo Courtesy: Jody Wells
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The Kentucky Winery & Distillery Loop
Written by: Scott Qualmann

Overview

The winery and distillery trades give Kentucky something that no
other state can match in terms of unique industries. When many people
think of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and the Bluegrass Region in
particular, they think of two things: horse racing and Bourbon. This
reputation is rightfully earned since the area is the “Horse Capital of the
World” and the birthplace and cradle for the uniquely American Bourbon
distillery industry. Without the innovations and perseverance of early
distillers such as Oscar Pepper, James C. Crow, and Jason S. Amburgey,
the world of spirits and Bourbon would have been decidedly different
(Hogan, 2005).
The wineries in this region also possess a distinctive and interesting
aspect that is singular to the Bluegrass. From having the first commercial
winery in the United States (Kentucky Wine, 2010), to a thriving winery
industry today, the Bluegrass is a center in the country for spirits. Central
Kentucky boasts many award-winning wineries due largely to its rolling
topography and warm seasonal climate that makes it ideal for grape
production (Kentucky Wine, 2010). The landscape of the Bluegrass echoes
that of California’s wine country and the climate and topography of other
great wine regions around the world. The wine industry has begun to
make a resurgence in recent years and is starting to enjoy the same type of
success that the Bourbon and distilling trade already has in Kentucky.
By taking advantage of these two unique Kentucky industries, a
bicycle trail connecting winery and distillery destinations in the Bluegrass
would be a great attraction for the region. This would not only attract
tourists, but also encourage those who live in the area to go out and explore
the Bluegrass landscape of Kentucky.
The Winery and Distillery Loop fits into the Beyond the Legacy
master plan by connecting many of the county seats and major towns in
the study area. Many of the 12 destinations in the loop are located on rural
roads that do not have heavy vehicular traffic. These roads have already
been identified as high-quality cycling roads by other groups or agencies,
such as in the Greenway Master Plan produced by the Lexington Fayette
Urban County Government (LFUCG Greenway Master Plan, 2001).

Figure 3.B.1: Kentucky Bourbon and Winery Images

Sources: woodfordreserve.com, wildsidewinery.com, talonwine.com
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Vision

The goals established for the Winery and Distillery Loop include
many of the aspects other cycling and trail systems strive to achieve, with
a few key differences. By interconnecting these world class destinations in
the region, the Kentucky Winery and Distillery Loop Trail aspires to achieve
the following:
• Improve and expand upon the overall trail system of the Bluegrass
Region.
• Provide residents and tourists with a safe and easy to follow trail guide.
• Encourage people to become active and visit interesting sights
in the area.
• Promote health and wellness through cycling.
• Reduce vehicular travel to destinations and improve environmental quality.
• Increase ride-ability of roads along the Winery and Distillery Loop.
While some of these goals are universal to many trails, the Winery
and Distillery Loop differs from the norm by having sites and attractions that
no other area in the country can match, as well as low-traffic scenic roads to
connect them.

Analysis

Through studying other successful cycling guides and systems and
from listening to the stakeholders involved in Beyond the Legacy, it became
evident that a route which incorporated wineries and distilleries would be
ideal for the Bluegrass. The Bluegrass Region already possesses great
roads for cycling and it also boasts amazing distillery and winery sites that
many people know of, but few visit.
Cycling areas like Sonoma, California and Martha’s Vineyard,
Massachusetts has been using cycling trails and tours as major attractions
to draw people to the area for some time. Pictured on the right is a detailed
trail guide for the Martha’s Vineyard bike tour. Bicycling tours of Martha’s
Vineyard have been a major tourist activity on the island
(Figure 3.B.2).

presented by the Blue Grass Cycling Club will be held the weekend of May
29-30, 2010, with rides ranging from the Sunday 100 mile ride to 75 to 25 mile
rides as well (Bluegrass Cycling Club, 2010). There are many cyclists in the
Bluegrass area already that ride the roads, and by promoting trails in the area
and implementing new ones such as the Winery and Distillery Loop, great
strides can be made towards bringing in an entirely new tourism industry to the
region.
The Bluegrass Cycling Club, originally called the Bluegrass Wheelmen,
has been in central Kentucky since the 1970s. “The Bluegrass Wheelmen,
particularly Grace Donnelly and Cathy LaFollette, actively worked to direct
the TransAmerica Trail through Kentucky in 1975 and established much of the
route followed by the Trail” (Bluegrass Cycling Club, 2010). The club holds
meetings and rides many times throughout the year, and are major advocates
of promoting cycling in the region.

Design / Development / Inspiration
The Kentucky Bourbon Trail
The design for the Winery and Distillery Loop trail has evolved from its
original goal to include improving the existing Kentucky Bourbon Trail. The six
Bourbon distilleries that make up the “Bourbon Trail” are Four Roses Bourbon,
Heaven Hill Distilleries, Jim Beam, Woodford Reserve, Wild Turkey Bourbon
and Maker’s Mark (Figure 3.B.3). Many of the distilleries on the trail have
been in operation for more than 200 years (Kentucky Distillers Association,
2010). The trail has been highly successful so far; in 2009 the Bourbon Trail
had 400,000 visitors (Whisky Lovers Flock to Bourbon Trail). Called “America’s
Official Native Spirit” (Bourbon Trail, 2010), Kentucky Bourbon holds a special
place in the world of spirits and in American culture.
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Source: kybourbontrail.com

The Bourbon Trail is a creation of the six distilleries that have joined
together to form a partnership, the Kentucky Distillers Association, to
promote their distilleries. In reality, as the trail exists today, it is not actually
a usable trail, but rather a system of driving directions from site to site. The
Bourbon Trail functions as a marketing tool that promotes the sites but does
not provide a route of travel between them. The suggested mode of travel
between the destinations is by car and directions are given that only take
into account the time of travel and not the quality of the scenery, sites in
between, or the impressive cycling routes possible.
There are many reasons to create a “usable” Bourbon Trail that
Kentuckians and visitors alike can enjoy. Ideally a trail would be designed
that would list specific roads that could be navigated not only by a motor
vehicle, but especially by cyclists, that would be safe, enjoyable, and scenic
for the user. In the Kentucky Winery and Distillery Loop, Jim Beam, Heaven
Hill, and Maker’s Mark distilleries were not included because they were not
located in the study area, but could be included in the trail.

Central Kentucky has several great wineries that could benefit from
the same type of tour system Sonoma and Martha’s Vineyard wineries have
already implemented. The distillery industry’s bourbon that was actually
set up to emulate the very same winery tours in California. Combining
these two world class industries by way of a cycling route and publicizing
it, could be a fantastic boost to these industries as well as the towns and
communities that surround them.
Cycling tourism can be a major benefit to the economy of the
Bluegrass. “Bicycling tourism alone is responsible for $60 million in North
Carolina’s Outer Banks economy. Monterey, California holds a four-day
bike festival which contributes over $25 million to the local economy” (The
Lexington Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, 2007). Georgetown,
Kentucky already hosts an annual ride called the “Horsey Hundred” that
attracts cyclists from around the country. The 33rd annual Horsey Hundred,

Figure 3.B.3: Kentucky Bourbon Trail

Figure 3.B.2: Martha’s Vineyard Trail Map

Source: www.mvbestreadguide.com/.../island_maps/
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Kentucky Wine
The unique Bourbon distilling industry of Kentucky also has a
partner in the world of spirits that is trying to reclaim its once proud position.
The winery industry in the Commonwealth of Kentucky has in recent years
undergone a rebirth consisting of new wineries and a renewed interest in
the craft. With the recent decline in tobacco production, many farmers
have been looking to alternative crops to produce in the region. With an
estimated 500 acres of vines currently in the state (Kentucky Wine, 2010),
the area occupied is small but their products are of a high quality. “Home
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE : BEYOND THE LEGACY

to the first commercial vineyard in the United States and once producer
of more than half the nation’s grape and wine output, Kentucky is now
reclaiming its proud heritage and rebuilding a wine industry ready to take its
place among the world’s best” (Kentucky Wine, 2010).
In Kentucky, it is estimated that 100,000 cases (or 200,000 gallons)
of wine are produced annually (Kentucky Wine, 2010). Of that wine
produced, most the grapes grown in the region are American cultivars
such as Buffalo, Delaware, and Concord, or also American-French hybrid
varieties; European (vinifera) grapes can also be grown in the Bluegrass
but are far less common (G.R. Brown, et al., 2010). “Concord is the most
important commercial and home grape cultivar grown in the eastern United
States,” (G.R. Brown, et al., 2010) due to its wide use in wine, juice, and
food production. Concord and other American varieties inherently posses
a more bitter taste and thicker skin than their European counterparts. This
also makes them more pest and disease resistant and easier to grow in
Kentucky. American-French hybrid varieties are exactly that – crosses
between American and European varieties and can be difficult to grow;
even tougher to propagate are the pure European varieties. Having a
sweeter taste they produce some excellent wine and are best suited to
be grown in Europe and Western United States. Some hardy European
varieties can be grown in Kentucky, but only in special circumstances (G.R.
Brown, et al., 2010). Despite not having the very best growing conditions,
Kentucky wineries still have managed to refine their products to produce
impressive wines over the years.
Recently, many Kentucky wineries have produced award winning
wine despite its regional handicap. In 2008 and 2009, Talon Winery
won silver and gold medals at the Indy International Competition and
Florida International Wine Competition, respectively, along with numerous
other awards. Acres of Land Winery has also won many awards for its
Chardonnay and other wines in the past few years (Kentucky Wine, 2010,
Awards Page). Looking at the history of the wine industry and proximity of
wineries to bourbon distilleries in the Bluegrass, creating a trail system that
included both seemed to be a good choice for the area.

1.1 Buffalo Trace Distillery

2.
2 Equus Run Vineyard

Figure 3.B.4: Buffalo Trace Distillery

Figure 3.B.5: Equus Run Vineyard

Source: buffalotrace.com

Source: Scott Qualmann

The site has been known by several names, including most notably,
the George T. Stagg Distillery and O.F.C. Distillery (Buffalo Trace, 2010).
Its flagship Bourbon, Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
was not introduced until August 1999. Buffalo Trace Distillery stands as
the oldest distilling site in the United States. Located on what was once
an ancient buffalo crossing on the banks of the Kentucky River in Franklin
County, the distillery’s namesake is a tribute to the American bison that
created paths followed by America’s early pioneers. The distillery is listed on
the National Register of Historic Places under its old name, George T. Stagg
Distillery (Buffalo Trace, 2010). The Buffalo Trace Distillery is home to the
world’s smallest bonded storage warehouse, Warehouse V. This warehouse
stores only a single barrel of whiskey at a time (Buffalo Trace, 2010).

Owner, Vineyard Manager, and Wine Maker Cynthia Bohn founded
the vineyard in 1998. Equus Run Vineyards is located on 35 acres next
to the South Elkhorn Creek. The vineyard takes advantage of central
Kentucky’s maury silt loam soil to help shape the grape crop. For harvest,
press, and fermentation, they use traditional winemaking techniques in
their 4,000 square-foot winery. It houses 19 stainless steel fermentation
tanks ranging from 500 to 2,600 gallons in a 60 degree environment.
Equus Run produces a wide variety of high quality wines for distribution in
Kentucky and across the country (Equus Run Vineyards, 2010).

Location: Frankfort, Kentucky
Established: 1870

Location: Midway, Kentucky
Established: 1998

The Kentucky Winery and Distillery Loop Destinations

After gaining a general understanding of Kentucky Bourbon Trail
and winery sites, the Beyond the Legacy trail segment featuring Kentucky’s
wineries and distilleries was expanded to incorporate 215 miles of on-road
cycling trails that connect 12 winery and distillery sites. The route links up
with other trails such as the Legacy Trail in Lexington and the TransAmerica
Trail to the south. The 12 distillery and winery sites are each special
destinations that have their own unique history and appeal. In the next
section a profile of each destination along with a picture is displayed. The
plan for the Winery and Distillery Loop in Figure 3.B.15, displayed later in
this section, shows geographically where the destinations are located in the
study region. The description and history of each winery and distillery can
help the user understand the importance of the different destinations.
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3.
3 Old Taylor Distillery

4.
4 Woodford Reserve

5.
5 Lovers Leap

Figure 3.B.6: Old Taylor Distillery

Figure 3.B.7: Woodford Reserve Distillery

Figure 3.B.8: Lovers Leap Vineyard

Source: Scott Qualmann

Source: Scott Qualmann

Old Taylor Distillery is a defunct distillery located along Glenn’s
Creek south of Frankfort, Kentucky. Constructed by E.H. Taylor, Jr. in
1887, Old Taylor was known for a fine, quality product that was the first to
produce one million cases of straight bourbon whiskey (History of the Old
Taylor Distillery, 2010). When the Old Taylor Distillery was constructed, it
was considered a showcase of bourbon industry for the entire state. A
springhouse, sunken gardens, stone bridges, gazebos and castle-like
buildings adorned with turrets surrounded the 82-acre property (History of
the Old Taylor Distillery, 2010). National Distilleries purchased Old Taylor
Distillery in 1935 and operated the facility until 1972, when it was under the
control of the Jim Beam Corporation (History of the Old Taylor Distillery,
2010). Jim Bean stored and aged bourbon whiskey in the warehouses
until 1994, when the space was declared surplus (History of the Old Taylor
Distillery, 2010).

Woodford Reserve Distillery is a site located very close to Lexington,
Kentucky that produces premium small batch bourbon whiskey (Woodford
Reserve Distillery, 2010). Distilling on the site began in 1812 and the
distillery building itself was erected in 1838, making it the oldest of nine
working bourbon distilleries in Kentucky. In 1995, the distillery was listed
on the National Register of Historic Places, and in 2000 it was designated
a National Historic Landmark. Originally established by Elijah Pepper, the
distillery was passed on to his son and was known as the Oscar Pepper
Distillery when Dr. James Crow worked there in the mid 1800s (Woodford
Reserve Distillery, 2010).

Location: Frankfort, Kentucky.
Established: 1887 (now abandoned)

Recently, Cecil Withrow, a former employee of National Distilleries,
and his business partner, Robert Sims, purchased the property. The goal
was to renovate the buildings into a mixed-business operation. Renovations
began on 1.5 million sq. ft. of the facility in late 1996. On February 1, 1997,
an arts and crafts mall opened in the former bottling house, and other reuse
plans included a natural spring bottling operation and a new bourbon brand
to occupy the space. In 1999, the arts and crafts mall closed and the other
plans were also abandoned (robby, 2007). In May of 2005, the property
was sold to Scott Brady and current reuse plan call for the selective
demolition of several warehouses that are in various stages of collapse or
decay, and to renovate existing buildings (History of the Old Taylor Distillery,
2010).
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Location: Woodford County, Kentucky.
Established: 1812

Ultimately, the Pepper family sold the property to Leopold Labrot
and James Graham in 1878, and the two owned and operated it (except
during Prohibition) until 1941 when it was sold to the Brown-Forman
Corporation. Brown-Forman operated it until 1968 and then sold the
dilapidated property in 1971 (Woodford Reserve Distillery, 2010). Then
later Brown-Forman re-purchased the property in 1993 and spent millions
of dollars refurbishing it with the intent of producing a super-premium
bourbon, ultimately named Woodford Reserve, which was introduced in
1996 (Woodford Reserve Distillery, 2010).
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Location: Anderson County, Kentucky.
Established: 1994

Source: loversleapwine.com

Established in 1994, Lovers Leap Vineyard was started with Federal
Tobacco Settlement dollars which encouraged farmers to try something new
after tobacco farming started to decline in the area. In the spring of 1994
Jerry and Ann Holder, the original owners of Lovers Leap, planted their first
five acres of vines. Their location in Anderson County proved to be one of
the best in the state. Today, their once fledgling vineyard has grown to 30
acres with over 10 different varieties of grapes.
The vineyards location close to the Kentucky River is a key reason to
the success of the crop. Lovers Leap has gathered almost 20 years of wine
growing experience to manage one of the largest vineyards in the state;
most of the wines they produce today are Chardonnay, Riesling, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. Today’s owners, Logan and Pam Leet, say
that, “they are focused on producing world class wines that are affordable
and approachable by the local consumer, novice and connoisseur alike”
(Lovers Leap, 2010).
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6.
6 Wild Turkey

7.
7 Wildside Vines

8.
8 Four Roses Distillery

Figure 3.B.9: Wild Turkey Distillery

Figure 3.B.10: Wildside Vines Winery
Source: wildsidewinery.com

Figure 3.B.10: Four Roses Distillery

Source: wildturkeybourbon.com

The Ripy brothers built the original Wild Turkey distillery in
Lawrenceburg in 1905, which stopped distilling briefly during prohibition
like many other distilleries in the area. The Wild Turkey brand name
was established when distillery executive Thomas McCarthy took some
warehouse samples on a wild turkey hunting trip in 1940. The next year
his friends asked him for “some of that wild turkey whiskey”, and a brand
was born. The 80 proof Strait Kentucky Bourbon version was introduced
in 1974. The Ripys were bought out by the Austin Nichols Distilling Co. in
1971, who in turn were bought by Pernod Ricard in 1980. On April 8, 2009,
the Campari Group, the current owners acquired the brand and distillery
from Pernod Ricard. The Wild Turkey brand is today one of the most
recognizable bourbons in the world (Wild Turkey, 2010).

Owners Neil and Rachel Vasilakes bought the 30 acre Wildside
Vines Farm near Versailles, Kentucky in Woodford County in 1997. They
began planting grapes, berries, apples, and peaches there in 1998.
They named the farm Wildside Farm because of the wild sunflowers and
coneflowers that grew in abundance on the property. In addition, the name
fit the farm since it was initially certified organic. Each year they have
increased their grape vine acreage to the current size of 5 acres. The
farm still produces two acres of fruit trees and 1.5 acres of berries, but
have concentrated on propagating the vines to produce high quality wine
vintages. The farm does provide tours of the grounds and is available to
host parties and events (Wildside Vines, 2010).

Four Roses is a bourbon whiskey brand that is currently owned by
the Kirin Brewery Company, Ltd. of Japan. Located on the Salt River, in
Anderson County it was established in 1888. The trademark was probably
named for company founder Rufus Mathewson Rose, his brother Origen,
and their two sons, although it is somewhat unclear, as several different
stories are told about where the name Four Roses originally came from.
The Lawrenceburg, Kentucky distillery that is seen today was built in
1910 in Spanish Mission-style architecture and is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. The distillery operates continuously, except for
the summer months, typically July through mid-September (Four Roses
Distillery, 2010).

Location: Anderson County, Kentucky.
Established: 1905
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Location: Woodford County, Kentucky.
Established: 1998
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Location: Anderson County, Kentucky.
Established: 1888

Source: fourroses.us
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9.
9 Jean Farris Winery & Bistro

Location: Fayette County, Kentucky.
Established: 1997

Figure 3.B.11: Jean Farris Winery and Bistro
Source: jeanfarris.com

10.
10 Talon Winery

Location: Fayette County, Kentucky.
Established: 1997

9. The Jean Farris Winery & Bistro (Figure 3.B.11) is owned by Jeanie
and Ben O’Daniel. Both come from wine-making families. In 1990, Ben’s
father, Eddie O’Daniel, started Springhill Vineyards, which is now part
of Springhill Winery, located in Bloomfield, Kentucky, 20 miles north of
Springfield. After considering several different counties for establishing their
vineyard, the O’Daniels chose Fayette County due to its soil conditions,
proximity to the river, and Lexington’s population base. Their 14-acre farm
is five miles out Old Richmond Road from Lexington. Jean Farris Winery
currently has 7 1/2 acres of vines. The Jean Farris Bistro is also located on
the site, where it is open daily for dinning and tastings. The grounds also
have areas for weddings and other events (Keeneland Magazine, 2007 &
Jean Farris Winery & Bistro, 2010).
10. Talon Winery (Figure 3.B.12) has a five-acre vineyard that sits on the
300 acre historic Fair View Farm, in Fayette County. Talon’s tasting room is
located in a 1790s era farmhouse that is open year round. Tours are also
available so visitors can experience the entire bottling process from vine
to wine at the Corking Complex. Visitors are also invited to participate in
self-guided tours that feature a look at the vineyards, processing center, and
the Kentucky Oak barrels that are used for aging. Talon’s open-air pavilion
and enclosed barn are equipped for full service catering events. They also
have a private tasting room that is available for small group functions. Talon
Winery is a beautiful winery located just a few minutes from Lexington,
Kentucky (Talon Winery, 2010).
11. Chrisman Mill Vineyards (Figure 3.B.13) produced its first wine in 1999,
after owners Chris and Denise Nelson planted 330 vines just two years
prior. Over 10 years later, they now offer over 10 wines. At the vineyard
in Nicholasville, they offer vineyard tours, a tasting room, and facilities for
weddings and other special events (Chrisman Mill, 2010).
12. Acres of Land Winery (Figure 3.B.14) has eight acres of vineyard on the
400 acre farm. Acres of Land Winery and Restaurant also has a state of
the art commerical wine production and bottling facility, a gift shop, a wine
tasting area, a full-service restaurant with catering, banquet, reception and
community facilities (Acres of Land, 2010).

11.
11 Chrisman Mill Vineyard

Location: Nicholasville, Kentucky.
Established: 1997

Figure 3.B.13: Chrisman Mill Vineyard & Winery
Source: chrismanmill.com

12.
12 Acres of Land Winery

Location: Richmond, Kentucky.
Established: 2001

Trail Segments

Figure 3.B.12: Talon Winery
Source: Jordan Sebastian
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The different sections of the trail are divided so that cyclists and trail
users could complete certain sections in a day, stopping at designated sites
along the route. This would allow riders to see the Bluegrass countryside
as well as afford them opportunities to stop for meals at different wineries
or towns along a route. Destinations 1 through 7, the Bourbon Loop, and
destinations 8 through 12, the Winery Loop (Figure 3.B.15) could each be
one day rides for trail users. The cyclists could follow the Bourbon Loop on
a Saturday, returning to Lexington for an overnight stay, and on Sunday ride
the Winery Loop. This two-day ride could be easily marketed to the public
as a great way to see the Bluegrass on a weekend cycling trip that stops at
all the major wineries and distilleries in the region. This system would be
promote the area as a tourist attraction where visitors could experience the
beautiful landscape of the area as well as sample some of its unique spirits
and industries.
QUALMANN : 2010

Figure 3.B.14: Acres of Land Winery vineyard
Source: Gabe Presley
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Source: Scott Qualmann

Figure 3.B.15: The Kentucky Winery and Distillery Loop Plan.
This plan shows the entire route of the trail loop with the different segments listed along with mileage, and includes
the Legacy Trail as well as the TransAmerica Bike Trail, shown in pink along the southern most segment of the loop..

Benefits and Recommendations

The Kentucky Winery and Distillery Loop provides many benefits to
the Bluegrass community and visitors to the region. The trail encourages
people to use alternative means of transportation to reach the destinations
by way of cycling. The following series of existing and improved conditions
images shows areas on the Winery and Distillery Loop that could be
transformed with little cost to improve the bikeability of the trail.

The Winery and Distillery Loop could be implemented by changing
and making minor improvements to existing roadway infrastructure.
Widening shoulders and adding signage could make many of the
good cycling roads on the route even better. Simple improvements at
destinations such as pull of areas and bicycle racks, would make the
destinations themselves cycle-friendly.

Another important part of the loop is marketing and promotion of
the route itself and the sites it is publicizing. The creation of the Kentucky
Winery and Distillery Loop trail map could be an essential part of the
marketing and promotion of the trail. This type of publicity should be
capitalized on with the recent construction of the Legacy Trail and the
2010 Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games in September 2010.

Roadway
Roadway

Existing,
unutilized
shoulder

Existing narrow
shoulder
and obstructing
signage

Creek

Figure 3.B.16: This image set, located on Tates Creek Road south of the Kentucky River,
shows how a currently unutilized road shoulder (top section drawing) could be transformed
into a simple paved overlook with signage to provide a stopping point for riders along the
trail (bottom image).
Source: Scott Qualmann

Roadway

Overlook
Creek

Figure 3.B.17: This image set, located on Tates Creek Road, shows how an existing narrow
shoulder along a stretch of road leading down to the waterway (top section drawing) could
be improved by widening the shoulder of the roadway and installing off-shoulder signage
to warn drivers of cyclists (bottom image). Paved shoulders should be a minimum of 4 feet
wide where possible but any additional shoulder width is better than none at all (Guide for
the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 1999).

Creek

Cycling Path

Figure 3.B.18: This image set, located on Cane Run Road near Equus Run Winery, shows
how the road could be improved (top section drawing) to create a rest area for riders along
with informational signage to provide the history or significance of area sites (bottom image).
Source: Scott Qualmann

Source: Scott Qualmann
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Partnership, Public Support, and Involvement

Building relationships with local cycling clubs, trail advocates
and local tourism agencies will be crucial to implementing the Winery
and Distillery Loop. Reaching out to all of the winery and distilleries on
the loop will also help in securing the short and long term success of the
trail. Without the involvement and support of the distilleries and wineries
the trail is not likely to succeed. In general, an overall plan with schools,
businesses and other local and regional groups needs to be undertaken
to help promote the idea and benefits of bicycling and walking. Getting the
general public to understand the positive health and welfare benefits to
alternative modes of transportation is a crucial first step in any trail initiative.
Encouraging the use, creation, and promotion of trails in the region will
only help improve the health of residents (The Lexington Area Metropolitan
Planning Organization, 2007).

Kentucky Wine. (2010). Kentucky Wine. Retrieved April 3, 2010, from
http://www.kentuckywine.com/
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Little Miami Scenic Trail
Written by: David Leever

Location: Southwest Ohio
Length: 78 miles
Surface: Asphalt
Date Planned: 1979
Date Constructed: 1984 - ~1990
Construction Cost: $2 million (phase 1)
Designers: County Government Engineers
Client/Developer: Ohio Department of Natural Resources & Little Miami, Inc.
Managed By: Ohio Department of Natural Resources - State Parks

Figure 3.C.2: Little Miami Scenic Trail Vicinity Map

Source: David Leever

Figure 3.C.1: Little Miami Scenic Trail
Source: David Leever
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t Rd.

SR 2

Source: 1903 History of Warren County, Ohio

In 1973, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and the
governments of Xenia and Springfield began purchasing land along the
abandoned rail bed. In 1979, these properties became an Ohio State Park.
In 1984, the first section of the trail was paved from Loveland to Foster’s
(approximately five miles). The park a linear one following the trail corridor.
A couple of years later, the Ohio Department of Transportation received a
grant to finish the trail which currently stretches 78 miles (Ohio Department
of Natural Resource, 2010).
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The success of the Little Miami Scenic Trail is largely due to the
early distinction of the river and the value of the land through which it
passes. In the early 1970s as the rail industry declined and abandoned rail
was becoming more commonplace, leaders and members of Little Miami,
Incorporated (the non-profit organization representing the river) saw the
value of this corridor running parallel to the river. When the Little Miami
Railroad (then Penn Central) shut down its operations, there was already
a plan in place for acquiring the right-of-way. Little Miami Inc., the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, and the county and city governments
worked together to secure the rail line right-of-way for use as a public trail.

I-71

When the Penn Central Rail Company announced the closure of
the Little Miami rail line, Little Miami Inc. was prepared to rally support
for the trail. Acquiring the lands and funds for the construction of the
trail required a huge effort – one spearheaded by the former Executive
Director of Little Miami Inc., Timothy Burke. At that point, the first batch
of federal trails money was becoming available through the Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy which amounted to $5 million. Chris Delaporte, the Director of
the (federal) Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, agreed to spend a day touring
the river corridor. A group accompanying Delaporte flew in a helicopter
from Cincinnati up the Little Miami River Valley; they landed near one of the
private canoe liveries and paddled a portion of the river. Then a railroad
crew car took the group to Morrow, Ohio where they were met by a high
school band. A horseback ride along the railroad wrapped up the day.
After this experience, Delaporte agreed to grant $1 million to the project if
the State of Ohio would agree to match the funds. This money would pay
for the construction of the first 50 miles of the trail. None of this could have
happened without the mastery of organization and showmanship of Timothy
Burke.
Designs for the trail were done in-house by the Department of
Engineering in the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. This included
alignments, retrofitting of bridges, and roadway crossings. Since its
inception, the Little Miami Scenic Trail has become the backbone for a
whole network of trails branching off to cities such as Lebanon, Dayton, and
Columbus (Figure 3.C.5). These other sections have been created by such
as city and county governments with state and federal grants.
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The Little Miami Railroad was incorporated in 1836 and ran from the
Cincinnati area to Springfield, Ohio, and eventually connected to Columbus,
Ohio. It was the only rail line connecting the two large industrial cities of
Ohio in the early 19th Century (Little Miami Scenic Trail, 2010). Between
Cincinnati and Springfield, the rail line followed the Little Miami River. This
portion of the railroad became the Little Miami Scenic Trail, but it was
several years before the river was recognized as Ohio’s first State and
National Scenic River in 1969 (Little Miami, Inc., n.d.).
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Figure 3.C.4: Little Miami State Park and Scenic Trail Map.
Source: Ohio Department of Natural Resources

Figure 3.C.5: Lebanon Branch Intersection. The Little Miami Scenic Trail has spawned a
series of new trail branches which make connections to other nearby cities.
Source: David Leever
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Many of the trailheads offer informational signage, restrooms,
benches, and shelters (Figure 3.C.6). In some of the small towns
through which the trail passes, parks have been developed that are now
destinations and stopping points along the trail. The trail caters to a
number of different user groups including cyclists, inline skaters, walkers,
runners, and horseback riders.

Benefits

Along with creating a recreation destination, the Little Miami Scenic
Trail has breathed new life into small rail-dependant cities. Cities such
as Loveland, Ohio, have harnessed the momentum of the trail and have
reshaped commercial centers to cater to trail users. Trail patrons now have
places to eat, shop, rest, enjoy live musical performances, and purchase
spare parts for their bicycles. The quality of life in areas such as Loveland
has improved because of the trail. The Little Miami Scenic Trail offers a
healthier option for people looking for hobbies and activities.

Figure 3.C.9 Trail crossing at Old 3-C Highway. Roadway - Trail crossings can be very
dangerous and need to be carefully designed. Unsafe crossings can result in injury and
death, as can be seen in this image of a memorial.
Source: Photography by David Leever

Contacts

Timothy Burke
Little Miami Incorporated: Executive Director for and Council to LMI
(1974-1976)
(513) 721-5525
tburke@manleyburke.com

Figure 3.C.6: Roger Nisbet Park and trailhead.
Source: David Leever

Although the river is not part of the state park, the state has
purchased adjoining properties and now offers five public access points to
the river. There are several privately owned canoe liveries along the river
that rent canoes and offer guided trips. Some of these liveries have been
in operation prior to the construction of the trail. The Ohio Department
of Natural Resources Division of Parks and Recreation is responsible for
the maintenance of the public access points, although the Department of
Watercraft has now taken over the control of those lands.

Figure 3.C.7 The Little Miami River at the Carl A. Rahe Access.
Source: David Leever
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Figure 3.C.8 View from Little Miami Scenic Trail in downtown Loveland, Ohio. There are
many shops similar to this one which cater to trail users.
Source: Photography by David Leever

Limitations

Public opposition was encountered in the Village of Terrace Park,
which is located on the south end of the trail. While the trail previously
passed through mainly business districts; the Terrace Park segment
travelled through people’s back yards. This was due to residential
development around the railroad corridor in the 1800s. Little Miami, Inc.
raised money privately to purchase the last two miles of right-of-way. There
were two instances where they had to legally fight for the ownership of the
right-of-way. The opposition claimed that when the railway was abandoned,
it reverted back to previous ownership. In both cases Little Miami, Inc. won.
Since the completion of the trail, the community has fully embraced it.
Today, the problems facing the trail center on budget cuts which
have affected the maintenance of the trail. Repairs are needed to address
drainage problems and bridge structures. With a growing number of trail
users and increased traffic, safety concerns at intersections have become
an issue. The Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of State
Parks has been working with counties to come up with design solutions to
make intersections safer.
LEEVER : 2010

Allen Ferguson
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Address: Caesar Creek State Park
8570 East State Route 73
Waynesville, Ohio 45068-9719
(513) 897-3055
Eric Partee
Little Miami Incorporated: Executive Director for LMI. (ca.1980present)
Address: 6040 Price Road
Milford, OH 45150-1429
(513) 965-9344
partee@littlemiami.com
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The Monon Trail

Written by: Patrick Dunham

Location: Indianapolis, Indiana
Length: 10.5 miles (in Indianapolis)
Surface: Paved
Date Designed/Planned: Varies
Construction Completed: 1999
Cost: ~5.5 million dollars (in Indianapolis)
Architect: Varies
Client/Developer: City of Indianapolis
Consultants: Indy Greenways
Managed By: Department of Public Works
Introduction

The Monon Trail in Indianapolis, Indiana, is one of the most
popular rails-to-trails in the country, seeing over 1.3 million users annually
(Ron Carter, Personal Communication). Running over 10 miles through
residential, commercial, and industrial areas of the city, from 10th Street
in the south to 96th Street in the north, the Monon Trail in Indianapolis
connects to the Monon Greenway in Carmel, the Fall Creek Trail, and the
Central Canal Towpath, as well as shopping districts, neighborhoods,
and parks throughout the city (see Figures 2.2 and 3.1). The Monon Trail
encompasses over 75 acres of paved pedestrian and bicycle trail, or ‘linear
park,” maintained by the Indianapolis Department of Public Works. As one
of the nation’s most successful trail projects, the Monon Trail offers excellent
insight into the proposal and design of similar trail systems.

History
In the wake of World War II, the City of Indianapolis, Indiana, found
itself with a newly bolstered heavy industry sector. At the time the only venue
for sewage and waste disposal in Indianapolis large enough to handle the
industrial by-product overflow on an appropriate scale was the White River,
which ran through the city. By the 1980s the White River was less of a river and
more of a sewer and it’s otherwise abandoned flood zones were being used
as dumping grounds for yet more garbage. At the same time Indianapolis had
less park acreage than most cities similar in size, and what parks it did have
were largely separated and serviced only their immediate surroundings. In
1987 the section of the old Monon Railroad, running between Indianapolis and
Delphi, Indiana, was abandoned by CSX Transportation, leaving a 60 foot rightof-way running through the state’s capital.

Figure 3.D.1: A pedestrian bridge built on an abandoned rail bed along the Monon Trail. Many portions of the Monon Trail are based on the area’s railroad heritage.
Source: http://enlightened-confusion.net/wp-content/gallery/mononfall/monon_fall21.jpg
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The perception that a public trail running past private property brings
greater risk of crime was a point of contention during the trail’s development.
More than 10 years after its opening, the Monon Trail has become an
excellent statistic against the idea that trails act as inlets for crime. In
10 years and over 20 million users, just 50 crimes have been reported
on the trail, the majority of which were non-violent (Ron Carter, Personal
Communication). Police initially patrolled the trail in vehicles, but after years
of an almost nonexistent crime rate the vehicles were reassigned and patrols
are now made on foot.

Around the same time, in response to the condition of the White River,
the US EPA issued a mandate stating that the City of Indianapolis was required
to manage all sewage overflow without resorting to dumping it, untreated,
into the White River. The city bought the unused Monon rail corridor with the
intention of creating a 48 inch sewer main within the right-of-way. Created in
1989 and headed by former City Councilor Ray Irvin, the non-profit foundation
Indy Greenways created a grass roots effort to cover the proposed sewer main
with a pedestrian/cycling trail that would help unify Indianapolis’s scattered
park system as well as add many more acres of inexpensive, safe parkland.
Ray Irvin had been a key proponent in Indianapolis’s effort to reclaim sections
of the White River’s banks and flood zones in the city and the creation of new
Indianapolis Zoo and its adjoining park and walking trail along the river in the
mid 1980s.

The Monon Trail, as a “linear park,” requires significantly less
personnel, funding, and work to maintain than a standard box park of
the same size, and cost $5.5 million to construct. The cost per-acre was
significantly lower than that of a standard park, and this feature was used as
a major selling point for the project.

Design / Development

The Monon Trail is perhaps the most successful part of a larger
push to reclaim land along the White River and rejuvenate the city’s parks
system, and has brought in over 20 million bikers, joggers, skaters, and
walkers (Figure 3.2.D) since it opened in 1999 (Ron Carter, Personal
Communication). The trail itself was designed, in sections, by several
engineering firms, with no one firm or architect designing the whole system.
The first section was opened in 1996 and the whole 10.5 mile trail was
finished three years later in 1999. To gain public support for acquisition of
land and creation of the rail-to-trail proposal, Indy Greenways went door to
door, to every property owner whose land bordered the rail right-of-way to
discuss the need for the new sewer line and used the potential trail as the
“good news”, or upside to having a sewer overflow main built along their
property. As a result there was very little public resistance to the creation of
the Monon Trail.
The wording of the deeds, issued by the railroad company who
bought the land in the 1840s provided that, once a section of the land was
no longer used as a railroad, it would revert to the owner of the original
tract. This became an issue in the town of Carmel, an edge city, just
north of Indianapolis, when the Monon Trail was being extended, but was
seemingly not for the Indianapolis section.

Maintenance / Management

As the Monon Trail runs through a major city, it crosses many streets
and roads, including some larger arteries. Most of these crossings are
handled with crosswalks and prevalent, noticeable signage. Given the
importance of maintaining these crosswalks, trail maintenance is handled by
the Department of Public Works, rather than the Parks Department, as the
DPW has the authority and training to place and maintain crosswalks and
road signage.
Built entirely on an abandoned rail bed, the Monon Trail takes a few
design clues from its heritage. While most of the trail is a simple paved
path, the trail crosses several bridges, some of which are old rail bridges
retrofitted to serve pedestrians of bicycles or foot traffic (Figure 3.D.3). Other
water crossings were designed specifically for the trail and were influenced
by the rail theme.
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Figure 3.D.3: A former rail bridge over Fall Creek has been converted for pedestrian use.
Photo By: Indy Parks and Greenways - Source: http://www.indianatrails.org/Monon_Westfield.htm

Opportunities and Considerations

Figure 3.D.2: The Monon Trail is used by more than 1.3 million people annually. Open year
round during normal city park hours, the trail sees use from families out for a bike ride on the
weekends, to joggers looking for exercise, to commuters on their way to and from work.
The trail is popular enough to even have its own “rush hours.”

The first, and most obvious limitation of the Monon Trail, and all rail
trails, is that its location was fixed. Limited to the preexisting right-of-way
of the rail line, the Monon is only capable of servicing areas that corridor
passed though, and little deviation was possible during the design process.
As well as the location based constraints, the Monon Trail is also limited
in its expansion potential due to reversion clauses in railroad land deeds
allowing private owners to reclaim the abandoned rail line beyond the trail
itself. Reversion of the land to private owners proved a major opponent
to expansion of the Monon Greenway into the city of Carmel, just north of
Indianapolis.
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Sources (from top): http://blog.indy.org/blog/indy-trip-planner/page/2 • http://www.realestatewebmasters.com/blogs/
indy-realtor/5420/show/ • http://www.indianatrails.org/Monon_Carmel.htm

To Westfield
146th Street

Figure 3.D.8: Signs denoting the presence of the trail are used along its length (left), while
signs like this history marker (right) provide an element of education, as well as serve as a
wayfinding or warning system.
Source: (left): http://www.monon.org/monontrail.html (right) http://noracouncil.org/pictures/

Future Plans

The Monon Greenway, which includes the Monon Trail in
Indianapolis, is slowly expanding out of the state capital. The city of Carmel
completed a 5.2 mile section of the trail in 2001 that picks up north of
Indianapolis’s Monon Trail, at 96th street, and continues on to 146th street
serving as a connection to Carmel’s Arts and Design District as well as
Monon Center Water Park (Figure 4.3). The town of Westfield extended the
trail 1.5 miles further up to 161st street in 2008 and additional extensions
were started in 2009 with work still underway (Figure 4.4). This extension
of the trail provides a quiet, wooded, suburban environment different
from the urban it leaves behind. Work to extend the trail into the town of
Sheridan, Indiana is underway, as well as long-range plans to extend north,
into Boone County, Indiana. There are also plans to create walking and
equestrian trails in the wooded areas adjacent to the Monon Greenway,
outside of Indianapolis.

Figure 3.D.10: The Monon Greenway (shown in red) was extended into Westfield, Indiana, in
2008 and work is currently underway to extend the trail further north, to Sheridan, Indiana.
Source: http://www.indianatrails.org/main_map_files/westfield.gif
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Conclusion

The Monon Trail serves as an excellent model of what Lexington’s
Legacy Trail could become in the future. Extensions and connections
to other trail systems can create a trail network for the city, county, or
Bluegrass Region, just as it is in central Indiana. The Indianapolis section
of the Monon Trail also serves as an example of a city reclaiming brownfield
land and flood zones for use as public park space. The Monon Trail was
created without the need to demolish existing buildings or to develop any
new land. This trail further shows that cycling and walking trails can be not
only safe but also economically viable way to increase park space in a city
and connect separate commercial and residential districts while helping to
reduce in-city automobile traffic and promote outdoor activity and fitness.
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Figure 3.D.9: The Carmel extension of the Monon Trail (in red) provides connections
to arts and entertainment.

Ron Carter, Executive Director, Greenways Foundation
rcarter@greenwaysfoundation.org.

Source: http://www.indianatrails.org/Monon_Carmel.htm
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Chattanooga River Walk
Written by: Matt Huff
Location: Chattanooga, Tennessee
Length: Eight Miles
Surface: Pavement
Date Designed: 1984
Construction Completed: 1989 - In Progress
Construction Cost: $750 million (Planned)
Landscape Architect: Varies
Developer: Varies
Consultants: Varies
Managed By: Chattanooga and Hamilton County Governments

Introduction

The Chattanooga River Walk is an eight mile segment of riverfront
property that has created a boost for Chattanooga’s once withering
economy and also become the focal point of a city wide redevelopment
plan. The eight mile segment is part of a 75 mile greenway system planned
for the Chattanooga metropolitan area that will consist of five different
greenway corridors, all linking back to the Tennessee Riverpark. So far,
the River Walk stretches from the city’s northernmost connection to the
Tennessee River at Chickamauga Dam, to its eastern boundary at Ross’s
Landing Park in Downtown Chattanooga. This stretch of land is scattered
with Chattanooga’s riverfront businesses, and with the implementation of
the trail, has enhanced the sales opportunities for these businesses.
Home to recreational activities such as cycling, walking, and
inline skating, as well as several different boat ramps and pavilions; the
riverfront trail has become not only a link between some of the more
important physical parts of the city, but also a social link for Chattanooga’s
inhabitants. The Chattanooga River Walk is used in a variety of ways
ranging from exercise to providing a casual spot for lunch. This variety of
uses as well as users has proven to be a positive aspect of the trail, just as
the trail has become an important part of defining Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Design and Development

The Tennessee Riverpark, is the focal point of the Chattanooga
River Walk. The River Walk, which is a microcosm of the proposed 75 mile
trail system, includes connections to multiple parks and destinations along
its eight mile route. This small scale connected system is hoped to be
duplicated at a larger scale once the entire system is in place.
Figure 1.1: View of John Ross Bridge and the Tennessee Aquarium at the river front.
Source: http://www.chattanoogahomesforsaleblog.com/images/chattanooga.JPG
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Currently, at the southwestern tip of the Chattanooga River Walk
is Ross’s Landing and the Tennessee Aquarium. Considered by many to
be the best aquarium in the country and ranked in 2009 as the 4th best
attraction in the United States by TripAdvisor, the Tennessee Aquarium is an
important feature of the Chattanooga River Walk. The relationship between
the River Walk and the aquarium is a symbiotic one, with both venues
attracting a larger number of visitors than otherwise would attend if either
were not in existence. This is just one of the many business opportunities
the Chattanooga River Walk has had a part in strengthening along the
beautiful riverfront trail.
Just half a mile east of Ross’s Landing on the River Walk is the
Walnut Street Bridge. Walnut Street Bridge is one of the world’s longest
pedestrian bridges at almost half a mile long. The 120 year old bridge
serves as a connection from 1st Street Park and Bluff View Art District on the
southern side of the river to Coolidge Park and Renaissance Park on the
northern shore. This bunching of parks along with Ross’s Landing and the
Tennessee Aquarium create a unique and exciting place of interest for the
City of Chattanooga and provides a proverbial anchor for the Chattanooga
River Walk.
The River Walk has done an admirable job of connecting some
of Chattanooga’s points of interest. It has also gone a long way in
encouraging the citizens of Chattanooga to be more active and more
social. However, one of the most important things that the trail seems
to have accomplished is provide an image for change and a precedent
for other cities to follow. “The Tennessee Riverpark is definitely one of
the most popular places in the area for recreation,” says Larry Zehnder,
deputy administrator of Chattanooga’s Parks, Recreation, Art and Culture
Department. “The places along the Riverpark offer so many different

Figure 1.3: The Walnut Street Bridge is the connection between the river’s two revitalized banks
Source: http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3180/2913596693_a220127410_o.jpg

kinds of activities. You can go rowing, view wildlife, climb the Walnut Wall,
bicycle, fish along the riverbank or off a pier, walk, inline skate and learn
about the history of the area as you go. We have designed the River Walk
as a learning walk” (Vaughen, 2000). The visionary plan advised that the
Chattanooga riverfront be developed “under a guiding idea which will
bring its banks to life, make it a central point of pride for the city’s people,

and move it to the forefront of national consciousness” (Vaughen, 2000).
Hopefully, the users of the trails are not the only one’s learning, as many
other cities could use what Chattanooga has done as a blueprint for their
own redevelopment.
The Chattanooga River Walk has become a successful trail system
because of its organized and structured beginnings. First, the City of
Chattanooga, Hamilton County, and the Lyndhurst Foundation supported
the river walks original plan which called for a 20 year, 20 mile, and $750
million riverfront revitalization (Haskew, 2008). Next, advisory boards of
citizens and non-profit representatives from the region combined to form
a city agency. This group, having the power and dedication to implement
the River Walk, turned into what is now called the RiverCity Company and
provided the project with its first funding of $12 million (Erickson, 1997).
This investment went toward the completion of the initial section of the
River Walk which was finished almost 20 years ago, spanning from the
Chickamauga Dam, to the 50 acre riverfront park adjacent to Amnicola
Highway (Haskew, 2008). Jim Bowen, who is credited with tirelessly
working out a master plan for the project as well as dealing with public
relations and negotiations, takes great pride in the project’s beginnings,
“On that first segment, what we did right was make sure that everything
was done to the highest standard of quality because we realized it was
going to be the standard bearer for everything we did later on. Looking
back, that was critical and we had high standards in design, construction,
and maintenance and upkeep with that first part. We just would not accept
average. No matter how you package it, excellence shows through”
(Haskew, 2008).

Figure 1.2: The Tennessee Aquarium is a vital destination along the Chattanooga River Walk
Source: http://www.tnaqua.org/Newsroom/Images/Riverfront-boat.jpg
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The RiverCity Company also helped the Chattanooga River Walk’s
success story as they acted as advocates for the project. As prominent
supporters of the River Walk and the entire trail system, the partners
have brought publicity to the trail, as well as the need for similar projects
elsewhere (Erickson, 1997). This manner of organization and partnership
would later be carried on throughout the entirety of the regional trail system
due to its great success.
As one would imagine, there were doubters from the beginning
of River Walk’s development. They wondered if the project was overly
ambitious and required money that needed to be spent elsewhere. Some
also speculated that such a trail system might be an unsafe environment
and could even attract criminal activity. However, since the trail’s opening,
the city and county governments have been devoted to keeping it safe
and maintained as they employ more than 20 people for its safety, security,
and upkeep. “Most people are pretty good about things”, says Larry
Zehnder, Administer of Chattanooga Parks and Recreation. “There is
some trash to pick up, and there are issues regarding the numbers of
people out there. We have to have a peaceful coexistence between the
bicyclists, pedestrians, and joggers, going fast and slow, and there have
been some traffic problems. There is some signage with rules, and most
people follow proper etiquette. Our rangers are out there to make sure the
rules are obeyed for everybody’s benefit. One of the keys to its success is
that people feel good about the trail and can go there and not experience
problems because of the safe conditions.” Hamilton County Mayor Claude
Ramsey went on to add, “The River Walk is absolutely an asset to our
community and part of what makes Chattanooga and Hamilton County
special” (Haskew, 2008).

Future

The future of the Chattanooga River Walk looks very bright as
the city and its citizens seem to have taken ownership of the trail and its
components. There are plans in place for a connection to be made from
the C.B. Robinson Bridge and DuPont Park on the north shore to the North
Chickamauga Greenway along with many other opportunities around
the city. Bowen explains that there are still “miles to go”, and points out,
“Obviously, from Renaissance Park one of the next things is to extend on
out to Moccasin Bend National Park, and they are working on that design
right now”(Haskew, 2008).

Figure 1.5: The Chattanooga Greenway Map showing the extensive system of which the Chattanooga River Walk is a part.
Source: http://www.tpl.org/tier3_cd.cfm?content_item_id=1179&folder_id=670

Conclusion

Chattanooga has many amenities but before the development of the
Chattanooga River Walk, they lacked a cohesive relationship to one another.
The River Walk’s creation linked these amenities and since has really
become the backbone of a revitalized city. Bowen notes, “Everyone thought
of the River Walk as a necklace along the river with jewels. Everyone
wanted it to be a melting pot so that people from all walks of life could enjoy
the riverfront”(Haskew, 2008). By all accounts, Chattanooga has achieved
and exceeded that goal.
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Figure 1.4: Coolidge Park is one jewel on the necklace that is the Chattanooga River Walk.
Source: http://xtinacooke.files.wordpress.com/2008/08/img_0215_3.jpg
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Abstract
This section of the Beyond the Legacy project focuses on four
specific trail uses and user groups. Since trails and users come in all
shapes and sizes it is important to design a system that will appeal to the
maximum number of potential users so everyone has the opportunity to
experience the Bluegrass landscape. These specific trail uses have been
grouped into commuter, equestrian, paddle recreation, and educational.
The commuter trail proposal provides an alternative mode of
commuting transportation that would help alleviate traffic congestion and
be an environmentally friendly alternative to everyday travel. This would
provide commuting routes connecting to Paris, Georgetown, Versailles,
Richmond, Nicholasville and Winchester. The focus of equestrian trails is to
give support for the title “Horse Capitol of the World,” by providing a muchneeded equine riding trail system. This is accomplished by connecting
three existing equestrian facilities and using abandoned rails to expand
further into the region through Lexington, Paris and Georgetown. Water trails
are geared toward providing opportunities for the often under represented
user group of paddle enthusiasts. By linking many of the larger waterways
in the region, water trails provide connectivity and a unique opportunity
to experience the regional trail system. Educational trails are designed
for users to learn about and experience the historic Frontier Trails. Using
both a physical driving trail and a virtual trail, the idea widens the possible
user groups. A technology-based aspect, Google Earth, provides an
educational opportunity for users to experience the trail anywhere in the
world with access to the Internet.
The case studies included in this section focus on or encompass
specific uses for trails. The Midtown Greenway, located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, is a five and a half mile commuter trail. This trail is used 365
days a year, is completely separated from roadways, and as a result creates
an efficient alternative to vehicular travel. The Fanno Creek Greenway Trail
is a fifteen-mile trail in western Oregon. This trail also acts as a commuter
system by providing a paved trail that connects the cities of Portland,
Beaverton, Tigard, Durham, and Tualatin. The Springwater Corridor Trail
is also located in Portland, Oregon, and is part of a larger regional trail
system. The Springwater Corridor incorporates multiple uses, such as
equestrian trails and water routes. The Cardinal Greenway is located in
east central Indiana and stretches approximately 60 miles. A rails-to-trails
project, the Cardinal Greenway includes both paved and soft sections along
which equestrian use is encouraged. The James River Water Trail, located
in Springfield, Missouri, is a six-mile trail in the Ozark Region of southern
Missouri. This case study explains how water trails can be relatively easy to
implement and have a huge impact on the region.
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Commuter Trails
Written by: Matt Fleece

Overview

As the Beyond the Legacy Trail System explores different trail
types to be included in the Bluegrass Region, one type that should not be
overlooked is commuter bicycle trails. Each day approximately 28,000
people commute to Lexington from surrounding counties (Kentucky Cabinet
for Economic Development, 2007). Along with people commuting into
Lexington, there are approximately 16,280 people traveling from Lexington
to surrounding areas (Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development, 2007)
(Figure 4.A.2). The counties factored into this number of commuters are
Scott, Bourbon, Clark, Madison, Jessamine, and Woodford. To encourage
commuting by bicycle, six bicycling trails have been proposed that run
along major and rural roads. These major roads include Nicholasville Road,
Versailles Road, Georgetown and Lisle Road, Paris Pike, Winchester Road,
and Richmond Road (Figure 4.A.3). Four different trail types should be
used along these roads: right-of-way, off-road, shared on-road, and railwith-trail.
Commuter cycling routes are a way for people to have the option
of cycling to and from work each day while avoiding rush-hour traffic,
gaining a healthier lifestyle, and improving the air quality of the Bluegrass
Region. Not only are these trails an alternative for people to commute to
work, they provide recreation for cyclists, a path for runners, walkers, and
skaters, while connecting to local parks and neighborhoods. Implementing
commuter trails in the Bluegrass Region will connect a wide range of areas
while promoting a healthier lifestyle, preserving the environment, and
helping users save money that would otherwise be spent on automobiles.

Figure 4.A.1: An example of what an off-road commuter bike trail might look like in the Beyond the Legacy Trail system.
Source: http://fitnessblog.projo.com/Great%20Swamp%20-%20South%20County%20Bike%20Path.JPG
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quality in the Bluegrass Region. For every gallon of gas burned, twenty
pounds of carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere (Bluejay, 1999).
This means that if all 34,280 people are commuting by motor vehicle
individually, 342.8 tons (685,600 pounds) of carbon dioxide is being
released into the atmosphere with every gallon of gas burned from these
automobiles. Encouraging bicycle commuting in the Bluegrass Region will
help to reduce air pollution emissions significantly. If cycling replaced 1%
of the automobiles that travel each day, the air pollution released by motor
vehicles will decrease by 2% to 4% (Litman, 1999).
Not only would cycling cut down on the amount of carbon dioxide
in the air, but it will also allow people to save money on car expenses,
including fuel costs. The money that cyclers can save on fuel and requiring
no car maintenance can reach as high as $75,000 a year (Kifer, 1999).
When commuting into urban areas, parking fees also is added to money
saved from cycling to work. To park in a typical urban parking facility, it cost
$50 to $100 per month, or $2.00 to $4.00 a day (Litman, 1999). This daily
parking fee may not seem like much, but adding the cost up on a day-today basis will begin to accumulate. Saving money on gym memberships
will also benefit cycling commuters since they are getting exercise everyday
when they bicycle to work. Cutting down on the usage of gas will help the
nation’s fuel supply last longer. An evaluation in Austin, Texas was done
by surveying the amount of gas that would be conserved if more people
commuted by cycling each day. The results showed that if 1 in 100 people
road their bicycle one day a week then there will be 6,676 gallons of gas
saved each week (LeBlanc, 2004). If Beyond the Legacy can encourage 1
in 100 people to commute to work one day a week by bicycle, based on the
Texas model, the Bluegrass Region would conserve 326,933 gallons of gas
each week.

Figure 4.A.2: Map illustrating the daily number of commuters to and from Lexington.
Source: Map created by Matt Fleece, compiled using data from the Kentucky Geography Network and the
Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development

Benefits of Commuter Trails

Commuter cycling trails have the ability to cut down on travel time to
work each day by providing the capability to ride around gridlocked traffic.
Assuming that the majority of these commuters are driving their own car,
there are around 34,280 cars packing the streets during rush hour each
day causing traffic jams. To drive a 5-mile commute, if the person is able
to drive 25 miles per hour during rush hour, it would take 12 minutes to get
to work (Bluejay, 1999). This statistic, of course, depends on the speed
of traffic. If traffic is crawling, which is normally the case during rush hour,
then the commute time could potentially increase. Bike commuters have
the ability to ride past the gridlocked traffic at 12 miles per hour and get to
their destination in 25 minutes (Bluejay, 1999). The small size of the bicycle
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Figure 4.A.3: Map of the proposed commuters trails in the Beyond the Legacy system.
Source: Map created by Matt Fleece, compiled with data from the Kentucky Geography Network

enables the rider to maneuver around non-moving traffic on a wide shoulder
of the road or on separated bike paths. Based on this evaluation, a bike
takes 13 more minutes to get to a location on a 5-mile ride, but during rush
hour traffic, cycling commuting can be a faster choice of transportation.
A reduction in a commuting cyclist’s time can also be contributed to
parking their bike at the office rather than taking additional time to find a
parking space for their vehicle and then walking from there to work. A rise
in the number of people commuting on their bicycle will also help reduce
automobile congestion by decreasing the number of vehicles, each day.
With 34,280 people commuting to and from Lexington each day,
a lot of carbon dioxide is being produce by their vehicles depleting the air
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Not only can trails help people save money but they can also
help in gaining money as well. Trails are capable of bringing money into
the state by stimulating tourist activity (Litman, 1999). When tourist visit
the Bluegrass Region, they can have the option to enjoy scenic rolling
pastures of the horse farms will riding their bicycle throughout the region
and stopping at attractions along the way. Trails that are located around
residential areas can also increase property values for people’s homes
as well as help attract industry to trail areas, and provide access to
greenspace and recreational areas (Litman, 1999).

Analysis

Public interest for commuter trails came from the first Beyond the
Legacy community meeting. In the meeting, the Beyond the Legacy Project
was explained to the stakeholders of the goal to provide them with ideas
for a trail system master plan for the Bluegrass Region that extends the
concept of the Legacy Trail. In this meeting, stakeholders were presented
with maps and asked about their interest in trails, including what they might
like to see from of the project (Figure 4.A.4). Many stakeholders expressed
that people living in areas outside of Lexington would like to be able to
bicycle to work each day but were unable to because of a lack of trail
infrastructure. Not only would these paths provide transportation, but the
community was interested in the recreation it would provide as well.
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From the personal interviews during the meeting with the design
team, a great opportunity arose to propose commuter cycling trails that
connect Lexington to surrounding cities including Georgetown, Paris,
Winchester, Richmond, Nicholasville, and Versailles. The focus of the
commuter trails is to allow cyclists to travel at higher speeds while bypassing
congested and unsafe roads, but also to provide a great form of recreation.
Many roads in the Bluegrass Region have wide rights-of-way that can
provide land for commuter cycling trails (Figure 4.A.5). Versailles Road was
chosen as one of the commuter routes because it has ample space in the
right-of-way to accommodate a trail. As the trail enters Versailles, it can then
use low-volume roads where cyclists can share the road with vehicles by
utilizing a stripped bike lane.
Nicholasville Road is a route that should include multiple trail types.
There is a commercial area on Nicholasville Road that stretches from
Southland Drive to Man O’ War Boulevard. Because the developments
reduce a right-of-way for the trail to use, the area should be bypassed using
a rail-with-tral path Southland Drive to Waveland Museum Lane where it
can then veer right and use the utility corridor that runs along the east side
of Nicholasville Road (Figure 4.A.6). The trail can follow this corridor until it
reaches North Main Street in Nicholasville where it then uses shared road
paths and off-road trails through neighborhoods until it reaches a trailhead at
the end of Queensway Drive.

Where rights-of-way are not present for commuter trails, bicyclist
must share an on-road path often on the shoulder of a low-volume street.
Since it is legal in Kentucky to cycle on roadways, low-volume roads can
be beneficial for commuter trails because a cyclist can share the road with
automobiles without feeling unsafe. Every route in the Beyond the Legacy
commuter trails section should have shared bike lanes as the trail moves
into more densely populated urban areas (Figure 4.A.7). When locating
a cycling trail on a road, it is important to make sure that bicyclists do not
cause congestion on that street.

Figure 4.A.4: The Beyond the Legacy team talking with stakeholders at the first meeting.
Source: Brian Lee

The proposed commuter routes in the Bluegrass Region are located
on gentle slopes that help to alleviate possible difficulties of the commute.
These slopes also allow the commuter trails to be handicap accessible
because the terrain is flat enough for wheelchairs to travel without difficulty.
The Richmond area however, has a small section at the Kentucky River with
steep terrain consisting of steep hills that provide challenges for commuting
cyclists. This area of the trail shares Old Richmond Road and provides
great views and effortless downhill rides for the commuter cyclists as well
as provides the recreational cyclists with a challenging ride and great
exercise (Figure 4.A.8).

Richmond Road is another busy street that has areas with wide
right-of-ways to locate a commuter trail. However there are also sections
of commercial areas that could be bypassed with off-road and shared road
trails. Once past these areas, the trail should continue to use low-volume
shared roads for the remainder of the route.
Paris Pike has a large median that can be used for the location
of a commuter trail from Paris, Kentucky. The median is large enough to
accommodate the trail as well as a generous buffer on each side providing
comfort for its users. A historical element to the median also makes this a
great location for the Paris Pike Trail. In the 1960s Paris Pike was proposed
to be widened from a two-lane road into a four-lane highway but had
restrictions from historical stone fences and large trees that stood in the way.
These restrictions were resolved from 1997 to 2001as the reconstruction
finally took place and a 40 foot grassy median was included in the design
allowing the stone walls and trees to remain, giving a historical element to
the highway (Werkmiester, 2001). These stonewalls and large trees located in
the media of Paris Pike will provide a meaningful and scenic travel for cycling
commuters traveling along the Paris Pike section of the trail system. There is
however, an issue with crossing the turnaround areas of the median, but with
enough lighting and crossing signals and signage, the median would be a
safe place for the cycling commuters.
Winchester Road is another route that provides a large right-of-way
for a commuter trail as it runs along a large amount of farm land. With the
majority of this route running through farm land, there is little commercial
developments that would reduce the right-of-way for the trail. In the urban
areas of Lexington and Winchester however, the trail should utilize shared
roads, as the rights-of-way are limited.
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A good low-volume road that could connect Georgetown to
Lexington is Lisle Road. Lisle Road runs adjacent to Georgetown Road
and is a great road for commuters to travel because it is underutilized and
provides a safe and scenic ride. Uncongested roads can sustain a small
bike path on the shoulder without the cyclist causing any traffic problems.
Congested roads that have a bike lane contribute very little to traffic
problems except at some intersections, driveways, or other turning areas for
vehicles (Litman, 1999). Narrow, low speed roads sustain a small bike lane
nicely because they cyclist can keep up with the slow traffic without causing
any congestion problems, whereas, a higher speed road would result in the
cyclist being too slow and causing traffic problems (Litman, 1999).

Figure 4.A.5: This right-of-way along Old Richmond Road illustrates how land is often
already available for development into commuter trails that are separated from traffic.
Source: Matt Fleece

5’ Vegetative Barrier

Setback
10’ to 100’

Path
10’

Figure 4.A.6: This sections shows how a commuter trail could be placed in a railway
right-of-way on the Nicholasville Trail.
Source: Adapted from Alta Planning, III-1
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Figure 4.A.7: Shared road bike paths, much like this one, can be used in urban settings
on low-volume and low speed roads.
Source: http://www.streetsblog.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/11_24/Bike_Rider___Market_St.jpg
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The purpose for the location of the commuter trails is to keep
cyclists separated from busy roads that contain a lot of daily traffic, as well
as keeping cyclists safe while utilizing low-volume and low-speed roads
for an on-road cycling lane. Right-of-way trails, such as ones proposed
on Versailles Road and Paris Pike, should have at least 10 to 15 feet of
buffer from the street consisting of a variety of native vegetation to provide
a sense of protection from the traffic. The trail should also be 10 feet wide
permeable asphalt path allowing cyclists to pass each other safely. It is
important that the path is wide enough for safe passing because some
commuters maybe riding at a fast speed to get work each day.

Figure 4.A.8: A view overlooking the Kentucky River on the Richmond Trail.
Source: http://www.streetsblog.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/11_24/Bike_Rider___Market_St.jpg

For any trail system to be successful, it needs to have connected
points of destination. The objective for Beyond the Legacy is to connect
significant destinations using a variety of different trail types. A commuter
trail system fits well with Beyond the Legacy because it provides and
alternative way for people to travel back and forth between these
connections on a bicycle. Colleges and universities are among these
significant destinations. The Nicholasville Trail runs through the University of
Kentucky, connecting it to Nicholasville and downtown Lexington. Eastern
Kentucky University is another point on the commuter trail system as the
Richmond Trail connects it to downtown Lexington. Georgetown College
has a connection to Lexington by the Georgetown commuter trail. Finally,
Transylvania University is the beginning point for the Paris Pike commuter
route.
Along with the connection of schools, the commuter trail system
connects neighborhoods with commercial areas and local parks. These
parks include Shillito Park, Woodland Park, Thoroughbred Park, the
University of Kentucky Arboretum, Isaac Murphy Memorial Art Garden and
the Kentucky Horse Park. All six commuter trails connect in Lexington to the
Legacy Trail at the Isaac Murphy Memorial Art Garden.

Design

Commuter cycling trails provide a safe and quick way to get to and
from work while saving money on gas, promoting a healthy life style, and
reducing harmful impact on the environment. The Bluegrass Region is a
great place to implement cycling trails connecting Lexington to surrounding
cities because of all the scenic farmland and often wide right-of-ways along
major roads. These large rights-of-way provide great areas along the major
roads for the commuter trails to be located while having a buffer between
the traffic and the users of the trail. In urban areas where there lacks rightsof-way, low-volume and low-speed roads can provide an on-road bike lane
for safe bicycle travel.
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The Nicholasville Road Trail is a commuter route that uses off-road,
shared road, rights-of-way, and rail-with-trail. Much of the trail bypasses
the congestion of the Fayette Mall by utilizing a rail-with-trail from Southland
Drive to Waveland Museum Lane where it then runs along the utility corridor
until it arrives at North Main Street. The purpose of this is because the
highly commercialized area of the Fayette Mall has greatly reduced the
right-of-way of Nicholasville Road. This trail should be very well lit for any
potential night users, and the path should be 10 feet wide. Beginning
at the Legacy Trail on Eastern Avenue, the Nicholasville Trail provides
many connections including the University of Kentucky, the Arboretum,
Lansdowne-Merrick Park, Kirk Levington Park, Shillito Park, and ending at
Woodford County High School in Versailles.

Figure 4.A.9: The Paris Pike median provides a location for a commuter trail while adding
historical elements with the stone fences and large trees.
Source: Photo by Matt Fleece

The commuter route to Paris is located in the median of Paris Pike
because it provides a wide area for the path while potentially not cutting
through any private property (Figures 4.A.9 and Figure 4.A.10). The buffer
on each side will give the commuters and pedestrians a sense of protection
from the vehicles and an ample amount of light fixtures should be placed
so motorists can see the users of the trail at night. There should be a clear
view at the turnarounds so that motorists can see users crossing. To make
these crossings even safer, a signal should be installed so bicyclists and
pedestrians can push a button or trigger a sensor that will then turn on
flashing yellow lights warning motorists of the crossing pedestrians and
cyclists. To provide areas of rest for the users, benches and potentially
water fountains should be placed along the route every quarter or half a
mile under shade trees.
Starting at the Kentucky Horse Park, the Georgetown Trail runs along
the east side of Interstate 75 where cyclists take in a great view of the horse
farms. The trail then crosses under Interstate 75 through an existing tunnel
and uses Lisle Road into Georgetown (Figures 4.A.11 and 4.A.12). Lisle
Road is a low-volume rural road that has the potential to provide cyclists
with a marked bicycle lane on the shoulder of the road that should be 4 to 5
feet wide with the addition of a sidewalk for pedestrians. The Georgetown
Trail then ends at Georgetown College were a trailhead with a cycling center
can provide bicycle storage, a locker room, showers, and trail access to all
the students and residents of the area.
The route to Richmond is a unique trail to cycle on in the commuter
system because it provides challenges for the rider due to its rough terrain.
Beginning at Isaac Murphy Memorial Art Garden where it connects with
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Figure 4.A.10: An example of a potential commuter pathway along the Paris Pike Trail as
it is routed through the median of Paris Pike.
Source: Photo montage by Matt Fleece compiled from a public image data source.

the Legacy Trail, the route runs along Richmond Road using the right-ofway and a small amount of shared road trails before veering right on Old
Richmond Road (Figure 4.A.13 and Figure 4.A.14). From there the trail
should use a shared road bike path marked on the shoulder of the road
as well as an additional sidewalk for pedestrians. The route then turns
right through a tunnel that runs under Interstate 75 and shares Elk Lick
Falls Road. This is an underutilized urban road so it is not necessary to
have a designated bike lane on the street, some signage indicating the
location of the trail will be adequate. The trail then merges back with Old
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East Loudon Avenue and Eastland Drive until it reaches the other side of
New Circle Road where the trail then uses the right-of-way of Winchester
Road. Just before Sir Barton Way, the trail turns left off-road and around
a small neighborhood where it moves through an existing tunnel passing
under Interstate 75. On the other side, the trail runs along the interstate
back to the right-of-way of Winchester Road. Once around these
congested areas, the trail continues to from Interstate 75 to Winchester
along a right-of-way trail separate from the traffic by having a 10 to 15 foot
buffer. The trail should be 10 to 12 foot wide to allow cyclists to pass each
other safely. Once in Winchester, the trail continues to follow Winchester
Road until it turns right down Garner Street where it shares a low-volume
road and then connects to College Park. College Park provides an
opportunity for a trailhead with a cycle center for bike storage, lockers, and
showers.

Recommendations

Figure 4.A.11: An existing tunnel on the Georgetown Trail, located on Lisle Road,
provides access for the trail to pass under I-75.

Figure 4.A.13: Richmond Road provides wide rights-of-way which could be used to
develop the Richmond Trail. This segment is located in front of Shriners Hospital.

Source: Photo by Matt Fleece

Source: Photo by Matt Fleece

Figure 4.A.12: This image depicts how the Georgetown Trail on Lisle Road could utilize
the tunnel for crossing under Interstate 75 to get to the Kentucky Horse Park.

Figure 4.A.14: This image demonstrates how the proposed right-of-way bike trail could be
developed in front of Shriners Hospital. It includes a 10’ to 15’ buffer between users and
the roadway.

Source: Photo montage by Matt Fleece compiled from a public image data sources.

To make commuter routes successful, multiple trail types need
to be incorporated throughout the region. The reason for different trail
types is the various obstacles that trails will run into. For instance, when a
trail runs into a neighborhood, it might be appropriate to use shared road
trails (Figure 4.A.15). Another situation might be a when a trail runs into a
congested commercial development then it might be necessary to use an
off-road trail to bypass the area. Along busier roads, such as Nicholasville
and Versailles Roads, the trail should be located in the right-of-way
separated from the traffic. This will allow safer travel for the cyclists and
keep them from slowing down vehicular traffic. When the trail encounters
congested commercial areas, low-volume roads or off-road routes should
be utilized. In downtown areas, the trail needs to share low-volume roads
with slower speeds by traveling in a designated bike lane so not to cause
any congestion problems.

Source: Photo montage by Matt Fleece compiled from a public image data source.

Richmond Road where it encounters steep terrain and a one-lane bridge
that crosses the Kentucky River. Once at the top of the opposite side of the
valley, the trail provides great views overlooking the Kentucky River, showing
the beautiful topography of the Bluegrass Region (Figure 4.A.8). The trail
continues to share Lexington Road to West Main Street and then turns right
down Lancaster Avenue where it ends at a trailhead at Eastern Kentucky
University. Because the steep hills around the Kentucky River provide
cyclists with challenging riding, this use of the trail will not only provide an

provide an exciting ride for commuters, but it will also provide a great form
of recreation for the avid cyclist.
With the majority of Winchester Road maneuvering through
farmland, the road provides the trail with a great amount of right-of-way
space for the commuter route to be located. The trail begins at Isaac
Murphy Memorial Art Garden where it then uses shared road bike paths to
maneuver through some commercial areas. The Winchester Trail shares

Figure 4.A.15: A shared road cycling path like this one could be used on roads with a low
traffic volume, providing safe travel for cycling.
Source: http://www.archdaily.com/31324/mcdonalds-cycle-center-at-millennium-park-mullermuller/randolph-st-level/
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Not everyone is willing to ride their bicycle to work on a daily basis,
and those people that are interested may still not ride every day. One
reason people choose not to commute by bicycle into work each day is the
weather. Some days it might be too hot, too rainy, or too cold for people to
cycle the distances. To help the commuters fight the elements there should
be shelters along each trail to provide cover from the elements. These
shelters can be used for quick stops to get out of the rain, to warm up if it is
cold out, or to provide shade and a water fountain on a hot summer’s day.
These shelters can also be used as bus stops for users that prefer to bike
and ride allowing riders to store their bicycle for the day if they so choose.
For cycling commuters that need to wear professional clothes at
work and ride in hot, humid, or rainy weather, there should be cycle centers
located at trailheads along the commuter trails to provide showers and
lockers for individuals to get cleaned up after the ride if they so choose.
These cycling centers have the opportunity to provide a sustainable element
to the Beyond the Legacy trail by having a LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) certification. The cycling centers should also
provide long-term and short-term bicycle parking for the cycling commuters.
Providing a small membership fee would be available for those that want to
use the showers, lockers and long-term bicycle parking. The McDonald’s
Cycle Center in Millennium Park in Chicago, Illinois offers the same types of
facilities with minimal fees (Figure 4.A.16). The fee includes a $25 monthly
pass or a $149 annual pass that allows access to the showers and lockers
(Figure 4.A.17), as well as 24-hour secure bicycle storage, a free use of the
shared bike program, and access to a bicycle repair shop with a mechanic
on duty. These fees help pay for expenses and maintenance of the cycling
centers for Beyond the Legacy. Free daily bike parking at the facilities
should also be available for commuters that do not require leaving their bike
overnight.

Some people that want to travel to work on a bicycle might find their
commute too long for such a strenuous activity. The solution for individuals
is to encourage a bike and ride program. This bike-transit integration will
allow users to take public transportation as far as they like and then cycle
the remaining distance to his or her destination. The bike and ride system
will provide a means to carry their bike on the buses if cyclists chooses,
(Figure 4.A.18), a park-and-ride lots at transit stations (Figure 4.A.19), and
short-term and long-term storage at the cycle centers (Litman, 1999). For
bike and ride users that do not want to hassle with their own bike, they
can also ride on a public transit to Lexington and then participate in the
Lexington Yellow Bike Program (Figure 4.A.20).

Figure 4.A.19: The bike and ride system should have short-term and long-term parking at
transit stations for cyclists to store their bicycles.
Source: http://www.utilitycycling.org/wp-content/uploads/shaded-bike-parking.JPG

Figure 4.A.17: This image shows the lockers and showers at the McDonald’s Cycle Center that are provided to users for a small monthly fee.
Source: http://www.archdaily.com/31324/mcdonalds-cycle-center-at-millennium-park-mullermuller/lacker-rooml/

Figure 4.A.16: The McDonald’s Cycle Center at Millennium Park in Chicago, Illinois
provides indoor bike parking, showers, lockers, and bicycle maintenance for its users.

Source: http://www.archdaily.com/31324/mcdonalds-cycle-center-at-millennium-park-mullermuller/randolph-st-level/
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Figure 4.A.18: The bike and ride program allows cyclists to use the public transit system
while transporting their bicycles.
Source: http://mt-billings.civicplus.com/images/pages/N334/Bike2.jpg
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Figure 4.A.20: The Lexington Yellow Bike program allows the public to share city-owned
bikes 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for a small monthly fee.
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/cricketcam2000/2504719309/
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Conclusion

Lexington is currently a very bikeable city, being ranked number
41 in America’s top 50 bicycle friendly cities in 2010 (Nusca, 2010). Even
with a relatively high national ranking, improvement in Lexington’s trail
infrastructure can help make the Bluegrass Region even more bicycle
friendly. As of 2009, the Lexington master plan had 19 bike lanes totaling
100 miles, only 21 arterial streets with bike lanes or paved shoulders, and
zero miles of signed bike routes (Lexington-Fayette Urban County, 2009 ).
Proposing a commuter bike trail in the Bluegrass Region will provide more
trail infrastructure adding more miles of signed bike paths and gain more
bicycling interest in not only Lexington but also the counties that surround
Lexington. The trail will provide an alternative means of travel for users
to commute to work as well as having access to recreation, socialization,
and shopping while conserving the environment, money, and promoting a
healthier lifestyle.
Awareness is the main way to get as many people as possible
to use these commuter trails. Education of the trails can be achieved by
having designated bicycling days throughout the year. These bicycling
days can encourage biking by having a “bike to work day” (third Friday
of May in the United States and Canada), or a “bike to school day” (first
Wednesday of October in the United States). These specific days can be
used to get information to these users about all the different commuter
routes and other bike routes in the Bluegrass Region, as well as make
them aware of the cycle centers, bike and ride system, and bike parking.
Lexington uses the National Bike Month in May to promote cycling. Their
promotions include having Lexington bicycle tours of historic sites, a
bicycling challenge so cyclists compete to log the most cycling miles, as
well as bicycle races and many more events (Lexington-Fayette Urban
County, 2009). This promotional technique will help educate more people
about bicycling and encourage cyclists to use the proposed cycling routes
of Beyond the Legacy.
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Midtown Greenway
Written by: Kline Bentson

Location: Minneapolis, Minnesota
Completed: 2008
Construction Cost: $36.46 million
Construction Completed: 2000-2008
Length: 5.5 miles
Managed: City of Minneapolis
Surface: Pavement
Context

The Minneapolis Midtown Greenway is located in southern
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The 5.5 mile long greenway is built on an
abandoned rail corridor located to the north of Lake Street, a popular
commercial strip with hundreds restaurants, retailers and other business
(see figure 4.B.2). The corridor runs from the edge of the Mississippi River,
across the city and connects with paths around the Minneapolis Chain
of Lakes and the Southwest LRT Trail extending out into the suburbs of
Minneapolis (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).

History

The rail corridor was originally built between 1879 and 1881 as part
of the Milwaukee Rd., which was a Class I railroad that operated in the
Midwest and Northwest region of the United States from 1847 until 1986. As
traffic in the city increased, the city mandated that a trench be built between
Hiawatha and Irving Avenues in 1910. The railroad saw its peak traffic flow
in the 1920s, supporting not only freight trains, but passenger trains as well.
As freight traffic started to decrease across the nation, and rail lines were
consolidated, the corridor started seeing a decline in rail traffic. The rail
corridor was abandoned in the 1980s and was evaluated in 1989 and put
on the National Register of Historic Places shortly after (Halverson, n.d.).
The Midtown Greenway was installed over several phases. The
first phase of the project was opened in August of 2000 at 31st Street and
Chowen Avenue, running past the Lake of the Isle and Lake Calhoun to 5th
street. The second phase was opened in 2004, running from 5th Avenue
to Hiawatha Avenue. Phase three was completed in September of 2006,
connecting the Greenway to the Mississippi River. The final phase of the
project was the opening of the Martin Olav Sabo Bridge, eliminating a
dangerous crossing at Hiawatha Avenue (Midtown Greenway Coalition,
2008).

Figure 4.B.1: Midtown Greenway Trail Segment
Source: Midtown Greenway Coalition
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Design

When looking at any trail or greenway in the United States, the
most successful ones offer more than just a path to get you from point A
to point B. The Midtown Greenway follows suit, by having many amenities
that attract all user types. The biggest addition to the Midtown Greenway
was the opening of The Freewheel Midtown Bike Center (Figure 4.B.3),
which opened in May of 2008. The Freewheel Bike Center is located on 10th
Avenue in South Minneapolis, and is an attractive stopping point on the 5.5mile trail. The center offers bathrooms, drinking fountains, and showers that
serve recreational users as well as commuting bicyclists. The bike center
also offers two large bicycle parking bays as well as bike repairs, parts,
rentals, and sales.

For most of its distance stretching across southern Minneapolis, the
corridor is grade separated from vehicular traffic, passing vehicular traffic
under bridges or on a levy with traffic traveling underneath it. This offers
barrier-free bicycling that can make traveling across the city trips faster than
taking a car (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).
The Greenway connects trails that run along the Mississippi River
to the Minneapolis Chain of Lakes and the Southwest LRT Trail that extends
to the western suburbs. The path itself features two one-way bike lanes
that are 7 feet in width each, along with a separate walking/ running lane
located adjacent to the bike lanes.

The Greenway also offers several different types of art for viewing
pleasure. Temporary art, which are lower cost projects, are placed on a
temporary basis along the corridor. This is the most used public art (see
figure 4.B.4) form along the corridor and ranges from chalk art, banners,
and posters to seasonal art that breaks down with time. Permanent art
is also located throughout the corridor ranging from sculptures, murals,
and mosaics to functional art, such as artist designed benches and water
fountains.

One major obstacle that the designers faced was the confined
space that the trail operates in. Over half of the trail is located in the trench
built to contain the rail-line, so space can be limited in some of those areas.
Designers addressed this problem by combining the 3 lanes in some
sections, so that space could still be dedicated to plantings, paintings,
and other amenities to make the trail more appealing to the user (Midtown
Greenway Coalition, 2008).
The Greenway has 27 different access points along the trail that
allow users to easily enter and exit the trail. This also allows users to be
able to access restaurants, retailers, and other business that are located
in the city surrounding the trail. The trail is owned by the Hennepin County
Regional Railroad Authority and the trails are maintained by the City of
Minneapolis.
Having a trail located in the City of Minneapolis means having to
deal with all types of weather conditions. With the trail being accessible 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, the winter months can be especially harsh
on trail users in this part of the United States, with cold weather and ample
amounts of snow. To overcome the problem of weather in those months,
the Greenway is plowed and salted to ensure that safe travel is possible for
those brave users that use the trail during this time of year.

Figure 4.B.3: Freewheel Bike Center.
Source: Midtown Greenway Coalition

Safety is always a main concern with any project that involves public
use. This was addressed early on in the design of the Midtown Greenway.
During the design process, public meetings were held to gather any
concerns that the public had about the trail. One of the main concerns was
use of the Greenway at night. With most of the trail being located below
street level in a trench that is isolated from the street, the exit ramps are
the only places to enter and exit. This concern was addressed by adding
lighting throughout the trail, so that visibility is high and you are able to
see what surrounds you. The trail is patrolled by the Minneapolis Police
Department during the day and night, providing a safe atmosphere for the
user (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).
Figure 4.B.4: Example of art located along the greenway.

Source: http://minneapolis.about.com/od/healthsportsrecreation/ss/midtowngreenway_2.htm

Figure 4.B.2: Map of Midtown Greenway (not to scale)
Source: Midtown Greenway
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In 2005, The Midtown Greenway Coalition collaborated with Public
Works, Minneapolis Park, Hennepin County and several other foundations
to create a series of art installations along the Greenway. Five sites were
selected, with though provoking imagery, phrases and benches at various
entry points on the Greenway (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).
Displaying art has been and will continue to be a great way to bring several
different types of cultures together, bringing out the positive aspect of the
inner city. When this public art is thoughtfully conceived, executed, and
integrated, it is an investment in the corridor’s sense of place (T. Springer,
personal communication, February 1, 2010).

All of these additions to the Midtown Greenway depend heavily
upon the support of the public. Without public support for expansion of the
Greenway as an alternative to typical transportation, the coalition will not be
able to continue to work towards expansion and getting the city to expand
the greenway. The Greenway Coalition has already had some resistance
from the city to accept a Midtown Greenway Land Use and Development
Plan and recommend it for implementation, but hopes that with continued
public support, they can start moving towards the expansion of the Midtown
Greenway to other parts of the city (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).

Cost

The overall cost of the Midtown Greenway was 36.46 million dollars
and is broken down into several components. The purchasing of the land
to use for the Midtown Greenway was broken into three phases. The first
two phases of land acquisitions were 4.2 miles and cost 9.3 million dollars.
The third and final land purchase was the last 1.3 miles of the trail and cost
1 million dollars. The engineering and construction phase of the project,
which is the actual designing and construction of the trail. This phase of
the project was 70% of the overall cost, at 25.7 million dollars. Operations
and Maintenance are the final components of the overall cost, which were
estimated to be 460,000 dollars. The funding for the Midtown Greenway
was a combination of federal grants, private funds, Hennepin County
Regional Railroad Authority, and the City of Minneapolis.

Future Plans

The Hennepin County Regional Railroad Authority is not the only
group that is actively involved with the trail. The Midtown Greenway has
established its own coalition that advocates for the Midtown Greenway,

Figure 4.B.5: Urban development located next to Midtown Greenway.

Figure 4.B.6: Vehicular traffic bridge over the Midtown Greenway
Source: http://skinnymoose.com/thinkingoutside/?cat=38

and without the coalition, the Greenway would probably not exist today.
The Coalition is a combination of 17 neighborhoods and several full time
and part time staff members. Individuals, foundations and corporate
groups fund the Coalition, with the main goal being to expand the Midtown
Greenway throughout the city. Through public advocacy, the Coalition has
been able to achieve improvements on the Greenway, including sustainable
gardens, new entrance ramps, and organizing volunteers to maintain the
greenway through communication with the police and City about the trail
and crime issues (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).
Since the completion of the first phase in 2000, the Midtown
Greenway Coalition has focused on the future of the Greenway. The
Greenway Coalition has noticed a steady stream of development proposals
that front the Greenway and developers wanting to use the Greenway as a
way to attract potential customers (Figure 4.B.5). The Greenway Coalition
has identified several issues to make the greenway more attractive to users.
The Coalition has focused on organizing group bike rides with local youth
agencies (Figure 4.B.7), and increasing the number of public art projects on
the greenway (Midtown Greenway Coalition, 2008).
The Greenway is also considering the addition of new parks and
plazas in land adjacent to the greenway, as part of a long term vision.
Additions would include entrance ramps, green spaces, public walkways
that are located at street level that would edge the greenway trench, and
plazas at future trail transit stations. Two of the more important items that
the greenway is focusing on are the addition of streetcars that will provide a
cross-town link connection the Hiawatha Light Rail Transit line to the future
Southwest Corridor Light Rail Transit line, as part of a growing regional
rail system. The Greenway also hopes one-day to install a bridge over
the Mississippi, using an existing freight rail bridge to cross the river and
connect to trails located on the other side of the Mississippi River (Midtown
Greenway Coalition, 2008).

Source: http://www.zumach.net/az_notecards/designs/whats_new/whats_new.htm
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Figure 4.B.7: Group ride on Midtown Greenway.
Source: http://www.peacecoffee.com/pcfg/0409/index.html
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Fanno Creek Greenway Trail
Written by: Matt Fleece

Location: Portland, Oregon Metropolitan Area
Length: 15 miles
Surface: Permeable asphalt
Date Designed/Planned: 1970s
Construction Completed: In progress with no set completion date
Construction Cost: $11.6 million
Landscape Architect: Alta Planning + Design composed a master plan

and multiple landscape architects designed the different sections of the trail.

Client: Metro Regional Parks and Greenspaces Department
Architects/Engineers: Multiple architects and engineers developed

different sections of the greenway.
Managed by: The Cities of Tualatin, Durham, Tigard, Beaverton and Portland

Figure 4.C.1: A bridge crossing Fanno Creek.

Figure 4.C.2: Fanno Creek Greenway Trail Map.

Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/disneyite/2497674581/

Source: Alta Planning, I-1
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Introduction

The Fanno Creek Greenway Trail is a 15 mile trail located in western
Oregon. This trail connects the cities of Portland, Beaverton, Tigard,
Durham, and Tualatin, in Washington County. The trail begins at the Tualatin
River moving north for nine miles through Durham, Tigard, and Beaverton.
The trail then turns towards the east for six miles through Portland were
it ends adjacent to the Willamette River allowing access to the waterway
(Alta Planning + Design, 2003, I-1). The greenway consists of existing and
proposed sections that include on-road and off-road trail types. Throughout
the greenway, there are four different trailheads that allow connections
for neighborhoods, recreation, shopping centers, and a proposed library.
The trailheads along with level trail surfaces and gentle slopes allow the
greenway to be handicap accessible throughout the entire Fanno Creek
Greenway Trail.
The greenway provides aesthetic scenery as it runs through wooded
areas that consist of vegetation such as hemlock, Douglas fir, western red
cedar, and big-leaf maple. The understory of these forest areas includes
ferns, red huckleberry, Oregon grape, wood rose and salmonberry (Alta
Planning, 2003, II-4). The wildlife that can be seen in the Fanno Creek area
include one hundred different bird species, raccoon, Douglas Squirrel,
Townsend’s chipmunk, the occasional black-tailed deer and coyote. The
creek provides good aquatic habitat with Cutthroat trout, sculpins, dace,
and mosquito fish (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, II-4).

History

The vision for the Fanno Creek Greenway Trail started in 1972
when the Columbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG) “Urban
Outdoors Plan” mapped out portions of the trail (Alta Planning + Design,
2003, II-2). For the last 38 years, the Fanno Creek Greenway Trail has
been in the development stages. Mel Huie, the Regional Trails Coordinator
stated that as of 2010, 60% of the greenway has been completed. This
38-year timeline included different stages of designing, brain storming,
land purchasing, and geological research. Each city and county were
responsible for hiring designers to come up with their own section master
plans, transportation plans, trail plans, and park system plans for their
section of the greenway trail. In 1988, Washington County came up with
their transportation plan and in 1999, the City of Tigard developed their Park
System Master Plan (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, II-2). Maintenance
and management for the trail was also the responsibility of the jurisdiction
of which that particular section of the trail was located. After 30 years of
planning, in 2003 a Fanno Creek Greenway Trail Action Plan was developed
for the Metro Regional Parks and Greenspaces Department by Alta
Planning + Design. The Action plan was developed to show the process
of the Fanno Creek Greenway Trail project and the progress towards its
completion (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, II-2).
Gaining public approval for the trail and obtaining the land
contributed for the long development process of building this greenway.
During the 30 years of planning, 60 public meeting, outreach, and
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involvement activities were held to get the public involved in the design
process and to work with the people that did not want the greenway. It
was not the intent of the developers to take any land from any landowners
against their wishes. To solve this issue of coming up with the land to build
the greenway on, the property was purchased from private land owners
when they were willing to sell the land. Because it can be difficult to get
people to sell their land, sections of the Fanno Creek Greenway Trail will
remain incomplete until the landowners are willing to sell the property or
parts of the property.
Figure 4.C.3: Section of a shared road for the trail.

Design and Development

Source: Addapted from Alta Planning, VIII-1

The Fanno Creek Greenway was designed in sections that included
11 gaps between each section that are one mile in length. This approach
was taken to allow for future additions to the trail and also because the
cities are still waiting for private land owners to sell their land for those
sections. Because the land for the trail is not to be taken from private
property owner, but purchased from them, the sections of the trail are
constructed as the land becomes available. The design of the trail was
aimed for a target audience of cyclists, walkers, roller skaters, and special
needs. Four handicap accessible trailheads are located to allow access
along the greenway. The first segment heading north mainly consists of
an off-road trail as it runs adjacent to Fanno Creek. The second segment
heading east shares low volume roads for the walking routes and striped
bike lanes for the biking routes (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, I-1). Offroad sections of the trail are being built on land that is purchased from
private land owners and part of the trail is also being built in floodplains
that are owned by the state. Building the greenway in floodplains was an
easy solution to gaining land for the trail because of regulations that restrict
urbanization in these areas. This provides undeveloped land in which
the trail can be constructed on. Flooding, for the most part, will not affect
the greenway located in the floodplain because the Fanno Creek has not
experienced a hundred year flood since urbanization and the last small
flood occurred in 1977 (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, II-4).
Figure 4.C.4: Sketch of a proposed trailhead.

Limitations

Safety for the greenway users was an important factor during
design. The biggest issue that needed to be overcome was the ability
to cross busy roads and streams safely. This was done by a number of
different crosswalks, as well as proposed pedestrian bridges across the
highways and streams.
Availability of land was the biggest limitation throughout the
entire development and still is today. As of 2010, 40% of the trail remains
undeveloped because of land that still needs to be purchased. While
waiting for this land to be purchased, the design process still continues to
provide plans for the future sections. With master plan development for
the remain gaps, as well as obtaining land over time, these undeveloped
sections are intended to be constructed over time.
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Source: Alta Planning, VIII-1

Future Plans

The Fanno Creek Greenway Trail left 11 gaps in the master plan of
the trail system. These gaps were left in the plan to allow for future designs
for additional connections that can be added to the trail. Property for these
gaps was also unavailable and the development of the trail in these areas
have to wait until property owners are willing to sell the land.
To prepare for the development of the 11 gaps, analysis of the
areas had to be taken in order to create proper designs for the sections
based on their geology. Some examples of what was analyzed were
property ownership, slopes of the terrain, connection to the existing trails,
environmental constraints, traffic volume, wetlands, road crossings, and
right-of-way ownership (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, III-1 – III-4). To
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asked the public to determine low, medium, or high priority segments by
scoring them on a one through three scale. Two charts were developed
from these surveys listing the top 10 trails that were to be constructed
first and the 10 least prioritized sections that could wait to be constructed
later (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, appendix-1). Surveying the public is
a great way to get the community involved by letting them determine the
importance of the trail sections and which ones should be built first. The
public can help prioritize the order of the project to make sure that the order
of the project development has purpose and the community is pleased with
the project that is being constructed.

Figure 4.C.5: A cyclist using an off-road trail of the Fanno Creek Greenway.
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/disneyite/2506577608/

solve the issue of crossing roads, an evaluation was conducted for every
intersection that the trail would cross. The criteria that was included in this
evaluation was the current crossing treatment, the number of lanes, sight
distance, road width, posted speed, daily traffic volume, sidewalks, and
the bike lanes (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, III-5). Results of a proposal
for an improved crossing treatment would then be determined based on
the analysis of the current crossing treatment. For example, at Durham
Road and 74th Street there is no current crossing treatment, there are three
lanes, the sight distance is good, the road is 48 feet wide, and the speed
is 35 miles per hour. There is also a high daily traffic volume, two 6 foot
sidewalks, and a 5 foot bike lane. After taking all of these elements into
account, it was concluded that the best way to fix the problem is by using
signalized crossing (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, III-5). Every trailroadway intersection received this type of evaluation and proper crossing
treatment as a result. The Fanno Creek Greenway Trail uses four types of
crossing that are applied at intersections based on how dangerous they
are. A Type I crossing treatment is a unprotected mid-block crossing. This
type of treatment would be used on a low traffic count road with a speed
of 20-30 miles per hour. A Type II treatment means to divert to another
signalized intersection. This type of treatment is used for roads with high
traffic counts and speeds of 35 miles per hour and greater. A Type III
treatment is signalized crossing. This crossing treatment is used for a road
with a medium traffic count and speeds around 35 miles per hour. A Type
IV treatment is used for a very high traffic count road and high speeds. This
crossing treatment proposes a pedestrian bridge or tunnel to cross the road
safely.
To determine which sections of the trail were to be constructed first,
surveys were distributed to the Fanno Creek Greenway Community to find
out the sections that people felt had more priority over others. The surveys
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To ensure that the Fanno Creek Greenway Trail stays up-to-date,
once a year the maps will be updated with new information as it is received
from local partners (Alta Planning + Design, 2003, appendix-2). By doing
this, the maps and master plan of the greenway will be updated with new
plans for additional sections so they are not forgotten and making sure
that the trail will one day be 100% complete. The town partners also meets
once a year so they can discuss the progress of the trail, making sure that
the trail is on the correct path to being completed (Alta Planning + Design,
2003, appendix-2).

Conclusion

Greenways are often difficult to get built in communities because
some people are apprehensive about a trail going through or close to their
land and allowing people unrestricted access to their property. The Fanno
Creek Greenway has shown that the public does not have to be forced
to sell their land for the trail to be constructed. With just a little patience,
property owners often sell their land for the trail when they are ready. This

Figure 4.C.7: Plan view of a safe crossing solution.
Source: http:Alta Planning, VIII-1

may take years, but if the greenway is planned out in an appropriate way,
with gaps and room for expansion when the property becomes available,
then the greenway will eventually be completed. This is an example of why a
master plan in important.
The Fanno Creek Greenway shows that connecting various
locations is a positive aspect of a trail. With connecting multiple locations,
such as five cities, people have access to use the trail for not only recreation
but also to commute to work by bike, to go shopping, to the library, to
school, or to see friends that live in other neighborhoods. Connecting two
rivers and a creek also allows for people to uses these waterways to go
fishing, canoeing, or even to cool off on a hot summer day.
With 15 miles of trail traveling in various directions, the greenway
shows opportunities for multiple trail types. It provides good examples of
off-road trails that get away from the noise of the busy cities and allows
people to enjoy nature as it moves through wooded areas. The trail also
utilizes low-volume streets for an on-road bike path and sidewalks for
walkers and runners. As it runs along Fanno Creek, the trail shows an
opportunity to have a path in the stream’s flood zone. All of these different
trail types along the Fanno Creek Greenway provide the users with a variety
of different environments and scenery.
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Equestrian Trails
Written by: Jordan Sebastian

Overview
The Kentucky Bluegrass Region is known for being many things, but
none is more important for many peolpe than the title “Horse Capital of the
World.” The Bluegrass area’s rolling topography, limestone geology, and
moderate climate create the ideal breeding and training ground for Thoroughbred horses. Many believe the limestone purified water and nutrients
in the grasses build stronger, healthier horses. It is partly thanks to these
physical features of the region that this area of the state has evolved into an
equine mecca.
Over the decades, traditions have taken hold around the equine
industry. Thanks to the beautiful horse farms, Keeneland’s races/sales, the
Kentucky Horse Park (Figure 4.D.1) and Churchill Downs (although not
in the Bluegrass Region), countless visitors and locals participate each
year in equestrian related activities. The first Saturday of every May brings
national attention to the equine heritage and history through the Kentucky
Derby (Churchill Downs Incorporated, 2010). Considered by many to be the
premier horse racing event, the Kentucky Derby is estimated to have a $217
million dollar impact on Kentucky’s economy (University of Kentucky, 2008).
Keeneland sales and races have become a year-round event for people of
all ages. The ability to self inspect Thoroughbreds to determine your horse
to bet on, gives a feeling of excitement that only a winning ticket can surpass. The Bluegrass landscape is home to some of the most famous horse
farms in the world, Calumet, Gainesway, Juddmonte, Clairborne, and Three
Chimneys, just to name a few. Within this richly embraced cultural heritage
of equestrian activities however, there is one aspect of equine that the Bluegrass currently does not embrace, recreational trail riding.
Tourists come to the Bluegrass to see the landscape and the horse
country, yet if they actually want to ride a horse, they often have to travel
elsewhere. Many factors create opposition and difficulty for establishment of
equestrian trails in the Horse Capital of the World. One of the main reasons
for this difficulty is the distinct division between equine as business and
equine as recreation. Both of these viewpoints have strong support bases
in the region, yet one of most public acknowledgments is using horses as
a means of profit. Many of the facilities listed before, Keeneland, Churchill
Downs and many of the horse farms, use horses to make a profit. Whether
it is through betting, breeding, or stabling, the interaction with the horse for
the common citizen is as an onlooker. The research and documentation of
bloodlines is a testament to how the industry is economically driven. Farms
are paid thousands of dollars to stable these “superior” bloodline horses.
Thoroughbred and Quarter Horse stud fees can cost well over $50,000 (The
Figure 4.D.1: Stables at the Kentucky Horse Park.
Source: Jordan Sebastian
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American Thoroughbred Review, 2010). For example, Smarty Jones,
undefeated Kentucky Derby winner, stands for $10,000 and Dynaformer,
Sire to 12 Grade 1 winners, stands for $150,000 at Three Chimneys Farm
(Three Chimneys Farm, 2010). Keeping these farms in manicured condition
is a type of symbology to the quality of horses the farm can provide. What
this also does is create a picturesque landscape that people associate with
the Bluegrass Region.

Eagle Creek Horse
Motel

The less advertised side to the equine industry, but equally as
enjoyable and rewarding for many people, is using equine for pleasure or
recreation. According to the 2009 Guide to The Kentucky Horse
Industry, 31% of the horses in Kentucky are used for recreational purpose.
This component of the industry could include, but is not limited to trail
riders, Back Country Horsemen, fox hunting groups or anyone that rides or
utilizes their horses for a more personal pleasure, recreational or hobby type
of use. There are a limited number of riding trails and non-thoroughbred
facilities in the Bluegrass Region (Figure 4.D.2). One of the larger areas is
The Stables at Shaker Village, which includes 33 miles of trails (Kentucky
Horse Council, 2009b). Shaker Village does not provide horses for riding
and reservations are not required unless overnight boarding is requested.
There is a $7.00 access fee to the trail system and overnight stall boarding
is $20.00. They do offer an annual pass for those who visit often (Shaker
Village of Pleasant Hill, 2010). The natural prairies, woodlands, and wildlife
create a unique destination for visitors of the area. The popularity of the
trails at Shaker Village and other facilities in the region, support the need
for other equestrian trail systems. The horse capital of the world should be
at the top in all equestrian aspects, not just the business aspect. Providing
equestrian trails would help improve opportunities.
The Legacy Trail, from which “Beyond the Legacy” builds, does not
currently nor is planned to allow equestrian use. The trail runs from Isaac
Murphy Memorial Art Garden, named for the famous jockey Isaac Murphy,
to the Kentucky Horse Park, home of the 2010 Alltech FEI World
Equestrian Games. Despite this obvious equestrian relationship, the Legacy
Trail was unable to allow horse access because of the University of Kentucky’s research facilities. The trail runs through the University’s Coldstream
Research campus near the disease research buildings and the danger of
contaminating passing horses was considered too great to allow equestrian
use.
In order to develop a first class multi-modal regional trail system,
equine trails must be included. Being able to experience a range of
recreational trail types should be a goal of all regional trail plans, but
providing equestrian trails should be one of greater importance for the
Bluegrass Region in order to expand on its image as the Horse Capital of
the World.

Clay Wildlife
Management Area

Whispering Woods

Kentucky Horse
Park

Masterson Station
Park

Briar Hill Par
(Under Development)

Deer Run Stables

Kentucky Equestrian
Center

Big Red Stables
Deep End Farm
Bed & Barn

The Stables at
Shaker Village

Miller-Welch Wildlife
Management Area

Figure 4.D.2: Equine inventory map showing proposed trail connections and existing non-thoroughbred based facilities.
Source: Jordan Sebastian Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network
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Analysis
Through public meetings, personal interviews, and literature
research, the current state of equestrian trails in the Bluegrass Region
became a point of interest. Stakeholders shared both their concerns
and support for equestrian trails. The opposition to horse trails comes
mostly from those on the “equine as business” side, because it is these
individuals who own most of the horse farms in the area. Landowners of
these large tracts of land and farms just outside the urban area, do not
embrace the idea of a recreational trail running on their property, which is
understandable for a variety of reasons. The concern of invading on this
prime land is a major issue that is addressed in this study. The support
for riding trails and areas was also significant. The fact that visitors and
residents travel elsewhere, out of the Horse Capital of the World to ride a
horse, is extremely undesirable for the region from an image and economic
perspective. There are many existing advocate groups in the region the
Kentucky Horse Council and the Kentucky Back Country Horsemen are a
couple of examples. The Kentucky Horse Council is a non-profit advocate
group focused on the protection and development of the Kentucky equine
community through education and leadership (Kentucky Horse Council,
2010). The Kentucky Back Country Horsemen are focused on addressing
the increasing need to maintain horseback riding on Kentucky’s trails on
public lands (Kentucky Back Country Horseman, n.d.). The interactions with
these groups and others have illustrated that there is a need for equestrian
trails in this region and the possibility exists to create trails without imposing
on the existing Thoroughbred farms, an important economic driver for the
region.
In order to begin designing equestrian trails for the Bluegrass
Region it was important to first take an inventory. During this process, all
trails and riding areas, that were possible to find and farms that advertised
as providing horse rides, were documented (Figure 4.D.2). The Kentucky
Horse Council’s yearly directory of Kentucky Horse Trails provided much of
this information. The inventory map clearly shows the lack of opportunities
to experience the recreational side of the equine industry. The trails
provided at these facilities range from a couple of miles to nearly 34 miles
and were both publicly and privately owned (Figure 4.D.3).

and analyzing aerial imagery. Using this aerial imagery and site visits, the
trail was routed based on several factors. The approach described here
is based on private property, landcover, streams, and roads. However, the
trail could be designed based on publicly and or privately owned land. The
purpose of this document is to show how a trail could be developed to
traverse the landscape. As shown in the previous table of existing facilities,
there is already a mixture of public and private trails in the region. In this
proposal the trail would be routed along property boundaries where

possible, so the least amount of fragmentation of properties and owner
conflict would likely occur. Without looking for exact property boundaries
from deeds, an assumption is made that fence rows and property lines
are often wooded. Routing along external boundaries could also provide
a climatic comfort level. Using these existing double fence sections to run
the trail through could make trail placement much easier. Avoiding streams,
crossing roads in relatively feasible areas and routing in the shortest
distances, were also important in the design process.

Kentucky Horse
Park

Kearney Hill Golf
Links

Briar Hill Park
(Under Development)

Masterson Station
Park

Figure ure 4.D.3: Existing facilities in the Bluegrass Region showing available amenities.
Source: Jordan Sebastian

Isaac Murphy Memorial
Art Garden

Design / Development
The design concept of linking public parks that contain existing or
proposed equestrian facilities was suggested at the first public meeting and
has been expanded through this project (Figure 4.D.4). The design process
to route through the landscape started by looking at these existing parks
BEYOND THE LEGACY : UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Figure ure 4.D.4: Proposed equestrian trail routes and connections.
Source: Jordan Sebastian Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network
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The only existing park that provides public equestrian facilities is
Masterson Station Park (Figure 4.D.5). This park, located at 3051 Leestown
Road, has stabling, offers riding lessons, and is in the process of having a
new system of equestrian trails developed (C. Bloyd, Personal
Communication, March 10, 2010). In order to develop a trail however, more
than one point of interest is needed, so as another connection the Kentucky
Horse Park was identified as a possibility. Located approximately four miles
north of Masterson Station Park at 4089 Iron Works Pike, the horse park
could be a destination and attraction along a riding trail in the Bluegrass.
When creating this type of trail in the region it only makes sense to connect
to the world renowned equestrian facility. The difficulty here is that current
horse park regulations inhibit horses to ride into or out of the property. The
concern for outside animals carrying diseases and pests onto the property
is considered too great and methods for checking animals entering by foot
at this facility are currently not available. This means that a stabling or tie
area would need to be built off the property, to allow riders the opportunity
to explore the horse park by foot.

Figure 4.D.5: Masterson Station Park with equestrian facilities in the background.
Source: Jordan Sebastian

After leaving Masterson Station the trail would travel along farm
property until it reaches I-64 where either an above or below grade crossing
would be required. After crossing I-64 the trail would need to bypass
Kearney Hill Golf Links. Bordering the northwestern side of the public golf
course would allow the use of both existing buffer and fences (Figures 4.D.6
and 4.D.7). From here the trail would continue toward the Kentucky Horse
Park where it will need to cross I-75, Georgetown Road, and Iron Works
Pike. Traveling between these two destinations the trail would go through
farmland that would give many spectacular views of the horse farms.
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Figure 4.D.6: Section of trail at property edge

Figure 4.D.8: Section across Briar Hill Road

Source: Jordan Sebastian

Source: Jordan Sebastian

Figure 4.D.7: Dense grade aggregate (considered soft surface) trail.

Figure 4.D.9: The gentle sloping shoulder along Briar Hill Road isideal for a trail route.

Source: Jordan Sebastian

Source: Jordan Sebastian

A developing park on Briar Hill Road in the northeastern part of
Fayette County has been identified as a third connecting node. Briar Hill
Park will have equestrian facilities and serve the urban equestrian trails. This
longer section of trail would give riders a more challenging variety of terrain.
The lower volume roads would allow for at-grade crossings. Paralleling
Briar Hill Road, this is an ideal routing situation. The small two lane road has
trees along both sides that act as a buffer and a fence provides separation
and safety. The addition of another fence to keep horses and riders from
entering the private property is recommended (Figures 4.D.8 and 4.D. 9).
The shoulder slope is very gradual, creating a 20 to 30 foot strip along the
road that would require little earthwork to implement a trail.

In order to expand these trails further into the region and allow for a
greater range of users and connecting nodes, destinations out of
Fayette County were identified. An abandoned rail that runs from Lexington
to Paris, in Bourbon County, would intersect the proposed trail segment
from the Kentucky Horse Park to the under development Briar Hill Park. The
rail right-of-way averages 10-15 feet of cleared space with trees on both
sides that act as a buffer (Figures 4.D.10 and 4.D.11). One of the
difficulties with the abandoned rail is that part of the rail has actually been
taken back and built on by landowners. However, having to detour around
these select portions of the trail would be a relatively minor detail compared
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Most trail riders do not ride more than 10 miles at a time, so providing a
substantial rest area with amenities for those who want to have an overnight
ride would prove to be logical and beneficial. This would also create a
tourism opportunity for the City of Paris and could be an economic boost
from a new type of visitor.
12’ - HEAD
CLEARANCE

BUFFER

10’ - 12’ SOFT PATH
(ABANDONED RAIL)

BUFFER

Figure 4.D.10: Section of equestrian path along abandoned railway.
Source: Jordan Sebastian

Figure 4.D.11: Rail-trail from Briar Hill Park to Paris with buffers along either side.
Source: Jordan Sebastian

to the alternative of routing completely through private land. Once into
Paris, a station with stabling/tie areas and a source of water would need to
be built. This would give riders the opportunity to rest and even explore the
town and attractions. After entering Paris, the opportunity exists to connect
to and use other trail types. There are proposed water trails and bicycle/
pedestrian trails that could serve as alternative modes of recreational
travel. Having the opportunity for this multi-modal connection opens the
door for a greater amount and range of possible users. This section of trail
would be approximately 11 miles long and with an average riding speed
of 4 miles per hour (considered a walk), would take about 3 hours to ride
(U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, 2008).
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Continuing along the abandoned rail from Paris, the trail will travel
west to connect to Georgetown in Scott County. The abandoned rail would
again provide the ideal path for an equestrian trail. This section of trail
would be even longer than the previous abandoned rail section, continuing
for just over 15 miles. Several stops along this section for rest and watering
would be needed, preferably about every 5 miles (U.S. Department of
Transportation Federal Highway Administration, 2008). Georgetown,
like Paris can provide many interesting destinations to visit and relax.
Georgetown also provides the possibility of connecting to other trail types.

Figure 4.D.12: At-grade crossing of low traffic volume roadway.
Source: http://www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/row_horse_crossing.jpg

To finish the loop the abandoned rail would again be used to head
south out of Georgetown toward Lexington. The trail would need to stray
from the rail right-of-way just north of Lemons Mill Road and go through
private land. This would allow the trail to connect back to the Kentucky
Horse Park and complete approximately a 40 Mile Loop in the region.
The crossings for these trail segments have three possibilities. For
lower volume, smaller roads such as Bryan Station Road and
Georgetown Road, at grade crossings would be sufficient. Adequate
signage and warning signals for both the trail riders and the vehicles would
need to be provided (Figure 4.D.12). Push button, rider activated signals
are an often used method in the United Kingdom and could work here. The
most important aspect to at grade crossings is making sure that vehicular
drivers are aware of crossing areas and highly visible signage is a way to
do this. The larger roads, especially I-75 and I-64 have the potential for two
types of crossings: bridge (Figure 4.D.13) or tunnel (Figure 4.D.14). There
have been significant structures built crossing high traffic roads such as
I-75, that act as wildlife crossings and recreational crossings. The Cross
Florida Greenway, a 110 mile corridor for recreation, includes a multi-modal
bridge crossing I-75 (Florida Department of Environmental Protection, n.d.).
Portions of I-64 near Kearney Hill Golf Links have been filled enough that a
tunnel could be a real possibility. According to many of the local horse
riders, horses would prefer to go under or through something versus
going over a bridge structure. The feeling of being off or above the ground
can be unnerving to some horses. However, the relative greater expense of
constructing a tunnel compared to a bridge may outweigh any other
advantages (Zhang et al., 2003).
Routing a horse trail through private property will be a tough task to
accomplish, but is necessary if these types of trails are going to be
developed in this region. Routing near property boundaries could meet
less opposition as landowners would be giving up a narrow strip along
the outskirts of their property. To aid in the routing of horse trails through
private land a Least Cost Path Analysis method could be used. Using
ArcMap for GIS, a series of maps were created with several influential
factors. Information such as, land cover, topographic maps, streams, roads,
SEBASTIAN : 2010

Figure 4.D.13: Multi-modal bridge across I-75 in Florida showing the scale of structure
required to cross large highways.
Source: http://www.floridahabitat.org/creature-of-habitat/archive/2008/05/19/topic_images/landbridge2600.jpg

Figure 4.D.14: Shared path through tunnel under highway, showing the equestrian portion
as bare ground.
Source: http://www.uscoles.com/bikepix/gregatewayunderpassl.jpg
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floodplains and soils are examples of some of the data sets that can be
used. This program allows the “designer” to classify or rate the information
for each data set. For example, if classifying the land cover data set,
wooded areas may be ideal and row crops may be out of the question for a
trail to run through. In this case wooded areas could have a value of 1 which
corresponds as ideal for the trail and the areas of crops would have a value
of 10 corresponding to not acceptable. This can be done for each data set
and then combined to form a type of friction layer. The overlying area that
has the total lowest numbers of suitability is said to pose the least friction.
From this, the program can actually draw or route a trail along this path
of least friction or resistance. The designer also has the option to change
the influence of each input data set. If topography is more important than
distance from roadways then values can change the influential percentage.
This gives the freedom to base the design on what the designer and
the public see as being the most important factors of the trail. The big
advantage of the least cost path method is that it gives the trail route more
objectivity. It was not randomly placed, many factors can be looked at and
analyzed to develop the path of least resistance. The output least cost path
analysis is only as effective as the inputs that were used. The more data
sets and factors that were used, the more specific and probably better route
of least cost can be found. Figure s 4.D.15 through 4.D.22 illustrate the
process of Least Cost Path Analysis.
There are many factors to consider when designing horse trails. One
of the most important is the need for soft surfaces. Horses can be ridden
on paved surfaces, but because of the added friction, which increases hoof
wear, it is not preferred. The slope of a trail may not be of great concern
for the horse itself, but when concerned with erosion and trail durability,
steep slopes are not preferred. The specific soils in the area of the trail also
influence the durability and erosion potential of the trail surface. Unstable
or easily erodible soils should be avoided where possible. As most horse
riders know, horses can be skittish, therefore it is not desirable to ride near
heavily trafficked roads for extended periods of time, unless a significant visual and or sound barrier is provided. Horses typically have no problem going through streams, but this is not a very ecologically sensitive method. It
would also be wise not to purposefully design in floodplains. Although these
areas may seldom flood, the soils will most likely be more easily erodible
and the danger of flooding still exists. The land cover, whether it is wooded
or open, can act as a safety and climatic comfort factor. Riding in the summer, when users would prefer shade from the hot sun, or in the winter when
protection from wind would be nice, can have an effect on how a user and
the horse experience the trail.

Kentucky Horse Park

Kentucky Horse Park

Masterson Station Park

Masterson Station Park

Briar Hill Park

Briar Hill Park

Kentucky Horse Park

Kentucky Horse Park

Masterson Station Park

Masterson Station Park

Briar Hill Park

Briar Hill Park

Figure 4.D.15 (top) and Figure 4.D.16 (bottom): The calculated Euclidean distances from
Masterson Station Park and the Kentucky Horse Park, respectively. Euclidean distance is
purely categorized by the distance from the starting point of interest. If you are trying to
get from point to point the shortest distance will be a straight line. Analyzing each point
separately you get radiating circles based on the set distances. The farther away, the darker
the rings.
Source: Jordan Sebastian, Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network

Figures 4.D.17 (top) and 4.D.18 (bottom): The calculated cost distances from Masterson
Station Park and the Kentucky Horse Park, respectively,. Cost distance is categorized using
a friction layer. For cost distance not only is distance from the point of interest a concern but
also the surface or environmental condition in these areas or cells. The friction inputs that
were used here are: national land cover data, proximity to streams and proximity to roads.
Just as a user can set acceptable distances from the point of interest, they can set preferred
and not preferred variables for each of the friction input data. The rings show rough edges
because each cell that is analyzed can have a different total friction value based on the
inputs. For example, one cell may be within the preferred distance range and have a rating
of 7 for vegetation, while another cell the same distance away has a vegetation rating of 9.
In this case it would be tougher or more frictional to go through the second cell, so it would
have a darker color than the first.
Source: Jordan Sebastian, Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network
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Kentucky Horse Park

Kentucky Horse Park

Kentucky Horse Park

Masterson Station Park

Briar Hill Park

Kentucky Horse Park

Masterson Station Park
Masterson Station Park

Masterson Station Park

Figure 4.D.22: Enlarged image of the path of least cost between Masterson Station Park
and the Kentucky Horse Park, based on landcover, proximity to roadways, and proximity
to streams. This image shows how multiple routes or alternatives have been identified as
least cost. This is where the human element in design is still required in order to select a
route within the corridor based on factors not inherent in the data used for Least Cost Path
Analysis.

Figure 4.D.23: Designer’s choice method of trail routing. Here using property edges and
site visits the preferred routing was identified. The Least Cost Path Analysis method did not
use proximity to property boundaries as an input factor, which accounts for many of the
differences.

Briar Hill Park

Figure 4.D.20 (top): The two euclidean distances calculated for Masterson Station and the
Kentucky Horse park combined. Because these are based purely on distance from each
other, the area of shortest distance, a straight line, is shown as the preferred route.
Source: Jordan Sebastian, Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network

Figure 4.D.21 (bottom): The path of least cost based on the frictional surfaces created
based on the two points of interest. The Masterson Station Park and Kentucky Horse Park
maps were combined to created the path of least cost between the two points based on the
input factors.

Source: Jordan Sebastian, Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network

Source: Jordan Sebastian, Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network

Source: Jordan Sebastian, Data provided by Kentucky Geography Network
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Like any recreational trail, an equestrian trail does have some basic
standards that need to be followed. The trail surface has a range of
possibilities. Preferred surfaces are bare ground, wood chips, or dense
grade aggregate (D.G.A.). The trail width can range anywhere from six to
twelve feet. All sections of this path are to be bi-directional and six feet is the
minimum requirement for passing other animals. The abandoned rail rightof-way provides a wider trail corridor, where the potential for a multi-use,
equestrian trail and pedestrian paved trail separated by plantings, could be
constructed. A vertical clearance of around ten to twelve feet is
generally a good height for horse riders. At trailheads, each of the parks,
and connecting cities, as well as along break points on the trail, would need
to provide water and rest areas (U.S. Department of Transportation Federal
Highway Administration, 2008). More standards and information can be
found in the Equestrian Design Handbook for Trails, Trailheads and Camp
Grounds and in the Design Standards section of the Beyond the Legacy
report.

Benefits
The benefits to an equestrian trail in the Bluegrass may be
immeasurable. It would provide a safe enjoyable opportunity for people to
experience the Bluegrass like never before. Programs for people of all ages
could be created through the Lexington Fayette Urban County Government
Parks and Recreation, as well as in the cities of Paris and Georgetown to
encourage riding. Riding lessons at any of the connecting public parks
would help people of all ages learn how to ride and care for horses. Rides
along the shorter sections of trail where supervision would be possible
could become pieces of a training system. This trail system would create
a range of trail section lengths and in-turn provide a range of user levels.
Whether it is an afternoon ride from Masterson Station Park to the Kentucky
Horse Park and back, or an overnight ride making the loop from Briar Hill
Park to Paris, through Georgetown, through the Kentucky Horse Park, this
trail system provides a special equine opportunity. This trail system would
provide a long needed recognition of the recreational side of the equestrian
industry. Equestrian trails in the Bluegrass would attract a group of users
that have always been here, but would now be able to stay and recreate.

Recommendations
To create an equestrian trail here in the Bluegrass, many things
would need to be completed. One of the first, or most basic, is each of the
connecting parks would need to update the facilities. Expanding stabling
areas could prove to be wise and security measures would need to be in
place for people who board animals for extended periods. The signage in
the parks and along the trail would need to be as informative as possible.
Notifying those not riding horses to be aware is necessary for the safety of
both parties. Parking areas should be well marked and capable of holding
a number of horse trailers. There is not a standard for the required number
of spaces, but many users prefer undefined spaces so they can arrange
the trailers to suit their need (U.S. Department of Transportation Federal
Highway Administration, 2008). The Kentucky Horse Park poses a particular
problem because as mentioned before, horses are prohibited to ride in or
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out of the actual property for contamination reasons. There needs to be a
regulation change so someone riding on a horse does not have to leave
their animal to visit the Kentucky Horse Park. As a current solution, a facility
near the edge of the property could act as a stabling/tie area, so that
pleasure animals do not pose a threat to the show horses. At grade crossings are recommended at Georgetown Road., Russel Cave Road., and
Bryan Station Road. All other crossings would need to be bridges as they
cost significantly less to construct compared to tunnels (Zhang et al., 2003).
The process of acquiring strips of private land for the trail to run
through will be a difficult task. Using property edges could create the least
resistance from owners. Creating a support group to help advocate the
need for equestrian trails in the Bluegrass and the possible benefits would
help give credit to the project. The more advocacy groups and public support, the higher the chances of equestrian trails being implemented. From
a pragmatic/financial perspective, going from the Kentucky Horse Park to
Masterson Station Park using a corridor 30 feet wide and 25,000 meet long
works out to a little over 17 acres. At $10,000 per acre for land acquisition
the cost is not liekly to more than $180,000. Design and construction costs
would add to this, of course. Considering a soccer field costs between
$80,000 and $1,200,000 and a single tennis court can cost anywhere from
$48,000 to $76,000 (National Recreation and Park Association), the relative
costs are in keeping with the other recreational amenities.

Applicable Case Studies

Through this project several existing trail systems that involve
equestrian trails and facilities in the country have been identified that have
similar constraints as faced here. Two applicable case studies for this trail
would be:
• Floyd’s Fork, Louisville, KY
• Springwater Corridor Trail, Portland, Oregon
• Cardinal Greenway, Eastern Indiana

Kate Jackson: Vice President and Competition Director for the
World Equestrian Games
http://www.alltechfeigames.com/content.aspx?id=1796
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The Springwater Corridor Trail
Written by: Jordan Sebastian
Location: Beginning at the southeast of Ivon Street in Portland, Oregon,
extending to the town of Boring, Oregon.
Length: 21 miles, part of 40 Mile Loop Trail system (total 136 miles)
Surface: Low friction blacktop, with separate soft equestrian trail
Date designed/Planned: Land acquired in 1990, Master Planning in
1991/1992
Construction completed: 18 miles completed by 1996, 21 miles by 2006,
still working to close gaps
Construction cost: Transaction Line - $1.4 million, materials cost - N/A
Landscape Architect: N/A
Client/Developer: Portland Metro along with 40 Mile Loop Land Trust
Consultants/Architects: David Evans and Associates, ideation and
planning started by 40 Mile Loop Land Trust
Managed By: Portland Parks and Recreation
Unless otherwise noted, the following information was obtained during a
personal interview with Bob Akers, President of the 40 Mile Loop Land Trust,
on February 15, 2010. Mr. Akers was extremely helpful and gladly willing to
share information about the 40 Mile Loop and the Springwater Corridor.

Introduction

Extending westward from the city of Portland is the Springwater
Corridor Trail. The 21 mile multi-use path was one of the first rail-to-trail
conversions in the United States (completed 2006), and has since been
used as a precedent to many conversion projects (City of Portland,
2010). The Springwater Corridor Trail is a spur of the 40-Mile Loop Trail,
which connects numerous parks, institutions, and campuses, while
creating a path encircling the Portland metropolitan area. The Springwater
Corridor Trail acts as a major non-motorized transportation and recreation
opportunity for residents of Gresham and Boring, Oregon, which commute
to/from Portland, along with thousands of tourists who visit the trail annually
(Birk & Hudson).
Springwater Corridor begins near SE Ivon Street, in downtown
Portland. The beginning of the trail runs along the Willamette River
parallel to the Willamette Greenway. From downtown, it borders the
major metropolitan area and extends out to Gresham and on to Boring,
making the trail length approximately 21 miles. The railway right-of-way
ranges anywhere from 25 to 50 feet, giving a protected and continuous
separation from the surrounding land uses. Four trail heads exist, not
including the beginning and end of the trail, each provided with public
parking, restrooms, and picnic areas. There are additional portions of the
trail, not designated as trail heads, that also provide amenities. Highly
visible, well-marked trail heads, and mile markers give users way-finding
Figure 4.E.1: Springwater Corridor Trail along abandoned rail line paved with low friction blacktop for superb wear and traction.
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/mattpicio/436355716/sizes/o/
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clues of location on the trail (Figure 4.E.2). The trail is not lit, and night
use is prohibited. Portions of the trail near downtown Portland are lit well
enough for use, but Portland Parks and Recreation along with police do not
encourage night use for safety concerns.
Along the Springwater Corridor, users can experience a multitude
of destinations and interactions. The trail takes users through a range
of different landscape features and human uses. Users will experience
wetlands, buttes, agricultural fields and pastures, residential and industrial
neighborhoods (City of Portland, 2010). When riding in urban Portland,
the wide green space of the trail, allows a user to feel separated from the
rush of the metropolitan action, especially along the Oaks Bottom Wildlife
Refuge and while traveling through the numerous parks. While making the
trek through the city, users encounter parks and trails including the Tideman
Johnson Nature Park, Beggars-tick Wildlife Refuge, the I-205 Bike Path,
Leach Botanical Garden, Powell Butte Nature Park, and Gresham’s Main
City Park (The 40 Mile Loop Land Trust, 2004). These are only the parks

that are in direct contact to the trail, there are many others nearby that can
also be easily accessed through public streets.
There are several favorite destinations along the Springwater
Corridor as well. According to OregonLive.com, there are numerous
“treasures” that can be spotted while traveling the corridor. Items such
as outdoor art, a refurbished Linnemann Trolley Station, and even the
submarine used in the film The Hunt for Red October, can be seen and
experienced.
The majority of the trail, after separating from the Willamette River,
meanders along and crosses Johnson Creek, which runs east to west
from Gresham into the Willamette River. The trail crosses 28 roadways and
includes 10 bridges, many of which have become pieces of public art (Birk
& Hudson). The bridge over McGloughlin Boulevard is shown in Figure
4.E.3. A variety of wildlife have been seen along the trail, especially near
sections intertwining closely with Johnson Creek. The trail was argued to be

a danger to existing species but, has actually brought protection for wildlife.
The protected right-of-way has become both a travel corridor and habitat for
many species.
The Springwater Corridor has continually grown in popularity
and has been estimated to have over 500,000 users annually (Birk &
Hudson). The linking of many public parks and neighborhoods allows
for extensive daily use. The close proximity to the metro commuter rail
system (Max-Light), and other public transportation systems provides
users the opportunity to use more environmentally friendly modes of
transportation throughout the city. This link of public transportation to trail
and park systems is a very encouraging situation and displays how multiple
transportation methods can coexist and operate together with green
transportation. The open trail corridor and proximity to public areas creates
a safe and scenic environment for pleasure walkers and strollers. The
entire trail is ADA accessible, giving equal use to everyone. The low friction,
blacktop pavement, which is preferred for its durable wear and traction,
makes it an ideal path for cyclists and in-line skaters, and has been called
Portland’s bicycle superhighway (Blue, 2009). The path, ranging from 10 to
12 feet in width, with a stripped midline (Figure 4.E.4), allows room for users
of all speeds and sizes to comfortably interact and pass.
A separate equestrian path along much of the trail adds to the range
of users. When possible, the equestrian trail is completely split from the
paved portion, but the narrow right-of-way of the railway does not always
allow for the desired, 10 plus feet of separation. When separation is not
possible a three to four foot soft shoulder is used next to the paved trail.
Branching from the main trail are more challenging paths for the hikers

Figure 4.E.2: Trail head signage entering the Springwater Corridor.
Source: http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3653/3457392669_56e77400a3.jpg?v=0

Figure 4.E.3: Bridges for transportation, like the McGloughlin Boulevard Bridge, have
metamorphized into functional art pieces as well.

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johnsoncreek2.jpg
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Figure 4.E.4: Stripped path with designated lanes for multi-modal trail use with security and
property fences to mitigate safety and liability concerns.
Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/30836920@N05/3519742871/sizes/o/
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Design and Development

The beginnings of the Springwater Corridor arose in the late 1980s,
when the Oregon Department of Transportation was in the process of
widening a local highway. The location of the railway was going to require
the City of Portland to spend $4 million on the construction of a new bridge.
The 40-Mile Loop Land Trust, along with Portland Metro came up with the
idea of buying the transaction line to save the cost of building the new
bridge. The City of Portland acquired the transaction right-of-way in 1990 for
$1.4 million, saving themselves nearly $2.5 million. With help from Portland
Department of Transportation, Oregon Department of Transportation, cities
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The 40 Mile Loop Land Trust was developed in 1981, by enthusiastic
volunteers, to help acquire land along the 40-Mile Loop corridor. The
non-profit organization remains separate from government bodies,
which allows them to save time and money compared to state and local
departments. The 40 Mile Loop Land Trust acquires properties in many
different methods, from actually purchasing land with money in the trust,
to accepting donations by deed or contract, which can give the donating
party a tax incentive. Although the 40-Mile Loop Land Trust still does most
of the land acquisition because of the ease of dealing with the non-profit
group compared to the Portland Metro, most of the land has been turned
over to the Portland Parks and Recreation for management and safety
concerns. The 40 Mile Loop Land Trust is very influential in the placement
and continued completion of trails. The land trust and donating land owners
were the catalysts in most of the 40-Mile Loop trail segments, including the
Springwater Corridor.
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The beginning of trail systems in the Portland region began in 1903,
when the Olmsted Brothers, sons of Frederick Law Olmsted, developed
a plan of boulevards and parkways. These same brothers worked on the
layout of the Chevy Chase area here in Lexington and Louisville’s park
system. This plan for Portland inspired what they called the, “40 Mile Loop”
which was a parkway/greenway system that was to encircle the City of
Portland. Over time, this plan was roughly carried through and the many
parks and neighborhoods have been connected with cycling and walking
trails. Thanks to the support from citizens and the continued support of the
Portland Parks and Recreation, the original 40-Mile Loop is now over 140
miles and almost completely encircles the city of Portland (Figure 4.E.5),
while connecting more than 30 parks and three rivers. In 1990, the City of
Portland acquired the Springwater Corridor transaction line running from
Portland to Gresham. The transaction line was once used by Portland
General Electric to ship materials and workers to/from Portland. During
operation, the heavy use of the line encouraged the development of several
neighborhoods and communities along the trail. These neighborhoods are
still present. Passenger Service ended in 1958 and the line laid unused for
over 30 years. (The 40 Mile Loop Land Trust, 2010) In 1990, the 40 Mile
Loop Land Trust urged the City of Portland to acquire the transaction line.

I
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and mountain bikers who seek a higher challenge level. The Springwater
Corridor has been planned and developed to include many user types
based on skill, mode, and desired experience.

Figure 4.E.5: 40-Mile Loop brochure of trail system around the Portland area with the 40 Mile Loop shown in red.

Source: http://www.portland.com/pdf/40-mile-loop-trail-map.pdf
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of Gresham and Milwaukee, Portland Metro and neighboring counties, the
40 Mile Loop Land Trust, along with the Johnson Creek Corridor Committee,
master planning for the Springwater Corridor began in 1991. The firm of
David Evans and Associates, who have offices in seven western states
including Oregon, were used for the technical aspects of design and the
construction was completed by the City of Portland Parks and Recreation.
The trail was completed in segments and by 1996, the majority of the 18
mile section was finished. A three mile segment was added along the
Willamette River and by 2005, the trail was over 21 miles in length.
Like many trail projects, the Springwater Corridor had its naysayers.
Many felt that the trail would never get used. The trail is, however, one of
the most used in the city. Others thought the trail would cause wildlife to
leave the area. Instead, the protected right-of-way creates a safe habitat for
the animals. Sightings of deer, raccoon, mountain lions and, many types
of birds are evidence of the wildlife habitat that has been created. Some
residents that lived near the trail thought it would invade on their privacy.
In actuality, these people have begun to take pride in their property and
ownership of part of the trail. Many have cleaned up their back yards and
started to create attractive views for the passersby. The largest concern
for most people is the possibility of drug users and prostitution. The
Springwater Corridor transaction line was actually home to a couple of
these areas of concern before being developed. Now that so many people
use the trail, these areas have been cleaned and that type of activity has
ceased. The trail has been used by police to patrol the neighborhoods
along the corridor and really has helped create a safer environment for
everyone near the trail.
While the rail-to-trail aspect has many benefits, it also presents
the problem of having a very narrow right-of-way. When trying to create
separate trails, such as for equestrian use, this can be problematic. The
location of this trail, running from inner Portland into more natural areas,
does not allow for lighting on the trail. There are always safety concerns with
any public trail system such as this, many cannot be physically addressed,
however landowners and the City of Portland Parks and Recreation have
learned that the more users on the trail, the fewer safety concerns.

Future Plans

The City of Portland has been in a progressive mode when thinking
about the future living conditions of its inhabitants. The original Olmsted
Brothers plan is a testament to their concern for future generations and the
expansion of the city. Keeping with this tradition, Portland is always looking
for ways to expand current trails and greenways that can give people
an enjoyable experience when outdoors. While the current Springwater
Corridor Trail has proven to be a heavily used route for transportation
and recreation, there are plans to develop it further. There are a couple of
existing gaps, but all of these are planned to be closed within a few years.
For example, one gap near the Sellwood River Front Park will include
a bridge across the Willamette River and will allow a connection to the
Wildwood Trail. This would allow access to Council Crest Park, Washington
Park, Marquam Nature Park, Hoyt Arboretum and Macleay Park, just to
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name a few. There are also a couple of gaps from Gresham to Boring that
are planned for completion. Another possible connection and extension
from Boring to Estacada would add almost 11 miles of commutable trail.
The 40 Mile Loop, while in relation to the Springwater Corridor is an
expansive trail system, is really a small piece to what the City of Portland
and the State of Oregon would like to boast. There are many other trails
throughout the area and the ability to link these and create a regional trail
system exists and is partly completed. This is not a farfetched idea and
could be done relatively soon based on how quickly current gaps are being
closed. The extension of the current Springwater Corridor Trail, continuing
along the abandoned railway, creates the possibility of connecting to the
Pacific Crest Trail. Connecting to the Pacific Crest Trail, one of only eight
National Scenic Trails, would give Portland inhabitants the ability to use a
trail that spans over 2,650 miles and runs from Canada to Mexico (U.S.
Forest Service, n.d.). Not all trails are going to have this kind of ability, but
the linking of trails to create regional and possibly even international trails
is a testament to activists in the City of Portland who have been pushing
these environmentally responsible and alternative modes of transportation.
Linking home, to neighborhoods, to counties, to region, to international
trails is important to quality of life. Central Kentucky can learn from
Portland’s regional trail system. Developing a regional system of multimodal trails should be the goal of Central Kentucky as it was for Portland.

Conclusion

The 40-Mile Loop and the Springwater Corridor Trails have
proven themselves to be useful and successful parts of a trail system.
The sheer number of users each year and the continued support for new
trail segments testify to its acceptance. The length and area covered
by these trails allow for many different environmental interactions which
increase the possible user interest. Providing a reliable alternative mode
of transportation for stakeholders of Portland and the surrounding areas
is a complex undertaking and took a wise, progressive support base. The
unique relationship between the 40-Mile Loop Land Trust and the Portland
Parks and Recreation has proven to be successful in both acquiring land
and implementing trails. The benefit of using the land trust to acquire land
makes the Portland Metros and Parks and Recreations involvement in
the development process much more beneficial. The more enthusiastic
supporters a trail initiative group can have behind their project, the more
likely it is to succeed. It takes continued support and motivation to create a
successful trail system such as the 40-Mile Loop, but it is possible.
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Contacts

Much of the information gathered here is available online in many
different sources and forms. Anyone that may be looking for further details
or information on the Springwater Corridor or the 40 Mile Loop, Bob Akers,
head of 40-Mile Loop Land Trust, is extremely knowledgeable and devoted.
Robert Akers
President of 40 Mile Loop Land Trust
1038 SE 224th, Gresham, OR 97030
Akersrj@gmail.com, http://www.40mileloop.org/index.html
503.665.5519
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Cardinal Greenway
Written By: Michael Slagle
Location: Eastern Indiana
Length: 60 miles of linear trail
Surface: Asphalt & Compacted Soil
Date Designed/Planned: 1993
Construction Completed: Built in Phases from 1997 to Present
Construction Cost: $20 million
Landscape Architects: Ball State Landscape Architecture Students
Client/Developer: Unknown
Consultants: Unknown
Managed By: Cardinal Greenway, Inc.
Introduction
Cardinal Greenway is a rails-to-trails program located in east
central Indiana running from Richmond to Marion. The trail network
encompasses 60 miles of abandoned rail line previously owned
by CSX railroad. Of the 60 miles purchased by Cardinal Greenway,
Inc., currently 38.5 miles are paved. Cardinal Greenway’s identity is
derived from the name of the last passenger train to regularly travel
the corridor now occupied by the trail. The trail system branches out
through rural and urban areas, giving users a chance to experience
many different landscapes along the trail. As of 2004, Cardinal
Greenway is the longest rails-to-trails project in Indiana (P. Tevis,
personal communication, February 3, 2010).
Planning for the project began in 1993 with a series of public
meetings to discover the possibility of converting the abandoned
rail line to a greenway. In 1993, Cardinal Greenway, Inc. purchased
60 miles of former railroad corridor along with a train depot from
CSX Transportation Corporation in order to develop a recreational
linear park spanning five counties in Eastern Indiana. The restoration
of the Wysor Street Depot was completed in 1993 and was listed
on the National Registry of Historic Sites in 1997. The iconic train
depot became the offices of Cardinal Greenway, Inc. and serves
as an informational destination for trail users. The greenway
begins in Richmond, Indiana at the Whitewater Valley Gorge Park
and continues north through Wayne County. Along this path the
trail travels through the small towns of Webster, Williamsburg and
Economy providing connectivity and economic vitality to these
areas. The trail moves through Losantville and Blountsville entering

(Clockwise from top left) Figure 4.F.1: Cardinal Valley Greenway; Figure 4.F.2: Early spring along greenway; Figure 4.F.3: Equestrian trail;
Figure 4.F.4: Bend in the trail; Figure 4.F.5: Construction along White River.
Source: http://www.cardinalgreenways.org/gallery/photo
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Delaware County at the southern portion of Prairie Creek Reservoir.
Upon entering the town of Muncie the trail crosses the White River
and extends northwest to Gaston, Indiana. At this point in the trail, the
adjacent landowners had purchased the abandoned rail corridor prior
to Cardinal Greenway, Inc.’s acqusition of the trail corridor. Therefore
the trail uses 11.3-mile sections of public roads to reach Jonesboro
and Gas City. The trail then travels northwest to the town of Marion,
with plans to extend the trail to Sweetser by the end of the fiscal year
2010 (A. Pool, personal communication, February 15, 2010).
Design and Development
A design team comprised of community members and design
professionals was selected in 1994 to aid in the process of trail
management, planning strategy, site analysis, project development,
and funding. Negotiation between the Indiana Department of
Transportation (INDOT) and the railroad utilities for the use of the
abandoned rail line began upon the completion of a Master Plan
in 1996. The Ball State Landscape Architecture Program aided the
design process with numerous initial design sketches and charrettes,
and are continually involved with design and placment of new trails.
Groundbreaking for Phase 1, a ten-mile trail section from Wysor
Street Depot to County Road 534 East was conducted in September
1997, and was completed in 1998. Also in 1998, the two-mile
Cardinal Equestrian Trail was created to introduce different users to
the trail system. Since then the equestrian portion of the trail has been
extended to a length of 11 miles, making it the longest rails-to-trails
equestrian trail in Indiana (P. Tevis, personal communication, February
3, 2010).

Trailheads for the greenway were designed to be equidistantly
located, roughly 6-7 miles apart, including parking, signage, and
seating at most locations. Cardinal Greenway serves as a connector
to the White River Greenway and Taylor University and has plans
to connect to the Gorge Trail within the year (P. Tevis, personal
communication, February 3, 2010). In order to better provide for
the needs of each community, a steering committee was formed to
represent Delaware, Grant, and Wayne Counties. Each committee
then selected two members to serve on the Cardinal Greenway Board
of Directors. The main purpose of these committees is the collection
of funds to build their segment (Cardinal Greenways, 2009).
Economic development has flourished along the trail network
with two specific businesses, Kirk’s Bike Shop and the Island
Restaurant, located along the trail. Property values adjacent to the
trail have also increased on average nine percent (A. Pool, personal
communication, February 15, 2010). By routing the greenway through
many downtown areas, tourism and business development has
increased.
Based on the 2009 annual report, the amount of visitors
to the greenway consists of roughly 250,000 people. Particular
types of users include, “walkers, runners, cyclists, photographers,
environmentalists, bird watchers, teachers, disabled individuals,
nature and wildlife enthusiasts, railroad employees, rehabilitating
patients, historians, and students” (A. Pool, personal communication,
February 15, 2010).
Cardinal Greenway, Inc., a non-profit organization, carries out
maintenance of the greenway; this is unique in the sense that only
a small portion of trails in the United States are run by a non-profit
organization (Cardinal Greenways, 2009). Funding for the project
is broken up between local and federal agencies. Federal monies
contribute 80% of the overall funding of the greenway, with local state
and county agencies providing the other 20%. As of 2008, the total
cost of the project is estimated to be $20 million. In order to fund trail
opportunities, a small portion of the gas tax in Indiana is appropriated
for non-road projects. The trail committee then applies for these
funds, which are granted at the state level. Cardinal Greenway also
holds fundraising events to help fund the expansion of the greenway
and contribute back to the community. Events include a 10K run/5K
walk and a Hike For Hunger. Sample expenses occurring monthly
include trail supplies and repairs, Port-a-John rentals, trail utilities,
insurance, vehicle expenses, depot maintenance, and equipment
repair. The 2009 Cardinal annual greenway operation budget was
$1,370,000 (A. Pool, personal communication, February 15, 2010).

Figure 4.F.6: Wysor Street Depot Restoration.

(Source: http://www.cardinalgreenways.org/gallery/photo.asp?pid=13&cid=15)
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Figure 4.F.7: Stakeholders experiencing the scenic landscape along the trail.
(Source: http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/14187632.jpg)

During the beginning of the design/development process
public opposition to the formation of the greenway was high. Most
of the negative stakeholder feedback came from adjacent land
owners of the CSX rail line. The initial plan for the abandoned rail line
allocated the extension of private property lines along the rail line.
Therefore when Cardinal Greenway proposed a linear trail system
through the abandoned rail line, private property owners felt that
they were losing land. As the trail has been built, public opposition
has turned into community support of the greenway. The reasons
most cited for the change in public opinion are attributed to public
involvement and recreational benefits of the trail system (A. Pool,
personal communication, February 22, 2010).
Another limitation to the overall construction of the greenway
came through the appropriation of funds. Due to the relatively small
human population of eastern Indiana, the corresponding tax base
for this demographic region is limited. For Cardinal Greenway, this
meant that they could only build sections of trail as funds became
available. The public funds received by Cardinal Greenway covers a
small portion of the total construction costs and comes from a variety
of individuals, businesses, grants, and sponsorships. After proper
funds are secured, the planned construction must meet a series of
Indiana Department of Transportation requirements before the job
can be letted. Bids are then received and accepted as long as they
fall below INDOT’s original bid. Indiana Department of Transportation
then funds 80% of the project and oversees construction, while
the remaining 20% is funded by Cardinal Greenway, Inc.(Cardinal
Greenways, 2009).
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a trail network. These user groups require many different types of
trail segments. One example cited during the conversation was that
distance cyclists prefer more than 20 miles of continuous trail to train.
On the other hand, casual riders only need a trail segment of 2-10
miles for use. Therefore, trailheads were staggered along the trail
at varying intervals to allow multiple entrance and exit points. Along
with these guidelines for cyclists, equestrian users need different
path materials and space for adequate use. In the case of Cardinal
Greenway, there are a few sections where the equestrian trail parallels
the pedestrian shared use path. This presents numerous problems
with safety of users and horses, therefore, it is encouraged to avoid
joining pedestrian shared use paths with equestrian. If a shared path
cannot be avoided it is important to separate the equestrian users
from pedestrian users through tall plantings or bollards.

Figure 4.F.8: Roadway underpasses increase safety and allow for fewer road crossings.
(Source: http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/5500704.jpg)

Future Plans
As Cardinal Greenway continues to expand, new reaches of
Indiana will become connected to the regional trail network. Cardinal
Greenway’s mission “is dedicated to enhancing the quality of life by
developing and operating corridors and trails to connect people and
communities” (Freeman, 2007). Based on this mission, five themes of
the Cardinal Greenway emerge:
1. Trail Completion
2. Program Expansion
3. Trail Maintenance, Operations, and Infrastructure
4. Astute Management and Financial Viability
5. Greenways Advocacy
Future plans for expanding the Cardinal Greenway include
a trail from Richmond to Losantville. Once completed this trail will
connect two current sections of the greenway and extend to Gaston.
A project to connect the Cardinal Greenway to the Sweeter Switch
Trail through a two-mile paved connector is also currently in the
process of construction. Ultimately, there are hopes to connect
Cardinal Greenway to trails in Illinois and Ohio (A. Pool, personal
communication, February 22, 2010).

Conclusion
The success of Cardinal Greenway lies in the communication
of ideas across geographical and political boundaries to create a
cohesive, encompassing trail network. Multiple trail experiences
and routes give the trail user differing options to create a sense of
variety and excitement. Increased economic vitality has followed the
greenway as it moves through Indiana’s picturesque landscape due
to its added communal benefits. Cardinal Greenway is an excellent
example of the strength of product produced through community
involvement.
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Introduction

Water trails are natural waterways that are organized and designed in
order to help people enjoy the scenic and recreational opportunities offered
by these streams. Natural waterways (streams and rivers) are linear corridors
through the landscape. They can act as a conduit for recreation catering to
paddle users such as canoeists and kayakers, as well as small motorboat users.
They also offer linear corridors across the landscape for overland trails. The
Bluegrass Region has many stream corridors that could be used for recreational
water trails. This report section studies existing water trails around the country
as examples for potential implementation here in the Bluegrass Region.
Draining 7,000 square miles of the Commonwealth, the Kentucky
River is a unique natural amenity that winds from the western slopes of the
Appalachian Mountains to the Ohio River. The stream corridor provides a
glimpse into the gorges and palisades, limestone outcroppings, wet weather
springs, state nature preserves, historic structures, and many other points of
interest. These natural and man-made attractions form the basis for a Kentucky
River Scenic Water Trail. The Kentucky River does possess constraints for
its development as a water trail due to the number of locks and dams and
increased rate of water flow. Detailed guidelines regarding these issues as well
as signage, portage, access points, and proper boating etiquette are provided
in the following section.
Stoner Creek is a rather beautiful stream that is rich in history and
ecology. It flows from northern Clark County, through Paris, Kentucky to
join Hinkston Creek and become The South Fork of the Licking River, before
continuing through Cynthiana, then on to the Ohio River. The stream corridor
shares its alignment with an active rail-line which could be utilized in creating
a parallel overland trail. Stoner Creek is a prime example of an underutilized
scenic waterway with great potential for recreational use. The section of the
stream from Paris, Kentucky to Cynthiana, Kentucky is the focus of this report;
which outlines a process for creating a water trail with one such as Stoner
Creek.
The James River Water Trail, near Springfield Missouri, is a destination
stream for many Missourians. The six-mile scenic waterway passes within six
miles of downtown Springfield and terminates at Lake Springfield. The Ozark
Greenways, a citizen advocacy group for greenway networks, noticed the
potential for the James River to be used as a water trail, and began to raise
awareness about the recreational opportunities inherent in it. More information
about the James River Water Trail can be found at the end of this section of the
report.

Figure 4.G.1: Regional Navigable Stream Analysis. This image shows the waterways in the Bluegrass Region that could support recreational watercraft based on volume of flow.
It also highlights the Kentucky River and Stoner Creek, which are a focus of this section.

Source: Map created by David Leever: data from Kentucky Geography Network
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The Little Miami Scenic River, in southwest Ohio, stretches from
Yellow Springs, Ohio to the Ohio River, just east of Cincinnati; a distance of
approximately 80 miles. The river passes through numerous towns which offer
public access and canoe livery services. A unique aspect of this water trail is
the parallel rail-to-trail opportunity. Rails-to-trails utilize abandoned rail lines as
corridors for recreational uses such as cycling, in-line skating, and horseback
riding. Many people utilize this combination of trails by paddling downstream,
then cycling back to their vehicle. The Little Miami was Ohio’s first National
Scenic River receiving its designation in 1968 (Little Miami Inc. n.d.). More
information about the Little Miami Scenic Trail and River can be found in the
“Destination” section of this report.
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Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail
Written by: Michael Slagle

Overview

While the Bluegrass Region is home to numerous navigable
waterways, the most spectacular is the Kentucky River. Draining 7,000
square miles of the Commonwealth, the Kentucky River is a unique natural
amenity that winds from the western slopes of the Appalachians to the Ohio
River. Three streams, the North, Middle, and South Forks form the Kentucky
River. After this convergence, the river meanders westward through the
rolling topography of the Knobs Section toward Boonesborough. The river
then cuts through Kentucky’s oldest rock formations, Ordovician limestone
approximately 450-500 million years old, to form the distinctive gorges
of the Palisades section. After snaking its way through the Palisades, the
Kentucky River turns north toward the city of Frankfort, the state capital.
Exiting the Bluegrass section, the river moves towards the city of Carrollton
where it joins the Ohio River. In its entirety, the Kentucky River is 255 miles
long (Johnson & Parrish, 1999). This section of the report will focus on the
areas of river constituting the Inner Bluegrass region, roughly a length of
144 miles. The Kentucky River has not only influenced the formation of the
Bluegrass region’s unique geography but also how humans have settled
in this area. A detailed understanding of the river’s history is invaluable
to identify the effect a Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail may have on the
region and the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

History

Native Americans arrived in Kentucky in approximately 10,500 B.C.,
and were primarily hunters and gatherers. They lived in small packs in order
to roam the landscape in search of bison and deer. The rich soils of the
Kentucky River basin eventually allowed Native Americans to cultivate food
through agriculture. During this period, it is believed that early inhabitants of
this area were able to freely cross the Kentucky River because many areas
only consisted of shallow pockets of water. Over time, the water dissolved
the limestone bedrock, creating deeper pools of water. This process
eventually created the river as seen today (Johnson & Parrish, 1999).
Early European explorers, none more famous than Daniel Boone
(Figure 4.G.2), often used canoes, fashioned from the bark of elm and
hickory trees, to ferry across the river (Johnson & Parrish, 1999). The
settlers’ relied on the river for a source of food production. Frequent floods
and droughts brought constant reminders of the power and destructive
nature of the river. During the 1780s, pioneers began to take advantage
of the river’s rich natural resources by constructing flatboats to traverse
the river. These boats were used to transport crops to nearby markets.
The flat boats were often large enough to fit an entire wagon. Later this
practice evolved into the first licensed ferry built by Richard Callaway in
Boonesborough, Kentucky (Johnson & Parrish, 1999).
The invention of the steamboat along with the heavy use of
intercoastal waterways prompted federal and state agencies to form
transportation projects that sought to control and manipulate rivers through

Figure 4.G.2: A portrait of Daniel Boone, one of the early settlers of what would later become
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/41/Daniel_Boone.jpg

canals and dams. This invention caused, many Kentuckians to believe that
the Kentucky River could be utilized as link to the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers. In 1821, the Army Corps of Engineers surveyed the river pursuant to
President James Monroe’s orders to encourage commercial transportation
along intercoastal waterways (Johnson & Parrish, 1999). Based on this
survey, the Commonwealth of Kentucky initiated transportation programs,
known as internal improvements, in 1835. The improvements focused
on the Green, Licking, and Kentucky Rivers as potential waterway
transportation projects to link much of the state to the Ohio River (Johnson
& Parrish, 1999). A plan for clearing navigation channels along the river was
adopted in the late 1830s. This resulted in the construction of five stone
masonry dams located below Frankfort (Figure 4.G.3). Many Kentuckians
feared that the dams on the Kentucky River would increase flood heights. To
ease tensions, Chief Engineer Philip Baker devised a plan to use sediment
gates, located at the bottom of lock chambers, to prevent sedimentation
deposits after serve floods. After completion, a more consistent water level
was achieved to aid in the transportation of goods and services.
Monroe’s vision for commerce was never fully realized. Rapid
expansion of railroads and industrialization during the late 1800s saw
the end of most of the public transportation along intercostal waterways.
Another reason for this failure was due to the switch by Americans
to an auto-centric transportation system in the early 1900s. This new
transportation system of winding arterial highways replaced waterways
as the main means of transport, despite many cities being located near
waterways. Commercial ventures still regularly use major waterways as an
inexpensive form of transportation of goods. Today, there are a total of 14
locks and dams along the Kentucky River, which serve to control flooding
as well as allowing safe passage of larger sea faring vessels (Johnson &
Parrish, 1999).
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Figure 4.G.3: A map of the early settlement of Frankfort along the Kentucky River.
Source: http://google.com/Frankfort_Bird_eye

Benefits
Water trails can be an integral part of tourism for any region looking
to expand their recreational user base. Trips involving a canoe or kayak
are believed to increase to 169 million trips nationally per year by 2040
(Johnson, 2002). This consists of a 73 percent growth of paddle sports.
Because water trails tend to cross political boundaries, they encourage
collaboration and continuity between separate governmental agencies.
Partnerships can also be extended to local businesses. Communities seek
to develop water based tourism due to their obvious economic benefits. In
1995, recreational expenses for out of town trips accounted for 2.2 billion
dollars spent in the United States (Johnson, 2002). Foodservices, lodging,
liveries, bed and breakfasts, gas stations and retail business also serve to
benefit from the development of water trails. Case studies of the Kickapoo
River Water Trail, Roanoke River Water Trail, and the Lake Superior
Water Trail all experienced substantial economic gains from water trail
development. Lake Superior Water Trail earns local economies $106,191
dollars annually with approximately $34.50 per day. Roanoke River Water
Trail takes in $193,695 annually with $26.63 being spent per day. The largest
economic gains came from Kickapoo River Water Trail with $1,230,800
dollars being spent yearly (Johnson, 2002). These numbers support the fact
that water trails have the potential to expand consumer-spending habits in
rural communities.
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Another advantage of water trails is their minimal start up cost.
Existing fishing access points can often be utilized as launch sites in the
implementation of water trails. Costs include proper informational signage
and upgrades of facilities at access points. It is important to note that water
trails must be maintained and promoted locally for the communities to
receive economic and social benefits.
Water trails enhance community vitality and stewardship of natural
resources. The implementation of water trails promotes community
awareness of environmental factors that cause the degradation of aquatic
ecosystems. As the environmental quality of waterways increases the
quality of life correspondingly increases (Johnson, 2002). One way to foster
this awareness is through educational opportunities through the use of local
public Cooperative Extension offices.
Recommendations:
In order to encourage safe use and development of the Kentucky
River Scenic Water Trail detailed guidelines regarding signage, portage,
and water trail access are included in the Trail Standards Section of this
report. Specific recommendations for developing a successful water trail are
incorporated in the following section.
Planning for a successful water trail begins with assessing the
organizational needs of the communities involved. Creation of a shared
vision, funding allocation, and advertising events for trail development are
examples of ways to begin preperation for the development of a water trail.
Infrastructure needs are another priority that must be assessed before
developing a water trail. Some examples of infrastructure planning
include promoting ‘leave no trace’ ethics for trail users, designate signage
standards, and improving access facilities to the waterway (Johnson, 2002).
A specific concern of this report is proper management of portages around
dam sites. Successful portages at minimum include warning signage
along waterway at least 800 feet up stream from the dam site (Fig 4.G.4),
a portage of less than one mile, and a take out and put in access point.
If a portage trail is longer than one mile it is encouraged that rolling carts
be provided for easier transportation of watercraft. Portage trails can be
newly constructed trails or in the case of the Kentucky River Scenic Water
Trail, can use a mix of off road and existing low traffic volume roads (Figure
4.G.7) These guidelines will ensure that users of the water trail can safely
navigate around dams.
It also provides opportunities for connecting to other trail types or
recreation through rent-a-bike facilities or commercial transport. In order
to take full advantage of this natural resource, water trails must be utilized
to ensure maximum public benefit. The purpose of this proposal is to
empower citizens to utilize Kentucky waterways, as well as give credence
to the economic and recreational benefits of a Kentucky River Scenic Water
Trail.

Figure 4.G.4: An example of informational markers along the waterway indicating safe exit points or upcoming obstacles, such as a dam. It is recommended that water trail signage
be placed along waterways at every mile and at least 800 feet before any dam or other obstacle.
Source: Photo montage by Michael Slagle completed from multiple public image data sources
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Design / Development

To better understand how the Kentucky River affects the surrounding
areas an analysis was conducted which included research of historical,
cultural, and geographical context (Figure 4.G.5). This information forms the
basis for the formation of a Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail and is essential
to its success. The data collected is as follows.
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Watershed

A watershed includes the area of land where all water, overland or
underground, flows to the same place (Kentucky River Basin, 1999). The
Kentucky River Basin is categorized into subbasins. The Beyond the Legacy
study area consists of the lower subbasin, located from Madison County
north to Carroll County. This is the most heavily populated area of the
Kentucky River Basin. As population increases, water quality deterioration
often correspondingly increases. Examples of water quality issues include
failing septic systems, nutrients from agricultural areas, contaminated runoff,
removal of vegetation, and siltation (Kentucky River Basin, 1999).
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Public Access Points

The locations of existing public access points along the Kentucky
River were mapped using ArcGIS to aid in the design of the Kentucky River
Scenic Water Trail. There are currently 20 access points within the Beyond
the Legacy study area. Fishing access points can include a number of
amenities, such as boat ramps, restrooms, parking, and informational
signage. A full list of recommended public access points ammenities can be
found in Trail Standards Section of this report.
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Dams

There are seven dams within the study area. The Army Corps of
Engineers has recently transferred control of the locks and dams to the
Kentucky River Authority, a governmental entity supported by water-user
fees from facilities withdrawing water from the river (Kentucky Finance &
Administration Cabinet). The issue of whether or not the dams along the
Kentucky River can be supported economically is the subject of much public
debate. The aim of this paper is not to provide evidence for maintaining or
removing the dams, but rather provide information concerning their locations
and requirements for safe river passage at this time.
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Red River
Fort Boonesborough State Park
Lower Howards Creek Nature Preserve
Flora Cliff Nature Preserve
Raven Run Nature Preserve
Tom Dorman Nature Preserve
Kentucky River Palisades
Asbury University
Shaker Village
Dix River
Wild Turkey Distillery
Young’s High Bridge
Buffalo Trace Distillery
City of Frankfort
Elkhorn Creek

Wildlife

The preservation of wildlife and plant species played an important
role in the development of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail. The
Kentucky River is home to a diversified collection of species that depend on
the river for survival. The wooded corridor along the Kentucky River provides
refuge for both exotic and endangered species alike. Restoration of the
Palisades Section is one example of how local and state agencies have
protected certain areas for their endangered wildlife. Wildlife Management
Areas are managed by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, and are located throughout the state. The Kentucky River Wildlife
Management Area (KRWMA) is located in Henry and Owen Counties, 21.5
miles north of Frankfort. The preserve consists of 1,604 acres and boasts
wildlife populations of deer, turkey, squirrel, waterfowl, rabbits, quail, and
dove (Kentucky Finance & Administration Cabinet, 2008).
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Figure 4.G.5: Kentucky River Analysis.

Source: Adapted information from Kentucky Geography Network & the United States Army Corps of Engineers
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Design Concepts

This project began by researching other successful water trails in
the United States, and by gathering feedback from stakeholders involved
in the “Beyond the Legacy” project. It became apparent that water trails
could be an essential way to display the history and culture of the Bluegrass
Region (See Figure 4.G.6). The information gathered from stakeholder
involvement and individual analysis of the region helped formulate a design
concept for the potential of a Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail.
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Figure 4.G.6: Design process diagram showing the integration of stakeholder feedback
with potential opportunities and the economic feasibility associated with water trails.
Source: Michael Slagle

A conceptual design of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail
consists of 114 miles of trail, connecting 15 points of interest along the
corridor. The points of interest include, state parks, nature preserves,
bourbon distilleries, camp grounds, secondary waterways, college
campuses, and historical structures. A complete list can be found on
the subsequent pages. The Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail was
developed using existing infrastructure, such as landings, parking, and
roadways to facilitate access. Other facilities such as restrooms, parking,
and informational centers will need to be implemented once the trail is
frequented and best scenario locations can be analized.
The Kentucky Scenic River Water Trail is categorized into three
geographical and cultural sections, the Knobs, Palisades, and Bluegrass
Sections. Each section displays the unique character of the area it travels
through to provide the user with different opportunities for exploration. The
following pages offer a example of the types of user experiences along
a water trail on the Kentucky River. Each section of the trail is viewable
as a two page spread, beginning on the right hand page and flowing
downstream to the left. Trail narratives explain the many options for
exploration and education along the trail, and refer to potential connections
of other water trails.
Figure 4.G.7: An example of a portage trail around a hazardous dam. It is recommended that portage trails not exceed one mile in length.
Source: Photo montage by Michael Slagle completed from multiple public image data sources
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The Kentucky Scenic Water Trail: The Knobs
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Figure 4.G.9: A potential portage around Lock and Dam No 10. The trail portage uses
Booneborough Road and is 3,800 feet long.
Source: Michael Slagle, imagery retrieved from the Kentucky Geography Network
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Red River

Once the user is clear of the dam, users pass under Memorial
Bridge and then they are in the realm of Lower Howard’s Creek, Flora Cliff,
and Raven Run Nature Preserves. These areas are rich with history and
natural beauty, and can be accessed from the river. Clays Ferry Boat Dock
and Ramp provides an access point halfway between Lower Howard’s
Creek Nature Preserve and Flora Cliff Nature Preserve. A little further
downstream is the Valley View boat ramp in Jessamine County where a
takeout is proposed for portage around Lock and Dam Number 9 (Figure
4.G.10). In total, the Knobs Section of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail
section is 37 miles in length.

The Knobs Section of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail bares
its name from the physiographic region that consists of hundreds of conicshaped hills. These steeply sloped hills were formed by stream erosion
thousands of years ago, and are easily recognizable by their limestone or
sandstone capped plateaus (The Nature Conservancy, 2010).
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Figure 4.G.8: A picture of Red River, one of the first points of interest along the Kentucky
River Scenic Water Trail.
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Getting started on the Knobs section requires a simple launch from
Merriitt Boat Ramp and paddling or motoring down river. Here the user is
faced with a choice to travel down river toward the Fort Boonesborough
State Park or to travel upstream on the Red River (Figure 4.G.8). Jackson
Ferry, the next access point along the water trail and is located 5.5 miles
downstream, with Ford Ramp and Fort Boonesborough State Park only
being 7 miles further. Lock and Dam Number 10 is a short jog from Ford
Ramp (Figure 4.G.9). Lock schedules and information are available through
the Kentucky River Authority. If a user arrives and needs to pass the dam
after operating hours, a takeout is proposed along the west bank (left side),
800 feet from the dam. Informational signage should be provided to allow
for safe exit of the river.

Source: http://outdoors.webshots.com/photo
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The Kentucky Scenic Water Trail: The Palisades

The Palisades Section of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail
is 44 miles long and provides a unique glimpse into the deep gorges,
limestone outcroppings, and wet weather springs that only exist in this
area of the Bluegrass. Beginning at Valley View Boat Ramp, the Palisades
Water Trail moves into Garrard County where it reaches the first of three
locks and dams six miles downstream. Portage around Lock and Dam
Number 8 is proposed along the west bank (left side) of the river (Figure
4.G.11). Following the dam, a string of state nature preserves named the
Kentucky Palisades is located along both sides of the river. These nature
preserves represent 1,770 acres of some of the most biologically important
landscapes in the Commonwealth. The Camp Nelson Boat Ramp is located
prior to Tom Dorman State Nature Preserve and a new state park, yet to be
developed (Figure 4.G.12).
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Tom Dorman Nature Preserve

Legend

Emerging from the Palisades and connecting to the Kentucky River
is the Dix River. One mile downstream of this convergence is High Bridge
and High Bridge Boat Ramp. Water trail users can connect to the Shaker
Village of Pleasant Hill and the 40 miles of trails implemented through a
private Shaker Town Boat Ramp located shortly after the High Bridge Boat
Ramp. Lock and Dam Number 7 is a short paddle down river from High
Bridge, where a portage is proposed on the east bank (right side) of the
river (Figure 4.G.13). Continuing along the water trail, the user experiences
a gradual transition from the sharp limestone escarpments to the rolling
topography of the Inner Bluegrass. The final access point before entering
the Bluegrass Section of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail is Oregon
Road Boat Ramp and Lock and Dam Number 6 (Figure 4.G.14).
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Figure 4.G.12: Tom Dorman State Nature Preserve along the Kentucky River.
Source: http://garrardcounty.ky.gov/touism/Kentucky+River/
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Figure 4.G.11: A portage option around Lock and Dam No 8. The trail length is 2,200 feet.
Source: Michael Slagle, imagery retrieved from Kentucky Geography Network
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The Kentucky Scenic Water Trail: The Bluegrass
Elkhorn Creek
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Figure 4.G.19: North Elkhorn Creek winds its way to join the Kentucky River just before Still
Waters Boat Landing. With a water trail already in existance, the North Elkhorn Creek is an
example for smaller navigable streams in Kentucky.

Figure 4.G.18: Buffalo Trace Distillery located outside of Frankfort.

Figure 4.G.17: A potential small boat portage around Lock and Dam No. 4. The portage trail
is 1,700 feet in length. It uses Kentucky Avenue in Frankfort, Kentucky, which runs through
Franklin County Humane Society property.

Source: http://ssscheer.us/ARidersJournal/2008Journal

Source: http://google.com/images/North_Elkhorn_Creek

Source: Michael Slagle, imagery retrieved from the Kentucky Geography Network
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Further downstream lies the Bluegrass Section of the Kentucky River
Scenic Water Trail, where rolling topography and region specific industries dot the
landscape. Entering this section of the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail offers
the opportunity to experience a small portion of the bourbon industry without
ever leaving the river. Located along the river are Wild Turkey and Buffalo Trace
Distilleries. The first public access point can be found at Flint Dock Boat Ramp on
Highway 1510. Halfway between Flint’s Dock and Boat Ramp and Lock and Dam
Number 5 (Figure 4.G.15) is the historic Young’s High Bridge, which connects
Versailles and Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. Also located at Young’s High Bridge is
the Wild Turkey Distillery (Figure 4.G.16). The City of Frankfort and state capital
is the next destination along the water trail. After passing through Lock and Dam
Number 4 located in the City of Frankfort, paddle or boat toward the Kentucky
River Campgrounds for an overnight stay along the river (Figure 4.G.17). Just
north of the campground is a connection to Elkhorn Creek where trail users may
access a secondary water trail (Figure 4.G.19). The Still Waters Boat Landing is
the final public access along the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail and offers the
opportunity for water trail connections outside the study area towards the Ohio
River. One the following page there is a table that gives more information about
each access point.
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Source: Michael Slagle, imagery retrieved from the Kentucky Geography Network
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Table 1: Existing public and private access points along the Kentucky River Scenic Water Trail. Operational hours, parking, amenities, fees, and directions are included in the table for user reference.
Source: Information modified from the Kentucky Geography Network.
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STONER CREEK WATER TRAIL

Inc. a map overlay can be created by looking at things like fishing access,
roadway crossings, proximity to public parks, and active and abandoned
rail-lines. As more layers are added and analyzed, a hierarchy of suitable
streams develops showing which stream corridors will be able to support
the amenities necessary for a paddle trails. One of the most important
issues is how to get public access to the stream. The overlay mapping
method makes it much easier to identify existing public lands adjacent to a
given stream. Public parks offer space for the amenities needed for put-ins
and take-outs along the water trail. Public and even private right-of-way
crossings such as roadway and utility easements can sometimes offer
space for the vital amenities like parking and a boat ramp. Using mapping
layers that include information such as public fishing access can provide
good indicators of existing infrastructure that could be expanded upon and
retrofitted to accommodate paddle recreation.

Written By David Leever

Overview

The rivers and streams in the Bluegrass Region form a network
of natural corridors that provides a vital habitat for many species of the
ecosystem. Aggressive urbanization and agricultural practices have
resulted in the decline of the land surrounding these corridors. At the
beginning of the discussion of trails within the Bluegrass Region, it is
important to note the value of these natural corridors. They offer linear
pathways through the landscape, a glimpse into the diverse ecosystems
of the region, and recreational as well as educational opportunities. Aside
from portions of the Kentucky River, most of the waterways in the Bluegrass
Region are not suitable for motorized boats. However, with the growing
popularity of sports such as kayaking and canoeing (Kayak History, n.d),
more can be done to take advantage of these smaller waterways which
exists all over the Bluegrass Region and Commonwealth of Kentucky
(Figure 4.G.20).
Although many streams throughout the Bluegrass Region have the
ability to support paddle recreation, Stoner Creek shows potential and is the
focus of this section. The goal of this project is not to identify all possible
streams in the region and give design suggestions for each of them, but
rather it is to show the design process on one stream which can then be
applied to others by the stakeholders.
Stoner Creek originates in the northern portion of Clark County,
just north of Winchester, Kentucky. It flows north through Bourbon County,
bisecting the City of Paris, Kentucky. The stream then joins with Hinkston
Creek to become the South Fork of the Licking River at the northern edge
of Bourbon County. The Licking River continues north through Harrison
County bisecting the City of Cynthiana, Kentucky. The Licking River
eventually empties into the Ohio River near the City of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Another reason this stream corridor is so valuable is that a rail-line parallels
the stream along much of its length. Even though the rail line is currently
active, there are opportunities to use that right-of-way for a shared-use railwith-trail facility. Stoner Creek provides the opportunity to apply the entire
process that will be outlined in this report. It is the goal of this section to
make the development of paddle trails in the Bluegrass Region a possibility
in the future and to create interest in making it happen.

Benefits

Water trails serve the community by providing the opportunity for
healthy recreation, new business, and educational possibilities. Canoeing
and kayaking originated sometime around the 11th century by the Inuits,
Aleuts, and other natives. Their personal watercrafts were used for
fishing and hunting. By the 20th Century, people had taken the idea of
the kayak and were then boating down rivers in them for sport (Kayak
History, n.d.). The sport of kayaking has grown and evolved into a popular
and competitive sport. In the age of technology, it is easy to learn about
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Figure 4.G.20: Deveoping a map such as this one, which shows streams that have enough
flow and depth to support recreational watercrafts, is the first step in the process of
identifying and designing water trails.
Source: Map created by David Leever: data from Kentucky Geography Network

kayaking and canoeing and is particularly easy to get involved with these
sports. Businesses, such as liveries and gear shops, make it easier for
people to try out and get involved in paddle sports. These businesses
create jobs and can boost economic vitality in an area. Currently, there
are no livery or guiding services available for Stoner Creek. The only
business of this type in the region is located on The Elkhorn Creek. As
more people get involved in paddle sports, it presents an opportunity and a
responsibility to educate people about stream ecosystems and historically
significant features along the streams. Through education people will better
understand the world around them; it is hopeful that they will develop a
sense of responsibility to be stewards of these streams.

Design / Development

Regional Inventory and Analysis
The process of designing a water trail in the Bluegrass Region
begins with the decision of which stream to use. An inventory and analysis
must be conducted across all of the streams in the region. Overlay
mapping is an effective analysis tool which can be used to identify the
streams which are most suitable for paddle recreation (Figure 4.G.21).
Using data downloaded from the Kentucky Geography Network (kygeonet.
ky.gov) for ArcGIS software by Environmental Systems Research Institute
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Figure 4.G.21 Overlay map analyzing Stoner Creek as it passes through Paris, Kentucky.
Stoner Creek is suitable for a recreational paddle trail because it has bordering public lands,
connects two cities, and is paralleled by a rail-line.
Source: Map created by David Leever: data from Kentucky Geography Network
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An overlay mapping method was developed using ArcGIS and was
used for the inventory and analysis of Stoner Creek. There were six major
layers that were used to analyze Stoner Creek. The most important factors
when developing water trails are which streams are navigable by small
boats and where they travel through the landscape. State, county, and city
parks are important layers because any public park that sits adjacent to a
navigable stream could have the potential to support an access point. The
mapping of Stoner Creek showed the existence of multiple parks in both
Paris and Cynthiana which border the creek approximately 28 miles apart.
A layer containing all of the roads in the area provides information on where
roads cross and run adjacent to the navigable streams. Existing right-ofways, both private and public, can sometimes support public access to
a stream. Rail-line right-of-ways were also used in the analysis of Stoner
Creek and showed the existence of an active rail-line that parallels much of
the creek. Existing public fishing access points were also utilized as a layer
to analyze Stoner Creek feasibility. This revealed that the creek had several
public fishing access points clustered mostly near Paris and Cynthiana.
This approach focuses the process before on-the-ground work/permissions
need to occur.
Public Input and Feedback
It is important to get public input and feedback throughout the
process (Figure 4.G.22). After the completion of the initial analysis phase
is a good time to hold an initial public meeting before continuing the
process in isolation. The meetings should be public but in order to receive
useful feedback, specific invitations need to be sent to paddle enthusiasts,
landowners, and local practitioners in related fields such as landscape
architecture, engineering, and planning. Some of the participants will
support the project while others will raise concerns and problems. While
these problems can be difficult, it is better to resolve them at the beginning
of the process before too much time is spent on the design. Some people
may have helpful ideas for access points or parallel trail corridors. Paddlers
will bring ideas of what they need and want at access points and along the
streams.

Figure 4.G.22: Obtaining stakeholder input is of primary importance during the
conceptualization stage of the design process and will help insure a successful project.
Source: Brian Lee
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Public input was of great help in choosing Stoner Creek (Figure
4.G.23) for the focus of this section. There were other streams with the
potential for becoming water trails including the Elkhorn, which already
has some infrastructure for paddle sports. Stoner Creek offers a unique
experience because it provides a “clean slate” of sorts and the opportunity
to engage the whole design/development process. Through discussions at
public meetings, it was determined that Paris, Kentucky has a proposed trail
that will parallel Stoner Creek and connect a string of three city parks.
It was also learned that there are people who currently use Stoner Creek for
recreational paddling even though the infrastructure is lacking.
Stream Analysis & Access Inventory
Once the initial analysis is complete and the public issues and
concerns have been addressed, a stream can be selected if there were
multiple choices identified through the inventory and analysis process.
The next step is a more in-depth inventory and analysis of the selected
stream. This step is similar to the first one, but it is focused on identifying
the specific access points and noting other opportunities presented by the
stream. Once again, overlay mapping can be used to help identify sites
that would be suitable for public access to the stream. This level of analysis
is done at a smaller scale and can benefit from new map layers such as
aerial imagery and topographic contour lines. This new information can
help determine whether a particular site can support public access to the
stream. It is also important to inventory all of the characteristics that make a
stream unique and interesting. These characteristics could include historic
elements such as mills, dams, bridges, and homesteads. Other ecological/
geological characteristics such as palisades and unique flora and fauna
should be noted as well.
Through the overlay mapping method several access points were
identified along the Stoner Creek – Licking River Corridor. Garrard Park
in Paris is located adjacent to the creek at the confluence of Houston and
Stoner Creek. This park provides spacious public land adjacent to the

stream in the heart of the City of Paris. In Cynthiana, the River Road Ball
Park sits at the junction of a Gray’s Run and the South Fork of the Licking
River.
Using the newly added layer of aerial imagery, an analysis of the
land-cover can be developed. This will help determine if there is sufficient
space for public access. Adding the topographic contour layer will help
clarify the slope of the land on the site which is important in identifying the
ability of the land to support a boat ramp and other types of infrastructure.
Both Garrard Park and River Road Ball Park are located at the confluence of
two streams which tend to have gentler slopes ideal for access with boats.
Using the roads layer an analysis of roadway intersections and
parallels can be performed. Along Stoner Creek there are several roadway
rights-of-way that both parallel and intersect the creek. Peacock Road
parallels Stoner Creek for a while just north of Paris and could provide
space for a basic access point including parking and a boat ramp. At
the confluence of Hinkston and Stoner Creeks, there are two roads that
could provide access to Stoner Creek and the Licking River. Ruddle’s Mill
Cynthiana Road crosses Hinkston Creek just up-stream from the South
Fork of the Licking River. Shawhan Road parallels Stoner Creek (also just
up-stream from the South Fork of the Licking River). These four locations
provide a range of design opportunities which will be addressed further
in this section. Figure 4.D.24 shows an example of how all of the imagery
layers come together to help determine the suitability of a site.
The utilization of land that is already publicly owned or can be used
by the public is likely to be the most inexpensive way to develop put-ins and
take-outs for paddle trails, but it is not the only option. In some cases, there
may be no existing public land available to locate an access. In this case,
land must be purchased by the government or organizations and made
open to the public. Federal assistance is possible through the National
Park Service: Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program. Another
option is for businesses, such as liveries, to purchase land along the stream
and allow the public to use it as an access point. Non-profit organizations
that represent the water corridors can purchase land and make it available
to the public. An example of this approach is seen in the Little Miami River
Trail in southeastern Ohio. Little Miami Incorporated “…owns over 50
nature preserves along the Little Miami and several tributaries, preserving
over 12% of the Little Miami’s riverfront forests. An additional 39% of the
riverfront lands are protected through public and quasi-public ownership.”
(Little Miami Inc., n.d.). More information about the Little Miami Scenic Trail
and River can be found in the Destinations Section of this report. They offer
a variety of services such as developing a vision, identifying resources, and
offering technical support.

Figure 4.G.23: Stoner Creek is a scenic stream which connects Paris and Cynthiana,
Kentucky, and is suitable for recreational canoeing and kayaking.
Source: David Leever
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Recommendation

A National Scenic River designation could go a long way toward
developing a water trail. It would aid in the conservation of lands
surrounding the stream and it would help draw attention to the stream.
Kentucky currently has only one registered National Scenic River which
is the Red River, but there are other states such as Oregon which has
over 50 streams and rivers designated (National wild and scenic rivers,
n.d.). Kentucky could pursue the designation of more streams in the state,
which could aid in the development of recreational trails along these water
corridors. There are certain criteria which the streams must meet in order
to qualify for the National Scenic River registry. This registry recognizes
streams with “outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic,
fish and wildlife, historic, cultural or other similar values” (Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, 1968). For details of these criteria, visit http://www.rivers.gov/
publications.html#wsract.

Stoner Creek has opportunities for each of the three levels of access
points. Garrard Park in Paris has sufficient space for a level 3 access. In
Cynthiana, the River Road Ball Park, which has an existing boat launch,
provides an opportunity for a level-1 or level-2 access point. Where Peacock
Road parallels the creek, there is an opportunity for a level-1 access.

Garrard Park Access: Paris, Kentucky

The Garrard Park Access that is proposed by this report is located at
the southwest corner of the park. It is a level-3 access that can accommodate
between 25 and 30 vehicles and is fully compliant with the Americans with
Disabilities Act so that it may be enjoyed by everyone. It has a turnaround
drop-off area for vehicles with boat trailers. A small building tucked behind
a tree-line offers bathrooms and running potable water as well as a spacious
shelter area for gatherings and instructional sessions. The boat ramp which
is less than an 8% grade enters the water on the downstream side of Houston
Creek.

Figure 4.D.24: Site analysis map of Garrard Park, Paris, Kentucky. In order to analyze the
viability of possible access points, it is helpful to use map layers with aerial photographs and
topographic contours.
Source: Map created by David Leever: data from Kentucky Geography Network

Gaining and programming public access to the stream is the
most crucial aspect of developing water trails. Through research and
development within this project, a three-level hierarchical system has been
created for programming the public connection to the waterway. Each
of the three levels has a set of program elements. A level-1 access point
needs to have parking and a boat launch. A level-2 access point includes
parking, boat launch, and a composting toilet. A level-3 access includes
parking, boat launch, bathrooms/showers, running water, and a picnic area
with a shelter (Figure 4.G.25).

Figure 4.G.25: Preliminary plan of proposed Garrard Park Access in Paris, Kentucky. This image illustrates what a level-3 access point could look like, including elements such as parking,
restrooms, shelter, running water and a boat ramp all designed to ADA accessibility standards.
Source: David Leever
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Peacock Road Access

Peacock Road parallels Stoner Creek for approximately two miles
providing opportunities for parking and a boat ramp. In some places, there
are significant slopes between the roadway and the stream which may
inhibit accessibility to the stream. The proposed Peacock Road Access is
a level-1 access which uses the roadway right-of-way for a gravel parking
pull-off and a boat launch. The boat launch might have to include steps or
terraces due to steep banks in that area of the stream.
River Road Access: Cynthiana, Kentucky
The proposed River Road Access in Cynthiana is located across
River Road from the ball park near an existing boat ramp. Since the park
offers several amenities already, the only alterations needed are for parking
and accessibility. This design solution offers pull-off parking along River
Road, an expanded boat drop-off area, and an upgraded boat ramp.
Figure 4.G.26 shows the current site conditions while 4.G.27 is a photorendering of what the site could look like with the alterations mentioned.

Figure 4.G.26: Photograph of existing conditions at the River Road Access in Cynthiana, Kentucky. This site has an existing boat ramp into the South Fork of the Licking River, a small pull-off
area, and basic signage warning users of dangerous currents upstream along with information about the management of the boat ramp.
Source: David Leever

A parallel overland trail is something that could make Stoner
Creek Water Trail stand out and attract more users. Currently, there is an
active rail-line that parallels the Stoner Creek/Licking River corridor. While
designing trails along active rail-lines is not the ideal situation, there are
examples around the country that have been successful. A gallery of
innovative trail solutions can be found at http://www.americantrails.org/.
Figure 4.G.28 is a section that shows the physical relationship between the
water trail and what could be a rail-trail. A parallel overland trail will allow
users to drop bikes off downstream, park at their chosen put-in, paddle
down the water trail, and ride their bike back up to their car. This eliminates
the need for two vehicles or a shuttle. It also adds a new aspect and
vibrancy to the stream corridor.
As with many of the streams in the Bluegrass Region, Stoner
Creek is rich in history and has very unique ecological and geological
underpinnings. It is important to express these in the design of a water
trail. There are two ways that people can learn about the landscape; one is
through educational signage, the other is through interpretive installments
or public art. The best place for these elements is at the access points
because at those points they will be visible to more people. Not only will
there be users of the water trail, but there will be people visiting the park or
stopping to look at the stream. The subject of the installments will focus
on things such as watersheds, water runoff, Kentucky’s karst geology, flora
and fauna, flooding, as well as historic dams, mills, and bridges. With this
education it is hopeful that people will begin to understand the ecological
impacts humans have and that they will develop a sense of stewardship
toward these stream corridors. As people understand more about stream
ecosystems and historic landmarks, it will become increasingly easier to
develop water trails in the future.
Figure 4.G.29 is an example of what a water trail map might look
like. This map would appear on signage located at the access points and
could be printed and distributed to raise awareness about the stream. The
map shows all of the access points and the amenities at each as well as the
mileage between them.
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Figure 4.G.27: Photoshop montage illustrating proposed elements to enhance the River Road Access in Cynthiana, Kentucky. Revitalizing this access point at the South Fork of the Licking River
will attract people to the river and encourage them to take advantage of the recreational opportunities that it provides. Informational signage and educational art can be used to inform people
about the stream’s ecosystem and history.
Source: David Leever

Figure 4.G.28: Section view of proposed rail-to-trail option. Creating a parallel trail along the
stream corridor will make the area more viable for recreation by catering to a variety of users.
Source: David Leever
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Figure 4.G.29 Stoner Creek Water Trail Map. A map such as this one would appear at each
access point and could be distributed to raise awareness of the recreational opportunities
available along the stream corridor.
Source: Map created by David Leever: data from Kentucky Geography Network
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The James River Water Trail
Written by: Gabriel Presley

Location: The James River. Springfield, Missouri
Length: Six Miles
Surface: Water
Date Designed/Planned: Unknown
Construction Completed: Unknown
Construction Cost: Unknown
Landscape Architect: Unknown
Client/Developer: Ozark Greenways
Consultants/Architects: Unknown
Managed by: Ozark Greenways
Introduction

The Ozark Region of southern Missouri is home to many beautiful
rivers and streams. Of note is the Ozark River National Monument which
encompasses 113,000 acres along 190 miles of the Jack’s Fork, Current,
and Eleven Point rivers. These three rivers and their surrounding landscapes
were first protected in 1964, making them the first nationally protected wild
river systems (Did you know?, 2010).
Approximately 1.5 million visitors access the Ozark River National
Monument annually (Did you know?, 2010). These rivers are located in
southern Missouri and are roughly five hours of driving from either Kansas
City or Saint Louis. This central location and has made the Ozark River
National Monument a part of the average Missourian’s annual outdoor
recreation.

Kansas City
St. Louis

Ozark River National
Monument

Springfield
James River Water Trail

Figure 4.H.2: This map illustrates the location of the James River Water Trail relative to the
Ozark River National Monument, Kansas City, Springfield, and St. Louis.
Source: Gabe Presley, http://msdis.missouri.edu

Figure 4.H.1: Floating the James River Water Trail
Source: Terry Whaley
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Many Missourians look to no other destinations when considering
float trips because of the beauty, and the relative ease of access present
at the Ozark River National Monument. Although this destination is very
popular, it is not the only place in the Ozarks to experience beautiful rivers.
The reason is because Missouri is home to an abundance of publicly owned
and navigable rivers. Unfortunately, these rivers are often inaccessible and
underutilized by anyone outside of their surrounding communities. One
good example of an overlooked Ozark River is the James River.
The James River begins near the town of Marshfield, Missouri
and terminates at Table Rock Lake where the River continues into the
White River. The James River comes as close as six miles to downtown
Springfield, a city of 420,000 people. Here, the river is dammed to create
Lake Springfield. Lake Springfield serves as a water supply as well as a
resource for the local electric generation facility. Although the James River
supports these public amenities, it was not being utilized to its full potential
as a recreational destination. This is where Ozark Greenways comes into
the picture.

This Water trail development was relatively straightforward
compared to other projects that Ozark Greenways had previously
developed. The first priority was to establish a public access point. This
was secured through the Missouri Department of Conservation who
granted permission to Ozark Greenways to use existing gravel put-in for the
trailhead. This put-in is located at the Joe Crighton Canoe Access (Figure
4.H.4) which is six miles upstream from the take-out at Lake Springfield
Park. While the trail terminus was determined in part by the physical barrier
of the Lake Springfield Dam, the Lake Springfield Park served as an ideal
location to end the water trail. This is because of the park’s control of
existing aquatic infrastructure.

Another step in the development process was raising funds for
the creation of signage and kiosks (Figure 4.H.5). Ozark Greenways
accomplished this by applying for grants through the American Canoeing
Association and the LAD Foundation. The LAD foundation is “a Missouri
private operating foundation dedicated to sustainable forest management,
protection of exemplary natural and cultural areas in Missouri, and providing
support and advocacy for projects and policies which have a positive
influence in the Missouri Ozark region” (The L.A.D. Foundation, n.d.).

Design and Development

The design and development of the James River Water Trail (Figure
4.H.3) began with Ozark Greenways. Ozark Greenways is a “Citizens group
working to develop a comprehensive network of public greenway trails in
Springfield, Missouri” (Ozark Greenways Incorporated, 2008). A phone
interview with Terry Whaley, Ozark Greenway’s Director, was conducted in
February, 2010.
The conversation with Mr. Whaley began by discussing the
motivations for creating the James River Water Trail. Mr. Whaley explained
that prior to the trail, the James River was being used by only a handful of
Springfield’s citizens. This small group was fortunate to have access to the
river as well as the private equipment necessary to navigate the waterway.
In order to broaden the amount of users on the James River, it became
necessary for Ozark Greenways to create easier access, as well as raising
public awareness of the recreational opportunities which were so close to
Springfield. They accomplished this task through the creation of the James
River Water Trail. This development enabled the people of Springfield
access to an Ozark waterway outside of Ozark River National Monument.

Figure 4.H.4: An improved boat-launch area has been created at the Joe Creighton Access,
including concrete steps into the water.
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley

Mr. Whaley explained that the exceptionally important reason to
develop the James River Water Trail was raising community support for
other trail building projects. This is because a water trail is much easier to
develop than a traditional bike trail. All of the rivers in Missouri are owned by
the public, which eliminates the need to buy the property. River trails only
require public river access and sufficient marketing to get people to use the
trail. Once the public begins to use this resource, it will be much easier to
garner support for the development of more difficult trails throughout the
region. This trail system might include; biking, hiking, or equestrian users.
Figure 4.H.3: A map of the James River Water Trail.

Source: http://www.ozarkgreenways.org/JR_Water_Trail_map.pdf
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Figure 4.H.5: Signage at the Joe Creighton Access Canoe Access.
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley
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Future Plans

Without question, the primary benefactors from the development of
the James River Water Trail were the people of Springfield. The James River
has also benefited from the addition of the Water Trail. Volunteer groups
have planted trees to help stabilize the river bank (Figure 4.H.6) as well as
organizing several clean-up days (Figure 4.H.7). This interaction between
the people of Springfield and the James River is building momentum for
future improvements.

There were some unpredicted economic benefits which came about
after trail construction and which will hopefully continue in the future. For
example, the Springfield Government built an attractive boathouse on the
bank of Lake Springfield which serves as the trail’s terminus (Figure 4.H.8).
This has allowed the local government to rent canoes to people who wish
to take them on the lake, or paddle up the James River Water Trail (Lake
Springfield Park, 2010).
The James River Water Trail has given private canoe outfitters
increased business in the Ozark Region. The national outdoor sporting
goods chain, Bass Pro Shops, which originates from Springfield, Missouri
conducts the Outdoor Fitness Festival (Bass Pro Shops, 2010) which
includes canoe and kayak racing events on Lake Springfield which creates
economic benefits of its own.
The success of the James River Water Trail is encouraging for the
future of further trail development within the Springfield Trail Network. The
most direct improvement is the proposed bike trail which would parallel the
water route. Other connections are being proposed which will extend the
water trail downstream of the Lake Springfield Dam.

Conclusion

The final questions for Mr. Whaley were about whether or not he had
any lessons that he would like to share with anyone who may seek to create
a water trail. His first of four suggestions regarding long term funding. This
lesson was learned after a few kiosks were destroyed during a flood. Those
kiosks were originally funded through grants, and the funds to replace
the kiosks were not readily available. Also, this can serve as a reminder to
observe flood patterns and to develop permanent structures to withstand
flooding, or build them upon higher ground.
The second lesson concerns marketing. Marketing the trail system
is vital to its success because the public needs to be aware of the trail’s
existence before they are likely to use it. One strategy which can attract
more users is promoting the health benefits of a clean river, along with a
healthy and active lifestyle. The more people interact with the river, the more
that they will become aware of the quality of the environment and drinking
water. Some organizations such as the Ozark Mountain Paddlers Club have
taken part in river clean-up days since the creation of the James River Water
Trail.
Along with marketing, there is a need for businesses which will
support trail use. For a water trail, this would be an outfitter that would rent
or sell canoes and kayaks. This is similar to a bike trail which is supported
by bike repair shops. Both of these businesses are necessary for many
stakeholders who intend to use the trail, but do not own the equipment.

Figure 4.H.6: Volunteers plant native species to help stabilize the bank at Joe Crighton
Access Boat-launch on the James River Water Trail.
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley
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The fourth strategy encourages mulitmodal use of the trail by linking
water trails with bike trails. This seems counter intuitive because bikes
cannot float, and canoes are hard to paddle down asphalt, but Mr. Whaley
brought up a clever alternative; participants along the trail may rent a key,
which will allow them to unlock a bike or a boat. This would require that
each trailhead would have the ability to safely store both bikes and boats.
Having this extra accessibility allows the user to move from one trail type to
another seamlessly without confronting the logistics and limitations of the
equipment.

Lake Springfield

Figure 4.H.8: An illustrated masterplan of Lake Springfield Park which shows the location
of the boathouse relative to the marina, the James River, and Lake Springfield.
Source: http://www.parkboard.org/info/city_parks/images/lake_spfd_master_plan.jpg

The success of the James River Water Trail can be credited to
Ozark Greenways. Their vision to create a water trail on the James River
has exposed Springfield’s residents, and many others to the benefits of
recreational trails. The future expansion of this water trail, greenways, and
others like them will be exciting to watch as Springfield develops its trail
network.

Figure 4.H.7: The Ozark Mountain Paddlers Club has organized several river clean-up days
and plans to continue.
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley
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Figure 4.H.10: A lone kayaker waiting patiently after casting his fishing line.
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley

Ozark Greenways
PO Box 50733
Springfield, MO 65805.
www.ozarkgreenways.org

Figure 4.H.9: Canoeing the James River Water Trail
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley
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Figure 4.H.11: A newly installed bench along the James River offers a peaceful place to rest.
Image Courtesy: Terry Whaley
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Bluegrass History Trail
Written by: Joshua R. Berry
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Figure 4.I.1: Map of the Bluegrass History Trail over the 15 county study area produced using ESRI ArcGIS. This map shows the virtual trail routes from the Kentucky’s Frontier Trails study,
both proposed driving trails, and historic site locations.
Sources: Joshua R. Berry; UK Department of Geography; ESRI ArcGIS; Kentucky Geography Network

The Bluegrass History Trail is an innovative trail approach within the
Beyond the Legacy trail system with the goal of helping people connect to
the history of the Bluegrass Region. The concept for this trail was developed
in part based on in-depth research and analysis by Karl Raitz, Nancy
O’Malley, Dick Gilbreath, and Jeff Levy (faculty/staff in the Department of
Geography at the University of Kentucky) for the Kentucky’s Frontier Trails
project. The idea that trails from late eighteenth century Kentucky could be
logically mapped and coherently pieced together led to a desire to take
this information even further than a two dimensional map. Some of the key
historic sites along these trails still exist, and may be visited today. Other
sites and the trails themselves no longer exist, but can be recreated virtually
in order to experience a small part of the Bluegrass’ formative history. Thus,
the Bluegrass History Trail is composed of two types of trails: driving trails
with signage connecting numerous historic sites and trail areas, and virtual
trails that use existing technology to virtually recreate historic pioneer trails
(see Figure 4.I.1). These two trail types combine to provide local residents,
students, and tourists easy access to information about the Bluegrass
Region’s history. Other resources proved critical in fully understanding what
historical entities remain in the Bluegrass Region, such as the Kentucky
Department of Parks and the Friends of Lower Howard’s Creek. Stakeholder
contributions during Beyond the Legacy’s public meetings were very
positive and helpful, helped shape this project into having a broader scope,
and placed more attention on the educational aspects of the trail approach.
This resulted in a focus on finding new and creative ways to learn about
the history of the Bluegrass Region, and ultimately form a template for any
similar type of educational/recreational trail.

Analysis

Other trail approaches described in this report have focused on
physical design proposals. The Bluegrass History Trail continues some
aspects of the other trail approaches, yet overall it follows a different
approach that diverges from what is considered typical trail design.
A typical trail system consists of physical trails that traverse land
or water in order to provide connections between a variety of destinations.
Implementing this trail system may pose problems—especially when a
trail’s path lies on inaccessible land (privately-owned property), or when the
important destinations along the proposed trail route no longer exist. There
are solutions but they may be different than what one might typically expect.
The Bluegrass Region holds a wealth of history for the state of
Kentucky. From Kentucky’s formative years when Daniel Boone and others
explored the native landscape, to the Civil War era when the North and
South violently struggled against one another, the Bluegrass Region
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contained many important locations, trails, and areas of significance within
the entire state. Paying homage to Kentucky’s past is very important to a
wide stakeholder base, which is why the topic of “Bluegrass History” was
chosen to represent the trail approaches discussed in this section.
Most of the historic trails dating back to the late eighteenth century
in Kentucky have long since been abandoned and have eroded away due
to development and natural processes. Numerous forts, stations, watering
holes, houses, mills, and other structures built in Kentucky’s formative years
have also disappeared from the landscape. Thus, the Bluegrass History
Trail required alternatives from the literal, physical trail system.

Overall Design Concept

To meet these different needs, two trail design approaches were
designed to provide valuable resources to those who are interested in
the Bluegrass Region’s history (Figure 4.I.1). These consist of a driving
trail concept and a virtual trail concept. By including two trail types in the
design, the Bluegrass History Trail can effectively provide educational
information and personal enjoyment with currently available technology.
More importantly, the proposed approaches to trail design given in this
section are intended to act as models which may be followed to accomplish
a broad range of objectives.

Driving Trail Design Concept

The first component of the Bluegrass History Trail is a driving trail
system, intended for use by motor vehicles and cyclists. Driving trails offer
a physical way to interact with history by allowing people to drive through
the Bluegrass Region and explore both existing historic sites and those
that have vanished through educational signage. These trails also have two
benefits over traditional trail systems: lower cost and minimal construction
requirements. The primary trail feature consists of directional and
educational signs. Directional signs would be located along roads within the
public right-of-way, connecting a series of historic sites or markers (Figure
4.I.2). Educational signs near nonexistent historic sites would be similar in

Figure 4.I.2: Example of directional signage along Athens-Boonesboro Road with trail logo
along the Pioneer Heritage Trail (driving trail). This type of signage system would provide trail
users with easy navigation between historic sites and markers.

nature to existing historical markers, or could even be designed for inclusion
in the current system. New road work would not typically be required, as
the trails follow along existing public-access roads. This also minimizes
complications due to land acquisition in order to complete the trail system.
Thus, by concentrating driving trails along existing rights-of-way, approval
for adding signage is typically only needed from government transportation
departments.
An example of what a driving trail could look like is the Civil War
Heritage Trail (CWHT), a driving trail route developed from the Beyond the
Legacy project. As previously mentioned, the Bluegrass Region played
perhaps the largest role of any Kentucky region in the Civil War. It contains
landmarks and battlefields that are significant on a national level and
that are also representative of the life and times of the Civil War period in
Kentucky’s social history. A driving trail could provide a unique opportunity
to someone interested in Kentucky’s Civil War history to experience a variety
of these significant historic sites in an easy-to-navigate and enjoyable
manner. The following example demonstrates the usefulness and simplicity
of the driving trail concept, which may be applied to numerous topics and
interests.
The beginning of the Civil War Heritage Trail would be located at
the Perryville Battlefield Historic Park in western Boyle County. The site is
already a state park commemorating the Battle of Perryville, complete with
historical signage, a museum, and self-guided walking trails, so little more
would be needed there. The Battle of Perryville was the largest and arguably
the most significant Civil War battle in the entire state, representing the
last real chance that the Confederacy had to win the war in Kentucky. After
leaving Perryville, one may follow proposed CWHT directional signs east
through Danville, then turn northeast towards Nicholasville. These signs
would, of course, be designed specific to the CWHT in order to create a
unifying image for the trail route. Before arriving in Nicholasville, users could
visit the Camp Nelson Civil War Heritage Park or the Camp Nelson National
Cemetery. Here, a series of CWHT educational signs describing the unique
history and importance of the sites could be added to help trail users
interpret what they see before them. Continuing north towards Lexington,
the trail would stop at the Waveland State Historic Site, which maintains
a representation of plantation life in Kentucky during the late 1800s. This
would be significant to understanding the social customs and lifestyles
of wealthy Kentuckians in the region, who often determined the direction
that the Bluegrass Region—and the state as a whole—would follow, both
socially and politically. After following additional CWHT directional signage
through Lexington and continuing southeast toward Richmond, a stop
would include the White Hall Historic Site, home of Cassius Marcellus Clay,
who was an important American political figure in the 19th century. This
would provide an additional, albeit similar experience for the trail user as
Waveland, except here they could gain more insight into the political history
of the Bluegrass Region and Kentucky during the Civil War. The final leg of
the CWHT would end just southeast of Richmond, at the Battle of Richmond
Battlefield Park. Here, much could be added in terms of signage in many
areas of the battlefield to educate trail users on the events of this intriguing

Civil War battle. The battle represents one of the clearest Confederate
victories in the entire war, as they routed and captured several thousand
Union troops in the area. Upon completion of the Civil War Heritage Trail,
one would have experienced a well-rounded perspective on the life, culture,
society, and battles surrounding the Civil War era in the Bluegrass Region
through a driving trail.

Virtual Trail Design Concept

The second component of the Bluegrass History Trail is a
technology-focused, virtual trail system viewable through Google Earth.
This is a program that allows the user to experience a bird’s-eye view of
the entire Earth using aerial (mostly satellite) imagery. Users may download
this program free-of-charge, then freely explore anywhere they choose.
This program was chosen to “host” the Bluegrass History Trail’s virtual trails
because of its free cost, ease-of-use, and because it is a widely accepted
program. Google Earth also allows the user to make relatively easy
modifications and edits to data—as well as how they view it—allowing the
user to personalize his or her experience in the program.
The overall purpose of the virtual trail approach is to provide a traillike experience where one would otherwise be impossible. As mentioned
earlier, there are many historical trails and sites—such as those defined
by the Kentucky’s Frontier Trails project—that no longer exist or would be
impossible to literally reconstruct as they would traverse over privatelyowned property. Therefore, a virtual trail would provide a virtual, bird’s-eye
overview of where certain historic trails and sites would have existed shown
over current three-dimensional aerial imagery. A virtual trail could also
provide additional information that could not be readily accessible on a
traditional, physical trail. These benefits and more helped guide the design
process for the virtual trail approach.
As shown in Figure 4.I.3, this alternative trail system will provide a
virtual map of historic trail routes and site locations, along with quick access
to relevant and more in-depth information. Items that may be included are
text entries, photos and other graphics, links to websites with additional
information, and educational videos hosted on YouTube. Virtual tours may
also be recorded and utilized to provide a guided, comprehensive view of
an historic trail, and may include the information stated above as well as
audio narration. 3D building models may also be viewed in Google Earth,
or may be custom built with Google Building Maker or Google SketchUp to
include with a specific virtual trail. All of these various components are held
together in either KML files(“Keyhole Markup Language”—files designed for
use in Google Earth) or KMZ files (zipped KML files holding multiple data
entities) that may be distributed or made available online to be freely used
in Google Earth.
In addition to this report, a KMZ file will be made freely available that
includes several trails from Beyond the Legacy and, more specifically, the
Bluegrass History Trail. The driving trails, virtual pioneer trails, and historic
site locations researched throughout this project will be included in this
file. A portion of the Boone’s Trace pioneer trail has been developed to

Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth
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Figure 4.I.3: Example of the Fort Boonesborough historic site with information bubble.
Possibilities include text, web links, images, and video links. The Boone’s Trace pioneer
trail is shown in gold.
Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth; Kentucky State Parks

contain many of the features mentioned above, including the Boone Station
Historic Site, Lower Howard’s Creek, Fort Boonesborough, and the Battle
of Richmond - Battlefield Park. These are a few limited examples of the
potential currently available with existing technology. Due to time constraints
as an undergraduate student project, more in-depth research could not be
devoted to all of the virtual trails. The intent of this example is to provide a
template for future expansion upon the Bluegrass History Trail, as well as
create a context in which continued communication may occur to further
develop ideas formed during the Beyond the Legacy project.

A Method For Virtual Trail Development

The primary software required to create and interact with virtual
trails is Google Earth, which may be downloaded for free from the Google
website listed in the References portion at the end of this section. Other
programs, such as ArcGIS software from the Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI) can be extremely helpful to accomplish advanced
functions and determine statistics. Both Google Earth and ArcGIS were
used extensively during the Beyond the Legacy project to form the virtual
trail approach. The following discussions will demonstrate the basic
functions, elements, and layouts of the programs and files used in this
section, specifically as they relate to virtual trail design. First, a general
overview is provided of Google Earth, followed by basic steps to creating
a trail. Next, several tips are provided to help a trail designer customize a
trail to the specific parameters they desire, as well as effectively navigate
through problem areas during development. Finally, a description is
given of the KMZ file structure provided with this report, a description of
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its components, and how the file may be used within Google Earth. The
primary hope of this section and the provided KMZ file is that stakeholders
will take the information and advice provided and expand upon it in order to
create even more in-depth, useful, and meaningful virtual trails to satisfy a
wide variety of purposes.

Most of the difficulties encountered during the virtual trail design
were solved by solutions found on Google’s KML Coding and ESRI’s
Desktop 9.3 Help websites, as well as other group blogs and websites such
as the Google Earth Blog and the Google Earth Community forums. Links to
these websites are provided in the References portion of this section.

To begin, there are three types of features used in virtual trails within
Google Earth: placemarks, lines (trails), and recorded tours. Placemarks
may contain large amounts of information (as mentioned in the Virtual Trail
Design Concept portion), and represent a single point on the globe. Lines
connect a series of points to form one continuous line, or “trail” as they are
referred to in this section. Recorded tours capture any actions performed
in Google Earth during a period of time determined by the user. For this
project, recorded tours were created by playing a tour of a line (essentially
moving the camera along the virtual trail), and pausing at key placemarks
(historic sites). The tour is a recording of these movements and actions, and
may be saved as a KML file along with the other placemarks and connected
placemarks.

In order to effectively use the KMZ file provided with this report, it
is important to understand what the file is, how to identify and understand
various components in the file, and how to navigate through the file
structure within Google Earth.

The first step in creating a virtual trail is to identify key locations or
points from which to design connections. Next, connect these points with
as simple a line as possible that follows the desired route. It is crucial that
all points and lines are georeferenced appropriately in order for the virtual
trail to be correctly represented. By downloading and installing ArcScript
#16797, developed by Anna Klimaszewski-Patterson, a tool is created
called “Convert KML to SHP” that is listed within the “Convert GPSFile
to SHP” toolbox within the ArcToolbox in ArcGIS. This allows KML files
(composed of either points or lines)—to be converted into shapefiles (SHP
files) in ArcGIS, which proves extremely useful if data from Google Earth are
needed in ArcGIS. The reference to this ArcScript is listed in the References
portion of this section. ArcGIS also contains a “Layer to KML” conversion
tool, listed under “To KML” within the “Conversion Tools” toolbox. This allows
a feature or raster layer to be converted into a KML file to be used in Google
Earth. Both of these functions are critical to make the workflow between the
two programs practically seamless.
After designing the trail line, modifications may be made to satisfy
the particular needs of the trail. These include: description, color, width,
opacity, altitude (typically “clamped to ground”), and view. Each of these
may be modified within Google Earth by selecting the trail’s properties
menu. Individual placemarks may be modified in the same way, except
these include a palette from which to choose a representative icon, as well
as scales for both the icon and the placemark label. All of these attributes
may also be edited using HTML or KML code, providing even further
options for trail appearance. Specific coding terms and procedures will not
be addressed in this report, but Google provides a fairly exhaustive, yet
easy-to-understand KML coding reference which proved very useful (KML
coding works practically the same as HTML for editing KML files). The link
for this website is also listed under the References.
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To begin with, a KMZ file is once again simply a zipped KML file
(Google Earth file), which means it can group multiple KML or other files
together. This makes it easy to distribute complex file structures on a single
file, such as the one provided with this report.
As mentioned previously, there are various components that are
used in a KMZ file: folders, placemarks, lines (trails), and recorded tours.
Folders contain multiple components (and sometimes additional folders)
for easy organization within the file structure in Google Earth. Beside folders
will be a small box with a plus (+) or minus (-) sign inside. Click on the plus
sign to expand a folder and view more components, and conversely, click
on the minus sign to minimize a folder and hide components. Placemarks
pinpoint an exact location, and may contain a variety of information within a
“bubble”—these are represented as an individual icon. Lines, or “trails” as
they are called in this section, essentially connect multiple points to create a
route that may be viewed from above or be “played” and travelled along—
these are represented as three connected dots. Recorded tours are predetermined routes that may be “played,” allowing the viewer to experience a
sequence of events—these are represented as a video camera icon. Each
of these components may also be displayed or hidden using the check box
on the left.
Finally, a quick overview of the KMZ file designed for and provided
with this report will help the user navigate effectively through its contents.
NOTE: It is important to establish an Internet connection before opening
this file—Google Earth and this KMZ file require an Internet connection in
order to fully utilize their full potential. After opening the “Beyond the Legacy.
KMZ” file in Google Earth, a series of components may be seen under the
“Beyond the Legacy (selected trails)” folder beneath the “Places” window.
These include: Bluegrass History Trail folder, Lawrenceburg-VersaillesMidway Trail, Commuter Trails folder, Equestrian Trails folder, and the
Legacy Trail split into North and South segments. These may be expanded
to show additional components, as is shown in Figure 4.I.4. Within the
Bluegrass History Trail folder, three recorded tours are listed at the top,
each one showing a slightly different method of representing a portion of
the Boone’s Trace pioneer trail. Next is the Historic Sites folder, within which
are a variety of selected placemarks. Some are Kentucky State Parks,
while others are simply important historical areas, such as Lower Howard’s
Creek. Click on a placemark name (highlighted in blue and underlined) to
bring up its information bubble; double-click to navigate to that placemark.
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Within an information bubble may be a variety of elements as mentioned
previously. Click on Internet links to open up websites related to the
placemark. Similarly, video links from YouTube may also be clicked on and
played directly from Google Earth. An example of this is embedded within
the bubble for the “Battle of Richmond - Battlefield Park” placemark (see
Figure 4.I.5). Next is the Kentucky Pioneer Trails folder, listing trail segments
from the Kentucky’s Frontier Trails project provided by the University of
Kentucky Department of Geography. The beginning (north end) of “Boone’s
Trace (1/2)” has been given a majority of the detail work in order to provide
an example of how this technology may be used. If a trail is selected, it
may be played by clicking on the “play tour” button located on the bottom
right of the “Places” window. This function was used in recording the tours
mentioned previously. Tours may be paused, restarted, sped up, reversed,
and recorded. If a tour is recorded, make sure to save the tour by clicking
on the “save as” button located on the tour guidebar. Finally, the Driving
Trails folder lists the two proposed driving trails from this report. While these
would be physical driving trails with actual signage, this gives an example of
how virtual trails may be used to preview an actual trail within Google Earth
before visiting it in person. The rest of the virtual trails provided are selected
trail segment proposals from the Beyond the Legacy project, and are given
once again as an example of this technology’s potential with a variety of
trail circumstances. The entire file’s contents are shown in map form within
Google Earth in Figure 4.I.6.

Figure 4.I.5: Links to additional, outside sources of information about the locations are included
in the informational bubbles provided by Google Earth. An example of a link to a YouTube
video about that Battle of Richmond is seen here.
Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth

Driving Trail Recommendations

Typical benefits of a driving trail are lower costs and easier
implementation than, physical trail construction would require. Driving trails
that follow routes of a historical nature should use existing roadways to
follow as closely as possible to the original trails in order to maximize the
value of the trail experience. This will offer trail users the chance to relive
similar experiences through the Bluegrass as closely as possible to the
original trailblazers.

Figure 4.I.4: The file structure in Google Earth of the KMZ file provided with this report. Shown
here are the four components in a file: folders, placemarks, trails, and recorded tours. Trails
may be played by first selecting the trail, then clicking the “play tour” button shown at the
bottom right of the “Places” window.

In addition, driving trails should utilize a comprehensive signage
to connect existing historic sites in an integrated, educational trail system.
This network should be comprised of three components: directional
signage, trail markers, and educational/interpretive signage (as partly
shown in Figure 4.I.7). The most important initial steps in developing
this signage network would be to develop a consistent signage style and
design a logo or emblem specific to the trail system. This style and design
should be used in each signage type to quickly identify Bluegrass History
Trails for drivers. Signs should also follow current state, county, and local
transportation department signage standards. Refer to the following section
in the report for more information on trail standards for design, or contact
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Division of Highway Design at (502)
564-3280. Directional signage should be designed and placed in such a
way as to easily guide people from one historic site or marker to the next.
Signs should designate between pull off locations, Kentucky State Parks,
other historic sites, and trail markers. Trail markers—similar (or identical)
in style to existing historical markers—could be located along driving trails
to specify where an historic trail once existed and “crosses” the current

Fig 4.I.6: View of selected virtual trails from Beyond the Legacy, including the entire Bluegrass
History Trail system. Driving Trails are shown in pink, Pioneer Trails are shown in gold, and
Historic Sites are shown in cyan.
Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth; UK Department of Geography; Kentucky State Parks

Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth
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an African American Heritage Trail, connecting important and sacred
destinations and locations in the Bluegrass Region. These could include
the numerous hamlets that appeared in the nineteenth century around
Lexington, as well as churches, community spaces, commercial buildings,
and cemeteries - of particular interest to the African American Heritage
story. A base to build from would be the African American Heritage Trail
in Downtown Lexington, created by Doris Wilkinson and is available for
download and use from the Lexington Visitors Bureau website (provided
in the References portion). Another suggestion would be a Bluegrass
Equestrian Trail, allowing Bluegrass residents and visitors to experience
the history, culture, and social importance of the Bluegrass Region’s horse
farms. Horse farms eager to boost the local tourism economy could provide
unique tours as trail users arrived at each farm, while the driving trail itself
directed users through some of the most scenic and pastoral Bluegrass
landscapes. This could be correlated with or expanded from the existing
Lexington Walk and Bluegrass Country Drive (map available by contacting
the Lexington Visitors Bureau at (800) 845-3959).
Figure 4.I.7: Example of proposed directional and educational signage (and bench) at an
existing pull off area along South Yarnallton Pike (County Road 1977) in Lexington. A signage
system would provide trail users with easy navigation and information about historic sites.
Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth

road, signifying where historic research shows these trails once existed.
Educational (or “interpretive”) signage is intended to help interpret the
scene (or “landscape”) that someone on a trail is viewing. Educational signs
may include text, maps, timelines, and other images that educate trail users
on past events or persons, ecological situations along a trail, or a variety
of other issues. These signs should be placed at points of interest, historic
sites, Kentucky State Parks, pull off locations, and access points to other
trails. Refer to Wayside Exhibits: A Guide to Developing Outdoor Interpretive
Exhibits, published by the National Park Service, for excellent examples of
how to develop consistent and effective signage (a link to this resource is
provided in the References portion of this section).
Pull off locations may be implemented near historic trail routes—
perhaps at midpoints between existing historic sites—and give drivers the
opportunity to rest (by including benches), pick up informational material,
and experience the Bluegrass countryside from unique perspectives
not available elsewhere. These could be developed within right-of-way
boundaries or through construction easement agreements with local
landowners. A remnant example of one of these pull off locations may
still be found on South Yarnallton Pike (County Road 1977) in Lexington
alongside a horse farm (see Figure 4.I.7 for proposed additions to this
pull off site). While this is not connected with the proposed driving trails in
this section, it provides a good example of how a pull off might look and
function.
Two driving trails are suggested from this report: the Civil War
Heritage Trail (outlined above) and the Pioneer Heritage Trail. Beyond these
suggested trails, others may be found to be quite popular with residents
and tourists of the Bluegrass Region. One future suggestion would be
BEYOND THE LEGACY : UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Virtual Trail Recommendations
Existing technology made several virtual trail opportunities possible
in Beyond the Legacy, and opens up numerous possibilities for a wide
range of future endeavors. One needs simply to develop a conceptual
trail purpose (such as those described previously), achieve a basic
understanding of certain computer skills, and acquire resources from
which to pull material to “build” the trail. The primary focus of the virtual trail
approach is to create an educational and enjoyable “trail-like” experience
not otherwise possible, for expansion of an existing physical trail, or to
garner support for a proposed trail (to be built). The basic premise remains
the same for any number of different applications, and the methods and
principles used in this section may be applied to future projects using
various data in order to achieve a variety of results.
For example, a primary benefit of virtual trails would be to provide
a unique educational experience for students and teachers, as they would
have the ability to explore and learn about trails (historic or current) without
having to actually visit the trail. There are three important benefits that
educational virtual trails have over traditional physical trails. They may
(1) save time and expenses normally incurred from travel; (2) possess
instant access to whole new worlds of information, right at their fingertips;
and (3) enjoy easier accessibility for the physically impaired. Aside from
the educational benefits of virtual trails, Google Earth allows the user to
experience these trails and sites using some of the most current aerial
imagery available, as well as in three dimensions—the user may actually
“fly” along a path between mountains, over streams and rivers, and across
plains and valleys as they actually appear from above (see Figure 4.I.8).
This allows the virtual trail user to engage differently with the educational
material in a way that could not be otherwise possible.
Another possible use of virtual trails is the growing trend of
geocaching. According to geocaching.com, “geocaching is a high-tech
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Figure 4.I.8: Typical view of a virtual tour within Google Earth. Here, the gold line represents
the Boone’s Trace pioneer trail and the cyan icon marks a location along Lower Howard’s
Creek. Three dimensional terrain helps create a realistic “bird’s eye” view for the virtual trails.
Sources: Joshua R. Berry; Google Earth; K. Raitz, UK Department of Geography

treasure hunting game played throughout the world by adventure seekers
equipped with GPS devices. The basic idea is to locate hidden containers,
called geocaches, outdoors and then share your experiences online.
Geocaching is enjoyed by people from many age groups, with a strong
sense of community and support for the environment.” Virtual scavenger
hunts could be organized for any number of community, school, or religious
groups using a virtual map created using Google Earth. Geocaches could
be used as a unique method to help explain a trail.
The other important purpose of virtual trails is to encourage
tourism in the Bluegrass Region. If visitors could “preview” a trail system,
community, downtown area, or other cultural feature before scheduling
a visit to the area, customized virtual trails might be a quick and effective
method of enticing them to patronize a business or area. As mentioned
earlier, three dimensional models may also be used in the virtual world,
and several downtown areas (such as Lexington and Georgetown) have
already taken advantage of Google Earth’s potential to create virtual cities.
This makes wayfinding especially easy for visitors, as they are able to see
realistic representations of what an area looks like on the Internet before
ever visiting the area or even when they are in the area.
More specific to Beyond the Legacy, virtual trails and KMZ files
could be used to implement virtual trails for each proposed trail segment.
As mentioned earlier, included in the KMZ file provided with this report
are virtual representations of selected trail segments, which may be
comprehensively or individually viewed as each trail is essentially a layer
which may be turned on or off.
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Once again, virtual trails could enhance tourism as people could
“explore” these trails before physically using them, or to generate support
in public processes. Some of the trail routes proposed in this report may
already be traveled upon, as they utilize existing roadways (such as the
proposed driving trails). Another Google Earth feature that could be utilized
here is the “Street View” layer, which allows the user to zoom in and look
around from most roadways from a view about six feet above the ground.
This is very helpful in determining views from a point on a road, and was
used in two of the photomontages in this section (Figures 4.I.2 and 4.I.7).
From another point of view, virtual trails could be used to “test” proposed
trails before they are designed or constructed to determine possible
layouts. This may be used in conjunction with the “least cost path analysis”
using ArcGIS. The possibilities and potential of these existing technologies
are remarkable, and should be harnessed for the betterment of the
Bluegrass Region.

Conclusion

The results of this project confirm a need for alternative approaches
to trail design in the Bluegrass Region. There are many trail systems that
could benefit from non-traditional approaches, including those intended
for educational use, such as historical trails. The scope of possibilities
stemming from the alternatives discussed in this section shows a lot of
potential. Due to project constraints, only two trail systems were developed
and discussed in this report. However, the theories, principles, and methods
used to develop both of these trail systems may be utilized for a variety
of trail systems in which traditional, physical trail construction may not be
a viable option, or they may be employed to enhance trail systems that
do include physical trails. Perhaps most importantly, by utilizing existing
technology such as Google Earth and ArcGIS to design trails, the very
definition of “trail” may be expanded into the virtual landscape as a useful
and in-depth educational and promotional tool, applicable to a myriad of
issues and situations.

References (Report Section and KMZ File)
The following references are organized in alphabetical order for
ease of locating specific resources. It is intended for this section to provide
a more complete resource for Beyond the Legacy stakeholders to use in
designing future trails, whether they be driving trails or virtual trails. Each
entry includes reference data—including a website address—followed by
a brief description of how the reference was used to prepare this section.
Each resource proved useful in some part of the design process, even if
it was not mentioned specifically in the text. While this list is certainly not
exhaustive relative to the amount of data available, it should prove more
than adequate for repeating or editing processes described in this section.

CSG Network. (2010). Minutes, Seconds And Decimal Degrees Calculator.
Available at: http://www.csgnetwork.com/mapminsecconv.
html?min=54&sec=21.47&dec=0.2685359&dec2=0&min
2=0&sec2=0&cx=partner-pub-8018289210612122:li00ja20in&cof=FORID:10&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=&sa=Search
This resource is useful for converting point locations from minutes
and seconds to decimal degrees, which may prove useful when
pinpointing exact placemark locations within Google Earth.
ESRI. (2010). ArcGIS Desktop 9.3 Help. Available at: http://webhelp.esri.
com/arcgisdesktop/9.3/index.cfm?TopicName=welcome
This resource is useful for finding assistance with a variety of ArcGIS
issues. It includes a helpful search bar, as well as a useful topic
organizational tree.
ESRI. (2010). GIS Software. Available at: http://www.esri.com/
ESRI is a leading developer of GIS software, including ArcMap
Version 9.3.1, which was the program used to develop the
Bluegrass History Trail and many of the proposed trail routes in
Beyond the Legacy.
Friends of Lower Howard’s Creek. History of the Settlement in Lower
Howard’s Creek. Retrieved March 5, 2010, from http://www.
lowerhowardscreek.org/
This resource provided information on Lower Howard’s Creek which
was used in the KMZ file provided with this report.
Geocaching.com. (2010). Getting Started with Google Earth. Available at:
http://www.geocaching.com/about/google.aspx
Provides information on using geocaching with Google Earth.
Geocaching.com. (2010). Welcome to Geocaching. Retrieved April 21,
2010, from http://www.geocaching.com/
This resource provides general information on the activity and
usefulness of geocaching.
Google. (2010). Google Building Maker. Available at: http://sketchup.
google.com/3dwh/buildingmaker.html
This is useful for creating basic three dimensional models for use in
Google Earth.

Google. (2010). Google Earth. Available at: http://earth.google.com/
This links to a free download of Google Earth, which was the
primary software utilized in this section. This resource also provides
information on the program in general, as well as links to more
Google resources.
Google. (2010). Google SketchUp. Available at: http://sketchup.google.
com/
SketchUp is an advanced three dimensional modeling program,
which may be utilized to build buildings and other models for use
in virtual trail systems. The website provides a link to download
the program for free, unlimited use, as well as links to additional
information about the program.
Google. (2010). KML Documentation Introduction, Tutorial, Developer’s
Guide, and Reference. Available at: http://code.google.com/apis/
kml/documentation/
This was one of the most helpful and useful resources used for the
creation of the KMZ file provided with this report. It offers a fairly
exhaustive overview and reference of KML coding, and how they
may be effectively implemented within a KML or KMZ file.
Google Earth Blog. (2010). Available at: http://www.gearthblog.com/
This website offers—in blog format—answers to a variety of
questions regarding development of Google Earth, some of which
were useful in the development of the KMZ file provided with this
report.
Google Earth Community. (2008). How to insert images to placemarks and
posts. Available at: http://bbs.keyhole.com/ubb/ubbthreads.php?ub
b=showthreaded&Number=1125866
This resource proved useful in determining how to insert various
images into placemarks within Google Earth.
Kentucky Geography Network. (2010). Available at: http://kygeonet.ky.gov/
This is a resource provided by the Commonwealth of Kentucky that
contains GIS data that is compatible with ArcGIS software, and was
heavily used in the development of this section and the Beyond the
Legacy report.
Kentucky State Parks. Various State Park Pages. Retrieved March 5, 2010,
from http://parks.ky.gov/
This resource provided information on the Kentucky State Park
placemarks in the KMZ file provided with this report.
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Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. (2007). Division of Highway Design. Available
at: http://transportation.ky.gov/design/design.asp
This website provides contact information and other resources for
highway design standards in Kentucky, which could be useful for
signage standards on driving trails.
Lexington Convention and Visitors Bureau. (2010). Available at: http://www.
visitlex.com/
Provides a useful resource for tourism information within the Bluegrass
Region. Other local tourism bureaus could be contacted for more
specific information relating to individual counties.
National Park Service. (2010). Harpers Ferry Center Wayside Exhibits. Available
at: http://www.nps.gov/hfc/products/waysides/index.htm
This is a general website with links to a variety of wayfinding and
interpretive signage standards for the National Park Service—a model in
signage standards.
National Park Service. (2009). Wayside Exhibits: A Guide to Developing Outdoor
Interpretive Exhibits. Available at: http://www.nps.gov/hfc/pdf/waysides/
we-process.pdf
This is a very useful guide for designing effective and integrated
signage standards, and could be referenced for designing new trail
signage standards in the future.
Raitz, Karl, Nancy O’Malley, Dick Gilbreath, & Jeff Levy. (2008). Kentucky’s
Frontier Trails: Warrior’s Path, Boone’s Trace, and Wilderness Road.
Retrieved April 21, 2010, from http://www.uky.edu/AS/Geography/
Research/Bookshelf/Titles/frontiertrails/index.php
This is the resource that provided inspiration for the entire Bluegrass
History Trail proposal within Beyond the Legacy. Karl Raitz, Dick
Gilbreath, and Jeff Levy generously met with a member of the Beyond
the Legacy design team to discuss possibilities for this section.
University of Kentucky Department of Geography. (2009). Available at: http://
www.uky.edu/AS/Geography/
The Department of Geography was contacted for help in determining
a starting point for the Bluegrass History Trail, as well as important
historical locations in the Bluegrass Region.
YouTube. (2010). Available at: http://www.youtube.com/
This website may be utilized to embed educational videos within a KMZ
file in Google Earth. Copy the “Embed” link on any video and paste in
the placemark information section within Google Earth (see Battle of
Richmond - Battlefield Park placemark information for example).
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SECTION 5
TRAIL STANDARDS
151 • Report: Trail Standards
167 • Report: Trail Access Points

Abstract
This section summarizes the numerous available documents on
trail standards and requirements into a clear and concise guide outlining
major trail standards, user group preferences, trail surface materials, and
prototype trail access point designs. There is a plethora of requirements,
standards, and guidelines on trail planning, design, and construction at the
federal, state, and local levels as well as from national organizations and
user advocacy groups.
Despite this breadth of documents, there is no clear guide that
explains where these standards are applicable or even where to find the
articles. The amount of information can be overwhelming to stakeholders
beginning the trail creation process, leading to conflicts on which
standards to follow and what are the applicable rules for the particular trail.
While trail creation does require a large amount of consensus building
between land owners, user groups, and governmental organizations, trail
planning, design, and construction standards should not be a source of
major conflict. The purpose of this section is to streamline the available
information into a useful format for readers and stakeholders looking for
information on what documents to use in the creation of a trail as well as the
main specific guidelines and requirements put forth in those documents.
While research yielded a wide range of documents, there was
evidence of the need for further work, particularly concerning water trails
where only a limited number of relevant papers were discovered with only
one of national importance. Overall, there was little documented research
to support the guidelines or requirements present in the articles, with one or
two exceptions, leading to the possibility that the information provided may
be unfounded suppositions and should be verified with field research. With
the construction of the Legacy Trail in progress, there is the opportunity for
the development of a research program to monitor the trail’s use and user
preferences to incorporate the findings into future trail construction and
standards.
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Introduction

An important component in trail system planning, design, and
construction is determining the relevant regulations and standards
governing trail design. This section provides an overview of the main trail
standards as well as compiled information on the requirements of different
user groups. Included in this section are descriptions of several user
groups, facts on the range of possible trail surface materials, and data on
trail component requirements.
The goal of this section is to provide stakeholders a concise
overview of information from approximately two thousand pages of
trail standard documents from federal or state agencies, national trail
organizations, and user advocacy groups found through using the Google
and Google Scholar search engines as well as the EBESCO and JSTOR
databases. Some of these include the American Association of State
Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) “Guide for the Developement
of Bicycle facilities” (AASHTO, 1999), the U.S. Forest Service’s “Equestrian
Design Guidebook for Trails, Trailheads, and Campgrounds” (U.S. Forest
Service, 2007), and the North Carolina State University Extension Service’s
“North Carolina Paddle Trail and Paddle Trail Access Site Standards”
(North Carolina Extension Service, 2006). Other standards came from
organizations such as the National Park Service, the Federal Highway
Administration, the Commonwealth of Virginia, the Access Board, the North
American Riding for the Handicapped Association, and the International
Mountain Biking Association.
Unless a trail standard is required by law or funding source, it can
be considered as a guideline or recommendation. However, the terms
standard, guideline, and recommendation are often used interchangeably
in the literature on this subject. This section follows the same system,
considering these terms to have similar definitions due to the understanding
that they represent the source of information on the needs of trail users.
Since the majority of trail standards have not be codified into law, they
can instead be considered to represent a series of best design or
best management practices. Moving forward beyond this project, a
recommendation would be to develop a more structured difference between
requirements, guidelines, and recommendations in the trail standards
literature in order to facilitate their use by stakeholders. The main trail
standards used in this compilation are listed in the annotated bibliography
and all the documents found during the research phase are mentioned in
the reference section. When a particular document is required by law, or is
mandatory in certain situations, it is noted in the annotated bibliography.
Figure 5.A.1: A Missoula, Montana, non-accessible granular stone trail. The trail surface is
too uneven and steep to accommodate all user groups. Understanding the required trail
standards is vital to trail planning, design, construction, and funding. According to a new
standard, the Draft Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas by the Access
Board (2009), this type of trail is no longer acceptable in most situations.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Figure 5.A.2: A San Ramon, California, concrete cement trail. In contrast with the granular stone trail at left in Missoula, this trail is accessible by a wide range of users including
pedestrians, wheeled users, and those with disabilities. By following the requirements and
guidelines presented in available trail standards, it is possible to understand the qualities
necessary to create a successful trail system.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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When in doubt about a particular guideline on trail design, one of
the best reference sources is the book Trails for the Twenty-First Century
by Charles A. Flink, Kristine Olka, and Robert M. Searns and published
by the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy (Flink et al., 2001). This book provides
information on the entire trail creation process, as well as information on trail
standards. This section draws heavily on Flink et al. (2001), as well as the
particular standards listed later in this section.
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trail components. By examining the preferences and requirements for
the chosen users, designers can create a customized set of trail design
standards for specific trails.

Another source of trail standards to be aware of in the upcoming
years is the Kentucky Recreational Trails Authority, a state regulatory agency
under the Department of Tourism. Created in 2005, by an Executive Order
from the Governor’s Office, the mission of this authority is the “planning and
implementation of programs to expand tourism opportunities for off-road
trail activities” (KY Recreation Trails Authority, 2010). While their website did
not list any particular standards currently, it will be an organization to watch.

Definitions

Tread

It is necessary to define several terms for this portion of the section.
Tread is a term that refers to trail width. Shoulders refer to a graded zone
along the edge of the trail tread, generally composed of compacted soil or
grass. The area of the trail tread plus the trail shoulders is the horizontal
clearance area for the trail. Vertical clearance refers to the height that
branches and other overhead obstacles should be cleared in the area of the
trail tread and shoulder areas.
Running or longitudinal slope refers to the change in elevation along
the length of the trail. This is in contrast to cross slope which refers to the
change in elevation from one side of the trail to the other. Slope can be
described in two general formats, both referring to feet of elevation change.
The first is a percentage which refers to the change in height divided by
the distance required to achieve that height change. For example, a 10%
slope refers to a slope where it would take one hundred horizontal feet to
increase (or decrease) height by ten feet. The other method is a ratio. The
first number, for example in 1:8, refers to the height change in feet (1) while
the second (8) refers to the horizontal distance in feet required to have an
elevation change equal to the first number. For a graphic example of these
concepts see Figure 5.A.3.
Trail components refer to site features that are considered essential
for the trail’s function, such as signage. Trail amenities refer to features that
serve to improve a user’s experience, such as benches.

User Groups
General Description
During the pre-design phase, it is important to carefully consider
which user groups the trail is going to accommodate and include them
and the public in the discussion whenever possible. This will not only
reduce possible conflicts between groups, but allow designers a clearer
understanding of who is interested in using the trail. These types of
meetings also serve as a way to inform neighboring property owners about
different user types and address any fears or concerns. This may be
accomplished through discussing previous trails or the types of alleviation
methods the trail will employ such as restrictions for certain users such as
assigned days or times as well as design methods such as visual screens
or physical barriers (Flink et al., 2001).
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The descriptions below were compiled from information in the book
Trails for the Twenty-First Century by Flink et al. (2001) as well as the other
standards listed in the annotated bibliography of trail standards. They are
meant to provide a basic understanding of the needs of the user groups
as well as more detailed information on some of the more specific users
such as inline skaters or mountain bikers. As stated in the previous section,
Trails for the Twenty-First Century is a great resource on trail standards and
provides good information on a variety of user groups (Flink et al., 2001).
What follows is a description of the main trail user groups, with the
exception of ATV users. These user groups are: pedestrians, wheeled,
equestrians, water trail, and ADA. Each description provides information
on the suggested physical trail dimensions (trail tread, shoulder, vertical
clearance, and allowable slopes) as well as a selection of the user desired
trail components and amenities. The majority of this text is also condensed
into table format for quick viewing (Figures 5.A.19 and 5.A.20).

Pedestrian Users

Figure 5.A.3: Diagram showing the difference between a cross slope and a running or
longitudinal slope. Cross slope refers to the slope across the width of the trail, while a
running or longitudinal slope refers to the slope along the length of the trail.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

A trail will attract a variety of users from bicyclists and runners to
equestrians and all terrain vehicles (ATVs). While allowing a wide range
of users access to the site may generate interest and activity on the trail,
in some situations allowing all user groups may not be feasible due to
issues such as user group conflicts, topography constraints, or locational
problems. It is up to the stakeholders and designers to determine which
user groups to actively accommodate or discourage from using the trail.
This can be done through choice of trail surface material, trail components,
or by signs, as well as considering facilities across the entire system.
Trails must also accommodate, whenever feasibly possible, users
with a range of disabilities as required by the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) of 1990 (104 U.S.C. Stat. 327) and the Architectural Barriers
Act (ABA) of 1968 (42 U.S.C. Stat. 4151 et seq.). The Access Board, an
independent government agency, was created to ensure access to federally
funded facilities and is a leading source of information on accessibility
standards (Access Board, 2010). This organization has recently proposed
the Draft Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas (Access Board, 2009)
which will cover accessibility to trails. This document is currently in the
federal review process and should be finalized within a few years.
While in some cases, such as an on-road path, only a single or
dual use may be desired, most trails should be designed to accommodate
as wide a range of users as possible. Choosing which users to target the
trail to will greatly affect the choice of trail material, trail tread, and other
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User Group Quick Requirements and Recommendation Facts
• Tread Width: Three feet minimum, six to eight feet recommended
• Vertical Clearance: Eight feet minimum
• Shoulder Size: Two feet
• Cross Slope: No greater than 4%
• Longitudinal Slope: No greater than 12.5%
• Surface: Compacted soil or gravel preferred, harder surfaces
acceptable
• Components and Amenities: Benches, rest zones,trash receptacles,
water fountain, lighting, trail signage, dog walking aids
General Description
This is a low speed group, averaging three to seven miles an hour
(Flink et al., 2001, p. 53). The pedestrian user group is a diverse category,
including walkers, joggers, and runners as well as strollers and users with
sight and movement impairments. Other specific categories include dog
walkers, group walkers, different age groups, and differing fitness levels.
Standards
The key standard that covers pedestrian trails is the Proposed Draft
Requirements for Outdoor Recreation Space (Access Board, 2009). There
is an American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) standard for Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of
Pedestrian Facilities (American Association of State Highway Transportation
Officials, 2004), but it is not as often cited as AASHTO’s standard for bicycle
facilities (American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials,
1999) . Other pertinent standards include any in the general, ADA, and
shared use trail categories previously described.
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Space Requirements
A single direction trail can accommodate pedestrians with a trail
tread of three feet, but a wider tread of six to eight feet is recommended
for higher use (Flink et al., 2001, p. 53). This also allows users to walk in
groups (Figure 5.A.4). The minimum tread width is the smallest allowed
by the Access Board in their Draft Requirements (Access Board, 2010,
p. 41). Extra passing space is required by the Access Board if the tread
is five feet or less. A pass space needs to be spaced every 1,000 feet at
maximum, and must be at least five feet by five feet in area. Wider trails are
recommended by the Access Board and can accommodate pedestrians
who often walk side by side, as well as ease of passing of slower users by
faster groups (Figure 5.A.5). In addition to tread, a two to five foot unpaved
trail shoulder is recommended when the main trail is a paved surface (Flink
et al., 2001, p. 53). This is to provide a maximum of trail surface options
to pedestrian uses, as well as a safety measure to avoid faster users. A
minimum vertical clear space of eight feet is required for pedestrian users
(Flink et al., 2001). This will accommodate all pedestrian user types.
For trail-road crossing points, basic pedestrian crossing space
requirements should be followed. The likely sources of information would
be local traffic control laws and engineers who can help determine what
the criteria are for the crossing point. This can include whether the trail

will require an over or underpass or whether it can cross at grade. Local
expertise will also help determine what type of traffic control device is
appropriate. These can range from a simple cross walk to a pedestrian
activated street light. The key is to consider the placement and design of
road crossings into the overall trail creation process with regards to the road
and trail traffic volumes. For information on the signage for these situations,
the Manual of Standard Traffic Control Devices Part 9 (U.S. Department of
Transportation, 2009) describes the signs used in trail situations.
Trail Slope:
The majority of pedestrians can traverse most running slopes on
which a trail can be constructed. The main restriction for trail slope is set
by the Access Board, which states that “No more than 30 percent of the
total length of a trail shall have a running slope steeper than 1:12. The
running slope of any segment of a trail shall not be steeper than 1:8. Where
the running slope of a segment of trail is steeper than 1:20, the maximum
length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1017.7.1, and a
resting interval complying with 1017.8 shall be provided at each end of the
segment,” (Access Board, 2010, p. 43). See Figure 5.A.6 for the two tables
governing slope requirements for the new Draft Guidelines (Access Board,
2009).

Table 1016.7.1: Running Slope of Segment of
Outdoor Recreation Access Route
Steeper than
But not Steeper than
1:20
1:12

1:12
1:10

50 feet (15 m)
30 feet (9 m)

Table 1017.7.1: Running Slope of Trail
Segment
Steeper than
But not Steeper than
1:20
1:12
1:10

1:12
1:10
1:8

Maximum Length
of Segment

Maximum Length
of Segment
200 feet (61 m)
30 feet (9 m)
10 feet (3050 mm)

Figure 5.A.6: Tables 1016.7.1 and 1017.7.1 from the Draft ADA Guidelines for Outdoor
Developed Areas (Access Board, 2010) showing the maximum allowed slopes with the
segment length allowed for each slope class.
Source: Access Board, 2010.

The average pedestrian can manage a maximum cross slope of four
percent (Flink et al., 2001, p. 53). Under the Draft Guidelines, the Access
Board (2009) requirements for cross slope are determined based on trail
surface material. Trails constructed of asphalt, concrete, or boards can
have a maximum cross slope of 1:48. Other surfaces are limited to a cross
slope no greater than 1:20.
Trail Surface Materials:
Pedestrians accept a wide range of material types depending
on their individual activity. A surface such as asphalt or concrete can be
utilized by most pedestrians, though it may not be their primary preference.
As noted in the pedestrian space requirements above, if the trail is a
paved surface simply providing an unpaved shoulder will accommodate
pedestrian users who desire a softer trail surface.
In terms of individual pedestrian user group types, the Access
Board provides the clearest standards for trail material. Those with physical
impairments require a firm and stable surface, which is mandated in the
Draft Guidelines. The Access Board defines these as “a stable surface
remains unchanged by applied force so that when the force is removed, the
surface returns to its original condition. A firm surface resists deformation
by indentations” (Access Board, 2009). The main surfaces meeting these
requirements are asphalt, soil cement, concrete, and granular stone (3/8th
inch diameter or less with stone dust).

Figure 5.A.4: Pedestrians on a trail in San Ramon, California. Pedestrians often choose to
walk in groups side by side, which is supported by a wider trail tread allowing for faster users
to pass groups with ease. Pedestrians can handle a wide range of running slopes. This trail
runs over the hills in the area varying between flat stretches to more steep conditions such
as seen here.

Figure 5.A.5: Pedestrian space requirements. This illustration shows the trail tread and
clearance height requirements for pedestrians. The trail tread is six feet with a two foot
shoulder. The vertical clearance should be a minimum of eight feet.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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In contrast, walkers, runners, and joggers often prefer a stable,
soft surface such as compacted earth, grass, wood chips, or fine crushed
gravel, as it reduces the leg stress due to impact. They can use harder
surfaces, although they may not be preferred. Users with strollers prefer
surfaces similar to those required by the ADA or those of wheeled user
groups (see Wheeled Users Section).
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Trail Components and Amenities
Pedestrians do not require a large number of specific components
or amenities to accommodate their trail experience. Basic components
to have are signs indicating trail identity, rules, distance, and barriers.
Amenities to consider are parking at trailheads, benches or seating areas,
restrooms, water fountains, and distance markers. The Access Board, in
the Draft Requirements, does require resting areas along the trail length.
These areas are required to be five feet minimum in length, and if located
within the trail tread must be “as wide as the widest segment of the trail
tread leading to the resting interval” (Access Board, 2009, 1017.8). If
the resting zone is next to the trail, it is required to be three feet minimum
in width (Access Board, 2009, 1017.8). The 1994 Recreation Advisory
Committee recommended rest areas occur at maximum intervals of 400,
800, and 1200 feet for easy, moderate, and difficult trails respectively
(McMillen, 1999, 5.4.2). Amenities at these rest stops can include benches,
shade, and trash cans.

Wheeled Users

User Group Quick Requirements and Recommendation Facts
• Tread Width: Six feet for a single direction track or ten feet for a dual
direction trail
• Vertical Clearance: Eight feet minimum
• Shoulder Size: Two feet minimum
• Cross Slope: No greater than 4%
• Longitudinal Slope: 8% maximum and 3% preferred for
general users, steeper for experienced mountain bikers
• Surface: Asphalt or concrete for road cyclists, inline skaters, and
skateboarders. Compacted soil or gravel for mountain bikers.
• Components and Amenities: Bike racks, benches, rest zones, trash
receptacles, water fountain, lighting, trail signage
General Description
Much like the pedestrian group, this is a diverse collection of modes
of travel. Traveling at speeds between 3 and 30 miles per hour (mph) and
up to 50 mph on steeper slopes, this group is comprised of bicyclists of
all varieties, Segways, scooters, skateboarders, inline skaters, as well as
wheelchair users. As with pedestrians, individuals within these categories
may vary greatly in terms of fitness, ability, and experience levels.
Standards
The key standard that covers bicycle facilities is the AASHTO Guide
for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (AASHTO, 1999). Other guidelines
that may provide useful information include Trails for the Twenty-First Century
(Flink et al., 2001) and the Federal Highway Administration’s Designing
Sidewalks and Trails for Access (McMillen, 1999).
Space Requirements
Wheeled users have similar space requirements as pedestrians in
terms of vertical clearance and tread widths. However, there are differences
between individual groups in this user class in terms of trail tread, with
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the main difference being in terms of road crossing requirements. These
groups vary greatly in terms of the length of vehicle, particularly when
comparing a wheelchair user, around four feet in length, to a tandem
bike with an attached trailer, over eight feet in length (Federal Highway
Administration, 2004). This affects their requirements for road crossings,
particularly where a refuge island may be required. This is not discussed
in depth in this section, but information concerning vehicle length,
particularly of emerging wheeled vehicles, can be found in Federal Highway
Administration report on the Characteristics of Emerging Road and Trail
Users (Federal Highway Administration, 2004).
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bike Facilities is the
main source of information on bicycle path design, and will accommodate
most wheeled user groups (AASHTO, 1999). This document states that
the minimum tread for a two-way shared use path should be no less than
ten feet. A single direction path requires a six foot tread, though the guide
points out that “one way paths often will be used as two way facilities unless
effective measures are taken to assure one way operation” (AASHTO, 1999,
p. 36) (Figure 5.A.8). This standard also recommends a minimum graded
shoulder of two feet with a three foot shoulder preferred. If there is a sharp
drop off along the path, a minimum five foot distance from path edge to
drop off is recommended (AASHTO, 1999, p. 36). A vertical clear space of
eight feet is the minimum required by this standard (Figure 5.A.8).
Mountain bike users have slightly different trail preferences in terms
of required space. Mountain bikers prefer single track treads between two
and four feet in width. There is no shoulder requirement for mountain bikes,
only paths. It is recommended that a buffer of five feet is maintained from
tread to a vertical-drop for user safety. Vertical clearance is the same as
above (eight feet minimum) (Figure 5.A.7).
For ADA access requirements, the standards are the same as those
stated in the Pedestrian User Group section. The new Draft requirements
require a minimum tread space of 3 feet except in specific situations
(Access Board 2009, p. 41). Extra passing space is required by the Access
Board if the tread is five feet or less in width. These need to be spaced at
least every one thousand feet and must be at least five feet by five feet in
area. This space provides an additional area for slower users to move out
of the way of faster users on trails where the tread width is too narrow to
allow this along the entire length of the trail.
Trail Slope:
Wheeled users can utilize trails with a variety of slopes, though there
is limited data on some of the emerging user groups such as inline skaters,
scooters, and skateboarders. Hybrid and road cyclists can manage trails
with up to an eight percent slope, but prefer trails with around a three
percent slope (Flink et al., 2001). Mountain bikers can manage steeper
trails, though these are only preferred by highly skilled riders. Lower skilled
riders prefer gentler slopes in keeping with other bicyclists. The cross-slope
on these trails can be up to four percent, which is in keeping with pedestrian
requirements.
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Tread

Figure 5.A.7: Bicycle space requirements. This diagram shows the horizontal and vertical
space requirements for a dual direction path for cyclists.
Adapted from: AASHTO, (1999)

The ADA requirements for slopes are the same as those for
pedestrian trails. In terms of longitudinal slopes, the standard is “No more
than 30 percent of the total length of a trail shall have a running slope
steeper than 1:12. The running slope of any segment of a trail shall not be
steeper than 1:8. Where the running slope of a segment of trail is steeper
than 1:20, the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance
with Table 1017.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1017.8 shall
be provided at each end of the segment” (Access Board, 2009, p. 43)
(Figure 5.A.6). Under the Draft Guidelines, the Access Board requirements
for cross slope are determined based on trail surface material. Trails
constructed of asphalt, concrete, or boards can have a maximum cross
slope of 1:48. Other surfaces are limited to a cross slope no greater than
1:20.
Trail Surface Materials:
Most wheeled users prefer a hard and firm surface such as asphalt
or concrete. The main exception to this rule are mountain bikers who prefer
a more rugged trail option such as compacted soil, wood chips, or gravel.
Other users within this group differ in terms of which materials they cannot
use. A road cyclist is pretty much confined to asphalt and concrete type
surfaces, due to the width of tires and stability of the bike. This type of user
also tends to desire higher speeds, something accomplished on these
types of surfaces. These preferences and restrictions also hold for inline
skaters and skateboarders.
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Trail Components and Amenities
Trail components for wheeled users include the same types of signs
as for pedestrian users, trail identity, rules, distance, and barriers. Beyond
those and ADA requirements, there are no clear requirements for trail
components for the wheeled user group. The ADA standards state that
there must be resting areas along the trail length. See the pedestrian user
section for the specifics on these resting zones. Amenities suggested for
these rest areas include benches, shade, and trash receptacles.
According to the AASHTO standards (1999), bicycle parking and
storage facilities greatly enhance bicycle use and user satisfaction levels.
They promote having parking at trailheads and other features along the trail.
Storage for other equipment is less defined, though there are skateboard
racks similar to bike racks available from manufacturers.

Equestrian Users

Figure 5.A.8: A shared use trail in Missoula, Montana. The wide path width allows faster
users, such as the cyclists, to pass slower pedestrian users. This reduces the conflicts
between these two different speed groups. This bridge also reduces conflict between
vehicles and trail users by separating these uses on different bridges. The trail bridge is
located beneath the vehicular bridge, and connects directly to the trail on both sides of
the river.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Hybrid bicyclists can navigate hard surfaced trails, but also can
handle softer surfaces as well. Some Segways, a personal movement
device, are paved surface vehicles, while others can handle softer surfaces.
Wheelchairs can handle some softer surfaces, provided that the traction
and slip resistance is good. This includes well compacted gravel, soil, or
wood chip paths, as well as asphalt and concrete.
Mountain bikers, in contrast to other users, prefer more challenging
types of trail surfaces. Depending on proficiency, this user group can utilize
trail surfaces ranging from rough gravel and stone, compacted earth, and
compacted gravel. Mountain bikers typically prefer not to use paved trails.
The ADA trail surface requirements are the same for wheeled
uses as pedestrians under the Draft Outdoor Recreation Guidelines. This
requires a firm and stable surface, which is defined as “a stable surface
remains unchanged by applied force so that when the force is removed, the
surface returns to its original condition. A firm surface resists deformation
by indentations” (Access Board, 2009). The main surfaces meeting these
requirements are asphalt, soil cement, concrete, and granular stone (3/8th
inch diameter or less with stone dust).

User Group Quick Requirements and Recommendation Facts
• Tread Width: Five feet minimum for a single direction path, ten feet
minimum for a dual direction trail
• Vertical Clearance: Ten feet minimum
• Shoulder Size: Two to five feet
• Cross Slope: No greater than 4%
• Longitudinal Slope: 10% maximum
• Surface: Compacted soil or gravel. Cannot use hard surfaces
like asphalt and concrete
• Components and Amenities: Dedicated parking for trailers,
handicapped mounting ramp, spigot or trough for animals, horse
ties, benches, rest zones, trash receptacles, water fountain, lighting,
trail signage
General Description
Horse users fall into two main categories: riders and harness
users. Horseback riders, regardless of style, include a horse with a human
handler on top with an average speed of between four and six miles per
hour. Harness users use horses to pull different types of equipment ranging
from harness racing sulkies to carriages or wagons. This second use is not
covered in depth here due to insufficient standards and data available.
Equestrian trail designers have two important components to
keep in mind, the horse and its handler. When designing a trail for these
users it is important to remember that a horse and a human have different
perspectives on the world. A horse is a prey animal and examines its
environment to look for threats and predators. Things that may not scare
or register on a human’s perspective can greatly affect a horse’s reaction,
such as suspicious cracks and rustling vegetation. Anything unusual
or startling may cause a horse with an inexperienced rider to spook and
become a hazard not only to itself and its handler, but any other trail patrons
in the area.
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Figure 5.A.10: Equestrian trail rider. It is important to remember that an equestrian user is
made up of both the horse and rider, and that the horse does not think like a human. For an
equestrian trail to be successful, it is imperative that the designers think like a horse to avoid
anything that may spook the animal.
Source: Microsoft Clip Art

Standards
The main standards for equestrian trails is the U.S. Forest Service
and the Federal Highway Administration Equestrian Design Guidebook
for Trails, Trailheads, and Campgrounds (U.S. Forest Service and Federal
Highway Administration, 2007). Other useful information can be found
in Trails for the Twenty-First Century (Flink et al., 2001), Equestrian Trail
Guidelines for Construction and Maintenance (Tabor et al., 2007), and
Designing Shared-Use Trails to Include Equestrians by Anne M. O’Dell
(1994).
Space Requirements
Equestrian users have larger space requirements than other users.
The required vertical clearance for a horse and rider is ten feet, while
the minimum trail tread is five feet for a single direction path (U.S. Forest
Service and Federal Highway Administration, 2007). Equestrian users also
require a sight distance of at least 100 feet (which is not required by other
users) (U.S. Forest Service and Federal Highway Administration, 2007).
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It is important to remember that there are disabled riders that will
require additional components for trail access. The main component for
ADA riders is an ADA mounting block. This mounting aid can double as
a unloading ramp for some trailers, and should be provided where ever a
rider might need to dismount. This includes trail heads, all facility locations,
tunnels, and bridges. A good resource on the design and construction of
this component is the North American Riding for the Handicap Association
Ramp Information document, listed in the annotated bibliography.

Water Trail Users

User Group Quick Requirements and Recommendation Facts
• Access Trail Tread Width: Six feet minimum
• Access Trail Vertical Clearance: Ten feet minimum
• Access Trail Shoulder Size: Two to five feet
• Access Trail Cross Slope: No greater than 4%
• Access Trail Longitudinal Slope: 12.5% maximum
• Access Trail Surface: Compacted soil or gravel preferred, harder
surfaces acceptable such as asphalt and concrete
• Components and Amenities: Dedicated parking, handicapped
boat launch, emergency phone, benches, rest zones, trash
receptacles, water fountain, lighting, trail signage

Tread

General Description
The majority of water trail users will utilize canoes, kayaks, or rafts
for their trip on the trail. This requires the user to transport the device to the
trail, most likely on or in an automobile. The boats vary in width, length, and
materials. Most users hand carry the boats to the water, though there are
carts and wheels that users can use to aid in the boat transport.

Figure 5.A.11: Equestrian space requirements. For a dual direction track, a trail tread of ten
feet is required. The five foot shoulders allows for ease of passing, as well as a place to ride
on a softer surface if desired. A vertical clearance of ten feet is required to accommodate a
horse and rider.

Figure 5.A.12: Equestrian trail in San Ramone, California. This is an example of a shared
use trail that is also used by equestrians. The compacted soil surface material allows
equestrians to utilize the trail as well as the primary pedestrian users.

Another space consideration for equestrian users is at water
crossings, where an at grade crossing is preferred over a bridge which
may spook the horse. Where an at grade crossing is not possible, the trail
should be equipped with an ADA accessible mounting block in order to
allow riders to dismount to lead their horses across. Riders will also often
lead their horses to water to drink whenever it is visible, which is a factor to
consider when designing the trail.

which provides a firm but soft surface for the horse. If the main trail is to
be paved, a separate tread for equestrians is the best option, though a
five foot graded shoulder can be provided for access. This separate tread
can be located adjacent to the main tread or separated with vegetation
or topography. There was no consensus in the literature in terms of a
defined distance needed between a pedestrian or shared use trail and an
equestrian trail.

Trail Slope
Equestrians can manage longitudinal slopes of up to ten percent,
and cross slopes of a maximum of four percent (Flink et al., 2001, p.
63). These would most likely be lower for harness users, but insufficient
information was found to provide guidance (Figure 5.A.12).

Trail Components and Amenities
Equestrian users require several additional components from the
average user. The first is parking for horse trailers ad vehicles, which is a
significant space investment. Unlike other trail users, it is unlikely that an
equestrian user will get to the trail without using a vehicle. Horse trailers,
and the trucks to pull them, range in size. The recommended space size
for a horse trailer is 15 feet by 35 feet with an additional 10 feet added to
the length as an unloading zone for a total of 15 feet by 45 feet (Flink et al.,
2001, p. 96). This requires the trail to have a dedicated parking lot. Another
requirement is for there to be access to water for the horses to drink, either
in the form of a trough or a spigot. Horse ties should be considered as an
amenity where there are picnic, restroom, or other facilities to allow the rider
to tie their animal while they are dismounted.

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Trail surface materials
For all their muscular strength, horses are particularly vulnerable
to hoof injury. The soft underside of the hoof can be easily injured and
cause the horse permanent harm. Surface considerations, therefore, are
of utmost concern to the equestrian user. Hard surfaces such as asphalt
and concrete can harm hooves. Aggregate paths can be utilized, if the
aggregate is sufficiently compacted since loose gravel can become stuck
in hooves. The most desired paths are compacted or stabilized soil,
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Standards
There appears to be no definitive standards at the federal level for
water trails, and literature from other sources lacks specific details on water
trail access. The water trail standards are not as developed compared
to the standards for the groups previously covered in this section. The
clearest standard found for water trails was the North Carolina Water Trail
Standards (2006), which provides a description on the necessary trail tread
and amenities for water trail users. Other useful standards are Lasting
Launches by the National Park Service that provides information on the
range of boat launches and the American Blue Trails Standards which
covers how to create a water trail in terms of gaining support and funding.
Space Requirements
The minimum trail tread, in terms of the physical path to the water,
is six feet (North Carolina Extension Service, 2006). However, if other user
groups are to be accommodated, it is suggested by the author to increase
the width to ten feet to comply with the AASHTO suggestion for bicycle
facility trail tread. The vertical clearance was not described in any standard,
but the author suggests a ten foot clearance based on the fact that some
individual kayakers or canoeists may carry the boat on their shoulders,
requiring a greater clearance than a normal pedestrian. A unique space
requirement for water trails is the need to reduce the physical trail length to
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This includes signage at access points indicating the trail’s identity,
rules, distance, launch locations, emergency contact information, and
safety guidelines. As stated previously, if the physical portion of the
access trail is greater than one thousand feet in length, a resting area with
a boat rack needs to be provided for users. A boat launch or ramp is
also required to aid users in entering and exiting the water portion of the
trail. Lasting Launches (National Park Service, 2004) is a great source of
information on how these can be constructed in a variety of situations and
to ADA standards. An emergency phone is essential for water trails and
should be located at all trail access points at minimum. A put in should be
located every five miles along the water portion of the trail for users to rest.
The amenities at these locations can include benches, trash receptacles,
boat racks, a water overlook, restrooms using composting toilets, or boat
ties.

ADA Users

Figure 5.A.13: Shared use trail and water trail in Missoula, Montana. It is possible to pair trail
types to increase the number of users, as well as the enjoyment of visitors. In this area, the
shared use trail runs parallel to the creek for most of its length, allowing users to observe
kayakers and canoeists as they utilize the water trail.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Figure 5.A.14: Canoeists transporting a canoe from a water trail in Missoula, Montana. Water
trails require a physical path to connect the parking area to the water portion of the trail
Users must transport their boat from vehicle to water in most cases. In consideration, this
path should be as short as possible.

User Group Quick Requirements and Recommendation Facts
• Tread Width: Three feet minimum, six to eight feet recommended
• Vertical Clearance: Eight feet minimum
• Shoulder Size: Two to five feet
• Cross Slope: No greater than 4%
• Longitudinal Slope: 12.5% maximum
• Surface: Compacted soil or gravel preferred, harder surfaces
acceptable
• Components and Amenities: Dedicated parking, benches, rest
zones, trash receptacles, water fountain, lighting, trail signage, dog
walking aids

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

the water due to the fact that users are transporting often heavy equipment
by hand. A trail length of less than 1,000 feet is recommended, and if
longer, a resting area with a boat rack is strongly suggested.

Trails constructed of asphalt, concrete, or boards can have a maximum
cross slope of 1:48 while other surfaces are limited to a cross slope no
greater than 1:20 (Access Board, 2010).

Trail Slope
No clear standard for trail slope was found for water trail users.
However, the author suggests complying with those for normal pedestrian
users. Pedestrians can handle most slopes on which a trail can be
constructed, but ADA requirements are more stringent. To meet ADA
standards, a trail can have no more than 30% of the trail having a steeper
slope than 1:12 feet (Access Board, 2010) and the running slope of any
segment of a trail shall not be steeper than 1:8 (Access Board, 2010).
“Where the running slope of a segment of trail is steeper than 1:20, the
maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1017.7.1,
and a resting interval complying with 1017.8 shall be provided at each end
of the segment.” (Draft Access Board, p. 43 Section 1017.7). See Figure
5.A.6 for a reproduction of Table 1017.7.1.

Trail Surface Materials
There were no absolute standards on access trail surface materials
for water trail users, so the author suggests following those for pedestrians.
These, as stated previously, were for softer surfaces such as compacted
soil and gravel though asphalt and concrete can suffice. For water trail
users utilizing a cart to move a boat, harder surfaces are most likely
preferred in a manner similar to those for wheeled users. Also, ADA access
requires a surface that is firm and stable. The Access Board defines
stable as remaining “unchanged by applied force so that when the force is
removed, the surface returns to its original condition” while a firm surface
“resists deformation by indentations” (Access Board, 2010). An additional
important feature of the physical portion of the trail near the water is for a
surface that remains nonslip under wet conditions.

In terms of cross slope, a pedestrian can handle a maximum
cross slope of four percent (Flink et al., 2001, p. 53) while to meet ADA
requirements the cross slope is determined based on trail surface material.

Trail Components and Amenities
Water trail users require some specific trail components to
accommodate their use of both the physical and water portion of the trail.
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General Description
While some ADA users and requirements have been covered in the
previous two sections, this section will provide a more thorough description
of the forthcoming standards from the Access Board on outdoor recreation.
All trails must make a reasonable effort to comply with these requirements.
Acceptable exceptions are if compliance “is not feasible due to terrain,
cannot be accomplished with the prevailing construction practices, would
fundamentally alter the function or purpose of the facility or the setting,
and if it is precluded by the Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531
et seq.), National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.),
National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.), Wilderness Act
(16 U.S.C. §§ 1131 et seq.), or other Federal, State, or local law the purpose
of which is to preserve threatened or endangered species, the environment,
or archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features,”
(Access Board, 2009, Section 1019.2).
The ADA user group is a wide category. While wheelchair access is
often the most visible form of ADA requirements, it is important to remember
that trails should provide access for a wide range of individuals including
sight impaired, hearing impaired, motion impaired, and cognitively impaired
users. These groups often have conflicting requirements and preferences,
but there are ways to make a widely accessible facility.
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Space Requirements
The space requirements are the same as for a pedestrian. A
vertical clearance of eight feet is required. A minimum tread of three feet is
allowed by the Access Board in their Draft Requirements, except in specific
situations (Access Board, 2009, p. 41). Extra passing space is required by
the Access Board if the tread is five feet or less. These need to be spaced
every 1,000 feet apart at maximum, and must be at least five feet by feet.
Wider trails are recommended by the Access Board and can accommodate
pedestrians who often walk side by side, as well as ease of passing of
slower users by faster groups.
Trail Slope
The trail slope requirements are set by the Access Board, which
states that “No more than 30 percent of the total length of a trail shall have
a running slope steeper than 1:12. The running slope of any segment of a
trail shall not be steeper than 1:8. Where the running slope of a segment
of trail is steeper than 1:20, the maximum length of the segment shall be
in accordance with Table 1017.7.1, and a resting interval complying with
1017.8 shall be provided at each end of the segment.” (Access Board,
2009, 1017.7). See Figure 5.A. 5.A.6 for a copy of Table 1017.7.1.

Trail Surface Materials
Those with physical impairments require a firm and stable surface,
which is mandated in the Draft Guidelines. The Access Board defines these
as “a stable surface remains unchanged by applied force so that when the
force is removed, the surface returns to its original condition. A firm surface
resists deformation by indentations,” (Access Board, 2009). The main
surfaces meeting these requirements are asphalt, soil cement, concrete,
and granular stone (3/8th inch diameter or less with stone dust). If in doubt
about the surface’s accessibility, Flink et al. (2001) recommends checking
“with the manufacturer to see if it has passes ASTM standards for stability,
referencing code #F1951,” (Flink et al., 2001, p. 68).
Good maintenance is important to maintain a trail’s accessibility.
Gaps in the surface should be avoided in order to facilitate users. Gaps
and cracks can cause canes and walkers to become unstable or larger
cracks can be hazards for wheelchairs.
Trail Components and Amenities
The required components for ADA users are similar to those
described for pedestrian users. This includes signage on the trail’s identity,
rules, distance, and any barriers to access. The ADA requires that there
must be resting areas along the trail length. These areas are required to be
five feet minimum in length, and if located within the trail tread must be “as
wide as the widest segment of the trail tread leading to the resting interval”
(Access Board, 2009, Section 1017.8). If the resting zone is next to the
trail, it is required to be three feet minimum in width (Access Board, 2009,
Section 1017.8). The 1994 Recreation Advisory Committee recommended
rest areas occur at maximum intervals of 400, 800, and 1200 feet for easy,
moderate, and difficult trails (McMillen, 1999, Section 5.4.2). Amenities
suggested for these rest areas include benches, shade, and trash
receptacles.

Flink et al. (2001) suggest that if the main trail is planned with a hard
surface material, a secondary tread should be created with a soft material
to accommodate the widest range of trail users. Baring that, the authors
suggest creating a five foot shoulder on at least one side of the trail and
leaving it compacted soil in order to allow users a softer option.
Brief descriptions of some of the options available for trail
surface materials are grouped into hard and soft categories which will
be addressed. These descriptions come from Trails for the Twenty-First
Century (Flink et al., 2001) and include cost information that should provide
an understanding of the range of cost options available for trail building.
The costs provided from Flink et al. (2001) are for a ten foot wide trail
and include sub-base preparation and labor costs in the year 2000 dollar
amounts (Flink et al., 2001, p. 69-75).
It is important to remember that the key to maintaining all of these
options is the construction of a well graded and compacted sub-grade and
sub-base. The sub-grade is the compacted native soil underlying the trail
while the sub-base is a prepared level of compacted gravel over the subgrade and under the trail surface. The sub-grade soil should be checked
for stability and drainage issues through soil testing done either by a
geotechnical engineer or a soil scientist at a local extension office. The subbase should be composed of a range of gravel sizes and well compacted.
The longevity of both of these can be further improved by including a
geotechnical fabric between the sub-grade and sub-base to prevent the
gravel from merging into the soil. Flink et al. (2001) suggest consulting a
professional for the correct fabric. Another source of information on this
option is the article Geosynthetics for Trails in Wet Areas by Groenier et al.
(2008).

Suggested amenities include parking at trail access points, water
fountains, accessible restrooms, benches, and picnic facilities. All added
features, such as restrooms or pavilions, should be made accessible to
all users. Any vehicle parking facility should conform to the ADA parking
requirements in terms of the number of handicapped spaces, providing an
accessible entry route, and the distance from facilities.

Trail Surface Materials

Figure 5.A.15: Boat launch area in Missoula, Montana. While this launch site does provide
access to the river for trail users, it is insufficient in terms of allowing universal access. While
some users would find a simple gravel path adequet to launch a boat, other users, such as
those in wheelchairs, will require a more stable and firm surface. A level surface at which
the boat can be held while floating is helpful for launching kayaks and canoes. A launch that
meets ADA requirements is a necessity to allow disabled users to experience the trail. There
is also no signage indicating this is a launch site which could confuse inexperienced or new
trail users.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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General Description
Trails can be constructed with a variety of surface materials
ranging from hard surfaces (concrete) to soft surfaces (wood chips). The
designation of hard or soft is determined by “the material’s ability to absorb
or repel moisture” (Flink et al., 2001, p. 68). Soft surfaces generally require
more maintenance while hard surfaces tend to have a larger initial cost.
User groups, as noted in the previous section, have fairly defined
preferences for different surface materials. Figures 5.A.19 and 5.A.20
illustrate the different user group preferences for trail surface materials.
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Trail Surface Materials: Hard Surfaces
Concrete Cement Asphalt Concrete Soil Cement

User Groups

Trail Surface Materials: Soft Surfaces
Granular Stone Granular Stone Resin Stabilized
(Coarse)
(Crusher Fines) Soil

Recycled Rubber

Wood Chips

Compacted Soil

Pedestrians
Walkers
People w/ Strollers
Dog Walkers
Runners
Wheeled Users
Road Cyclists
Mountain Bikers
Recreational Cyclists
Hybrid Bikes
Scooters
Inline Skaters
Segway
Skateboarders
Equestrian and Other Animals
Advanced Riders
Beginner/Intermediate Riders
Llamas/Alpacas
ADA
Wheelchairs
Sight Impaired
Movement Impaired
Handicapped Riders
KEY

Preferred:

Acceptable:

Unusable:

Figure 5.A.19: Table of User Group Preferences for Trail Surface Materials.
This table compiles user group preference information gathered from the trail standards described in the Trail Standard section of this document and from the book, Trails for the Twenty-First Century (Flink et al., 2001).
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett and adapted from information found in Flink et al., (2001).
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Space Required (Feet)

Trail Longitudinal Slope (Percent)

WidthSingle Direction
Flow

WidthDual Direction
Flow
Shoulder

1-2
Vertical

Walkers

3

6

2

8

People w/ Strollers

3

6

2

8

Dog Walkers

3

6

2

8

Runners

3

6

2

8

Road Cyclists

5

10

2

8

Mountain Bikers

5

10

Recreational Cyclists

5

10

2

8

Hybrid Bikes

5

10

2

8

Scooters

3

6

2

8

Inline Skaters

5

10

2

8

Segway

5

10

2

8

Skateboarders

3

6

2

8

5

10

2

10

Beginner/Intermediate Riders 5

10

2

10

Llamas/Alpacas

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Wheelchairs

3

6

2

8

Sight Impaired

3

6

2

8

Movement Impaired

3

6

2

8

Handicapped Riders

5

10

2

10

User Groups

3-4

5-6

7-8

Trail Cross Slope (Percent)
9-10

11 +

0-1

2-3

3-4

Pedestrians

Wheeled Users
8

Equestrian and Other Animals
Advanced Riders

ADA

KEY

Preferred:

Acceptable:

Unusable:

Figure 5.A.20: Summary Table of User Group Preferences for Space Required and Trail Slopes.
This table compiles user group preference information gathered from the trail standards described in the Trail Standard section of this document and from the book, Trails for the Twenty-First Century (Flink et al., 2001).
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett and adapted from information found in Flink et al., (2001).
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5+

HARD SURFACES
(Flink et al., 2001)
Type:
Portland Concrete Cement :
User Groups:
Strollers, Bicyclists of all types, ADA
Cost per mile (2001):
$300,000-$500,000
Longevity:
20 or more years
Description:
Concrete cement, while one of the most expensive trail surfaces, is also
the longest lasting. It accommodates a wide range of users, and with a
brushed surface finish is slip resistant for ADA and pedestrian users. It can
be used in most locations, and is one of the best materials for use in flood
prone areas. It is also considered the best cold weather surface.
Type:
Bitumen Asphalt Concrete
User Groups:
Strollers, Bicyclists of all types, ADA
Cost per mile (2001):
$200,000-$300,000
Longevity:
7-15 years
Description:
Less expensive and a softer surface than portland concrete cement, asphalt
is one of the most commonly used trail surface materials. It accommodates
a wide range of users in the same manner as concrete cement, and is ADA
compliant when constructed properly. It is susceptible to freeze-thaw cycles
and can have a higher maintenance cost than concrete cement due to the
surface cracking or edges fraying over time.
Type:
Soil Cement
User Groups:
Strollers, Bicyclists of all types, ADA
Cost per mile (2001):
$60,000-$100,000
Longevity:
7-10 years
Description:
More cost efficient than either asphalt or concrete cement, soil cement
is composed of a mix native soil and Portland cement. It has similar
properties to concrete cement, though is a softer surface that may be
affected by bicycles over time. It is less durable than concrete cement and
is not good under wet conditions.

Type:
Resin Stabilized Soil
User Groups:
Strollers, Bicyclists of all types, ADA
Cost per mile (2001):
Varies by soil type and resin
Longevity:
Varies by soil type and resin
Description:
A possibility for trails seeking to minimize the impact of their trail, resin
stabilized soil utilizes tree resin to create a hard trail surface. It is possible
for this surface to be created with native soil by volunteers to lower the cost,
but a professional needs to determine site suitability.
SOFT SURFACES
(Fink et al., 2001)
Type:
Recycled Rubber
User Groups:
All user groups to some degree
Cost per mile (2001):
$200,000-$300,000
Longevity:
7-15 years
Description:
Another option to reduce environmental impact, recycled rubber is a trail
surface composed of recycled car tires made either into tiles or applied
similar to granular stone. Care should be taken to minimize any possible
contaminated runoff from residues remaining on the tire rubber.

Type:
Wood Chips
User Groups:
Pedestrians, mountain bikes, animal users, not ADA accessible
Cost per mile (2001):
$65,000-$85,000
Longevity:
1-3 years
Description:
A very inexpensive and soft option, wood chips should generally be
avoided due to the amount of maintenance this surface requires. The wood
chips are easily carried off trail by water runoff and use. There is also the
possibility of disease transmission by the chips, possibly damaging the
ecology in the trail corridor. While these can often be obtained for free, it is
still generally not worth the other costs.
Type:
Compacted Soil
User Groups:
Pedestrians, except strollers, bicyclists, animal users, and ADA
Cost per mile (2001):
$50,000-$70,000
Longevity:
Varies due to use and soil type
Description:
The lowest cost trail surface and easy to maintain, compacted native soil
provides a good surface for a variety of trail users. However, it does not
accommodate inline skaters, scooters, or skateboarders. It can have
issues when very dry with dust or cracking, as well as becoming muddy
when wet. It can become rough and unusable by many users. It is also not
a good solution for flood prone or erosion prone areas.

Type:
Granular Stone-Coarse and Fine
User Groups:
Depends on the size of the aggregate material. 3/4” or finer aggregate
accommodates a wide range of users including pedestrians, wheeled
users, equestrians, and ADA
Cost per mile (2001):
$80,000-$120,000
Longevity:
7-10 years
Description:
Often a cost effective treatment, particularly in rails-to-trails situations
where the rail basalt can be treated as the trail surface, this material
accommodates the widest range of users. It does have problems with
erosion and rutting, and regular maintenance is required. Additional stone
will need to be added periodically to maintain the surface.
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Annotated Bibliography to Trail Standards

This section provides information on the main trail standards used
in trail design as well as those that provide details on specific trail types
such as equestrian, paddle, and ATV trails which are glossed over in the
more generalized standards. For each standard the following information
is provided: the authoring organization, which trail types or user groups it
covers, where it is required if applicable, date of publication, online location,
and a brief summary description.
The reasoning behind this section is that a particular trail type, such
as shared user or equestrian, or user group, such as road cyclists and
mountain bikers, may have multiple applicable standards and force
the designer to choose which is the most appropriate. This process is
complicated by the plethora of documents on the subject. There are
multiple sources of trail standards including federal agencies, national
organizations, state and local governments, and individual user groups.
Often these standards are not codified into law, but rather provide best
design management practices. Following are the descriptions of the main
documents found during the author’s research organized by the trail type
for which they are applicable.
General Standards
Organization:
U.S. Department of Transportation
Standard Name:
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
User Groups:
All
Required:
All transportation facilities
Publication Date:
2009
Source:
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2009/pdf/E9-28322.pdf
Summary:
This document is the source for sign requirements. Part 9 is the section on
bicycle signs and according to the Federal Highway Administration website
(http://www.fhwa.dot.gov) is suitable for shared use paths.
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Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards
Organization:
Access Board
Standard Name:
Accessible Rights-of-Way
User Groups:
ADA
Required:
All public facilities
Publication Date:
1999
Source:
http://www.access-board.gov/prowac/guide/prowguide.htm
Summary:
Covers requirements and design guidelines for public rights-of-way.

Organization:
Federal Highway Administration and the National Recreational Trails
Advisory Committee
Standard Name:
Conflicts on Multiple-Use Trails
User Groups:
All
Publication Date:
1994
Source:
http://www.access-board.gov/prowac/guide/prowguide.htm
Summary:
Covers research on conflicts between different user groups and ways to
minimize the problems associated with shared use trails.

Organization:
Access Board
Standard Name:
Draft Final Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas
User Groups:
ADA
Required:
All public facilities
Publication Date:
2009
Source:
http://www.access-board.gov/outdoor/draft-final.htm#text
Summary:
While still in the draft stage, these requirements, with some changes, are
likely to become required within the next year or two. They cover the legal
requirements for trail accessibility under the American’s with Disabilities Act
(ADA). It also covers what situations are exempt from with this act.
Shared Use Trails:
Organization:
Federal Highway Administration
Standard Name:
Characteristics of Emerging Road and Trail Users and Their Safety
User Groups:
Varied, focuses on new wheeled user groups primarily
Publication Date:
2004
Source:
http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pubs/04103/
Summary:
An update of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials design guidelines from the Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities to reflect new user groups such as inline skaters, recumbent
bicyclists, and bicycles with attached trailers.
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Organization:
Federal Highway Association
Standard Name:
Evaluation of Safety, Design, and Operation of Shared-Use Paths
User Groups:
Varied
Publication Date:
2006
Source:
http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pedbike/pubs/05137/index.htm#toc
Summary:
Provides information on the design of shared-use paths, but is also one of
the few documents to discuss level of service measurements for trails.
Organization:
Kentucky Legislature
Standard Name:
Kentucky Trails System
User Groups:
All
Publication Date:
1974
Source:
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/KRS/148-00/CHAPTER.HTM Chapters 610-796
Summary:
The Kentucky Revised Statues covering trails including designation
categories and the creation of the Kentucky Recreational Trails Authority.
While there are no specific trail design standards within this document, it
provides a framework for describing trail types in this region that the author
found at the KY state or regional level.
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Organization:
U.S. Department of Transportation
Standard Name:
Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access Parts I and II
User Groups:
Pedestrians and Disabled
Publication Date:
1999
Source:
Part I: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalks/sidewalks.pdf
Part II: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/pdf.htm
Summary:
This document is about accessibility practices for sidewalks and trails
focusing mainly on pedestrian users and those with disabilities. Part I
focuses on existing practices and Part II provides best practices guidelines.
While these are not legal standards, they provide useful facts on designing
trails to be used by a wide range of pedestrian and disabled users, looking
at reminding designers to be aware of all situations where accommodation
may be required for the trail to be considered accessible.
Organization:
U.S. Forest Service
Standard Name:
Forest Service Trail Accessibility Guidelines
User Groups:
Pedestrian and Disabled
Required:
National Forest System
Publication Date:
2006
Source:
http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/accessibility/htmlpubs/
htm06232801/toc.htm
Summary:
While these standards only apply to trails within the National Forest System,
they provide useful information for any pedestrian trail system. Provides
particular information on the design of trail facilities for rural trails.
Organization:
U.S. Department of Transportation
Standard Name:
Rails-with-Trails: Lessons Learned
User Groups:
Varied
Publication Date:
2002
Source:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/rectrails/rwt/toc.htm
Summary:
This document looks at findings on existing rails-with-trails practices, which
are trails that run along active rail lines.

Organization:
Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation and Virginia Trails
Association
Standard Name:
The Virginia Greenways and Trails Toolbox
User Groups:
All-Includes a section on water trails
Required:
State of Virginia
Publication Date:
2000
Source:
http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational_planning/documents/toolbox.pdf
Summary:
This is the state trail design standards document for the Commonwealth of
Virginia. It provides a good example of a trail design standard document as
well as good information. One of the few places to mention water or blue
trails.
Water Standards
Organization:
North Carolina State University Extension
Standard Name:
North Carolina Paddle Trail and Paddle Trail Access Site Standards
User Groups:
Kayakers, Canoers, Boaters
Required:
State of North Carolina
Publication Date:
2006
Source:
http://www.ncsu.edu/ncblueways/ncblueways_standards.html
Summary:
This is the clearest set of standards for paddle/water/blue trails found during
the course of this project. It provides different levels of service for access
sites as well as general trail paddle trail standards.
Organization:
National Park Service
Standard Name:
Logical Lasting Launches
User Groups:
Kayakers, Canoers, Boaters, ADA
Publication Date:
2004
Source:
http://www.nps.gov/rtca/helpfultools/launchguide.pdf
Summary:
This is a great resource on designing boat launches for kayakers and
canoers including ADA users. Covers a wide range of launch types from
naturalistic to highly developed while providing suggestions on appropriate
locations for each type.
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Pedestrian Standards
Organization:
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO)
Standard Name:
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities
User Groups:
Pedestrians
Publication Date:
2004
Source:
bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?ID=119
Summary:
Less cited than the AASHTO Bicycle Facilities publication, this is a similar
standard covering pedestrian facilities.
Bicycle Standards
Organization:
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO)
Standard Name:
Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities
User Groups:
Bicyclists
Publication Date:
1999
Source:
http://www.sccrtc.org/bikes/AASHTO_1999_BikeBook.pdf
bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?ID=104
Summary:
One of the most widely cited manuals on trail design, this standard focuses
on bicycle facilities but is often used as the basis for shared use path
guidelines. This is a must read for trail designers.
Mountain Bicycle Standards
Organization:
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA)
Standard Name:
Managing Mountain Biking
User Groups:
Mountain Bikes
Publication Date:
2007
Source:
http://www.imba.com/resources/bike_management/managing_mountain_
bikes.html
Summary:
This was the best source of specific information on mountain bikers found
during this project, and helps define their preferences compared to other
cyclists.
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Equestrian Standards
Organization:
North American Riding for the Handicapped Association
Standard Name:
Ramp Information
User Groups:
Equestrian, ADA Ramp Information
User Groups:
Equestrian, ADA
Source:
http://www.narha.org/PDFfiles/RampPlans.pdf
Summary:
This document covers the range of handicap accessible mounting blocks
and ramps for ADA equestrian users. An ADA mounting aid should be
located at the start of every equestrian trail as well as at any point that may
require a rider to dismount.
Organization:
U.S. Forest Service and Federal Highway Administration
Name:
Equestrian Design Guidebook for Trails, Trailheads, and Campgrounds
User Groups:
Equestrian
Publication Date:
2007
Source:
http://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/php/library_card.php?p_num=0723%202816
Summary:
Covers the main requirements for equestrian trails including staging area
components such as horse ties and corrals. Provides a significant amount
of information on horse design factors based on how the animal reacts.
All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs):
Organization:
American Motorcyclist Association
Standard Name:
Off-Highway Motorcycle and ATV Trails Guidelines for Design, Construction,
Maintenance, and User Satisfaction
User Groups:
ATV
Publication Date:
1994
Source:
http://www.amadirectlink.com/legisltn/downloads/WernexReport.pdf
Summary:
This provides trail design guidelines for All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs), a user
group that is often overlooked when designing shared use trails.
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Conclusions

While there is standard variety available to guide stakeholders
interested in building trails, there is a significant amount of overlap between
them. It should be noted that this document is not meant to replace
the existing standards, but rather should serve as a reference to those
documents. It also is meant as an aid to finding the correct standard or to
provide an introduction to trail requirements, and not to become a standard
in and of itself.
The important standards to remember for first reference are:
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Guide to the Development of Bicycle Facilities (AASHTO, 1999) for shared
use trails, the U.S. Forest Service and Federal Highway Administration’s
Equestrian Design Guidebook Equestrian design guidebook for Trails,
Trailheads, and Campgrounds (U.S. Forest Service and Federal Highway
Administration, 2007) for equestrian trails, and the North Carolina Extension
Office’s North Carolina Paddle Trail and Paddle Trail Access Site Standards
(North Carolina Extension Office, 2006) for water trails. This is obviously
not an exhaustive list, but the author found these the most useful when
developing this guide along with the book Trails for the Twenty-First Century
by Flink et al. (2001). Stakeholders also need to note that there was very
few water trail standards that the author could find, indicating that this is an
area that likely needs further development.
Another required standard in the near future for any type of trail
will be the Access Board’s Accessibility Guidelines to Outdoor Developed
Areas which is currently in the final draft stage (Access Board, 2009). This
sets the standards for ADA accessibility for all outdoor recreation areas,
including trails. Except where exempted in the guidelines, trails will need to
meet these requirements in the near future.
In terms of user groups, any trail is likely to attract a range of visitors,
including those the site is not specifically designed to accommodate. It is
necessary to realize this, and plan to either include this variety or create a
trail that by design can only accommodate certain groups. The main user
groups are pedestrians, those on wheels, equestrian users, water users,
and those with disabilities. Each of these groups has its own particular
preferences in terms of trail surface materials, trail slopes, as well as in
terms of space. For a quick table view of these preferences see Figures
5.A.19 and 5.A.20.
Overall, creating a successful trail requires a lot of factors to line up,
including funding, design, and local support. Knowing about trail standards
can help with funding, since certain funding sources may require the trail to
conform to a certain set of guidelines. Understanding standards can also
help with the design process, since it can take a lot of guess work out of
determining what the trail needs to look like. Standards may not generate
the public support early on in the trail building process, but a trail that is
well built and accommodates users with ease will build that interest and
enthusiasm over time. This is what standards can do, since they respond
to what users need and want from a trail. Standards, therefore, can help
or hinder a trail, and certainly should not be ignored by any stakeholder
interested in pursuing the trail system creation.
MROZ-BARRETT : 2010
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Introduction

Trail access sites, as the entry point for the trail or trail system,
create the user’s first impression and set the tone for the visit. Creating
positive feelings with users and stakeholders is vital to a trail’s success by
creating community support and advocacy which can lead to the creation of
support groups to aid in trail maintenance and fundraising. By providing the
right level of amenities and components, a well designed access point can
help generate these feelings from a user’s initial steps, cycles, or strokes on
the trail. This involves providing the right components and amenities.
Trail access points must meet the needs all trail users that are
allowed onto the trail including wheeled users such as bicyclists and
wheelchairs, pedestrians, and those with disabilities for shared use trails.
Equestrian trails attract a smaller group of users and some even restrict
access to only equestrians. However, these rules are difficult to enforce
making it almost impossible to stop particularly pedestrians from utilizing
a trail. This makes choosing site components a juggling act between
the preferences of equestrians and other users. Water trails, in contrast,
rarely attract non-paddle or non-water type users unless there is an on
land companion trail which makes narrowing down the site components a
relatively simple task.
It is equally important to note that while the Americans with
Disabilities Act did not explicitly outline guidelines for trail access in
previous times, there is a set of draft guidelines (Access Board, 2010) in the
federal review process that apply to a range of outdoor recreation activities
including trails. In the future, trails will be required to have ADA access
where at all possible. These guidelines play an important role in how a trail
is designed, including what belongs at a trail access point.
The goal of this section is to provide a broad picture of the
possibilities for trail access points through both text and graphics. It
provides guidance on what components and amenities should be provided
for three trail types: shared use, equestrian, and water trails. To provide
further specificity, each of these trail types has a series of four designs,
representing a range of service levels, designated as Category 1, 2, 3,
and 4. Category 1 indicates the minimum level of components while a
Category 4 represents a well developed access point with a wide range of
components and amenities.

Figure 5.B.1: An example of a water trail access point. This image is of the prototype Category 2 water trail access point. The prototypes are used to demonstrate the necessary levels of site components and amenities
for differing levels of service or for phasing a trail access point. This allows stakeholders to wisely choose components for budgeting purposes and development over time.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Graphically, a series of twelve schematic or prototype plan designs
were created, four for each trail type, to show site phasing from minimum
components to a fully developed trail access point. While these prototypes
do not represent an actual site, they do tie in conceptually to the trails
proposed in this report through the trail types they propose. There is also
text describing how these trail types and service levels were developed,
which standards are applicable to the trail access points, and opportunities
for sustainable or green design.
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Figure 5.B.2: Trail access point in Missoula, Montana. Located in a residential area, this entry
point illustrates the concept of a Category 2 access point. It provides information and some
basic amenities (in this case dog leashes, etc.) but is not developed.

Figure 5.B.3: Trail access point in San Ramone, California. Located in a residential area, this
entry point illustrates the concept of a Category 3 access point. It has more amenities than
previous categories, such as picnicking and parking, but is not completely developed.

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Figure 5.B.4: Trail access point in Missoula, Montana. Located in an urban area, this
trailhead illustrates the concept of a Category 4 access point. It has elaborate components,
such as the pavilion and amphitheater, as well as parking and restrooms.

Definitions

trail standard section of this report (See Section 5.A), this involved collecting
a wide range of documents from federal, state, local, non-profit, and user
group organizations. In total, these papers totaled over 1,500 pages of
information to be consolidated. However, trail access points were often
left unaddressed within these standards leaving it unclear as to what was
required of this important trail feature.

not sufficient time, however, to pursue every idea and need due to the
constraints of this educational process. For those interested in pursuing the
construction of ATV trails, an important standard that provides a wealth of
information on the subject is the American Motorcyclist Association’s “OffHighway Motorcycle and ATV Trails Guidelines for Design, Construction,
Maintenance, and User Satisfaction” (American Motorcyclist Association,
1994).

To discuss trail access points, some terminology is necessary. A
trail access point is any location where a user may enter the trail. A staging
area is a trail access point that has parking and minimal amenities. A
trailhead is a trail access point that has parking, multiple amenities, and is
often located at the end points of a trail or at major trail connections. Trail
components refer to site features that are considered essential for trail
function, such as signage. While trail amenities refer to features that serve
to improve a user’s experience, such as benches. Signage refers to the
collection of signs that are posted on a site, and can also refer to a subset
of signs on site such as entry signage.

Purpose

The purpose of this section was to address a deficiency in the
literature surrounding trail access points. While a range of information
was available on trail design, few documents mentioned requirements or
recommendations for the trail entry points.

Development

During the development phase of this section, a comprehensive
review of available literature was conducted in order to gain as complete of
a picture of required and desired components for trail access points from a
variety of regulatory and user groups. Similar to the research done for the
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Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

To develop the prototypes, the information from the standards and
guidelines was reviewed to find common overlap between requirements and
suggestions. For most users, there were no absolute requirements. The
exceptions to this rule were users who fell under ADA, equestrian, and water
trail users. Otherwise, the standards simply provided recommendations
for useful components and amenities. During this process, the three trail
types emerged out of the requirement or frequency of certain suggested
components, as well as information on possible user conflicts. These trail
types also tied into the trails proposed elsewhere in this report.

Using the strength and frequency of the suggestions, the site components
were added into a series of four service levels. For example, bicycle
racks are strongly suggested by the American Association of State and
Highway Transportation Officials “Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities” (AASHTO, 1999). This pushed the bicycle racks to be included
in the second service level for all but the equestrian trail facility. Other
components that were strongly recommended across trail types included a
trail kiosk, user bulletin board, and benches.

The only trail type that has not been included in this section that could
be considered separately from the three illustrated is for All-Terrain
Vehicles (ATVs). While ATV trails were not included since no ATV trail
was proposed during this process, it is not to say that it couldn’t be
considered in continued stakeholder discussions. It is recognized that
there is potential need for ATVs in the Bluegrass Region. There was

From this analysis, a series of four designs for each of the three trail types
were created representing a range of components from the minimum trail
access point to a highly developed trailhead. To differentiate between the
service levels for each trail type, the designs are classified as Category 1,
2, 3, or 4. A Category 1 design represents the minimal requirements for
that trail type while Category 4 represents a highly developed trailhead.
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Categories 2 and 3 illustrate increasing levels of amenities in between the
minimal and the developed. While Category 1 is the minimal required,
Category 2 is the recommended minimal in most situations for providing
service and a positive experience for users. However, if it makes a
difference in whether a trail is constructed, building the minimum access
will often suffice and can generate user advocacy for increased funding to
increase site amenities. The components and service level requirements
are discussed for each trail type individually to provide a greater depth of
information.

Component Descriptions

General
Bollards
Bollards are site furnishings that provide designers a method of
blocking vehicular traffic from entering a pedestrian area. These should
be located only where vehicle drivers may be confused or tempted to enter
a trail way, such as at a trail-roadway intersection. When using bollards,
always try to use one or another odd number. Even numbers, particularly
two, funnel users toward the center of the path increasing the chance
of collisions. Bollards should be placed five feet into the trail from the
intersection point, trail end, or edge of side walk. They should be located
such that they divide the trail into under eight foot segments. This distance
should not be less than three feet in order to accommodate wheelchair
access.

Trail Description Signage
Trail description signage covers a range of information important
to trail users. Facts to consider including on the signs consist of the trail
distance, any barriers to access along the way such as a section of steep
slope or stairway, and attractions along the trail. The most important signs
in this category are those describing any access barriers so that those
with disabilities can judge their ability to travel the trail. Another set of signs
that fall under this category are mile markers, which are useful particularly
for runners and bicyclists who often want to judge the distance they have
traveled.
Additional Signage
There is a wide variety of other signs that may be appropriate for
individual trails. An important additional type of signage can indicate
emergency contact information, as well as what to do in common
emergencies. A commuter trail may provide signs on the expected time to
certain destinations. A tourist trail may highlight attractions located near
the trail as well as provide numbers for hotels or businesses. Specialized
trails may require signs informing users about unique issues, such as an
equestrian trail explaining to pedestrian users that horse manure will be on
the trail. See Figure 5.B.4 for an example of a type of additional signage.

Equestrian Access Points

Water Spigot
Used primarily on equestrian trails, a water spigot provides a
source of water for riders to hydrate horses. It may also be utilized in other
situations if there may be a need to wash down equipment, such as a boat,
or if there is no water fountain.
Handicap Mounting Block
An equestrian trail feature, there will be riders, disabled and
otherwise, who may need help getting into the saddle. A handicap
mounting block or ramp will allow these users to experience the trail as they
wish from the back of a horse. The North American Riding for the Handicap
Association has an online document that illustrates several different types of
these ramps (North American Riding for the Handicap Association, Ramp
Plans). Figure 5.B.7 shows an example of a possible handicap mounting
ramp.
Parking
For equestrian trails, parking is required for all trailheads since these
users often must transport their animals to the site. These areas require
large spaces to accommodate trailers, a space of approximately fifteen to
twenty feet wide and thirty-five to forty feet long.

Trail Entry Signage
This group of signs should identify the trail for entering users. It
should have a consistent graphic identity across trail access points to
help differentiate the trail from other parts of the system. This will aid in
creating a cohesive image for users which will aid in their creating a positive
association with the trail. This connection can help generate support for the
trail by providing a pool of willing volunteers, through the formation of trail
advocacy groups, and through users lobbying for increased trail support.
Trail Rule Signage
Equally important to entry signs are those showing the rules of the
trail. This provides rules similar to signs often found in parks such as the
hours the trail is open, prohibited items (such as alcohol), allowable pets
and animals, as well as acceptable uses. Other rules can include which
user groups are allowed on the trail, the etiquette on yielding between user
groups, a general speed limit for bicyclists, and rules on trash disposal.
Most rules should be phrased in a positive light, such as “Please take trash
with you” rather than “Don’t litter.” A similar sign could indicate the need to
pick up after any pets that are allowed on the trail.
The correct rules can help reduce user group conflicts by providing clear
information on acceptable behaviors and how to interact with unknown
groups. Several research papers on trail user conflicts found that user
education was an important factor in reducing conflicts (Federal Highway
Administration, 2004).

Figure 5.B.6: Additional trail signage from Missoula, Montana. This sign was located along
a trail where the city was attempting to restore the prairie ecology and inform users about the
waterway’s history.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Figure 5.B.7: A handicap mounting block for an equestrian trail. This is a basic type of
equestrian mounting block with the two main components being the ramp to mounting
height and another for a helper to hold the horse.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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It is important to remember that there are disabled riders that will
require additional components for trail access. The main component for
ADA riders is an ADA mounting block. This mounting aid can double as
a unloading ramp for some trailers, and should be provided where ever a
rider might need to dismount. This includes trail heads, all facility locations,
tunnels, and bridges. A good resource on the design and construction
of this component is the North American Riding for the Handicap
Accosications Ramp Information document, listed in the annotated
bibliography.

Water Access Points

Water Trail Users

Boat Launch
A boat launch provides a location for users to easily get in or out
of their boats. This feature should accommodate all users, and should be
designed so someone with mobility difficulties can still manage to get into a
boat and experience the trail. An important feature of an accessible launch
is the ability to transfer from a stable surface into floating equipment. This
can be accomplished in multiple ways, such as with a below water platform
or a floating dock. An overhead bar can aid users in transferring from land
to the boat. Logical Lasting Launches by the National Park Service (2004)
provides in depth information on the types of launches possible.

User Group Quick Requirements and Recommendation Facts
• Access Trail Tread Width: Six feet minimum
• Access Trail Vertical Clearance: Ten feet minimum
• Access Trail Shoulder Size: Two to five feet
• Access Trail Cross Slope: No greater than 4%
• Access Trail Longitudional Slope: 12.5% maximum
• Access Trail Surface: Compacted soil or gravel preffered, harder
surfaces acceptable such as asphalt and concrete
• Components and Amenities: Dedicated parking, handicapped
boat launch, emergency phone, benches, rest zones, trash
recptacles, water fountain, lighting, trail signage
General Description
The majority of water trail users will utilize canoes, kayaks, or rafts
for their trip on the trail. This requires the user to transport the device to the
trail, most likely on or in an automobile. The boats vary in width, length, and
materials. Most users hand carry the boats to the water, though there are
carts and wheels that users can use to aid in the boat transport.
Standards
There appears to be no definitive standards at the federal level for
water trails, and literature from other sources lacks specific details on water
trail access. The water trail standards are not as developed compared
to the standards for the groups previously covered in this section. The
clearest standard found for water trails was the North Carolina Water Trail
Standards (2006), which provides a description on the necessary trail tread
and amenities for water trail users. Other useful standards are Lasting
Launches by the National Park Service that provides information on the
range of boat launches and the American Bluetrails Standards which covers
how to create a water trail in terms of gaining support and funding.
Space Requirements
The minimum trail tread, in terms of the physical path to the water,
is six feet (North Carolina Extension Service, 2006). However, if other user
groups are to be accommodated, it is suggested by the author to increase
the width to ten feet to comply with the AASHTO suggestion for bicycle
facility trail tread. The vertical clearance was not described in any standard,
but the author suggests a ten foot clearance based on the fact that some
individual kayakers or canoeists may carry the boat on their shoulders,
requiring a greater clearance than a normal pedestrian.
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Emergency Phone
A feature primarily on water trailheads, an emergency phone
provides users with a way to contact help when they may not have access
to a cell phone. This is particularly useful in a water trail situation, since
there may be low reception and there is a high possibility that a phone
may be ruined by the water in the case of a boat capsizing. Since this is a
potentially dangerous type of trail for users, providing a way to contact help
without a user’s personal phone may be not only useful but life saving.

Boat Rack
A boat rack provides a location to store a boat for a short period of
time. These are required if the water trail access trail is longer than 1,000
feet, and should be located every 1,000 feet at minimum to provide users
with a resting area.
Parking
For water trails, parking is required for all trailheads since these
users must transport their equipment to the site. These areas require large
spaces to accommodate trailers, a space of approximately fifteen to twenty
feet wide and thirty-five to forty feet long.

Amenity Descriptions

General
Benches
Benches serve a variety of purposes for a trail and trail access
point. They can provide a break area along the trail, an easy place to
change into equipment such as inline skates, or a waiting area for pick up.
These benches should be as accessible as possible, and where a bench
is provided a five foot by five foot clear area adjacent should be provided
for wheelchairs. Benches can be acquired from a large range of sources
with many different finishes and should be chosen to reflect the graphic
identity of the trail as well as meet any cost, maintenance, and durability
requirements.
Bicycle Racks
Bicycle racks are a component that is highly recommended for
trails attracting cyclists of all varieties. Providing bicycle racks at most trail
access points allows cyclists a place to park the bicycle and walk to local
destinations that may not have a bicycle rack such as restaurants or retail
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shops. It can also be used by users who are training for triathlon as a
place to leave their bike while continuing a section of the trail on foot. Other
users may just enjoy the chance to stretch their legs with a short walk. The
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials in their
“Guidelines for the Development of Bicycle Facilities” (American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 1999), a standard document
for bicycle trails, highly recommend bicycle racks at trail access points.
Trail Kiosk
Providing similar information to the signs listed above, a trail kiosk
can be a location to post a larger graphic map of the trail and surrounding
area as well as provide more in-depth information either on a sign or
through brochures. It can also be updated to provide information on
upcoming events sponsored by the trail or those in the area. A trail kiosk
can provide new users a better understanding of the trail as well as take
away information to share.
Trash Receptacles
Trash receptacles are an important site component, though often
can be over looked by visitors. Often trails serve as a form of green space
for visitors and communities and should be kept in as clean of a condition
as possible. Locations for users to dispose of any waste they generate can
help reduce litter. Trash receptacles with both waste and recycling portions
should be considered, or separate containers should be provided. These,
as with benches, can be found from many sources and with many styles
and should reflect the graphic identity of the trail, as well as cost, durability,
and maintenance requirements. In locations without trash receptacles,
signage should indicate that users should take trash with them upon leaving
the site.
User Bulletin Boards
A user bulletin board is a great trail access point component,
particularly at higher uses, as it provides a convenient place for visitors to
exchange information on concerns or events. This component can help
generate organizations who are interested in supporting the trail.
Water Fountains
Users often will exercise along the trail, or utilize it during the hotter
months of the year. Having a water fountain available will help keep users
hydrated and safe, even if they forget to bring water. A water fountain is
therefore a useful site furnishing to add to a trailhead. This feature should
accommodate ADA users, and possibly have an attached fountain for
pets. There are many different options available, and stakeholders should
consider options such as on-site filtration or utilizing waste water from the
fountain as part of a water harvesting program where appropriate.
Equestrian
Water Trough
A feature of equestrian trails such as a water trough not only
provides users with fresh water for their animals, but also an easy delivery
method. Some users will still prefer to water their horses using their own
buckets, but many users will find this feature simple and convenient.
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Site Features

General
Gathering Areas
Beyond a picnic area, a trailhead can have designated gathering
areas such as playgrounds, sports fields, or amphitheaters. Any and all of
these will add to user enjoyment on site, but may not be appropriate in all
areas. Determine if the area the trailhead is located in has these types of
features in another public area close by, or if there is a stated need for them
in the neighboring areas before deciding to add them to the site.
Picnic Area
A picnic area is an area with provided tables with benches or seats
for people to eat food that they have carried onto the site. The picnic tables
should be accessible for wheelchairs and other persons with disabilities.
There are a wide variety of styles and vendors for these components, so
a type that fits the image of the trail should be chosen within the limits of
the budget. Beyond the tables and seating, a picnic area should have
trash receptacles for visitors to dispose of unwanted items and containers.
Depending on the site, animal proof disposal may be required.
Water Overlook
A possible water trail feature, or along any trail near a body of water,
an overlook allows users to get close to the water and have great views
along the water way. It can be a drawing point to the trail as well as a great
educational opportunity.
Equestrian
Corrals
A feature of equestrian trails, corrals are useful if the rider needs to
be dismounted for an extended period of time and does not wish to put the
horse back into the trailer. The corrals should be equipped with a way to
attach feed and water buckets, and possibly provide a water trough. These
can vary in size to accommodate one or more horses.
Manure Disposal
A site feature that allows equestrian users to discard any manure
the horse may have produced in the trailer or on site. The disposal may
involve a composting operation on site, which could cut down on landscape
fertilizer costs. Having an area to dispose of the manure may also aid in
reducing user conflicts if both equestrians and pedestrians use the site,
since pedestrians typically do not like the sight or smell of manure on the
trail.
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Shared Use
Parking
In the age of the automobile, it is hard to create a site without
dedicated parking. Indeed many local building and zoning standards will
require a site to have a certain number of dedicated spaces. However, for
shared use trails in urban, residential areas, it may be possible to forgo
the parking if on street parking is available. All parking areas should also
accommodate any ADA users with an appropriate number of accessible
spaces, which is often required by zoning and building codes.

Site Buildings
Liveries

A livery can be a great addition to a trailhead, particularly on
equestrian and water trails. These are locations that have equipment for
rent and often offer guided tours for visitors or inexperienced users. They
can also be useful on a shared use path if they offer bicycles for rent, and
possibly provide service for cyclists.
Picnic Pavilion
Similar to a picnic area, is a picnic area that is covered by a built
structure for protection from the elements. This structure, like the picnic
benches, should be ADA accessible and contain trash receptacles. These
structures can be modular or prefabricated and come in a variety of styles
and materials. As with the picnic tables, a style and material that fit the
image of the trail should be chosen within budgetary constraints. These
can also be designed by architects to provide a visual statement as in the
case of the Floyd’s Fork project in Louisville, Kentucky.
Restrooms
Restrooms are a site building that is not fancy or flashy, will
certainly help users enjoy their trail experience. Any restroom facility
should accommodate users with disabilities. If only one or two stalls is to
be added, they should be accessible by all users. If there is worry about
vandalism, these facilities could be locked during hours the trail is closed,
or during periods of low use. They can also be seasonally available at
times of peak use. The restrooms can also be a green feature of the site
if composting or low flow toilets are used. The National Park Service as
well as other expert entities have designs that may be appropriate for local
implementation.
Vending Areas
A vending area could be as simple as a building housing vending
machines or as complex as a restaurant or retail operation. This type of
building should be constructed as needed as the number of visitors to the
site expand.
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Figure 5.B.8: An early design for the prototype Category 4 water trail access point illustrates
many of the components and amenities described in this section, such as the user bulletin
board, trail kiosk, trash and recycling receptacles, restrooms, benches, and a water overlook.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Equipment for Specialized Trail Types

Commuter
A commuter trail may require some additional components
compared to a standard shared use trail. This trail, used primarily by users
as a means of transportation and less for recreation, has less need for
picnic tables and more need for equipment storage and user facilities.
Possible components include:
• Commute Time Signs - indicate average time to destinations
• Bike Storage Lockers - longer term safe storage
• Changing Facilities - change from biking to office wear
• Shower Facilities - clean up for the office
• Coffee/Tea Vending - may only operate during rush hours
• Shuttle Station - to local business district
Tourist
A tourist trail focuses on users from outside the area, or those within
the area looking to experience certain sites of interest or a unique landscape. This trail type needs components that will accommodate users who
do not have access to all their normal equipment, and who may not have
planned ahead for the experience.
Possible components include:
• Specialized Signs - tourist oriented indicating interesting facts and
places along the trail
• Liveries - places to rent equipment and/or gear
• Tour Guides - help people see the sites
• Vending - gifts and souvenirs, possibly picture opportunities
• Shuttle to Local Hotels - ease of access for users without cars
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Shared Use Trails

General Description
Shared use trails are used by a range of user groups. Depending
on the document, a shared use trail can encompass all trails where there
are multiple user groups ranging from runners to ATVs to equestrians. For
this project, shared use trails are defined as trails used by pedestrians and
wheeled users. They are not intended for equestrians, ATVs, or paddlers.
There are several reasons for this use distinction. First, through the
research conducted, it was determined that wheeled users and pedestrians
typically have lower levels of conflict compared to other groups and are
generally comfortable sharing a trail when provided with information on
bicycle speeds and passing etiquette. The second is that pedestrians
and wheeled users have similar requirements in terms of site components,
with bicycles and other wheeled users requiring some additional site
components. A third reason was, based on the proposals in this report,
shared use trails that are focused on pedestrians and wheeled users are a
main priority for trail systems due to their popularity with the public and the
number of users within these groups.
Some of the important components suggested throughout
the trail design standards and guidelines for shared use trails include
those previously mentioned (trail kiosks, bulletin boards, benches, and
bicycle racks) as well as restrooms, picnic facilities, parking (ADA and
standard spaces), water fountains, and trash receptacles. Parking is
often considered to be an additional amenity for shared use trail access
points. This is particularly true if the trail is located in an urban or suburban
residential context or with available on street parking and the access
point is not a major trail node or one of the end points. This is due to
the assumption that local residents may choose to ride their bicycles,
walk, or jog to the trail rather than travel by car. Figure 5.B.9 values these
components for four design categories of shared use trail access points.
Figures 5.B.10 through 5.B.13 provide a design example of each category.
Standards
Many standards do not go into depth about what should be
included at an access point. These are the main standards to consult for
shared use trail access points:
• AASHTO. (1999). Guide for the development of bicycle
facilities. Retrieved April 19, 2010, from
http://www.sccrtc.org/bikes/AASHTO_1999_BikeBook.pdf.
• Access Board (2009). Draft final accessibility guidelines for
outdoor developed areas. Retrieved April 19, 2010, from
http://www.access-board.gov/outdoor/draft-final.htm#text
• McMillen, B. (1999, July). Designing sidewalks and trails for access:
parts I and II. Retrieved April 19, 2010, from
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/pdf.htm and http:// www.
fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk/pdf.htm.
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Shared Use Trail Access Point Levels
Components

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Signage
Entry
Rules
Trail Description
Additional
Site Furnishings
Benches
Bicycle racks
Emergency Phone
Trail Kiosk
Trash Receptacles
User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain
Water Spigot
Site Features
Gathering Areas
Parking
Picnic Area
Water Overlook
Site Buildings
Liveries
Picnic Pavilion
Restrooms
Vending
Key Recommended

Optional

Excess

Figure 5.B.9: Table of Components for Shared Use Trail Access Points.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Designs
What follows is the series of four prototype designs for the shared
use trail access points beginning with the Category 1 site design and
moving toward the more developed Category 4 access point. For each
site, a plan view of the design is presented along with information for that
category on the type of access point, the size and suggested site location.
and components and amenities. These last are keyed, to allow users to
examine where they may be located on site. Information is also provided to
readers on possible sustainable techniques.
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Shared Use Category 1

The simplest of all the trail access points, this design only involves
some signs and a trail entrance. It is really only appropriate for an urban
residential type environment where most users will walk or bike to the trail
from their homes.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Access point
Urban, Residential, Small Site (0.25
or less)
A Entry signage

B
C
Sustainable Techniques

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings

B

C

A

0

20

50

Figure 5.B.10: Plan prototype of shared use Category 1 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Shared Use Category 2

Slightly more complicated than the Category 1 access point, a
Category 2 entrance has the addition of a kiosk, bulletin board, benches,
trash receptacles, bicycle racks, and a water fountain. It still should be
mainly used in an urban/residential environment for the same reasoning as
the Category 1 site design.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Approximate Size
Components

Access point
Urban, Residential, Small Site (0.25
Acres or Less)
Less than 0.5 acres
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Sustainable Techniques

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed
Bicycle rack

I

Bench

F

E

Kiosk
User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain
Trash Receptacle

H

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers

B

C

G

D

A

0

20

50

Figure 5.B.11: Plan prototype of shared use Category 2 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Shared Use Category 3

This design represents a move toward a more universal site plan,
with included parking making it feasible in more rural or isolated sites. It
also has the addition of a picnic areas since users may want to spend more
time on site due to travel time.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

I

Staging Area
Urban or Rural, Trail Hub, Medium
Site (1 to 1.5 Acres)
A Entry Signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Sustainable Techniques

L

Rules Signage
Bollard, if needed
Bicycle rack
Bench

I

Kiosk

F

E
K

User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain
Trash Receptacle
Dedicated Parking Lot

H

Handicapped Parking

G

J

D

Picnic area

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers
Low Water Plantings

B

C

A

I

Figure 5.B.12: Plan prototype of shared use Category 3 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Shared Use Category 4

The most developed of the site designs, the Category 4 plan has
the most components and can feasibly handle such operations as liveries
and vending though these were not included on the design. The size and
development level of this plan make if useful at major trail intersections or
at important destinations. This should not be the level of all trail access
points, but only at important nodes.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Staging Area
Urban or Rural, Trail Hubs, Large
Site (2 Acres or more)
A Entry Signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
Sustainable Techniques

M

L
I

N

Rules Signage
Bollard, if needed
Bicycle rack
Bench

I

Kiosk

F

E
K

User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain
Trash Receptacle
Dedicated Parking Lot

H

Handicapped Parking

G

J

D

Picnic area
Restroom Facility
Picnic Pavilion

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycled Site Components
Recycling Containers
Composting Toilets
Smart Car Parking
Ride Share Program
Stormwater Harvesting
Grey Water Recycling

B

C

A

I

Figure 5.B.13: Plan prototype of shared use Category 3 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Figure 5.B.14: Perspective of Category 4 shared use trail access point. This access point is designed to be self sufficient in terms of amenities and components. It is designed to be inviting and useful for a variety of user types, from pedestrians to cyclists.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Equestrian Trails

General Description
An equestrian trail is one designed with the horseback rider in mind.
Unlike the other two trail categories, this requires consideration of not only
a human user, but an animal user. A horse, which is a prey animal, has a
very different mind-set and reacts in ways that may seem odd to a human.
Horses are also generally housed where transportation to off-site locations
is necessary. Due to this fact and the considerations of having both a horse
and a rider, there are several considerations unique for this trail type.
The first is the need for a dedicated parking lot with trailer spaces.
Unlike the assumption that users of a shared use trail may not need
parking, the opposite must be assumed for equestrians. This requires a
large output of land, since each trailer parking space should be around
twenty-five feet by fourty-five feet to accommodate horse unloading and
trailer ties. Trailers also require larger lanes and larger turning radii in a
parking lot than a standard vehicle.
The second is the need for a mounting block. Some users,
including handicapped users, may need help getting onto their horse. This
requires a mounting block or ramp that is accessible. The Ramp Plans
document published by North American Handicap Riding Association
(North American Handicap Riding Association, Ramp Plans) provides
documentation on a variety of possible ramps that will aid riders in getting
into and out of the saddle.
Another is the need for some form of running water at all access
point levels. Horses require a large amount of water to stay hydrated
and users should be able to access water. Inexperienced users will
often lead their horses to available water, even if a trail is not provided,
so it is important to provide water on site to avoid this possible safety/
environmental disturbance issue. Signage should also support that off trail
riding is forbidden unless otherwise noted.
Some secondary concerns for trail access points for equestrian
trails include manure disposal and corrals. Manure disposal can be
useful for the rider as well as non-equestrian users of the trail who may
be offended by the manure if it is on the trail. It is also an opportunity to
compost the material, and possibly reduce the cost of landscape fertilizer.
Corrals are useful if the rider needs or wants to be dismounted for a longer
period of time. The corral provides a secure storage point for the horse
on-site which should have access to food and water. Figure 5.B.15 values
these considerations for four design categories of equestrian trail access
points. Figures 5.B.16 through 5.B.19 provide a design example of each
category.
Standards
Many standards do not go into depth about what should be
included at an access point. Following are the main standards to consult
for equestrian trail access points:
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Equestrian Trail Access Point Levels
Components

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Signage
Entry
Rules
Trail Description
Additional
Site Furnishings
Benches
Bicycle racks
Emergency Phone
Trail Kiosk
Trash Receptacles
User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain
Water Spigot
Water Trough
Site Features
Corrals
Gathering Areas
Handicap Mounting Aid
Manure Disposal
Parking
Picnic Area
Water Overlook
Site Buildings
Liveries
Picnic Pavilion
Restrooms
Vending
Key

Recommended

Optional

Excess

Figure 5.B.15: Table of Components for Equestrian Trail Access Points.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

• Tabor, N.K., Trauth, K.M, & Hartman, G.W. (2007). Equestrian trail
guidelines for construction and maintenance. Retrieved April 19, 2010,
from http://mdc4.mdc.mo.gov/documents/16131.pdf

• U.S. Forest Service and Federal Highway Administration. (2007).
Equestrian design guidebook for trails, trailheads, and campgrounds.
Retrieved April 19, 2010, from http://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/php/library_card.
php?p_num=0723%202816wa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk/pdf.htm

• O’Dell, A.M. (1994). Designing shared-use trails to include equestrians.
Retrieved April 19, 2010, from http://atfiles.org/files/pdf/ODellEquesTrails.pdf
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Designs
The following is the series of prototype trail access site designs for
equestrian trails, beginning with the Category 1 site. The Category 1 and
2 sites are primarily for equestrian use with limited facilitation of other user
groups. The Category 3 and 4 sites add a separate shared use trail into the
design to accommodate these users while keeping conflicts to a minimum.
For each site, a plan view of the design is presented along with information
for that category on the type of access point, the size and suggested site
location. and components and amenities. These last are keyed to allow
users to examine where they may be located on site. Information is also
provided to readers on possible sustainable techniques.

Equestrian Category 1

This is the simplest of the equestrian trail access points, with the
bare minimum of components for equestrians users. It is designed for only
equestrians, and no shared use component. The main space requirement
is the parking area, which requires spaces for horse trailers. This size site
may be possible in a more urban setting than the other categories due to its
size.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Staging Area
Rural, Medium Site (1 to 1.5 Acres)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
Sustainable Techniques

E

B
A

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed

C

Dedicated Parking
Trailer Parking

F

D

J

Handicapped Parking

I

Benches
Trash Receptacles

H

Kiosk
Water Spigot

G

Handicap Mounting Block

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings

K

Figure 5.B.16: Plan prototype of equestrian Category 1 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Equestrian Category 2
This is the level provides some additional amenities, such as
manure disposal compared to Category 1. However, it does not add much
in the way of comfort and is still designed as only an equestrian trail access
point with no support for a shared use trail.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Staging Area
Rural, Medium Site (1 to 1.5 Acres)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
Sustainable Techniques

Rules signage

B

Bollard, if needed
Dedicated Parking
Trailer Parking
Handicap Parking
Benches
Trash Receptacles
Kiosk
Water Spigot

E

Handicap Mounting Block
User Bulletin Board

B

Water Fountain

A

Manure Disposal

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers
Composting

C
F

D

M

J
I

K

H
L
G

H

N

G
Figure 5.B.17: Plan prototype of equestrian Category 2 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Equestrian Category 3

This trail access point adds a shared use component to the
equestrian trail, which will allow a greater number of users to utilize the
site. The trails begin separately, shared use and equestrian, and should
continue separately for at least several hundred feet. This allows the horses
to produce most of the manure in the early stages without non-equestrians
lowering the conflicts between the user groups. After that point, it is
possible to bring the trails together, though signage on yield rules and safe
conduct are required.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

B
P
B

Staging Area
Rural, Large Site (2 Acres or more)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Sustainable Techniques

O

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed
Dedicated Parking
Trailer Parking

E

Handicap Parking
Benches
Trash Receptacles

B

Kiosk

A

Water Spigot

C

Handicap Mounting Block
User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain

F

D

M

Manure Disposal

J
I

Shared Use Path
Bicycle Racks

K

H

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Composting

L
G

H

N

G
Figure 5.B.18: Plan prototype of equestrian Category 3 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Equestrian Category 4
The most developed of the equestrian access points, the Category
4 site contains a wide range of components and could likely support a livery
or vending operation on site. With its large size, it is probably only possible
to create this level in a rural setting or an established park. As with the
previous level, this is paired with a shared use trail to maximize the number
of users on site.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

G

Staging Area
Rural, Large Site (2 Acres or more)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
Sustainable Techniques

H

P

P

B
R

Rules signage

Q

Bollard, if needed
Dedicated Parking
Trailer Parking
Handicapped Parking
Benches

E

Trash Receptacles
Kiosk

B

Water Spigot

A

Handicap Mounting Block
User Bulletin Board

C

Water Fountain
Manure Disposal
Shared Use Path

F

D

M

Bicycle racks

J
I

Restroom Facility
Picnic Area

K

H

Corrals
Watering Trough

L

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Composting
Recycling Containers
Composting Toilets
Stormwater Harvesting
Grey Water Recycling

G

H

S

S

S

G
Figure 5.B.19: Plan prototype of equestrian Category 4 trail access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Figure 5.B.20: Perspective of category 4 equestrian access point. This access point is designed to be self-sufficient in terms of amenities and components. It includes a wide range of amenities for both humans and horses including restrooms, corrals, benches, picnic areas, and water troughs.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Water Trails

A water trail is one that incorporates or is embodied by a creek,
stream, or river. They can either be solely comprised of the water portion
where the land based trail’s purpose is to connect parking to the water.
They can also be paired with other trail types, such as a shared use trail to
encompass a wider range of users. The primary user groups targeted by a
water trail are kayakers, canoers, and other small watercraft users. As with
equestrian trails, a water trail requires a dedicated vehicular parking lot.
Water trail access points also have several unique considerations
compared to the other two trail types. The first is the need for an emergency
phone. In a water trail situation, there is a risk of serious injuries in locations
where cell phones may not work. This includes poor reception due to rural
sites or being located at lower elevations as well as the chance that the
phone may be ruined due to water contact. This makes an emergency
phone a necessity.
The second unique consideration is the need for a boat launch.
This should be ADA accessible, and be comprised from a variety of
materials to match the feel of the trail. Logical Lasting Launches by the
National Park Service (2004) provides information on a variety of boat
launches made from a range of materials and budget points.
Another consideration is the need for a physical trail to connect the
parking area to the water trail itself. This trail should be a minimum of six
feet wide, with a vertical clearance of ten feet to accommodate the different
ways users carry their equipment. It also should be free of any obstructions.
This path should be as short in length as possible, since users must
traverse it while carrying their boat. If it must be longer than one thousand
feet, a boat rack should be provided along the trail so that users can stop
and relax without harming their boat.
Much like the equestrian trails, water trails require dedicated parking
at all levels since users will be generally transporting their equipment to the
site using an automobile. The majority of the spaces can be standard car
sized (10 feet by 20 feet) though there should be some trailer sized spaces
as well (15 feet by 35 feet). The trailer spaces are smaller for this trail type
since there is no need for extra space for unloading and storing. Figure
5.B.22 values these considerations for four design categories of water trail
access points. Figures 5.B.23 through 5.B.26 provide a design example of
each category.
Standards
These are the standards to consult for water trail access points:
• North Carolina State University Extension. (2006). North Carolina paddle
trail and paddle trail access site standards. Retrieved April 19, 2010, from
http://www.ncsu.edu/ncblueways/ncblueways_standards.html
• National Parks Service. (2004). Lasting launches. [Web]. Retrieved April
10, 2010 from www.nps.gov/rtca/helpfultools/launchguide.pdf
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Water Trail Access Point Levels
Components

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Signage
Entry
Rules
Trail Description
Additional
Site Furnishings
Benches
Bicycle racks
Emergency Phone
Trail Kiosk
Trash Receptacles
User Bulletin Board
Water Fountain
Water Spigot
Site Features
Boat Launch
Gathering Areas
Parking
Picnic Area
Water Overlook
Site Buildings
Liveries
Picnic Pavilion
Restrooms
Vending
Key

Recommended

Optional

Excess

Figure 5.B.21: Table of Components for Water Trail Access Points.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett

Designs
The following is the series of prototype trail access site designs
for water trails, beginning with the Category 1 site. The Category 1 and 2
sites are primarily for water use with no facilitation of other user groups.
The Category 3 and 4 sites add a shared use trail into the design to
accommodate these users. For each site, a plan view of the design is
presented along with information for that category on the type of access
point, the size and suggested site location, components, and amenities.
These last are keyed, to allow users to examine where they may be located
on site. Information is also provided to readers on possible sustainable
techniques.
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Water Trail Category 1

The simplest of the water trail access points, this level would be
appropriate for a smaller site in both a urban or rural environment. It also
provides the lowest site impact, so it may be possible to build this type of
design near more sensitive areas. It will also be the least visually intrusive
from the waterway.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Staging Area
Urban or Rural, Medium Site (1 to
1.5 Acres)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Sustainable Techniques

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed
Kiosk

WATERWAY

Dedicated Parking
Handicapped Parking
Boat Launch
Emergency Phone
Trash Receptacle

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers
Waterway Restoration

E

B

F

A
C

I

H
D
G

Figure 5.B.22: Plan prototype of water trail Category 1 access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Water Trail Category 2
A slight step up from the Category 1, this access point provides
some additional components for human comfort such as a water fountain
and benches. It still requires a fairly small site, and could be used in both
an urban and rural environment. It also would not provide much in the way
of visual intrusion to the waterway.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Staging Area
Urban or Rural, Medium Site (1 to
1.5 Acres)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Sustainable Techniques

WATERWAY

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed
Kiosk
Dedicated Parking
Handicapped Parking
Boat Launch
Emergency Phone
Trash Receptacle
User Bulletin Board
Benches
Water Fountain

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers
Waterway Restoration

E

K

I
K

B

F

A

L

C
I
H

G

D
K
Figure 5.B.23: Plan prototype of water trail Category 2 access point.
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Water Trail Category 3

This level of access point adds a shared use trail that runs parallel to
the water trail along the banks of the waterway. This increases the number
of users that can utilize the site, thereby possibly increasing support for the
trail.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Staging Area
Rural, Large Site (2 Acres or more)
A Entry Signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
Sustainable Techniques

Rules Signage

WATERWAY

O

Bollard, if needed
Kiosk
Dedicated Parking
Handicapped Parking
Boat Launch
Emergency Phone

I

Trash Receptacle

K

User Bulletin Board
Benches

K

Water Fountain
Shared Use Trail
Bicycle Rack

E

Picnic Area

N

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers
Waterway Restoration

B

F

A

L

M

C
I

I

H

G

D
K
I
N
Figure 5.B.24: Plan prototype of water trail Category 3 access point.
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Water Trail Category 4

The most developed of the water trail access points, this level of site
would support a livery and/or a vending operation. It is suggested that the
livery have a separate access trail to the water due to the high traffic that it
may bring to the trail which could disturb other users transporting their boat
to the water. The shared use trail remains to draw a range of users to the
site.
Type of Access Point
Suggested Location
Components

Q

Trailhead
Rural, Large Site (2 Acres or more)
A Entry signage

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
Sustainable Techniques

P

WATERWAY

O

Rules signage
Bollard, if needed
Kiosk
Dedicated Parking
Handicapped Parking

I

Boat Launch

K

Emergency Phone
Trash Receptacle
User Bulletin Board
Benches
Water Fountain

K
E

Shared Use Trail

N

Bicycle rack
Picnic Area
Restroom Facility

B

F

A

Water Overlook

Permeable Pavement
Recycled Signage
Recycled Site Furnishings
Stormwater Management
Native Plantings
Recycling Containers
Waterway Restoration
Composting Toilets
Stormwater Harvesting
Grey Water Recycling
Waterway Quality Monitoring

L

M

C
I

I

H

G

D
K
I
N
Figure 5.B.25: Plan prototype of water trail Category 4 access point.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Figure 5.B.26: Perspective of Category 4 water trailhead. This trailhead is designed to be self sufficient in terms of amenities and components. It includes both a water and a more traditional shared use component to maximize the number of users drawn to the site.
Source: Meaghan Mroz-Barrett
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Conclusions

Trail access points play an important role in terms of success or
failure of a trail system. They are the first portion of the trail a visitor will see
and interact with and it can set the tone for their entire stay on the trail. It is
important that the access point reflect the atmosphere and aesthetic of the
trail, but also provide the necessary amenities for the users.
Unlike the trail requirements mentioned in section 5.A, trail access points
do not have as clear of guidelines at this point in the literature. A few of the
standards described in the previous section give suggestions for possible
components, but do not discuss a phasing or level type structure nor give
rules for what to include on the site. This is a short coming in the literature
that should be corrected since trail access points are vital to success of the
overall system experience.
This section provided a range of four prototype designs for three different
trail types. The goal of this was to give a range of required components
for both budgetary issues and site phasing. Not all trail access points
will move through all the phases, nor should all trail access points aim to
be in Category 4. This guide provides information on where the different
levels are appropriate so that unnecessary components are not added and
development is not completed.
These designs are obviously schematic in nature and do not reflect actual
sites. A design professional should be hired to design any trail access
point. They will be able to help develop the aesthetic qualities desired by
trail stakeholders and create a consistent feel and identity for the trail. It
is worth spending the money to create the solid public image for the trail,
since it will help generate local support.
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